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INTRODUCTION:
THE CHRETIEN LEGACY
As guest editors for this special issue on the Chr~tien Legacy we have
greatly appreciated the opportunity to reflect on the last decade of Canadian
politics and to solicit and collect articles that canvas a wide terrain of public
policy. We were delighted by the response to our invitation to contribute and
with the superlative quality of the submissions we received. And while this
collection is not comprehensive, we are confident that readers will be impressed
with the breadth of the coverage. We wish to thank all of the contributors, the
anonymous reviewers and the board, the staff and volunteers at the Centre for
Constitutional Studies, particularly Tsvi Kahana and Matthew Woodley, for their
efforts in compiling this volume.
The articles in this issue of the Review make it clear that assessing Jean
Chr~tien's prime ministerial legacy is a complex task, and increasingly so as
time passes. The sponsorship scandal and the subsequent cloud of uncertainty
surrounding the Liberal Party's electoral prospects will require further
assessment as their consequences are played out, but the authors in this volume
did not have the benefit of this knowledge in formulating their contributions.
What they do bring to their analyses are considerable experience and expertise
as policy observers and critical thinkers. We are confident that readers will find
the reflections in these pages to be provocative, insightful and informative.
Among the challenges in assessing the Chr6tien legacy is determining which
of the Liberal government's post-1993 initiatives reflect responses to broad
domestic and international political forces, which initiatives might be ascribed
to the specific impetus ofChr~tien's leadership, and how the general and specific
might come together in any particular policy field. Reg Whitaker, in his
overview of the Chrrtien decade, reminds us of the constitutional fatigue that
gripped the nation in the period immediately preceding the Liberal's 1993
election victory. In response to this fatigue, Chr&ien felt it would be imprudent
to pursue "mega constitutional" politics. The result, Robert Young asserts, was
a nearly disastrous unwillingness to contemplate the possibility ofa "yes" victory
in the 1995 Quebec referendum. So while the terrain of domestic politics may
have lead any prime minister to avoid grandiose constitutional gestures,
Chr~ien's reading of the Qu6bec situation, his federalist proclivities and his
experience during the 1980 referendum, lead to a peculiarly Chr6tien-esque (lack
of) response. Another example of the conflation of the general and the specific
can be found in the context of the Canada-U.S. relationship. Stephen Clarkson
2004
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and Eric Lachapelle argue that assessing the Chr~tien legacy necessarily requires
attention to the objectives and actions of the U.S. administration. But as
Macdonald and Gabriel demonstrate, even in the face of the overwhelming force
of our hyper-power neighbor, and even in the security-conscious,
post-September 11 world, it was still possible for Chr~tien to approach
continental integration with "calculated and pragmatic ambivalence."
Many of the contributors to this volume remark on the paradoxes of
Chr~tien's governing style. Yasmeen Abu-Laban describes the last ten years of
immigration policy in terms of continuity and transformation, integration and
exclusion. On ethics, Ian Greene observes the juxtaposition of the 1993 Red
Book promise to govern with integrity with an old-style politician who believed
in using influence as part of the game of politics. Tom Keating draws our
attention to Chr~tien's rhetorical support for the United Nations, but Canada's
declining military commitments to U.N. actions, as well as rhetorical support for
human rights, but a willingness to pursue trade agreements with China and
Indonesia. Paradox and contradiction are, of course, the lifeblood of political
analysis. Chr~tien's particularly ardent attachment to pragmatic governance
provided fertile soil for such antinomies.
"Incrementalist," "pragmatist," "agent of history," "as visionary as possible
under the circumstances" - all of these assessments of Jean Chr6tien's prime
ministerial legacy can be found on the following pages. Perhaps this range of
views reflects the precipitateness of the task, or perhaps the range ofjudgments
is a testament to the nature of the legacy itself. In any event, we hope that the
collection will provide fodder for your own determinations.
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JEAN CHRE'TIEN AND A DECADE OF PARTY
SYSTEM CHANGE
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I.

INTRODUCTION

When Jean Chrrtien assumed the leadership of the Liberal Party of Canada
in June, 1990, the Canadian party system was entering a period of turmoil. The
pan-Canadian, two-party plus system of partisan competition that had matured
under Pearson, Trudeau and Mulroney was in tatters as constitutional politics,
regionalism, ideological debates and public cynicism undermined the Mulroney
coalition of the 1980s. The Reform Party, which was less than a year away from
making its decision to "go national," was represented in Parliament by its first
elected MP, Deborah Grey. Popular federal Cabinet minister, Lucien Bouchard,
was about to break from the government to establish himself as leader of the
newly formed Bloc Qu~bcois. And the popularity of the Mulroney
Conservatives was on a downward trajectory that would eventually devastate the
"Party of Confederation." Indeed, the 1993 election that brought Jean Chr~tien
to power and saw the Progressive Conservatives reduced to just two seats in the
House of Commons, also established the fledgling Bloc qu~b~cois and Reform
Party as Canada's principal opposition parties. It's small wonder, then, that this
tumultuous election has been characterized as a classical example of a "critical
election" - that is, an election in which both popular support for parties and the
terms of political debate are dramatically altered.' The Chr~tien Liberals replaced
the governing Conservatives at a fundamental turning point in Canadian party
politics. The three-decade-old "system" of partisan politics to which Canadians
had grown accustomed was unraveling. Not surprisingly, then, the ensuing years
were to be a period of uncertainty, experimentation, and change. The Chr~tien

Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Alberta.
A. Brian Tanguay, "Canada's Party System in the 1990s," in James Bickerton & Alain-G.
Gagnon, eds., CanadianPolitics, 3d ed. (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 1999) 325. On
"critical elections" see Walter Dean Bernham, CriticalElections and the Mainsprings of
American Politics(New York: W.W. Norton, 1970); Walter Dean Bernham, "Great Britain:
The Death of the Collectivist Consensus?" in Louis Maisel & Joseph Cooper, eds., Political
Parties:Development and Decay (London: Sage Publications, 1978) 267.
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era party system was a system in transition.2 Thus, the character and practice of
partisan politics during the Chrrtien years will, one day, seem out of step with
the party system as it existed before and after Jean Chrrtien's tenure as Prime
Minister.
Of course, the task of examining Chr~ien's role in a decade of party system
change requires some clarity regarding what is meant by the term "party system."
At bottom, electoral competition between party organizations produces
competitive patterns and interrelationships that constitute the core of what is
meant by the party system. But, to fully appreciate the character of a party system
one must look beyond matters such as the number and relative competitiveness
of Canada's political parties - these factors are only the most obvious and
observable dimensions of any party system. Party competition is shaped by a
number of factors that combine to constitute the party system. These include the
organizational character and operation of parties as democratic institutions; the
public rules governing party financing, elections and the parliamentary party
system; and the norms and practices that shape campaign behaviour and
techniques. Added to these are the ideologies and discursive framework that
define the core issues, interests and identities of politics, and the relationship
between political parties and other processes and institutions of representation,
including interest groups, social movement organizations and lobbyists. Each of
these factors has an independent and unique influence on the character of the
Canadian party system and the process of party system change.
It would be wrong to identify a decade of changes in the Canadian party
system as Jean Chrrtien's personal legacy. While the Chrrtien era will be
viewed as a period of significant changes in the character and practices of
partisan politics, one should not attribute too much responsibility for these
changes to former Prime Minister Chrrtien himself. Very few of the changes in
the Canadian party system over the past decade can genuinely be called the
"Chrrtien legacy." Jean Chrrtien was caught up in processes shaped by multiple
political actors, social forces and economic conditions. All the same, in what
follows, I will explore party system change during the Chrrtien decade under
three broad headings - the changing contours of party competition, ideological
change, and party leadership and organization. First examined are the processes

2

R. Kenneth Carty, "Three Canadian Party Systems: An Interpretation of the Development
of National Politics," in George Perlin, ed., Party Democracy in Canada(Scarborough:
Prentice-Hall Canada, 1988) 15; R. Kenneth Carty, William Cross & Lisa Young,
Rebuilding Canadian Party Politics (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press,
2000).
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of "regionalization" that have resulted in multi-party competition, regionally
segmented campaigns and Liberal electoral dominance. Second, emphasis will
be placed on the extent to the which Jean Chrrtien, in partnership with Paul
Martin, emphasized the market liberal face of Canadian Liberalism. Together,
these two leaders facilitated the emergence of a loose consensus regarding the
privileged place of market liberal ideological orientations in political debate. In
essence, after a breakdown in the consensus that underpinned the previous party
system, the orientation of Chrrtien's governments helped to establish market
liberalism as the new "centre" of brokerage politics in Canada. Finally, it will be
argued that Jean Chrdtien and, even more so, Paul Martin, raised the bar in terms
of the financial and organizational requisites of a successful campaign to lead
Canada's "government party." In doing so, it has become increasingly evident
that the supposed democratization of the rules for electing party leaders is not
enough to ensure open and meaningfully democratic leadership selection
processes. Indeed, Chrrtien's leadership style and the nature of recent Liberal
leadership campaigns have contributed to the further "hollowing out" of
Canada's typically cadre-style political parties. Following Reg Whitaker, this is
tied to the rise of the "virtual party" and a lowering of the quality of democracy.3
At the same time, Liberal Party dominance has stimulated an unprecedented
interest in electoral system reform, and Chrrtien's iron fisted leadership style has
caused a restiveness within the parliamentary wing of the Liberal party that may
lead to some democratization of the parliamentary party system. When combined
with Chrrtien's surprise decision to reform the rules governing party financing,
there are some glimmers of democratization in the party system that exist in
tension with multi-million dollar leadership campaigns and leader-dominated
virtual parties. While the long-term implications of the Chrrtien reforms to
election and party financing are still being assessed, there is no doubt that the
former Prime Minister's decision to ban the very corporate contributions that
allowed him to win the leadership and three successive elections is a decision of
far-reaching significance. Moreover, as this was a prime ministerial initiative
with, at best, mixed support from the government caucus, party financing reform
may, more than anything else, qualify as Chrrtien'spersonallegacy for political
parties.
I.

THE CHANGING CONTOURS OF PARTY COMPETITION

Regionalization, a new multi-party dynamic of partisan competition and the
electoral dominance of the Liberal Party were, perhaps, the most striking features
of partisan politics in the 1990s. Obviously, regional identities and cleavages
3

See infra note 30 and accompanying text.
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have a long history as a defining feature of Canadian politics. It has been argued,
however, that from the 1960s through to the late 1980s, the dominant discourse
of partisan politics was pan-Canadian.4 This is not to say regionalism and
regionally-based partisan support were unimportant. The Pearson and Trudeau
Liberals, for example, governed on the basis of support rooted in eastern
Canada's Catholic populations and a virtual electoral monopoly in Qu6bec.5 But
Pierre Trudeau's articulation of a vision of a bilingual and multicultural Canada
in which individual rights served to underpin a quintessentially liberal political
community was a direct challenge to subnational political identities, be they
western, Qu6b6cois or otherwise. Mulroney rejected much of Trudeau's vision
of Canada, opting to support greater decentralization and the possibility of a
more asymmetrical federalism. But his acceptance of bilingualism and
multiculturalism, and his determination to broker subnational identities within
the context of a pan-Canadian conservative coalition, evidenced his desire to
maintain his Liberal predecessor's pan-Canadian focus. As the importance of
television news and select "national" news sources - in particular the CBC and
the Globe and Mail - increased from the 1960s onward, the contest between
national party leaders came to define partisan competition. Party leaders
competed to set the national policy agenda, and political legitimacy was
narrowly equated with being nationally competitive. Indeed, following the
behaviour of the news media, campaign strategies and tactics ensured that "the
local" and "the regional" took a back seat to "the national." Being strategic and
"on message" was equated with maintaining a pan-Canadian focus. There was,
in essence, one campaign being waged, and strategists came to accept that this
required consistent tactics and messaging from coast to coast.
In contrast, Jean Chr~tien won three majority governments in elections that
were marked by regional fragmentation of the party system. In terms of the
patterns of party competition and, therefore, campaign strategies, the striking
success of Reform and the BQ in the 1993 general election resulted in something
akin to a number of regional "party subsystems" replacing the pan-Canadian
party system. The Progressive Conservatives were reduced to being a party of
Atlantic Canada, fighting for survival in an electoral battle with Liberals and, in
Nova Scotia, the Liberals and New Democrats. In Qu6bec, a partisan struggle
pitting the nationalist Bloc qu6b6cois against a federalist Liberal Party virtually
eliminated any possibility of other parties having a meaningful electoral

4

Supra note 2.
James Bickerton, Alain-G. Gagnon & Patrick J. Smith, Ties That Bind: Partiesand Voters
in Canada(Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1999).
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presence. 6 Indeed, the reality of this new two-party competition in Quebec was
reinforced by Reform's inability to nominate and run more than a handful of
Qu6bec candidates in 1993 and 1997. During the Chr~tien era, Ontario was, with
the exception of a handful of seats, a virtual Liberal fiefdom. The Reform Party
and, later, the Canadian Alliance, typically earned the support of between one
fifth and one quarter of Ontario voters.7 But Canada's single member plurality
electoral system awarded the Liberals approximately 97 percent of Ontario's 103
seats. In the prairie provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, there was a fairly
competitive three-way race for seats during the Chrrtien years - the Liberals
and the Reform/Alliance were out in front, winning, on average, the same
number of constituencies, but the NDP won a respectable number of ridings as
well. It was in the final party subsystem - Alberta and British Columbia- that
the Reform/Alliance party found its real strength. The NDP was only able to win
two or three B.C. seats, and the PCs were uncompetitive throughout Canada's
two most westerly provinces.8 With the Liberals earning approximately 25
percent of electoral support in Alberta and B.C., the governing party was notably
weaker here than in other regions. All the same, the Chr~tien Liberals were the
only rival capable of mounting a meaningful challenge to the Reform/Alliance
party which, under the single member plurality electoral system, won just over
80 percent of the seats in the region.
Clearly, while the Chrrtien Liberals were competitive in all the party
subsystems of the 1990s, the differentiated nature of electoral competition
required segmented, rather than truly national, campaigns. Regional variation in
the nature of strategic appeals increased for very practical reasons: "Given this
balkanization in party competition, no party could effectively campaign on the
same message in each part of the country."9 But strategic regionalization of
campaign messages was not the extent of segmentation. In the campaigns of
1997 and 2000, even the Liberals - the only party with the legitimate claim to
being nationally competitive - recognized the strategic wisdom of writing off
any chance of winning Albertan and British Columbian constituencies outside
6

7
8
9

The one, partial exception to this was in 1997 when the Progressive Conservatives won 22
percent of the vote and five seats under the leadership of the current Liberal Premier of
Quebec, Jean Charest.
The Progressive Conservatives typically earned the support of approximately 17 percent of
the Ontario electorate during the Chr~tien years, while the NDP sat at about 8 percent.
Of course, one important exception was the victory of PC leader Joe Clark in Calgary Centre
in 2000.
R. Kenneth Carty, William Cross & Lisa Young, "A New Canadian Party System," in
William Cross, ed., PoliticalParties,Representation,and ElectoralDemocracy in Canada
(Toronto: Oxford University Press, 2002) 15 at 27.
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of Edmonton and Vancouver/Victoria. Regionalization, then, had a significant
impact on the character and public image of Canada's political parties during the
Chrrtien years. The BQ was, unquestionably, a party of francophone Quebec, the
Reform/Alliance party symbolized western political interests, and the character
of the governing Liberals was often shaped by the overwhelming size of the
party's Ontario caucus. While I am in agreement with David Laycock in
believing that observers typically overstate the "westemness" of the
Reform/Alliance ideology and policy agenda,"0 there is no doubt that the party's
Western roots have been significant to both the party's policies and voter
attitudes toward the party. Indeed, former Prime Minister Chr~tien revealed the
extent of party system balkanization when, during a campaign stop in 2000, he
joked to the national media that he was more comfortable in and preferred
visiting Atlantic Canada in contrast to the west.
With the NDP low in the polls, the Tories limited to an Atlantic Canadian
base, and given the unique regional competitiveness of the BQ and
Reform/Alliance parties, the Liberals were, under Chrrtien, able to dominate
electoral politics. Clearly, the workings of Canada's simple plurality electoral
system and unevenness in the size of the population of the various party
subsystems served to inflate Liberal victories. But these uncontrollable
institutional causes of Liberal domination only reinforced growing public
frustration with the situation. Given the character of Canada's Westminster-style
parliamentary party system, the inevitability of Liberal majorities and the lack
of a credible one-party opposition fueled the spread of rhetoric regarding
Canada's status as a "one-party state." And Chr6tien's apparent lack of concern
for the anti-democratic consequences of Liberal domination in a multi-party
system frustrated those interested in electoral democracy. By the summer of
2000 a multi-partisan citizens' group with impressive support from partisan
luminaries emerged to campaign for electoral system reform. Fair Vote Canada
has now established a media presence and has won support for the consideration
of a form of "proportional representation" from numerous commentators,
including the editorial board of the Globe and Mail.
Of course, governing parties have seldom taken electoral reform seriously.
The Mulroney Conservatives kept consideration of the issue off the agenda of
the Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing, only to find
their own survival as a party called into question as a result of the
disproportionate outcomes of the simple plurality electoral system. But, during

to

David Laycock, The New Right and Democracy in Canada:UnderstandingReform and the
CanadianAlliance (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 2002).
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his decade in power, Chr6tien's smug refusal to consider electoral system reform
may have served the cause of reform. The complacency of the Prime Minister
bolstered the determination of the reformers. While Chrrtien has not supported
such reforms, their current popularity is, in a sense, an unintended legacy of his
success as Liberal leader in a regionalized multi-party system of partisan
competition.
III.

THE CHRETIEN LIBERALS' "MARKET LIBERALISM" AND
THE NEW DISCURSIVE FRAMEWORK OF BROKERAGE
POLITICS

As many ofthe contributions to this volume confirm, Jean Chrrtien has never
been a policy visionary. While he cared about governing and held certain
personal priorities, he cared most about winning elections. After losing to John
Turner at the 1984 Liberal leadership convention, Chrrtien and his supporters
worked tirelessly to ensure victory would be theirs in 1990. In terms of
ideological and policy orientation, the often accepted - but somewhat
superficial - analysis, was that Turner's victory over Chrrtien was, in part, a
victory of the party's fiscally conservative "market liberals" over the left-leaning
interventionist "social liberals."'" In 1990, Paul Martin replaced Turner as the
candidate more clearly associated with the right-wing market liberal side of the
party. Chr6tien, the politician whose roots were in the era of social policy reform
under Pearson and Trudeau, was assumed to be more moderate, if not a leftleaning social liberal. The reality, however, was that Chrrtien's policy
orientation in government was to be determined by a combination of strategic
electoral calculations and a series ofpolitical debates and power struggles within
his Cabinet. Indeed, nothing was more important to defining the policy and
ideological orientation of the Chrrtien years than the early power struggles
within Cabinet that solidified the power and influence of his Minister of Finance,
Paul Martin.12 As Martin secured his place of pre-eminence among ministers, he
and Chrrtien formed a unique political partnership. It was, without a doubt, a
partnership of ambitious rivals, and one that could only be sustained until
Chrrtien's continued tenure as leader began to threaten the possibility of Martin
succeeding him as prime minister.

"

William Christian & Colin Campbell, PoliticalPartiesand Ideologies in Canada,3d ed.

(Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1990).

12 Edward Greenspon & Anthony Wilson-Smith, Double Vision: The Inside Story of the

Liberals in Power (Toronto: Doubleday Canada Limited, 1996).
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The Chrrtien-Martin partnership did more than ensure Martin's privileged
position within Cabinet. It also solidified the power of the Department of
Finance as a central agency with the capacity to shape the government's agenda
and limit the scope of policy innovation throughout the line departments. But,
more than anything else, this partnership gave priority to one policy goal above
all others: slaying the deficit. The parameters established by this goal gave
substance to the dramatic project of social policy reform and government
restructuring that was undertaken during Chrrtien's first mandate. Under
Chrrtien and Martin, the Liberal Party of Canada moved to the right, adopting
many aspects of the market liberal agenda of the Mulroney Conservatives. In
essence, this meant that fiscal and economic priorities would trump social
priorities. Early in his first mandate Chrrtien moved to embrace economic
globalization and confirm his support for continentalization under the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) - an agreement that his party had
campaigned against in both 1988 and 1993. While balking at American
priorities, particularly after the election of George W. Bush, and rejecting the
overblown neo-conservative rhetoric of the 1980s, Chrrtien and Martin pursued
a policy agenda in keeping with neo-liberal restructuring, free trade and
continentalization. In political terms, this rather dramatic shift was made easier
by the position of the Reform/Alliance party as the Liberals' primary challenger
in English Canada. The Liberals could pursue an agenda that satisfied business
interests and the conservative press, while reminding more moderate Canadians
of the Reform/Alliance policy of going "further and faster" in terms of economic
liberalization and shrinking government. The Liberals were able to move to the
right while appearing relatively moderate. Moreover, by continuing to embrace
multiculturalism, inclusiveness and the principles of the Canadian Charterof
Rights and Freedoms, as well as demonstrating a willingness to act on gun
control, same-sex rights, and other progressive issues, Chr6tien maintained a
degree of social liberalism that allowed the Liberals to claim they were
continuing the party's tradition of governing from the ideological centre. There
is no doubt that this pacified those voters - particularly urban and Ontario
voters - who were uncomfortable with the growing influence of the new right.
Not long after the 2000 election the Martin team intensified their efforts to
ensure Paul Martin could soon replace Chr~tien as leader of the Liberal Party.
As signs of the Martin team's activity grew more obvious, Chr6tien was forced
to reflect on his future: Should he run again? If not, what would his legacy be?
Then, in the summer of 2002, the politics of party leadership came to a head.
Chr(tien was feeling pressure to retire from members of both the parliamentary
and extra-parliamentary wings of the Liberal Party, and there was no doubt that
Martin supporters were behind the move to oust the Prime Minister. Thus, in
June, 2002, Chr~tien removed Martin from Cabinet, ended their partnership, and
Vol. 9, No. 1 & 2
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prepared to do battle. But, two months later, in a dramatic turn of events, the
former Prime Minister announced his plan to retire prior to an anticipated 2004
general election. Politically wounded, Chrrtien then turned his attention to the
matter of his policy legacy. The political press was abuzz with stories of
Chrrtien's desire for a more explicitly social liberal legacy than would result
from historical reflection on the policies of the Chrrtien-Martin partnership.
Given the eventual decision to hold a Liberal leadership convention in
November 2003, Chrrtien sans Finance Minister Martin would have little more
than a year to put the finishing touches on his legacy as Prime Minister. The
Throne Speech that opened the second Session of the thirty-seventh Parliament
in September 2002, laid the groundwork for Chr~tien's legacy agenda. 13 That
speech promised that Canada would increase development assistance, push for
comprehensive free trade on all products from the least-developed economies
and focus, in particular, on the challenge of African development. 4 It promised
action on health care, particularly Aboriginal health care.' 5 It committed the
government to advancing the 1997 children's agenda and taking action for
families in poverty, particularly with regard to closing the gap between the
quality of life for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal children.16 With regard to the
environment, there were commitments to developing new parks and wilderness
areas and to implementing a strategy to meet the commitments associated with
ratifying the Kyoto protocol. 7 Themes associated with the global
competitiveness of the Canadian economy were not absent, but reducing the debt
to GDP ratio, lowering taxes, and focusing on skills development and "smart
regulation" all took a back seat to the social themes. The first full budget of Paul
Martin's successor, John Manley, built directly on the language and priorities of
the Throne Speech. 18 After a decade of Martin-inspired budgets, political
columnists emphasized the extent to which Chrrtien's priorities - his
"fingerprints" - were particularly obvious in this budget.' 9 Indeed, the Globe

13

Canada, Governor General, The Canada We Want. Speech from the Throne to Open the

Second Session of the Thirty-Seventh Parliamentof Canada (Ottawa: Queen's Printer,
2002).
,4 Ibid. at 3.
11 Ibid. at 4-5.
16

Ibid. at 5-6.

11 Ibid. at 6-7.

Canada, Department of Finance, Building the Canada We Want: The Budget Speech 2003
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 2003).
19 Hugh Winsor, "'People's budget' has Chr~tien's fingerprint" Globe & Mail (19 February
2003) A11.
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and Mail declared that Chr~tien's final budget marked a return to a style of
"activist government" that would cast a shadow over governments to follow. 0
But time was running short. Leadership politics were distracting the
government caucus. The apparent inevitability of Paul Martin soon succeeding
Chrrtien as prime minister was serving to slow progress on policy initiatives that
Martin had not willingly endorsed. And provincial premiers were less-thanwilling to trust Chrrtien and facilitate the quick implementation of his policy
agenda. Thus, by the fall of 2003, the extent of real policy change had been
limited, and commentators searching for an identifiable legacy of Chrrtien's
decade in power could only conclude that the former Prime Minister's defining
achievement was slaying the deficit - a legacy he would have to share with Paul
Martin.
This is significant because, in contrast to the neo-Keynesian nationalist policy
orientation of Trudeau's final term as Prime Minister (1980-1984) and the
anti-free trade policy platform that informed the final election campaign of the
Turner Liberals (1988), Jean Chrrtien can be identified as the leader who, in
partnership with Paul Martin, turned the Liberal Party to the right: privileging
market liberalism, and marginalizing the post-war Liberal tradition of social
liberalism. But the full importance of a more right-wing Liberal Party rests in its
relationship to the reshaping of the ideological and discursive framework of
partisan debate and political competition. Chrrtien first assumed the leadership
of his party at a moment of significant ideological turmoil. The 1988 election
had been uncharacteristic in the extent to which the voting decision of Canadians
came down to how they felt about a single issue of far-reaching importance: free
trade. The Meech Lake Accord died on the very day that Liberals selected
Chrrtien as their leader, and the subsequent Canada round of constitutional
negotiations vastly expanded the constitutional agenda. With Canadians waking
up to the legitimacy and magnitude of First Nations' grievances, this new
constitutional agenda included, among other issues, the recognition of the right
of Aboriginal self-governance. At the same time, polling showed that
environmental concerns were nearing the top of issue priorities for voters. And
social movement organizations related to the environment, feminism and antiracism were demonstrating a level of political activity and sophistication
unprecedented in the post-war era. Moreover, with Prime Minister Mulroney's
popularity plummeting and Bob Rae's NDP elected in Ontario, there were, in
1990, reasons to wonder whether the final decade of the twentieth century might
20

"Mr. Chr~tien's return to activist government," Editorial, Globe &Mail (19 February 2003)
A28.
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be characterized by a rejection of the neo-conservative vision that motivated the
Mulroney Tories.
Uncertainty and ideological turmoil were, then, the order of the day. With this
in mind, it should be clear that the significance of the 1993 election was not
merely the emergence of multi-party partisan competition - 1993 was also
important because it was marked by a rejection of brokerage-style consensus
politics. Most obviously, the nationalist BQ and the ideological Reform Party
both rejected the policy-adverse politics of consensus that is so central to
brokerage party systems. But, beyond that, it was still apparent that, as in 1988,
the Liberals and Progressive Conservatives were not merely offering "more or
less" of the same policy package."' The Liberal Red Book emphasized the
stimulative power of the state and the importance of infrastructure and public
spending to job creation,2" while the Tories focused on the fiscal deficit and
hinted at a plan to dramatically downsize the public sector. In sum, it can be
argued that Jean Chr~tien ascended to the Prime Minister's Office at a moment
when policy visions clashed to an extent that is not characteristic of moments of
brokerage-style partisan competition.
By the mid 1990s, however, a new consensus was emerging. In February
1995, Paul Martin introduced what was arguably the most economically
conservative budget of the post-war era. His budget attacked the federal deficit
through "structural change" that set in motion major reforms to government
spending (including the introduction of the CHST) and public sector
restructuring (overhauling "not only how government works but what
government does").,3 Indeed, according to former Canadian Alliance leader,
Stephen Harper, the Liberal government of the mid 1990s was "more
conservative on most issues than the previous Progressive Conservative
government."24 But the Liberals were certainly not alone in moving to the right.
The Conservatives, devastated by the 1993 election results, were going through
a process of grassroots policy consultations and political soul-searching that
21
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resulted in an election platform - their 1997 platform - "that marked the
zenith of market liberalism's influence within the Conservative Party."25
What did all this mean for the ideological and discursive framework of
partisan politics in Canada? Essentially, by the turn of the century, policy debate
was increasingly organized around the provision of "more or less" of a market
liberal agenda at a "faster or slower" rate. Red Tories who had once cautioned
against overstated market enthusiasm were taking their final gasps within the
Progressive Conservative Party, social liberals were marginalized within the
Liberal Party, the new Canadian Alliance was downplaying Reform-style social
conservatism in favour of market liberalism, and Canada's party of social
democracy, the NDP, was increasingly treated as irrelevant by observers,
including the political press. Credit for this transformation of the discursive
framework of the Canadian party system must be shared. Clearly political leaders
like Preston Manning, Mike Harris, and Ralph Klein were important, as were
non-partisan policy think tanks such as the Fraser and C.D. Howe institutes.26
But Chrftien's partnership with Paul Martin drew the governing Liberals to the
market liberal right, and this had consequences for the Canadian party system
that are, indeed, a part of the Chrftien legacy.
IV.

THE CHANGING POLITICS OF PARTY LEADERSHIP AND
PARTY ORGANIZATION

Between 1984, when Jean Chrftien first ran for the leadership of the Liberal
Party, and 2003, when he was replaced by Paul Martin, the accepted thinking
regarding democratic leadership selection changed considerably. The trend
during this period was inspired by grassroots democracy, it involved embracing
various methods of one member/one vote party-wide leadership selection. An
examination of leadership selection within the Liberal Party shows, however,
that democratizing the rules governing voting processes does not guarantee truly
open and meaningfully democratic leadership selection.
The 1984 Liberal leadership selection process involved a traditional delegated
convention. John Turner won on the second ballot with just shy of 55 percent of
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the vote. Jean Chr~tien was second with 40 percent. Following the convention,
Chr~tien's supporters did not willingly accept Turner's leadership. Not only did
they maintain the hope of one day putting Jean Chr~tien in the leadership, but at
times they openly challenged Turner. There was, for example, an open but
unsuccessful challenge to Turner during the regular leadership review process
at the party's 1986 party convention. As the 1990 leadership convention
approached, the Chr~tien team left nothing to chance. With a nation-wide
organizing network and a healthy "war chest" to finance the campaign, the
Chr6tien organization literally "captured the party in the few months before the
convention."" They ensured, in other words, that the convention results would
be a foregone conclusion - the leadership would be won at delegate selection
meetings, not on the campaign trail or the convention floor. Indeed, so slim was
the room for leadership aspirants to enter the race and mount a respectable
campaign that senior Liberals like Lloyd Axworthy considered the hurdles
hampering a respectable showing to be insurmountable.2 8
The rules for the race to replace Chr~tien were changed so that the thousands
of Liberal members who attended the delegate selection meetings two months
prior to the convention would directly control the outcome of the first ballot
voting. But these new rules did not really change the nature of the process. In
fact, like any good apprentice, Paul Martin adopted and perfected the Chr~tien
formula. Martin took control ofthe party's constituency associations in the years
prior to 2003. He never hid his intention to run, and in 2002 he used his strength
within caucus, the party executive and local constituency executives to challenge
Jean Chr~ien's continued tenure as party leader. When the Martin strategy
became clear, Chr~tien announced his intention to stand up to the challenge.
Plans were put in place for a full-fledged "campaign" to rally Liberals behind
their leader as the 2003 party convention and leadership review vote approached.
Key national organizers were put in place and, according to one report, Jean
Chr~tien "forked over about $100,000 of his own money" to finance the launch
of the campaign.2 9 But, facing the Martin juggernaut, the Chrrtien campaign
crumbled. It was clear that Jean Chrrtien had lost control of his party. The
national campaign organizers failed to mobilize a network of regional and
constituency-based supporters. Fundraising - intended to repay Chrrtien and
finance the campaign - faltered. And, before long, Jean Chrrtien was
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announcing his planned retirement as a means of avoiding the anticipated 2003
leadership review vote.
Paul Martin had beaten Chr~tien at his own game. But he also extended the
Chr~tien strategy to such an extent that the politics of Liberal leadership
selection has been fundamentally transformed. In 1984 many observers were
shocked by the suggestion that Turner may have spent over $2 million to win the
leadership. In the lead up to the 1990 convention, there was notable comment on
the fact that leading Liberals like Axworthy felt a credible run at the top job was
impossible without an early start at building a campaign war chest. As the results
were counted and Jean Chr~tien won on the first ballot at the 1990 convention,
it was noted that this was the first time since the 1950s that a leader had secured
a majority of delegates prior to the opening of the convention. Today, all this
pales in relation to Paul Martin's spending and campaign accomplishments.
Under Chr~tien's watch, Martin raised over $11 million to secure the leadership.
He managed to put such a lock on local Liberal associations that ambitious
potential candidates like Brian Tobin chose not to run, and one potentially
significant challenger, John Manley, opted out of the race after months of
campaigning. When the convention was held, a Paul Martin coronation was
supported by over 90 percent of the delegates. The rules structuring the
translation of grassroots preferences into convention results had been
democratized, but the process was, in the end, far from truly open and
meaningfully democratic. Martin's only challenger, Shelia Copps, campaigned
as a "voice for the voiceless" - but, at the end the Chr6tien era, there is very
little room for the voiceless in the process of selecting the leader of the Liberal
Party of Canada.
Liberal leadership politics reveals something significant about the changing
character of party organizations in Canada. Regardless of the apparent success
of moves to democratize Canadian political parties, party organizations are,
increasingly, hollow shells with little in the way of an ideological or policy
"essence," and little organic connection to civil society. According to Reg
Whitaker, the Chr~tien years witnessed the rise of the "virtual party," a political
party that forms around a politician and the coterie of advisors and strategists
who colonize the hollow shell of the party and use it like one would a franchise
with brand recognition.30 Of course, there is something quite familiar about the
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virtual party. Canadian political parties have long been characterized as cadrestyle organizations that revolve around their leaders. Most of Canada's parties
emerged out of Parliament and the parliamentary wing has remained dominant.
Prior to 1919, party leaders were selected by secretive and undemocratic
negotiations within the parliamentary caucus. Prior to the 1960s, the extraparliamentary party bureaucracy was notably rudimentary. There were fairly
vibrant local party networks in the nineteenth century, but these were tied to the
constituency-based patronage networks that financed campaigns and ensured
sustained patterns of political support for local candidates. Throughout the
twentieth century, local party organizations were, for the most part, electoral
machines that went into hibernation when not needed to staff campaign offices,
canvass the voters or attend rallies. Between the early 1960s and the 1980s,
central party bureaucracies grew in size and strategic importance. But it was also
during this period that advertising professionals, public relations consultants and
pollsters were drawn in to guide national political campaigns and advise party
leaders. The gradual professionalization of strategic advice from the Pearson era
to the Mulroney era influenced the character of party organizations and presaged
the emergence of "virtual parties" in the 1990s.
According to Whitaker, two features distinguish the virtual party. First, the
virtual party is, at bottom, little more than a hollow shell waiting to be given a
political and ideological character by a leader and his or her appointed advisors.
Think of the small group of ideological party activists who coalesced around
Mike Harris to transform the hollowed-out shell of the once powerful Ontario
Tories from a party of tory pragmatism into a programmatic party of neoliberalism. Second, the virtual party is little more than a convenient franchise,
a marketable brand. Think of the "re-branding" exercise that created the
Canadian Alliance out of the Reform Party in the hope that the new brand could
be successfully sold in the once impenetrable Ontario market. While the Liberal
Party is not so clearly a virtual party as were the Harris Tories and the Canadian
Alliance, Whitaker points out that under Chr~tien the party "is neither the eliterun 'ministerialist' party of the King-St. Laurent era, nor the 'participatory' party
of the Pearson-Trudeau era" because both Cabinet ministers and the grassroots
are less important than they once were.3 ' What matters now is polling analysis,
media strategy and the agenda of the leader's coterie of policy advisers. Of
course, in the era of the Chr~tien-Martin partnership the Liberal Party was
something of a "two-headed" virtual party, but it was a virtual party nonetheless.

Tom Kent, "There's still a chance for Jean III" (2000) 9 Inroads: A Journal of Opinion 59
at 61.
3Whitaker, ibid. at 18-19.
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In the final year of Chrrtien's leadership, the supporters ofvarious leadership
aspirants actively worked to build the party organization. By July 2003, the
Liberal Party had over 530,000 members, more than any other party in Canadian
history. Key operatives, particularly from the Martin campaign, were abuzz with
excitement about the party's new vitality. In September, when party members
had their opportunity to select delegates to the leadership convention and
determine the outcome of the first ballot, a mere 52,000 - less than 10 percent
- of the members participated. 32 The subsequent convention to install Paul
Martin as leader was a poorly attended media extravaganza designed to say a
fond farewell to Jean Chrrtien and prepare the way for the Martin entourage to
seize the reins of power and present the Liberal Party of Canada to the Canadian
public as a different party than it was just months ago. This is the essence of
leadership transition in the virtual party.
Elsewhere in this special issue, David Docherty reveals how the power of the
leader in Chrrtien's virtual Liberal Party caused considerable unrest within the
parliamentary wing of the party. While Paul Martin and the powerful Ministry
of Finance set the core of the governing agenda for much of the decade that
Chrrtien served as Prime Minister, Jean Chrdtien used the power of the Prime
Minister's Office and the Privy Council Office to manage his caucus and Cabinet
in a manner that was both understated and controlling. Chrrtien demanded that
the Liberal caucus respect the principle of party discipline as the defining feature
of the parliamentary party system. The result has been prime ministerial
government. Interestingly, however, a restive Liberal backbench is demanding
that Paul Martin commit himself to democratizing caucus and Parliament.
Remembering that Chrrtien too made such promises, it will be interesting to see
whether his successor actually introduces reforms that alter the character of
Parliament and the parliamentary party system.
In the final months of his term as Prime Minister, Jean Chrrtien initiated a
dramatic reform of the rules governing political party financing. Regulation of
party financing was originally modernized with the Election Expenses Act of
1974. That legislation took an important step toward recognizing political parties
as quasi-public institutions of democratic governance. The Liberal government
of Pierre Trudeau was simultaneously declaring that parties are not merely
private voluntary organizations and, very importantly, that there is a "public
good" associated with putting parties on a more level playing field in terms of
financing and spending. These values were affirmed by instituting campaign
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spending limits, requiring public disclosure of contributions, providing for
public funding through tax credits for political contributions and the partial
reimbursement of campaign expenses. At one level, it could be argued that
Chrtien's party finance legislation, Bill C-24, simply aimed to extend the logic
of the Trudeau legislation and tighten up the rules and procedures. But several
political observers claim that partisan politics simply "won't be the same after
Bill C-24."33 Indeed, the extent of opposition to the changes - from within both
opposition and Liberal party ranks - suggests that politicians and campaign
strategists agree with this latter assessment.
The Bill C-24 amendments to the Canada Election Act have two broad sets
of consequences for the character of the Canadian party system.34 First, the
legislation further entrenches the notion that political parties are "public
institutions" that, by definition, are the legitimate target of both public regulation
and public financing. In the first instance, this is accomplished by extending the
range of party activities to be covered by public regulation. Beginning 1 January
2004, spending limits are placed on local candidate nominations. Secondly,
corporations and unions are forbidden from donating to leadership-campaigns,
while the extent of public financing of political parties will be increased.
Registered political parties will now receive an annual allowance equivalent to
$1.75 for each vote the party received in the last general election. The extent of
the tax credit that Canadians receive for political contributions will also be
increased.
The second set of consequences pertains to the source and size of political
contributions. The 1974 legislation put in place spending limits for local and
national campaigns. Bill C-24 now tackles the other side of the party financing
equation. Henceforth, individual Canadians may contribute up to $5,000
annually to registered political parties, the campaigns of candidates running in
a federal election, local party constituency associations, and contests to nominate
local candidates. Individuals can also donate up to an additional $5,000 to party
leadership campaigns. Corporations, trade unions, and associations, on the other
hand, are forbidden from donating to registered political parties. These entities
can donate at the local level, but their contributions are limited to a maximum
of $1,000 annually to local candidates, party constituency associations and

33 Hugh Winsor, "Politics won't be the same after Bill C-24" Globe & Mail (16 April 2003)
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contests to nominate local candidates. At bottom, then, the new rules of party
financing place limits on individual donations and, perhaps more significantly,
they prevent corporations and unions from donating to the national level
activities of registered parties and leadership campaigns.
The long-term implications of placing limits on individual contributions,
prohibiting corporate sources of party financing, extending the regulatory reach
of the ElectionsAct to local nominations and leadership campaigns and, finally,
shifting to greater public financing, are not yet entirely clear. There are, however,
at least three observations that can be made. First, the federal ban on corporate
and union donations will force renewed effort to solicit funds from individual
contributors. Second, relying on a per-vote system of public funding will make
it difficult for smaller and new parties to compete with established parties.
Indeed, it was publicly acknowledged in the fall of 2003 that one of the
perceived benefits of the agreement to merge the Progressive Conservative and
Canadian Alliance parties was the increased public funding associated with the
two parties' combined vote. Third, the new party financing rules will alter the
character of leadership campaigns, particularly those for the leadership of parties
that have a realistic chance of victory in a general election. Within the Liberal
Party, for example, the Chrrtien/Martin strategy of developing a multi-year
campaign to capture the party organization from the constituency level upwards
is now widely accepted as the only way to assume the leadership of the
"government party." But such campaigns are costly, and it may be virtually
impossible for future aspirants to match the $11 million Paul Martin raised on
route to the Prime Minister's Office. Of course, the fact that Martinites within
the Liberal Partyjoined Progressive Conservatives and members of the Alliance
in attacking Bill C-24 suggests there might be some appetite for new
amendments to the Elections Act following the 2004 general election. The
opposition conservative parties were highly critical of the uneven playing field
created by a per-vote system of public funding - indeed, the Canadian Alliance
was critical of any legislative move toward further entrenching the notion that
parties are public institutions. And Liberals such as party president Stephen
LeDrew were highly critical of making any distinction between corporate and
individual donations. Perhaps, then, there will be some pressure on Martin to
undo this aspect of the Chrrtien legacy. But, given Martin's rhetorical
commitment to democratization, it will be difficult for him to entirely reverse
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Chr~tien's move to reduce corporate financial leverage within the Canadian
party system.
V.

CONCLUSION

Jean Chr~tien came to power in a "critical election." There is little doubt that
1993 marked a fundamental turning-point in terms of the structure of partisan
competition and the terms of partisan discourse. The previous party system had
come apart. The Chr~tien era, then, was destined to be a tumultuous period of
uncertainty, experimentation and change in the Canadian party system. On the
surface, a powerful process of regionalization - one that resulted in multi-party
competition, regionally segmented election campaigns, and the apparent
guarantee of overstated Liberal electoral victories - dominated the course and
character of party system change during the Chrrtien years. It has been argued,
however, that there were also important changes to the discursive character of
the Canadian party system, as well as to the character of party leadership and
organization.
Jean Chr6tien, in partnership with Paul Martin, moved the Liberal Party of
Canada to the market liberal right. At times over the past decade there was
evidence suggesting this was not the legacy Chr6tien wished to leave. But the
privileging of deficit elimination combined with Martin's pre-eminence among
Chr~tien's ministers served to ensure that economic and fiscal priorities would
trump social priorities during the decade that Chr~tien was Prime Minister.
Beyond the importance of this to how Canadians were governed, it is also clear
that the Chr~tien-Martin partnership paved the way for the establishment of a
discursive framework that placed market liberalism at the "centre" of a new era
of brokerage politics in Canada. After coming to power at a moment that lacked
the sort of loose consensus that structures brokerage-style partisan debate,
Chr~tien helped to establish the ideological focal point of brokerage in the
emerging party system.
Interestingly, while Jean Chr~tien came to power when populist democracy
was all the rage and governed during a period in which there was considerable
experimentation in democratizing the rules governing Canadian political parties,
his style of leadership and developments in the politics of leadership within the
Liberal Party marked, if anything, a retreat from democracy. I have argued that
this contributed to the further "hollowing out" of Canadian political parties, thus
creating space for the rise of "virtual parties" that are little more than hollow
shells waiting to be given political and ideological character by a leader and the
appointed advisors who will market the party "brand" to the electorate. Of
course, in politics, most actions generate reactions, and the combination of
2004
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Liberal Party electoral dominance and increased leader dominance of political
parties has renewed interest in electoral system reform and democratization of
the parliamentary party system. There is, as of yet, no certainty that we will see
a more proportional electoral system any time in the near future, let alone the
type of democratization of Parliament that Paul Martin has promised. But Jean
Chr6tien's surprise changes to party financing regulations were also unexpected,
so the talk of democratization that amounted to very little of substance in the
1990s may, indeed, come to shape the post-Chr6tien party system more than the
Chr6tien legacy would suggest it will. What is clear is that the experimentation
and change that marked partisan politics in the Chr6tien era are indicative of a
transition in party practices and the party system - even if it may take a few
electoral cycles before the full impact of this transition is understood and
appreciated.
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COULD THE REBELS FIND A CAUSE?
HOUSE OF COMMONS REFORM IN THE

CHRETIEN ERA
David Docherty*

I.

INTRODUCTION

Jean Chrrtien's three consecutive majority governments stand as a testament
to his political acumen. While his success was certainly assisted by the lack of
a viable national alternative, there can be no denying the fact that Chr6tien
managed what only three other Prime Ministers have done, to win three
successive majorities. Pierre Trudeau served longer, Brian Mulroney had a
bigger majority, but neither of these predecessors could manage to hold majority
governments for over ten years in a row.
Given our Westminster Parliament, leaders of majority governments are
granted nearly unlimited powers. The authority of a prime minister under such
conditions is overwhelming. And Jean Chr6tien was certainly willing to embrace
and, indeed, expand the power of his office. Political observers have not
hesitated to use terms such as "friendly dictator" to describe his style and the
control he and his office exerted.'
What is the impact on the Canadian House of Commons of Jean Chrrtien's
use of power? What is the parliamentary legacy of Jean Chrrtien? From one
perspective it will not reflect well on the former Prime Minister. He did not
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embrace reform of Parliament and, in fact, treated his own caucus much like the
cliched cohort of "yes" men and women. His was not Parliament-centred
government, nor even executive-centred, but evolved into prime
ministerial-centred government. He used party discipline effectively and at times
ruthlessly. But from a different perspective, the Chrrtien parliamentary decade
might be looked upon as the beginning of significant reform of Canada's
legislature. Not because the Prime Minister embraced a relaxing of party
discipline and a greater role for MPs, but rather his consistent refusal to listen to
his members eventually led them to rebel.
This article examines the Parliament of Canada during the thirty-fifth, thirtysixth and thirty-seventh Parliaments. It argues that most democratic reform that
came about during the Chrrtien era was a reaction against the Prime Minister.
Jean Chrrtien did not instigate reform, so much as his actions toward his own
caucus inspired backbench Liberals to embrace it on their own. In doing so,
however, government backbenchers have taken a brave and perhaps irreversible
step toward fundamental reform within Parliament. Chrrtien's muscular use of
party discipline may have prevented meaningful reform while he led his
government, but it precipitated change that may outlast his tenure.
II.

SETTING THE CHRITIEN
COMMONS PRIOR TO 1993

STAGE:

THE

HOUSE

OF

Observing parliamentary reform in Canada can be trying. With every new
government comes the promise of "greater participation" for private members,
increased debate on Private Member's Business, greater freedom for committees,
and the standard promise to loosen party discipline and allow for more free
votes.2 Of course the promise and the reality are often quite at odds. Changes
tend to take place at the margins, and some are often found to have less than
desirable effects. When the latter occurs, new governments are quick to revert
to previous practice, instead of looking at different alternatives to solve longstanding problems. Yet despite the perhaps glacial pace of change in the House
of Commons, the direction of movement has always been toward greater
democratization of the assembly.
Canada's Parliament is executive-centred. 3 On this there is little debate.
Westminster systems encourage party solidarity and cohesiveness. Prime
ministers cannot properly lead their Cabinet, party and government if the threat
2
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of loss of confidence is constantly surrounding them. As a result, the need for
strong leadership (and the need to keep members supporting their leader) is a
natural part of Canada's system of government. Of course prime ministers must
be sensitive to their members. Members of the governing caucus who are not in
Cabinet must be allowed to both represent their constituents and participate in
decisions affecting the national interest. The trick is in balancing party discipline
with participation.
When Brian Mulroney won his overwhelming majority in 1984 he was faced
with just this problem. He had a huge caucus, 211 MPs in a house of 282. Even
after appointing the largest Cabinet in Canadian history (forty members) he was
left with a large and potentially unwieldy backbench. Included in his caucus were
supporters of former leader Joe Clark, veteran Conservatives who believed they
should be in Cabinet, new Qu6bec MPs who had sympathies for a more
nationalist Quebec, and new Conservative MPs from the west who were
supporters of a much more right-wing approach to governing. The trick in
managing this disparate group was to keep them busy!
Early on in the thirty-third Parliament, Mulroney appointed the McGrath
committee -

a special committee of the House of Commons - to examine how

the roles of members of Parliament might be improved." The genesis for the
committee originated during the thirty-second Parliament under the chair of Tom
Lebrevre. The Lebrevre Committee had begun a major report on modernization
of the House that died when the thirty-second Parliament ended.5 Picking up on
the work of Lebrevre, McGrath provided a detailed and forward looking
approach to opening up the legislative process to greater backbench
participation.
Mulroney, who had little history in the House of Commons, and was by no
one's definition a parliamentarian, embraced some, but not all, of the significant
changes proposed by McGrath and the other members of the committee. Notable
among the accepted recommendations were changes to the introduction of
Private Member's Business, the secret ballot election of the Speaker of the
House of Commons, and changes to the committee structure.
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The move to secret ballot election of the Speaker was the greatest change. In
fact, the move away from a prime ministerial selection (albeit endorsed by other
parties) may be the single largest reform to the Canadian Parliament in the past
thirty years in Canada.6 For the first time, members had true control over who
was to be both their steward and their servant. While some feared that the move
to election would lead to MPs campaigning for the position, it was clear that
would-be Speakers no longer had to limit their campaigning to the head of
government.7 Second, the fact that all provinces were quick to follow the federal
lead suggests the reform was popular and lasting. Once members had the ability
to choose their Speaker, there was no turning back.
The third large reform, creating legislative and standing committees, giving
the formerjurisdiction over specific legislation and the latter domain over policy
fields, had unintended consequences. The rationale behind the split was laudable.
Legislative committees could concentrate on bills before the House, while
standing committees would be free to investigate matters of their own choosing.
This autonomy was seen as a way of allowing committees to more freely and
effectively engage in their accountability function. No longer were they limited
to mandates imposed by the House, now they could determine their own agenda
and investigate policy or departments at their own choosing. This move, again
part of the McGrath recommendations, was strongly supported by government
and opposition backbench MPs.
And to some degree it was successful. For example, the Standing Committee
on Finance and Economic Affairs was, at times, an effective thorn in the side of
the government. The chair of the committee, Progressive Conservative Don
Blenkam, was unafraid to scrutinize his own government. In doing so, Blenkarn
managed to develop a strong national profile that was, no doubt, the envy of
many junior Cabinet ministers. Reports of the committee were taken seriously
by the press and the government.
Over the course of the remainder of the thirty-third and throughout the thirtyfourth Parliament, however, it became apparent that many of the standing
committees were engaging in interesting and important investigations that held
little interest or import to members of the executive. The result was a large pile
of reports gathering dust and a large cohort of MPs growing frustrated at an
executive unwilling to acknowledge their efforts. In many cases the issues

6
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examined by committees were not pressing matters to the Cabinet.8 On those
occasions where the executive did have an interest, they also had an agenda,
which did not always overlap with that of the committee.
More importantly, there was the problem of resources. Members with
expertise in a particular policy field were stretched to serve on both a legislative
committee and a standing committee looking at similar issues. Committees were
essentially doubling up on the same members. This experiment would be
scrapped and standing committees would once more examine legislation. Even
advocates for a greater role for private members argued that this move was
healthy. Some committees do have freedom to examine issues of their choosing.
Special committees could be struck to examine particular matters or particular
mandates could be given to standing committees. Although this limits some of
the freedom of the committees it does insure that they will be more likely to
investigate matters that are of relevance.
In terms of parliamentary reform, Brian Mulroney's biggest successes were
his earliest. He did not embrace sweeping change, and certainly did not decrease
the historic importance of party discipline in the House of Commons. By the end
of his term, the Reform Party of Canada was poised to replace the Conservatives
as Canada's party of the right. One of their main platforms was large scale
institutional reform, including a Triple-E Senate and wholesale changes to our
traditional understandings of what constitutes confidence in the House of
Commons. It was into this scenario that Jean Chrrtien published his 1993
election campaign pledges in his now famous Red Book. Included in the policy
announcements and promises was his commitment to enhance the role of the
private member and loosen party discipline.
III.

THE THIRTY-FIFTH PARLIAMENT OF CANADA AND THE
PROMISE OF CHANGE

If there was one Parliament in recent history that held the tools to break with
tradition it was the thirty-fifth Parliament. True, the Liberal Party had returned
to their almost assumed position as the government of the day. But that was
about the only expected result of the 1993 election. Canada's other founding
party, the Conservatives, had gone from two consecutive majority victories to a
mere two seats. The New Democrats had been reduced from over forty seats to
nine. Neither of these two traditional parties had enough members to garner
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recognized status in the House of Commons. But this was hardly the most
bizarre result of the day.
The Bloc qurbrcois (BQ), arising out of the failure of the Meech Lake
constitutional accord and the collapse of the Tories in Quebec, was now the
second most successful party in the land, in the first general election they
contested. The Reform Party, who had not elected a single member in the 1988
election, was now the third largest party in the country in terms of seats. 9 The
change was historic.
Some of the problems with high levels of turnover have been documented in
greater detail elsewhere. 10 For our purposes it is important to note that in terms
of experience and institutional memory the thirty-fifth Parliament was a House
of neophytes. If ever there was a chance to challenge the prevailing norms of
legislative life it was in the aftermath of the 1993 election. Two of the traditional
parties were all but gone, and there existed within the new parties a desire for
policy, constitutional and parliamentary reform. The lack of institutional
attachment and the huge influx of new blood set the stage for possible
transformation.
What were the attitudes of these rookie members? Most, including members
of the governing Liberal Party, arrived in Ottawa seeing themselves as agents of
change. Certainly the Reform caucus was dedicated to altering the rules (both
written and unwritten) that stressed party cohesion even at the expense of
representing constituents. But even the new Liberal cohort saw themselves as
constituency representatives first and party representatives second. Threequarters of the rookie class in 1993 responding to a survey indicated that they
would follow their constituents over their leader and party. The Reform Party
had a higher total indicating constituency loyalty (over 90 percent) but nearly
two-thirds of rookie Liberals answered in this manner. 1
Of course, for Reform members such an attitude is almost a prerequisite to
candidacy. For Liberals, there was at least some signal that such an approach to
representation would be tolerated. After all, the Red Book, outlining the Liberal
Party's plans for the thirty-fifth Parliament, talked of improving the role for

9
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private members. BQ members shared a much wider ideological spectrum than
other parties, and were predominately united by their views on a nationalist
Quebec. All the preconditions for a new understanding of party discipline and
the role of private members were in place.
Yet it never occurred. Why? Despite the existence of these preconditions, it
was never clear that a fundamental challenge to existing legislative norms was
going to develop. First, while the Reform Party operated under a very relaxed
notion of party discipline, there was considerable homogeneity among their
elected cohort. They were, with few exceptions, neoconservatives from western
Canada who shared similar views on the economy and on most social issues.
They may have represented a broader cross-section within their respective
ridings, yet the actual Reform caucus was not ideologically diverse.' 2 On most
issues they voted together because they agreed with each other.
Second, Chrrtien took advantage of his huge majority and actually magnified
the experience gap. Off-setting the demands of new and enthusiastic members
did not turn out to be a huge problem for the Prime Minister. Chrrtien largely
turned to veteran members to sit in Cabinet. This is hardly radical and made
good strategic sense. Experience in the House of Commons is not a prerequisite
to a successful Cabinet career, but there are few members who can quickly grasp
the nuances of parliamentary life while grappling with large and complex
government departments. Certainly some of the difficulties faced by, for
example, Allan Rock early on in the thirty-fifth Parliament might be attributed
to his lack of understanding of legislative norms and roles. But in selecting,
where possible, seasoned MPs for Cabinet duty, the Prime Minister created a
large gap in experience between his Cabinet and virtually the rest of the House. 3
At the beginning of the thirty-fifth Parliament, nearly all legislative
experience rested with the Cabinet. The average years of experience among
Cabinet members at this time was eight years of federal service, or two full
terms. Among government backbenchers it wasjust over three years, or less than
one term. Among opposition members is was barely over a year. In fact, when
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the New Democrats and Conservative MPs are pulled from the opposition
cohort, the experience drops to less than one year. 4
The net result of this gap in experience was that new members were simply
unable to keep the government accountable. Rookie MPs arrived in Ottawa
thinking that within months they would be fully cognizant of all the formal and
informal rules of the House of Commons. Most of these individuals later
admitted that it took far longer than they initially thought before they felt they
were working efficiently. For most of the first session of the thirty-fifth
Parliament, rookie MPs on both sides of the Speaker's dais were finding their
way around, both literally and figuratively. Many were uncomfortable asking
questions during question period, particularly when veteran Liberals including
Jean Chrrtien, Herb Gray, Lloyd Axworthy, Sheila Copps and Paul Martin old hands at hard-core debate - were responding to their queries.
Third, in some cases rookiejitters were exacerbated by partisan mistakes. The
Reform Party's initial idea of discussion groups instead of a well-defined
shadow Cabinet was an attempt to encourage a policy dialogue over a partisan
debate. However within the naturally adversarial confines of the House of
Commons, all this did was confuse lines of responsibility. Reform MPs did not
know who in their party was a critic for which department and, more often than
not, the government sidestepped accountability. In addition, there was a
reluctance from members of the Reform caucus to turn to experienced politicians
for advice. 5 The more experienced New Democrats were regarded with
scepticism by many in the Reform Party despite the western based party's desire
to move beyond partisanship. The same was true for those experienced Liberals
not in Cabinet and some members of the BQ who were former Tories. As a
result, there was less opportunity for cross-party consensus on less contentious
matters. Ironically, in campaigning for office by running against Parliament and
the traditional parties, the Reform actually increased party solidarity.
Fourth, as the first term unfolded, it became increasingly clear that from a
member's perspective, party discipline can be a desirable beast. Given the
difficulty in actually determining what constitutes a majority consensus in a
constituency, and given that members often have access to greater information
than most citizens, party solidarity provides a safety valve for many MPs. It is
far easier for members to tell their constituents that "while they share their
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concerns, after much debate the party has decided to vote in a particular manner
and that collective decisions must be honoured."
It might make good politics to indicate that as a member of Parliament you
would always place the constituency ahead of the party, but such a stance is
risky. First, what might be in your constituency's interest may not lie in the
national interest. As a member of Parliament you must often choose between
competing interests, and depending upon the nature of the issue, the national
interest may be far more consequential. The difficulty for members is informing
voters that the national interest coincides with the stance of their party.
Further, even if members adamantly maintained their "constituency first"
policy, rookie MPs in 1993 soon learned that taking the pulse of the riding on
many matters was an impossible task. On non-contentious issues, there may be
little public debate in the riding. On more divisive matters, the so-called "silent
majority" may well be silenced and only the forceful advocates on either extreme
are heard. For the most part, rookies in the thirty-fifth Parliament did not use any
truly innovative ways of gathering the views of their citizens. Town hall
meetings, following local debates, household mail-outs asking residents to return
a form soliciting views, have been used by members of Parliament for years. It
was not clear that these members were any more in touch with constituents than
were their predecessors.
One particular piece of legislation in the government's first term highlighted
the problem. Bill C-68 was the controversial gun control legislation. Under the
direction of rookie Justice Minister Allan Rock, the Bill enjoyed widespread
support across most of the country, but also met with staunch and vehement
opposition within different regions. The Prime Minister had decided to stake out
a strong position on this issue and was not willing to harbour internal dissent.
However, Liberal MPs from rural ridings were facing strong and organized
opposition to the Bill at home. For other parties, the matter was less contentious.
The BQ favoured the Bill and the Reform opposed it, eight of the nine New
Democrats were opposed. One Reform MP, Jim Silye, supported the Bill after
he conducted a scientific poll in his Calgary riding that found the majority of his
voters supported stricter gun laws. But in breaking with his party to vote with his
constituents, Silye acknowledged that determining constituents views with
accuracy on every issue was simply beyond the resources of members of
Parliament.' 6
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One further outcome of Bill C-68 resulted for the nine Liberal MPs who
voted against the Bill at third reading. While they may have received some kudos
at home, the reception on Parliament Hill was much different. Despite the Red
Book promise of relaxed party discipline, on some issues at least, Jean Chr~tien
was not below punishing those who broke ranks with their party. It was a strong
signal that Jean Chr~tien saw his government as executive-centred in the
extreme. Matters of confidence would be decided by the Prime Minister, and
those that strayed from the party lines would expect a very cold reception from
the Prime Minister's Office. Loyalty to the party (and more importantly the
leader) took priority over constituency representation. In this sense, nothing had
changed, despite campaign pledges. The Prime Minister was determined to
govern according to the Sam Rayburn congressional motto: to get along you go
along.
Perhaps more interesting and telling was the reception that the Liberal caucus
had for their dissenting brethren. Party solidarity helped to bread a sense of
cohesiveness within the caucus, at least among those who took an unpopular
local stance. Many urban Liberal MPs remarked that they held rural Liberal MPs
who supported the Bill in high regard. These members supported a Bill they
believed to be in the nation's best interest despite opposition at home. By
contrast, dissident Liberal MPs voted against a Bill they knew would pass,
knowing they would be treated as outspoken representatives of the public
interest within their own ridings. The implied message was clear: solidarity
reinforces itself, dissent leads in the other direction.
IV.

THE THIRTY-SIXTH PARLIAMENT AND THE PROBLEM OF
NUMBERS

The second Chr~tien majority was far more tenuous than the first; his
majority was reduced to nine seats. If his first government had the luxury of a
large majority and could afford some dissident backbenchers, the second could
not. Yet for most of the second term, the Prime Minister governed as he did the
first, knowing that, when necessary, he could force his members to rally behind
the party banner. In some ways this was more easily accomplished in times of
tighter majorities. When facing a united opposition, there is a greater tendency
to band together. At the same time, the Prime Minister must also be cognizant
that it requires fewer dissidents to defeat a Bill, and thus must be more sensitive
to the demands of his or her backbench. In fact, less than a half dozen Liberals
voting with a united opposition could force the government into an unwanted
election.
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The largest problem facing the thirty-sixth Parliament, however, was not
party unity but workload. The results of the 1997 vote meant that all five parties
in Parliament enjoyed full party status. The New Democrats and Conservatives
managed to win twenty-one and twenty seats respectively. This allowed them to
fully participate in all House of Commons activities on a regular basis, including
question period and committees. The first problem encountered here was how
to effectively manage the time of the Chamber.
A unique solution was found by agreement of all parties and the Speaker. A
set order of questioners (including the use of supplementaries) was established
and a strict adherence to time for both questions and responses was also
determined. The result was not only greater participation from all parties, but a
greater number of questions being posed. During the thirty-fifth Parliament, the
forty-five minute Question Period would typically see anywhere from thirteen
to fifteen questions asked by ten or twelve different members. By contrast, in the
thirty-sixth Parliament, Question Period would more typically have over twentythree questions raised by anywhere from fifteen to eighteen members. 7
In terms of accountability, this approach to Question Period was a qualified
success. It was true that the new rotation did include more room for questions
from the government backbenches and that these questions were more likely to
solicit soft pro-government responses. But the shortening of questions did mean
that every party, including the Official Opposition, increased the total number
of questions asked. Further, there were questions regularly being posed by four
distinct opposition parties. In terms of public discourse this was a marked
improvement. In terms of scrutiny, the additional parties resulted in less
cohesion in Question Period. Unless it is an issue that dominated all headlines,
parties are less likely to focus their collective attention on one minister or policy.
As a result, the new question period may be more participatory but it is also
more disjointed.
There was also greater participation at the committee level, as New
Democrats and Progressive Conservatives could now fully participate in
committees. Yet the smaller number of government members, and larger party
representation necessitated a change in committee size. Committees in the thirtyfifth Parliament typically had eleven voting members. In the thirty-sixth
Parliament this was increased to sixteen. More critical was the actual party
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representation on committees. With committees of sixteen, the Liberals had nine
members and the combined opposition seven. But typically one of the nine
Liberals was the chair who only voted to break ties. This meant that full
attendance at committee meetings (or at least for votes) was a priority. As a
result, there was an increased emphasis on voting and attendance over substance,
and substitutions were increasingly common.
But while some changes in the five-party Parliament were positive and some
were rather neutral, others can be seen as adversely impacting the ability of
private members to more fully participate in the legislative process. In particular,
the thirty-sixth Parliament brought about an increase in the use of time
allocation. The process, implemented under Standing Order 78(3), permits the
government to limit the time that a bill can be debated. The process is viewed as
less drastic than closure (which essentially kills debate and forces a vote) but is,
nonetheless, regarded as a method to decrease, rather than foster, debate.
In the thirty-fifth Parliament, with three recognized parties, time allocation
was used twenty times on 152 passed pieces of legislation. In the thirty-sixth
Parliament, it was imposed twenty-nine times on ninety-five passed pieces of
legislation. 8 This represents over a doubling in the rate of use of time allocation.
The cause for an increase in the use of time allocation is unclear. However,
time allocation was often used on major, and occasionally controversial pieces
of legislation. In some cases, there was support by some opposition parties for
the use of Standing Order 78(3). Usually this occurred when opposition parties
were split, with some supporting the legislation and others opposing it. Bill C20, otherwise known as the Clarity Act, is a case in point. This legislation,
introduced in the House on 13 December 1999, was supported by the Alliance
and the New Democrats but opposed by the BQ and the Progressive
Conservatives. Time allocation was used on three occasions for the ClarityAct,
at second reading, at committee and again at third reading. It was also used when
extending benefits to same-sex couples and in ratifying the treaty between
British Columbia, the Government of Canada and the Nisga'a nation. 9
The thirty-sixth Parliament also saw a continued increase in the concentration
of power in the Prime Minister's Office (PMO). The PMO used its authority
extensively and it came not just at the expense of private members on the
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government side but also from Cabinet. 21 Canada's traditionally executivecentred Parliament was, indeed, increasingly becoming prime
ministerial-centred.
Perhaps the most extreme use of this power was the decision of the Prime
Minister to whip all Liberal MPs into line on the vote to limit compensation to
Canadians who contracted Hepatitis C through blood transfusions. The action
came after the federal government had announced that compensation would be
available to Canadians who contracted Hepatitis C between 1986 and 1990.
Those who contracted the disease prior to 1986 would not be eligible for
compensation. To say that this decision sparked controversy would be an
understatement.
While the government may have had the law on their side, the politics of the
issue was certainly against them. As columnists, critics, editorialists and victims
indicated, the government had offered broader compensation to many other
Canadians without the seemingly arbitrary cut-off date.2" Many members of the
Liberal caucus were equally, and in some cases openly, concerned with the
decision. While the actual decision may have come from Health Minister Allan
Rock's office, the call to Liberals to rally around the government despite public
criticism was headquartered in the PMO.
The matter came to a head when the Reform Party moved a motion in the
Commons committing the government to provide compensation for all victims
of Hepatitis C. Some Liberal MPs, taking flak at home for the government's
position, were sympathetic to the motion. As a motion, it was non-binding. Some
22
Liberal MPs even met to discuss the possibility of voting with the opposition.
In a somewhat surprising move, the Prime Minister declared the motion to be a
matter of confidence in his government, even though the actual motion did not
indicate non-confidence in the government.
This heavy hand of the Prime Minister seemed to mark a turning point in the
relationship between Chrrtien and his backbench. Political observers noted that
many Liberals were voting against an opposition motion they would have
preferred to endorse. Further, there was a growing resentment over the manner
in which they were forced to support the Cabinet. They were on the wrong side
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of a political issue, the opposition was united and the Prime Minister was
demanding total loyalty to the party over political considerations at home. This
was one issue where a healthy cadre of government members did not want to
hide behind the comfort blanket of party discipline, yet they eventually did.
It is difficult to measure the precise impact of this event. Certainly the issue
of compensation for Hepatitis C victims did not end with the defeat of the
Reform Party motion. It continued on past the next election. But so, too, did the
problem of demanding party loyalty. Chr(tien's next -

and last -

Parliament,

would see a remarkable change on a far less public and contentious motion
placed by the very same opposition.
V.

THE THIRTY-SEVENTH PARLIAMENT AND CHALLENGING
PARTY SOLIDARITY

The re-election of Jean Chr~tien and the Liberal Party on 27 November 2000
was an historic victory. Not since Mackenzie King had a prime minister won
three consecutive majority governments. Further, the victory reversed a federal
and provincial trend of winning re-election but with reduced seats. Of course,
given the narrow margin of the previous win, any further reduction would have
made a minority government a reality. Nonetheless, the continued split on the
right assured the Prime Minister of another term in office. Further, the increase
in seats came largely at the expense of the fourth- and fifth-place parties. The
New Democrats and Conservatives barely hung on to recognized party status.
The five party "pizza" Parliament continued but the pressure of resources was
particularly felt by these two parties.
Within the Liberal caucus, a series of events also laid the final preconditions
necessary for a successful caucus revolt. First, it was increasingly clear that the
Prime Minister was not going to run for a fourth term, despite his less than
cryptic signals that he might. As a result of this, the unofficial leadership race
began soon after the election was over. Although then Finance Minister Paul
Martin had long had a healthy list of supports in caucus, many were more willing
to be more open in their support for the Minister after the November vote.
Second, many Liberal backbenchers - even those who were not strong
Martin supporters - by this time came to understand that the game of "to get
along you go along" was not working in their favour. The Prime Minister who
had come to power promising that "no Cabinet job" was safe, was, in fact, quite
reticent to shuffle his front bench. Many rookies from 1993 had been rotated
through parliamentary secretaryships, committee chairs, vice-chairs and felt that
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there was no real career ladder, just a roller coaster that never hit the heights of
power and inevitably ended up where it started.
Third, it was less clear that the punishment of earlier rebels had any lasting
impact on their careers. Nine members broke ranks on Bill C-68 during the first
Chr~tien government. While they were punished at the time, most enjoyed
successful careers despite their failing to adhere to the party line. Seven of the
nine were re-elected in 1997, one did not run in 1997. Six of the nine were still
members of Parliament in the fall of 2003. Three of the nine were serving as
parliamentary secretaries in the thirty-seventh Parliament. While they may have
been stripped of positions in 1995, these were only temporary setbacks.
Fourth, there developed among some of these members a more subtle and
sophisticated understanding of confidence and party discipline. Specifically,
members were now more willing to challenge some forms of party discipline,
feeling that if done under the appropriate conditions, it would not constitute a
lack of confidence in the government. Time in office had allowed their views on
party discipline and representation to mature. In 1993, nearly three-quarters of
rookie members of Parliament surveyed, thought that party discipline prevented
them from properly representing their constituents. By 2002, over half of MPs
felt that they could work around party discipline and still properly represent their
constituents.23 Once members were less intimidated about party discipline, there
was less reason to heed its call.
The combination of these events meant that government private members
were more vocal in their resistence to government legislation than they had been
in the two previous Chr~tien administrations. The criticism from within was not
restricted to Paul Martin supporters, nor the long time advocates for House of
Commons reform such as Roger Gallaway or Reg Alcock. As Jonathan Malloy
suggests, internal opposition greeted the government on many bills, from antiterrorism legislation to the Species at RiskAct.24 In the case of the latter, Liberal
private members attacked it from both sides, some thinking it too stringent,
others arguing it was too lax. 5 Importantly, these discussions and disagreements
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were no longer contained within caucus.26 They were now being played out in
Parliament, in committees and in the national media.
Matters came to a head over the most unlikely of issues, the selection process
for committee chairs. In November 2002, the Canadian Alliance introduced a
motion calling for the secret election of committee chairs. 2 On the surface, some
might correctly see a secret vote as anti-democratic. After all, the election of
committee chairs should be transparent. However, for many government
backbenchers the practice of open votes had been used by an overly dictatorial
leader's office to force them into supporting candidates that might not have been
their first choice.28 Secret votes meant that Liberal backbenchers would actually
gain some independence from the leader's office.
As the days to the vote got closer it was apparent that many government MPs
were willing to break ranks with the party leadership. Fully fifty-six members of
the government party voted with the opposition and the motion easily passed.
While the size of the rebellion is noticeable, it is, perhaps, not surprising. As far
back as the summer of 2001 Liberal private members were pushing forjust such
a change. An internal Liberal caucus report called for increasing democratic
changes to House of Commons practices to make the role of MPs "more
meaningful., 29 Among the recommendations of the report was for committees
to select chairs through secret ballot. Two years after the report, Liberal private
members had their way.
While the actual motion was a rather obscure piece of parliamentary
procedure, the fall-out for the government was enormous. It made front pages in
national newspapers and led most maj or newscasts.3 °Much of the debate focused
on the "lame duck" Prime Minister and the impact this would have on the
Liberal Party and Paul Martin's fortunes. Had the opposition tried to paint the
government as unstable, they might have forestalled the opportunity for greater
rebellion. As it turned out, the opposition was quick to portray the rebels not as
anti-Chr~tien but rather pro-Parliament. It was, perhaps, ironic that the crucial
challenge to the party leadership occurred over an opposition motion, given that
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the defeat of a previous opposition motion (on Hepatitis C) in the thirty-sixth
Parliament had led to the seeming extreme use of the party whip.
The process of rebellion was far from over. However, Chrrtien was not about
to face a further defeat at the hands of his own caucus. In one of his final major
legislative moves, the Prime Minister introduced major changes to campaign
finance rules. In tabling Bill C-24 - An Act to Amend the CanadaElections Act
and Income Tax Act- the outgoing Prime Minister signaled that he was willing
to leave -

or stay -

with a bang, not a whimper.3 The scope of the Act was

impressive.
The changes would drastically reduce the amount of money that corporations
and unions can donate to political parties. Further, it will introduce broader
public funding of election campaigns.32 This Bill represented the first major
internal challenge to the outgoing Prime Minister since the Alliance motion on
the selection of committee chairs.
Many Liberal MPs were openly opposed to the thrust of the proposed new
laws. There are many factors that might have caused some government MPs to
speak out against the legislation. The Prime Minister had already announced his
retirement date. The Prime Minister was creating rules he would not have to live
under. The further irony is that the Prime Minister was a master at corporate
fundraising, but would be limiting the ability of his successor to draw from the
same well. In addition, the Act as introduced (and subsequently passed) would
have limited the ability of individual members of Parliament to raise and spend
money locally. In this manner, a Bill limiting large corporate and union
donations actually centralized more authority with national political parties at the
expense of local candidates. Even Liberal Party' 33
President Stephen LeDrew
described the Act as "dumb as a bag of hammers.
In response to internal and external dissension the Prime Minister indicated
that the legislation would be considered a matter of confidence. In something
just short of Theatre of the Absurd, the Prime Minister was threatening to call
an election if Bill C-24 was defeated. The spectre of the Prime Minister touring
ridings of rebel Liberal MPs, and exhorting the crowd to vote for these members
to give the Prime Minister a mandate to punish them for voting against him
might be viewed as the type of Alice in Wonderland approach to politics usually

3' S.C. 2003, c. 19.
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seen in U.S. elections. It was, however, a signal that prime ministers could no
longer take their private members for granted. The only way the Prime Minister
could get the rebels in line was to threaten to stick around longer.
As Chrrtien's slow march to retirement entered its final summer, one last, but
critical parliamentary drama was played out. If the rebels had found a cause in
the selection of committee chairs, all members -

rebels and loyalists -

were

willing to use the committee system to demonstrate the strong role that
committees can play in the accountability process. The Standing Committee on
Government Operations, created during the thirty-seventh Parliament, was given
the authority to examine and comment on the annual reports of the Privacy
Commissioner.34
In the spring of 2003, the Committee was unanimous in its criticism of
Privacy Commissioner George Radwanski, his reports to Parliament and his
testimony to the Committee. The Committee felt that Radwanski had not only
spent public monies inappropriately, but that his testimony to the Committee was
at best evasive and at worst misleading.35 In a remarkable show of solidarity, the
Committee reported to the House that it had lost confidence in Radwanski and
that he should no longer serve as Privacy Commissioner. The Privacy
Commissioner is an Officer of Parliament and, as such, reports to all members
through the Commons, rather than through a Cabinet minister. The role of the
Privacy Commissioner is that of a watchdog on government, hence the role of
the office is to complement Parliament's scrutiny function. As a result, the
Commission and the Committee are not natural adversaries. This action was not
a political vendetta, but rather driven by the actions of the Commissioner.
While the specific case against Radwanski was clear, the longer term
implications of the affair suggest a renewed vigour for House of Common's
committees. A unanimous report carries far greater weight than those that have
dissenting views attached to them. Further, the Committee sent a strong signal
that members of Parliament could not be bullied by officers of Parliament.
Indeed, in the fallout of the Radwanski episode, the Committee has called for a
greater role in the appointment of officers and for the officers to provide greater
transparency to Parliament. Having lost some of the power to undertake
independent investigations ten years earlier, committees were greeting Chrrtien's
farewell by renewing their authority as instruments of accountability.

3
3

As well as some other officers of Parliament - see Standing Order 108.2(c)(vii).
Campbell Clark, "Committee Calls for Radwanski's resignation" Globe & Mail (18 June
2003) Al.
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THE LESSONS OF REBELLION

By the end of the Chrrtien era it was clear that the elected men and women
who came to power in 1993 or who joined the team along they way, had changed
their views on caucus solidarity, the need for party discipline and the role of
private members in the House of Commons. With the early promises of a greater
role in public policy broken, Liberal private members witnessed their leader
leave the public stage with little of the command he held ten years prior. The
Prime Minister, in his heavy-handed use of discipline, helped to create a cohort
of rebels within his caucus. All they needed was a cause, and the selection of
committee chairs provided the best opportunity to flex their muscles.
It is true that the rebels backed down on a more substantial policy issue,
campaign financing, but even here the irony abounds. The Prime Minister who
was elected to office in 1993 pledging to free up members, ended up using party
discipline as a sledge-hammer and not a means to effective co-operative
governance. In order to ensure he would have a lasting impact on future
governments and elections, he had to threaten members with not retiring unless
they supported his plans. This is not the type of legacy advocates of
parliamentary reform (or even adherents to parliamentary democracy)
envisioned.
Nonetheless, the longer-term parliamentary legacy of the former Prime
Minister might not be as critical as imagined. The use of the party whip and the
tendency to punish rebel members, coupled with the unwillingness to promote
backbenchers, led to the creation of more, not less, rebellious members. It was
the former Prime Minister's actions and the reactions of strong, but frustrated
backbenchers, that eventually stimulated demands for the relaxation of party
discipline. In terms of parliamentary reform this is the single biggest change of
the Chrrtien tenure in office. Further, there is little sign that this will go away
under Prime Minister Martin's leadership.
The new Prime Minister, Paul Martin, is on record as supporting less party
discipline and creating opportunities for more meaningful participation from
private members. While not part of this review, it is worth noting that as
Minister of Finance, Paul Martin made effective use of pre-budgetary
consultations with the Standing Committee on Finance. In addition, Martin is on
record as supporting a move to the British three-line whip system. Under this
system, the status of legislation in terms of confidence in the government is
transparent and members have more freedom to vote against their party on
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matters that are not critical to a government's electoral mandate. While not a
radical move for many parliamentary democracies, it certainly is for Canada.
Yet even if there was not support for reform from leadership hopefuls, it is
hard to imagine the move from within the governing caucus receding. In forcing
the former Prime Minster's retirement announcement in the summer of 2002,
members went through a painful exercise that was about more than simply
supporting one leadership hopeful over an incumbent Prime Minister. It was
about power and the democratization of the Liberal caucus and the Commons
itself. And having survived, the rebels' appetite for more meaningful
involvement, and for taking ownership over their own agenda (such as selecting
committee chairs) has been whetted.
This may be the real irony of the Chrrtien legacy. Paul Martin might actually
believe in a more democratic lower house. But whether he does or not, he will
no doubt have one thrust upon him. Meaningful reform of legislatures must
originate from within the governing caucus. Opposition parties can advocate
change, and may find a supportive public behind them. But it will only take
place when a prime minister either initiates change or faces the possibility of
mutiny from his or her followers. Jean Chrrtien more than tapped all of the
goodwill and partisan cohesiveness in his caucus. Even if he had wanted to, Paul
Martin could not impose the type of discipline his predecessor practiced. The
rebels and their successors will not soon abandon their cause.
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THE DEVIL'S IN THE DETAIL:
THE CHRETIEN LEGACY FOR THE THIRD
SECTOR
Kathy L. Brock*

I.

INTRODUCTION

When the Liberals won a resounding victory in the 1993 federal election, the
quality and nature of Canadian democracy was undergoing a transformation.
Both governments and public interest organizations were caught in this process
as antagonists and victims. On the one side, the Mulroney government had
entered office in 1984 promising open government, but by 1993 had become
distrustful of public interest groups, denouncing them as "special interests" after
the Meech Lake and Charlottetown constitutional failures and the budget wars
of the 1980s and 1990s. The government perception was that these organizations
were advancing policy agendas that conflicted with the general public interest.
On the other side, public interest groups castigated the Mulroney government as
unresponsive to citizen needs and elitist. At the same time, the public was
becoming increasingly skeptical of both government and public interest groups,
demanding more accountability and transparency and questioning their ability
to serve the public needs in an efficient and effective manner. Public trust was
reaching new lows.
The public criticism ofgovernment and public interest organizations reflected
the increasingly complex relationship between the two sectors. In the area of
policy implementation and service delivery, the two sectors had become
increasingly intertwined. As government had largely divested itself of program
delivery in an effort to streamline and rationalize government, public interest
organizations had assumed new functions as joint partners or independent
agencies in service delivery. These relations tended to be more co-operative,
although not without tensions, as government funding became constrained and
demands for service climbed. In the area of policy development, the relationship
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was more strained. Valuing the expertise of public interest organizations,
particularly in specialized areas of policy, government officials were increasingly
skeptical of the value of unsolicited policy advocacy by many groups. While this
tension has always existed between the two sectors, it became especially
Oronounced in the 1980s and 1990s as government attempted to redefine its role
in society and as public interest organizations grew in number. The relationship
between the voluntary sector and government became more antagonistic as a
more educated and sophisticated public demanded more public engagement
directly and through interest organizations in questions of governance.
The Liberals had sensed this shift in democratic governance. In 1993, the
Chr(tien Liberals were promising to meet the challenges posed by change
through extensive consultations on "hot" issues like the economy, the
environment, trade and foreign policy. They built a governing plan firmly
anchored upon the belief that "governing is about people, and that government
must bejudged by its effectiveness in promoting human dignity, justice, fairness
and opportunity."' Citizen or public interest groups, as they were more
commonly called, were integral to this process.
Did the Liberals deliver on the promises of promoting human dignity?
Justice? Fairness? Opportunity? Were consultations effective? Meaningful? Did
they achieve the goal of"a country whose governments are efficient, innovative,
and cooperative not only with each other but with business, labour, the learning
sector, environmentalists, and volunteer groups"?' Have the Liberals managed
the relationship effectively and balanced the tensions inherent in their
relationship with the voluntary sector? The legacy is mixed. The Liberal
government made some truly significant advances with citizen organizations
through ajoint process with the sector, known as the Voluntary Sector Initiative
(VSI). This initiative culminated in the signing of a bi-sectoral accord to regulate
their relationship and codes of good practice for policy development and
funding. However, the Chr~tien government remained uneasy with the larger
questions of policy advocacy and funding for the sector as a whole, largely
leaving those issues unsettled. As these codes of good practice are implemented
and the relationship evolves, the questions of advocacy and funding might be
resolved but the proverbial devil will be in the details.

Liberal Party of Canada, Creating Opportunity: The Liberal Plan for Canada (Ottawa:
Liberal Party of Canada, 1993) at 5 [CreatingOpportunity].
2

Ibid. at 10.
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This article examines the legacy of the Chrrtien Liberals for the third sector
in Canada. This sector includes charitable, nonprofit, and voluntary
organizations as well as civil society movements. At approximately 165,000
organizations, the sector touches most areas of life including religion, education,
health, sports, culture, social services, legal services, human rights, and more.
Organizations are usually self-governing although they might rely upon
government funding, are not profit-distributing bodies, are voluntary but usually
have paid staff, and are organized or institutionalized to some extent.' Given the
size and diversity of the sector, the analysis is constrained to the sectoral level
rather than attempting to document relations between particular organizations
and government departments or to characterize developments at the subsectoral
level. The Liberal promises touched the very heart of this sector, often
euphemistically called the caring sector, by affecting the core mandates of
organizations as well as drawing them further into the policy orbit through the
proposed consultations and engagement. The article explores the successive
Liberal promises to the third sector, the process of engagement between the
Voluntary Sector Initiative which attempted to redefine their relationship, the
products of this dialogue including the Accord signed by the federal government
and voluntary sector leaders as well as the attendant codes of good practice, and
concludes with an evaluation of their achievements. Since the VSI became the
focal point of the relationship between the two sectors, much of the description
and analysis will focus on it. However, the final evaluation extends outwards to
assess whether the principles endorsed by the Liberal government in 1993, 1997
and 2000-2001 and captured in the accord, are evident in the active relationship
between the two sectors.
II.

THE PROMISES

The 1993 platform, CreatingOpportunity: The LiberalPlanforCanada,was
filled with hope and promises to the Canadian public. This "Plan" was premised
on "an integrated and coherent approach to economic policy, social policy,
environmental policy, and foreign policy";4 government as "a force for good in
society"; 5 and on "a profound optimism about Canada's future."6 To achieve a
better future for Canada, the Liberals emphasized "the notion ofpartnership with

3

4
5
6

Lester Salamon & Helmut Anheier, The EmergingSector Revisited: A Summary, Revised
Estimates (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, Institute for Policy Studies, Center for
Civil Society Studies, 1999) at 1.
Creating Opportunity,supra note 1 at 10.
Ibid. at 10-11.
Ibid. at 10.
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all sectors of society,"7 focussing efforts on strengthening society, and
"evaluation, innovation, and finding best practices."8 Although no one section
of the Plan was addressed specifically to the voluntary and nonprofit sector,
implicit in these ideas was a commitment to working with community and
citizen organizations in the pursuit of human dignity, justice, fairness, and
opportunity.
Partnership, collaboration, and consultation were emphasized throughout the
document, opening the door to third sector organizations. For example, the
education, childcare, jobs, and economic development proposals rested, in part,
on the involvement of community groups. 9 The environmental and healthcare
proposals incorporated national forums to allow individual and group access.°
And perhaps owing to the looming presence of Lloyd Axworthy, the section on
foreign policy included an endorsement of an open foreign policy-making
process at home and an independent policy abroad." One section specifically
addressed lobbying, a key activity of organizations. While the section affected
all groups engaged in lobbying government, it was seen as a response to
criticisms that the previous Conservative government had been too open to the
powerful business lobby. In an effort to ensure an open process in which
individuals and groups of many different interests were able to represent views
to government officials, the Liberals proposed stronger regulation of lobbyists,
a code of conduct for public officials, and an ethics officer to monitor relations.
The proposals were designed to create a more open, efficient, and ethical climate
for government business.
In office, the Chrrtien Liberals began to consult broadly with interest
organizations, particularly in the areas of the environment, health care, and
foreign policy through the creation of special forums. They invited
representatives from organizations to address critical issues in each area but also
solicited broader public opinion. In this process ofconsultation, the Liberals, like
the Tories before them, began to ask questions about the representativeness and
legitimacy of many of the organizations engaged in these policy forums. Were
these groups representing the public interest? Were they placing special interests
ahead of the general public interest in recommending certain policy outcomes?
Inviting groups into the policy development process obscured the line between

Ibid. at
Ibid. at
9 Ibid. at
'o Ibid. at
7
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69, 80.
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organizations and government. When organizations were on the outside lobbying
government, their roles were clear: organizations represent interests and
governments aggregate and broker them. Now that interest organizations were
becoming more integrated into the regular policy process and expected to see
their views reflected in policy, the nature of their representation became more
important and governments expected them to assume a stance that balanced their
particular interest against the general public interest. Mindful of the public and
media criticisms that too many organizations were private and closed to public
scrutiny, the government began to listen to demands that organizations be more
transparent and accountable whether they were engaged in policy advocacy or
service delivery.
To foster the further involvement of organizations in policy development and
to ensure that those organizations were accountable, the federal government
began a series of regulatory reforms at the request of the Voluntary Sector
Roundtable (VSR). The VSR was an unincorporated group of leaders of national
voluntary sector organizations, formed by those leaders, to promote the concept
of voluntary organizations as comprising a sector, in an effort to provide a
counterweight to the business sector in the policy process. After consulting with
the VSR, the government revised the tax and regulatory structures to allow
organizations more latitude to raise revenues, build capacity and create jobs.
This was the first time, since they were introduced in the 1960s as a means of
regulating the sector and providing revenue to government, 12 that the taxation
measures were revised in a meaningful manner to assist charities and nonprofit
and voluntary organizations labouring under increased demands for services
from the public, due in part to government departure from social and community
programs. 3 The progressive reforms were continued in the 1997 budget, with the
ceiling for donations as a portion of income becoming more generous, and the
limit on capital gains loosened to encourage larger donations of capital to
charities. The government also ensured that Revenue Canada had sufficient
resources to monitor charities more effectively. The dialogue for reform and
partnership at the sectoral level had begun in earnest, with the tensions in the
relationship simmering below the surface.

12

Ontario Law Reform Commision, Report on the Law of Charities (Toronto: The
Commission, 1996) at 261-65; Patrick J. Monahan & Elie S. Roth, FederalRegulation of
Charities:ACriticalAssessmentofRecent ProposalsforLegislativeandRegulatoryReform
(Toronto: York University Press, 2000) at 11.
For a review of practices and reforms, see Carl Juneau,"Revenue Canada Practices and
Procedures Affecting Charities," in Canadian Tax Foundation, Report of the Proceedings
of the Forty-Ninth Tax Conference (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1998).
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These reforms, made during the Liberal government's first term in office,
were significant advances that enabled charities to raise revenues more
efficiently. However, the 1997 Liberal election platform proposed expanding this
dialogue vigorously, beginning with the recognition of the third sector as an
actor in its own right in a new section of the platform entitled "Engaging the
Voluntary Sector." In this section, the Liberals announced that:
This government has already moved to enhance the capacity of the voluntary sector and
is involving it more fully in the public policy process. We are actively strengthening our
partnerships with voluntary organizations in the knowledge that Canadians will benefit
from this more collaborative approach. 4

Not only did the document recognize the sector as a coherent unit of society,
it went so far as to label the sector the "third pillar of Canadian society and its
economy."' 5 As if to underscore the importance of the sector in the governance
process, third sector agency reports were cited throughout the report to support
government policies and actions. However, the government's tendency to
understand the sector in terms of particular relationships between departments
and organizations, rather than as a whole sector, was reflected in its candid
admission that government did not understand the nature, size, functioning,
value-added, or challenges of the sector and thus had foregone opportunities for
partnership in the past.
The 1997 Liberal platform contained specific measures for building the
collaborative relationship with the voluntary sector.16 The platform encouraged
federal government employees to volunteer time and energy to the sector or
engage in personnel exchanges to promote cross-sectoral understanding of the
roles, cultures, and nature of government and organizations. 7 It proposed
continuing efforts at tax and regulatory reform through a structural review and
modernization of Revenue Canada's Charities Division to enhance the capacity
and public accountability of charities.' 8 The platform also proposed building the
technical capacity of voluntary sector organizations through Industry Canada and
Voluntary Sector Supports, by extending support to agencies and providing
access to computer equipment, new technologies, the Internet, information

Liberal Party of Canada, Securing Our Future Together: PreparingCanadafor the 21st
'5
16
'?
18

Century (Ottawa: Liberal Party of Canada, 1997) at 69 [Securing Our Future].
Ibid. at 67.

Ibid. at 67-69.
Ibid. at 68.
Ibid. at 67.
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technology, network support, and training. 9 If re-elected, the Liberal government
planned to expand its efforts to engage the voluntary sector in stimulating local
entrepreneurship and in fostering economic development.2 ° The 1997 platform
treated the sector as an important social and economic ally in creating a better
future for Canadians. These proposals were to form the basis of a comprehensive
overhaul of the relationship between the government and the voluntary sector
that occurred over the Liberal government's second and third terms in office.
In the 2000 election, the Liberals downsized their election platform. Given
that the measures for the voluntary sector outlined in the 1997 platform had been
achieved or were in the process of being attained, the Liberals could afford to
pay the voluntary sector little attention except where it was subsidiary to other
policies.2 Upon election, the Liberal government used the 2001 Throne Speech
to explicitly recognize the role of the sector in building Canadian culture and the
importance of volunteers in the community.2 However, in practice, the newly
elected government largely adopted the attitude that it had "been there, done
that." The voluntary sector agenda had been addressed successfully in the eyes
of government. But had it? What had been accomplished or left undone and what
do these reforms portend for the future? Was the federal government relationship
with the voluntary sector more collaborative and harmonious or were the
tensions still present? To these questions, we now turn.
III.

THE PROCESS AND PRODUCTS

The VSR was quick to act upon the opportunity presented by the 1997
Liberal platform. The leaders had learned from the previous 1996 experience
with tax and regulatory reform that a proactive alliance would be necessary and
that context was important. In 1996, concern over the representativeness,
legitimacy, and public accountability of nonprofit and voluntary sector
organizations had erupted prominently with the publication of the Ontario Law
Reform Commission's review of charities, and with Member of Parliament John
Bryden' s more sensational and damning report on these "special interests."23 The

19

Ibid. at 68.

20 Ibid. at 69.
21 The Liberal
22
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Party of Canada, Opportunityfor All: The Liberal Plan for the Future of

Canada(Ottawa: Liberal Party of Canada, 2000).
Speech from the Throne to Open the First Session of the Thirty-Seventh Parliamentof
Canada(Ottawa: Governor General, 2001) at 16, 18.
Two of the most trenchant criticisms of the voluntary sector were by the Ontario Law
Reform Commission, supranote 12; and John Bryden, MP's Report: Canada'sCharities:
A Needfor Reform (Ottawa: House of Commons, 1996).
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upshot was that the Department of Finance commissioned a review of grants to
so-called special interest groups, cutting their funding by $300 million within a
year and reformed the Income Tax Act to ensure greater transparency within the
sector.24 With the 1997 government pledge to ensure greater accountability in
any tax or regulatory reform process, the VSR had to act. The leaders created the
Panel on Accountability and Governance in the Voluntary Sector (PAGVS)
under the chairmanship of Ed Broadbent, a highly respected former leader of the
New Democratic Party and professor. PAGVS consulted broadly with the sector
and government officials and reported in February 1999 with extensive
recommendations on improving accountability, governance and service in the
voluntary sector. In a shrewd move, PAGVS did not limit its suggestions to the
voluntary sector but also addressed what government and the private sector could
do to strengthen the sector. The Report inspired the federal government to act on
its promise in the 1997 platform with the creation of a collaborative commission
comprising equal representation from the public service and voluntary sector.
This collaborative commission, known as the Government of Canada and
Voluntary Sector Joint Initiative, and commonly called the Joint Tables in
reference to the three collaborative tables set up to examine the government and
sector relationship, reported in August 1999. Like PAGVS, the Joint Tables
made extensive recommendations, calling for changes within the sector to
enhance good government practices and changes to the regulatory and political
framework governing interactions between the two sectors. 26 Both recommended
further discussion and dialogue between representatives from the two sectors on
the implementation of the recommendations. The words ofPAGVS and the Joint
Tables were heeded a few months before the November 2000 election when the
federal government, jointly with members of the voluntary sector, announced the
VSI in June.
The $94.6 million VSI was designed to deliver on the 1997 Liberal promises
incorporated into the recommendations of the PAGVS and Joint Tables over a
five-year period. The VSI website explains that the "long-term goal of the VSI
is to strengthen the sector's capacity to meet the challenges of the future, and to

24
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Chris Miller, "Tough Questions Avoided: The Broadbent Report on the Voluntary Sector"
(October 1999) Policy Options at 76.
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1999).
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enhance the relationship between the sector and the federal government., 27 More
specifically, the VSI was intended to strengthen the collective voice of the
voluntary sector to express common needs, to streamline government rules and
regulations for the sector, to increase the opportunities for voluntary sector
organizations to participate in public policy development, and to improve the
access of organizations to new technologies, training, and research. Tangible
outcomes for Canadians would include enhanced programs, more volunteers
who are better supported, more responsive public policy, and more opportunities
for civic engagement. The work was to be done by sevenjoint tables comprising
senior public officials and sector leaders who reported to a Reference Group of
Ministers and to a Voluntary Sector Steering Group respectively. The tables were
named according to their mandates: the Joint Coordinating Committee (JCC),
the Joint Accord Table, the Joint Awareness Table, the Joint Capacity Table, the
Joint Information Management and Information Technology Table (IM/IT), the
Joint Regulatory Table, and the National Volunteerism Initiative Table.
The VSI was intended to achieve specific outcomes and outputs or
deliverables. 28 The VSI vision document reveals five major outcomes with
specific deliverables (outputs). First, the VSI was intended to improve and
sustain a dialogue or collaboration between the federal government and
voluntary sector in areas of mutual interest, with the broader goal of improving
quality of life for Canadians. The specific deliverable was an Accord signed by
representatives of both sectors on 5 December 2001, with subsidiary
implementation agreements in the form of codes of good practice in the areas of
policy dialogue and funding, annual reporting requirements, and ongoing
mechanisms to ensure a continued relationship. Given that these documents are
the centrepiece of the VSI and a critical piece of the Chr6tien legacy, they
deserve attention.
Modelled upon the United Kingdom idea of compacts, the Accord is a
framework agreement that will set the tenor of future relations between the two
sectors. 29 The document outlines a shared vision and common principles, and a
mutual commitment to future collaboration. The Accord is intended to
strengthen the relationship between the two sectors by encouraging better
partnering practices, fostering consistent treatment of voluntary organizations

27

Voluntary Sector Initiative, "Policy Development," online: Voluntary Sector Initiative
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across government, and promoting a better understanding within each sector of
the constraints, operations, and practices of the other.3" The Accord underscores
the separate accountability requirements of each sector and then promises
transparency, high standards of conduct, and sound management as they work
together, as well as monitoring and reporting on the results. 3 1 A narrow
construction of this section of the Accord could justify limited performance
evaluations. However, a more robust reading would impose evaluation standards
consistent with the values identified as underlying the Accord - democracy,
active citizenship, equality, diversity, inclusion, and social justice.32 Contributing
to the realization of these values in daily operations will be the benchmarks of
the work of the two sectors.
The Codes of Good Practiceattending the Accord are operational documents.
For example, the Code on Policy Dialogue is intended to implement the
Accord's provisions by establishing an ongoing dialogue between the sectors in
the development and design of policies and programs.33 To facilitate this, "[b]oth
sectors will provide feedback to their respective constituencies on the full range
of views expressed, and clearly communicate how this input has been considered
in the public policy process. 34 In addition, the voluntary sector is expected to
provide feedback to government on policies and processes with an eye to
improving performance.35 Similarly, the Code on Fundingpledges to sustain the
capacity of voluntary organizations to serve Canadians through direct funding
as well as indirect mechanisms such as taxation measures. 36 The Code on
Funding commits the voluntary sector to sound financial, board, ethical,
administrative, and monitoring practices, and the federal government to flexible
application and accountability standards subject to effective protection ofpublic
money, consideration of alternative monitoring mechanisms, agreement on

30

For detailed analyses of the birth and content of the Accord, see Susan Phillips, "In
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measurable results and clear roles, and respect for diversity. The two sides will
develop the processes and evaluation tools together.
The second intention of the VSI was to strengthen the capacity of the
voluntary sector to serve Canadians well. This was realized in the development
of strategic approaches to building human resources, financial management,
information technology, and management capacities with the necessary
resources, as well as in the experimental Sectoral Involvement in Departmental
Policy Development (SIDPD) aimed at building policy and research capacity in
the sector. Through a competition, funds were allocated to departments to flow
to their sector partners to: enhance their capacity to collaborate with government;
develop, implement, and evaluate policy; represent citizens more effectively;
mobilize participation in the sector; and ensure accountability. The purpose of
the program is to prepare sector organizations to be more capable policy partners
for government departments. While SIDPD is limited in scope, it represents an
opportunity for changing the policy-making process and for ensuring that the
principles of the VSI penetrate to the operational levels of government activity.
The test will be whether the changes become permanent and extend to other
areas of government. At least for the present, business is not as usual, relations
are in flux and are seemingly developing towards a more co-operative
relationship between the two sectors. However, SIDPD is based upon the idea
of invited sector participation in policy and does not endorse advocacy or
unsolicited policy advice by organizations.
Third, the VSI was intended to increase awareness of the contributions made
by volunteers and of the role of the voluntary sector in Canadian society. The
VSI was much more successful in recognizing volunteer activities during the
International Year ofthe Volunteer (2001). The media and awareness campaigns
for the voluntary sector have been more limited in effect.
Fourth, the VSI addressed the need for more information about the sector and
its role in Canadian life with the creation and funding of ongoing mechanisms
such as the Canadian Survey on Giving, Volunteering and Participating, the
Statistics Canada Satellite Account to the System of National Accounts, and the
National Survey of Nonprofit and Voluntary Organizations (NSNVO). These
data collection devices will provide the longitudinal data so desperately required
to map the sector and its trends and to inform policy decisions about the sector,
as well as to provide more exact information on the contribution of the sector to
the nation's social and economic life. This information allows for a more
profound understanding of the nature and development of the sector both within
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Canada and in comparative international studies.37 They coincide with the
Capacity Table funding for the inclusion of Canada in the high profile Johns
Hopkins comparative country studies ofthe third sector- a significant omission
over the past twenty years. Further, the NSNVO provides insight into the
collective state of financial, human, and administrative capacity of organizations
for the first time.38 The qualitative portion of the NSNVO was released in spring
2003 and the quantitative study is due for release in spring 2004."9
Finally, the VSI envisioned a streamlined regulatory framework, a revised tax
form with clarified definitions of allowable activities for charities, and a review
of liability for members of the boards of directors of organizations. A further
objective of achieving clarity, consistency, and transparency in the funding
relationship between the sector and state was undertaken through the federal
funding review, the Code on Funding and a strategic funding approach.
Although the federal government consulted the sector on these reforms, it
retained control over the final shape of the reforms. While the federal
government has reviewed the definition of charities and shortened the tax form,
further regulatory reforms continue to be discussed between the two sectors.
The VSI did not come to terms with two of the most important issues for the
sector. Many organizations had expected that the VSI would clarify and expand
the right of organizations to engage in policy advocacy, public education, and
political activity. Under Revenue Canada guidelines, organizations may not
engage in partisan political activities, may only devote 10 percent of their
revenues to nonpartisan political activities, and must be devoted to charitable
activities. Thus, while an organization might deliver an essential service like
shelter for the homeless, it cannot have, as its purpose, the intention to lobby
government to change housing legislation. Organizations had hoped that these

3

It is expected that the projected fall 2003 release of the official figures detailing the
contribution of the voluntary sector to the GDP will be highly contentious.
3 Consortium members include Canadian Centre for Philanthropy, Alliance de Recherche
Universitrs-Communautrs en Economie Sociale at UQAM, the Canada West Foundation
(CWF), the Canadian Council on Social Development (CCSD), the Capacity Development
Network at the University of Victoria, the Community Services Council of Newfoundland
and Labrador (CSC), Queen's University School of Policy Studies, the Secretariat on
Voluntary Sector Sustainability of the Manitoba Voluntary Sector Initiative, and Statistics
Canada.
9 The results of the CSGVP are available at "givingandvolunteering.ca," online:
<givingandvolunteering.ca>. For the qualitative results of the NSNVO, see Michael Hall,
et al., The Capacity to Serve: A QualitativeStudy of the Challenges Facing Canada's
Nonprofit and Voluntary Organizations(Toronto: Canadian Centre for Philanthropy, 2003).
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restrictions would be loosened to allow them a greater voice as advocates of
policy change. Similarly, organizations had argued for a redefinition of charities
that would expand the number of organizations able to issue tax receipts for
charitable contributions as well as for a more liberal funding regime. The federal
government agreed to review these items internally but would not discuss them
jointly, which almost caused the Regulatory Table to collapse. Strategic
interventions on both sides prevented a crisis and provided an impetus to the
government process for reforms. However, these areas signify the inability of the
government to reconcile the tension between a desire to have organizations
involved more fully in policy design and delivery, and to accept organizations
in a critical, policy advocacy role.
IV.

THE POTENTIAL OR PRATFALL

The VSI embodies the most significant aspect of the Chrrtien legacy for the
third sector. Taking life from the Liberal campaign platforms and the throne
speeches that signalled an openness to reforming the policy process, the VSI
engaged the federal government and voluntary sector representatives in a
protracted dialogue culminating in the Accord and the Codes as well as other
reforms to the benefit of the sector. But are these changes significant and lasting?
An assessment of the legacy must begin with the VSI and then extend to the
relationship between the state and the sector more broadly as well as to the
impact on the sector and its ability to serve Canadians.
Without doubt, the VSI was an impressive achievement with lasting effects
for Canadian political, social, and economic life. For the first time in Canadian
history, the government engaged in a protracted dialogue with representatives
from a sector in a comprehensive review of their relationship. This had not even
been attempted, for example, with the private or business sector. On an
international level, the Canadian VSI model of reform has become a focal point
for other nations interested in building a better relationship between the state and
sector and in building capacity within the sector itself.4" Analysts in other nations
often express surprise at the extent of the negotiations, the efficiency of the
process, and the scope of co-operation between the two sectors. On a national
level, the initiative set a powerful precedent for shared decision-making and
policy development. This precedent is unlikely to be forgotten in the future.

40

There was a level of curiosity expressed through requests for information on the VSI and at
international conferences, particularly with practitioners and academics from Britain, India
and Australia.
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An equally impressive accomplishment of the VSI has been one of
understanding and definition. The VSI increased understanding between sectors
as well as knowledge of how each sector operates. While this knowledge is most
concentrated among the actors sitting at the Joint Tables, it has spilled over into
those actors' organizations and departments and to other attentive policy actors.
Further, the process mobilized the voluntary sector as a sector, raising the
consciousness within the sector of cross-cutting issues and interests at the
national level. The process has encouraged both sector representatives and
government officials to develop policy and define issues on a macro level for the
sector as a whole.
The VSI is important for establishing a set of best practices that may have
lasting -effects for the federal, provincial, and other interested governments.
Experiments like SIDPD will reinforce the policy impact of the VSI process but
provide tangible models of co-operative policy decision-making at the
departmental level. In some ways, the SIDPD experiments are likely to be even
more compelling than the VSI process since the involvement of the sector
organizations in policy is occurring within the regular policy process rather than
through an external process created by mutual agreement. If the SIDPD
experiments are successful, they will become best practices where horizontal
governance is desirable. However, changes in the policy-making process towards
a more inclusive format will depend very much upon the conditions, the policy
issues, the actors, and sustained good will between the two sectors.
Another consequence with lasting effect was unintended. The VSI generated
debate on the extent to which the federal government is the appropriate locus of
activity of the nonprofit and voluntary sector given that primary constitutional
responsibility for the sector rests with the provincial level of government and the
federal government is restricted to action through its revenue raising jurisdiction.
Thus, a spin-off effect has been the generation or encouragement of the
formation of coalitions ofnonprofit and voluntary organizations at the provincial
and regional levels of government that are beginning to press for reforms at that
level of jurisdiction. For example, provincial organizations have encouraged
their governments to examine the regulatory environment for nonprofit
organizations, to consider standardizing their regimes and to encourage
volunteerism through educational and community oriented programs. In the case
of Quebec, the community sector tended to largely dissociate itself from the VSI
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and national experience, defining itself even more strongly within that
province. 1
To some degree, the legacy of the VSI rests upon the new structures that the
voluntary sector and federal government have chosen to oversee implementation
of the Codes on policy and funding. The VSI steering group transformed itself
into a new body called the Voluntary Sector Forum, composed of nine leaders
from the original group and ten new leaders from the voluntary sector who had
not served on any of the VSI Tables. Subsequently, additional individuals have
been added to ensure representation from the major regions, national and
regional organizations, large and small organizations, different ethnic and racial
backgrounds, and various interests in the voluntary sector, among other things.
The federal government has assigned responsibility for implementation to a line
department, Canadian Heritage, but has retained a ministerial committee
representing twelve departments as a consultative body. A steering committee
of senior officials will oversee horizontal co-ordination of the initiative in
departments, with the Privy Council Office providing a final checkpoint.
Whether or not the principles of the Accord penetrate the relationship, and the
two sectors work together more effectively, will depend largely upon the level
of activity of these structures and actors and the legitimacy they acquire within
their sectors. One incentive to activity lies with the proposed joint annual
meetings to review the progress on the implementation of the Codes. Another
incentive within the federal government is provided by the letters of mandate for
deputy ministers requiring them to report annually on their department's
progress on the implementation of the Accord and Codes. At a minimum, the
Accord and Codes will serve as a conscience to both sectors in future
interactions.
The legacy of the VSI is not limited to process or relationship issues.
Knowledge about the sector and its impact on the Canadian economy and society
provides a basis for more fertile interaction between the state, the private sector,
and the nonprofit sector. The national surveys and the satellite accounts,
mentioned above, will provide longitudinal knowledge of the health of
volunteering, giving, and participating in Canada, thus enabling policy actors to
accurately assess the importance of those activities to our national social and
economic health and to intervene where necessary. For example, the Chr~tien

Throughout the process it was difficult to engage representatives from the Quebec sector and
to popularize the initiative within that province. One of the best examples of this problem
was the translation of the slogan "I volunteer" for International Year of the Volunteer. "Je
suis li" just did not resonate.
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government has devoted significant funds to computerizing the sector and
bolstering the technological capacity of organizations. The ongoing survey on
capacity and the satellite accounts will provide the requisite information to
continue the development of the sector in this area, particularly where there are
broader benefits to society, such as the more efficient delivery of services. With
more accurate knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of the third sector,
public, private, and nonprofit organizations may be able to build stronger and
more effective alliances to address polycentric policy issues.
One of the big question marks in assessing the legacy of the Chr~tien
government rests with Treasury Board and Finance. The tax forms, new
definitions, and revised monitoring and registration mechanisms for charities
will have tangible results but will affect different charities to different extents,
and most nonprofits will not be directly affected in daily operations.42 As noted
above, the issues of advocacy and funding remain outstanding, although the
President of the Treasury Board did indicate a need to address the issues. The
new administrative guidelines on political activities by charities released by the
Canada Customs and Revenue Agency in the fall of 2003 have failed to meet the
expectations of both charities and nonprofit organizations. The sector is
committed to achieving further reforms in the future, while the commitment of
government to future reforms remains vague at best. Thus, a core area of the
relationship between the third sector and government remains unchanged and the
effects of reform are likely to be limited if not contentious.43 The fundamental
tension between government and the sector over the political and advocacy role
of third sector organizations remains unresolved.
A final legacy of the Chr~tien government involves the greater use of
consultations in the regular policy process. Government-sector engagement may
take place through regular or special consultations, policy engagement, service
development, and implementation or even citizen juries. Human Resources is
renowned for its extensive links with the third sector. Heritage regularly reaches
out to key constituent groups. Industry Canada has broadened its consultative
42

4

For a superb review of the current state of regulations and analysis of what needs to be done,
see A. P. Pross & K. Webb, "Embedded Regulation: Advocacy and the Federal Regulation
of Public Interest Groups," in Delicate Dances, supra note 30, 63.
Finance did provide a powerful check on the VSI and was often viewed as more difficult to
persuade to accept reforms leading to a more open decision-making process especially
where any money decisions were involved throughout the VSI. See for example K. Brock,
"A Final Review of the Joint Coordinating Committee of the Voluntary Sector Initiative
2000-2002 by the Official Documentalist and Occasional Advisor" (Ottawa: VSI
Background Papers, 2002).
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base. Justice reaches beyond the legal community to include groups representing
victims and concerned citizens. Under Paul Martin, Finance formalized the
process of consultations in the budget process. Indian Affairs has engaged in
extensive consultations with both First Nation governments and citizen
organizations in effecting changes in that community, albeit with very mixed
reviews. And perhaps most significantly, government efforts to go online and to
make information broadly available provides valuable access points and
information to citizen groups and individuals. Once the halls of government are
opened, it is difficult to close the doors to participation and so this might be one
of the most important developments of the Chrrtien years for citizen
organizations. If the principles of the Accord take root, then these relations will
be more systematized and standardized across government.
Does citizen engagement make a difference in terms of policy output? Here
the legacy is uncertain. The impact of consultations or other forms of
engagement on policy decisions is very difficult to measure. For example, in the
case of the latest First Nations consultation on governance, the federal
government has been widely criticized for pursuing its predetermined agenda
and not listening to First Nations' criticisms. However, some organizations
representing Aboriginal peoples living off-reserve think their voices have been
heard." Similarly, in the case of the citizen engagement and community
consultation strategy used by Human Resources Development Canada in the
implementation of the Supporting Communities Partnership Initiative (SCPI) to
alleviate homelessness, organizations have criticized the process for diluting the
voices of organizations with extensive experience with the issues by inviting
broad public participation. In a review of the process, Alan Bentley argues that
a balance of larger and smaller organizations is essential for a fully developed
policy and found the impact of organizations on the policy process and output
mixed.45 While a cynic might suggest that policy engagement and consultation
are just legitimation devices for predetermined policies, an optimist might
suggest that there is merit in requiring public officials to vet and justify policy
reforms in public where an exchange of ideas occurs since those ideas may
influence current or future policies. One point remains clear: the tension between
advocacy and policy inclusion is unresolved in practice.

4

K.L. Brock, "First Nations, Citizenship and Democratic Reform," in G. Kemerman & P.
Resnick, Essays in Honour of Alan Cairns (Vancouver: University of British Columbia
Press, forthcoming).
See Alan Bentley, "SCPI Consultation Report Issues: Final Report to the Policy Internship
and Fellowships Program" (Ottawa: PIAF, 2003).
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The world is not entirely rose-tinted for the third sector in the policy process,
as the example of Foreign Affairs reveals. On the one hand, Foreign Affairs
made significant efforts to involve citizen organizations in the policy process,
both at home and abroad, particularly under Lloyd Axworthy, but also
subsequently. In the 1980s, Foreign Affairs began using roundtable consultations
regularly, but in the later 1990s, in response to citizen group pressure, Canada
was instrumental in securing access for citizen groups to forums and information
involving multilateral trade, tariff, investment, and global governance
negotiations.46 Foreign Affairs established a forum to facilitate citizen input
through the internet and townhalls, resulting in the Dialogue on Foreign Policy
held in 2003. 47 However, this method of consultation is more conducive to
individual input than to organizational input. And in the aftermath of September
11, 2001, the Canadian government, like its allies, has passed legislation on
terrorism that may have a chilling effect on organizations.48 Provisions in the
new anti-terrorism legislation have affected advocacy and funding activities of
Arab and Muslim organizations in particular, but also citizen organizations more
broadly. These trends may have a paralyzing effect on the legacy of the Chr~tien
government for third sector organizations.
V.

CONCLUSION: THE SECTOR WAITS

And so, what is the overall Chr6tien legacy for the third sector? First and
foremost, the Chr6tien government has mobilized the sector and, along with key
actors in the sector itself, created an awareness of a "third sector" consisting of
diverse organizations with cross-cutting issues. Second, it has increased the
policy voice of organizations both for the sector as a whole and for organizations
within particular policy subsectors. Organizations are more cognizant of the need
to build and sustain a relationship than ever before. Third, it has begun the
process of addressing hard capacity issues particularly in the area of human
resources, internal governance, and technology. Fourth, it has begun a process
4
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See Maxwell A. Cameron, "Democratization of Foreign Policy: The Ottawa Process as a
Model" (1998) 5:3 Can. Foreign Policy; E. Smythe & P. Smith, "NGOs, Technology and
the Changing Face of Trade Politics," in Delicate Dances, supra note 30, 297; see K.
Nossal, "The Democratization of Canadian Foreign Policy: The Elusive Ideal," in Maxwell
Cameron & Maureen Appel Molot, eds., Canada Among Nations 1995: Democracy and
ForeignPolicy (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1995) 1.
For a result of the consultations and information on the process, see Bill Graham, "A
Dialogue on Foreign Policy: Report to Canadians" (June 2003), online: <www.foreignpolicy-dialogue.ca/pdf/FinalReport.html>.
See A. Capling & K. Nossal, "The Third Sector Meets the National Security State: The AntiGlobalization Movement in Canada after 9/11," in Delicate Dances, supra note 30, 275.
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of change to policy formulation. The policy development process has become
more open and transparent with third sector organizations involved more
regularly. The prospects for further change are promising. Fifth, it has signed an
historic agreement with the third sector, providing a basis for a more productive
relationship with the broader goal of improving quality of life for Canadians.
Sixth, it has been a friend to the third sector on the international scene,
supporting more open and transparent global governance, although that may be
curtailed in the wake of September 11, 2001.
The legacy is sadly lacking in two key areas. While the government has
improved access of invited organizations to the policy process and made the
policy process more open to the public, it failed to address the critical question
of advocacy. The definition of charities remains restricted to a limited group of
organizations within the third sector. Groups with nonpartisan political activities
including public education and policy change as their missions remain outside
the ambit of the benefits accorded to charitable organizations. Funding issues
also remain unresolved. While the benefits of articulate, critical organizations
to parliamentary democracy are widely extolled, the government failed to act
decisively to resolve these two important aspects of third sector activity.
Is this legacy a lasting one? Certainly the Accord between the federal
government and the voluntary sector has the potential to frame a new
relationship to the benefit of Canadians. In a similar vein, a more open and
transparent policy process, whether domestic or global, is consistent with a
globalized society and economy where capital, humans, and goods flow across
borders and where citizens are sufficiently informed to ask intelligent questions
of their governments. And members of the voluntary sector are rising to the
challenge of becoming more committed and engaged policy players than ever
before. However, under-resourcing of the sector continues even as this new
dimension of activity opens up new policy doors. Organizations large and small
are facing increasing challenges as: citizen demands increase; government
support for services declines; the competition within the sector for funds,
contracts, and contribution agreements intensifies; the nonprofit sector moves
into direct competition with the profit sector for goods, services, and contracts;
and attempts to meet the demands for more accountability consume more time
and resources. Further, the government commitment to meaningful consultations
remains tentative at times. And organizations question the extent to which the
spirit of the Accord will penetrate into the inner and upper recesses of
government administration while the government questions the extent to which
the Accord will be embraced by organizations that were not immediately
involved in the VSI. Although many leaders in the nonprofit sector and
government continue to press for policy engagement and appreciation of a more
2004
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robust role of the third sector in Canadian social and economic life, the impact
of the changes initiated by this administration will not be known until long after
former Prime Minister Chr~tien stepped down. The devil is always in the level
of commitment to the details of implementation. The sector waits.
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THE CHRIETIEN ETHICS LEGACY
Ian Greene*

I.

INTRODUCTION

A central promise in the Liberal Red Book, or campaign platform of 1993,
was to "govern with integrity." Chapter six of the Red Book was devoted to
ethics reforms designed to overcome "cynicism about public institutions."' The
key promises were to strengthen the Lobbyists RegistrationAct,' develop a Code
of Conduct for public officials in their dealings with lobbyists, to establish an
independent ethics counsellor to advise on the application of this Code, to
introduce "tough" election financing and spending rules by limiting "the role of
special-interest groups in election campaigns, '3 to reduce the influence of
patronage on order-in-council appointments, and to keep election promises. In
1996, the Liberal Party published a self-evaluation of its Red Book promises,
and concluded that most of the promises had been kept, with the exception of the
new election financing rules.4 In the introduction to the self-evaluation report,
Prime Minister Jean Chr~tien wrote that "of all the Red Book commitments we
have kept, none gives me greater pride than our living up to our pledge to govern
with integrity."5
As the Liberal mandate extended through three terms, ethics scandals
gradually but steadily tarnished the government's integrity record, until in May
of 2002 the Prime Minister announced an eight-point "ethics package" to polish
up the government's integrity record. The package included legislation to limit
contributions to parties by corporations, unions and individuals, and a bill to
create a truly independent ethics commissioner for Parliamentarians. Prior to the
Liberal Convention in November 2003 that chose Paul Martin to succeed

Professor, Department of Political Science, and Associate, Centre for Practical Ethics, York
University.
Liberal Party of Canada, Creating Opportunity: The Liberal Plan for Canada (Ottawa:
Liberal Party of Canada, 1993) at 91-95.
2
R.S.C. 1985, c. L-12.
3 Supra note 1 at 94.
4 Liberal Party of Canada, A Record ofAchievement: A Report on the Liberal Government's
36 Months in Office (Ottawa: Liberal Party of Canada, 1996).
5 Ibid. at 9.
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Chrrtien, the party financing bill became law, but the ethics commissioner bill
stalled in the Senate. In Chr~tien's farewell speech to party faithful at the
November 2003 Liberal convention, the integrity agenda was not on the list of
accomplishments that the retiring Prime Minister boasted about. What went
wrong?
A review of the ethics controversies that plagued the Chr~tien government
suggests that the Prime Minister and his supporters had failed to keep up with
the waves of ethical reforms in provincial governments that had so successfully
reduced the incidence of ethics scandals in provincial politics. 6 In particular,
Chr~tien was reluctant to create legislation to prevent conflicts of interest
amongst Cabinet ministers, other MPs, and Senators, that would be enforced by
an ethics commissioner independent of the Prime Minister. In fact, had the
government introduced legislation to create an independent ethics commissioner
early enough in its mandate, it is quite possible that the commissioner could have
provided the kind of advice needed to keep the government out of much of the
hot water it encountered. Moreover, the judgments of an independent ethics
commissioner about allegations of ethical improprieties would have had a great
deal more legitimacy than the judgments of an official reporting to the Prime
Minister, and so decisions exonerating Cabinet ministers would likely have put
an end to particular controversies. However, until 2002 the Prime Minister clung
to the old-style approach to ethical politics that had been found to be unworkable
in the provinces and territories. He claimed that as Prime Minister, he had
ultimate responsibility to decide what was ethical and what was not, and to cede
the adjudication of an ethics law to an independent official would be a
dereliction of duty.7 As well, the Prime Minister and some of his key Cabinet
ministers apparently believed that the idea of an independent ethics
commissioner was too "legalistic," transferring to a quasi-judicial official the
discretion of Cabinet ministers about how to resolve ethics dilemmas.
But it was not just the Prime Minister who was skeptical about creating an
independent ethics commissioner in 1993. It was clear to me when testifying
before the Special Joint Committee of Parliament on a Code of Conduct in 1995,
and the House of Commons Standing Committee on Procedure and House
Affairs on draft Parliamentary Code of Conduct in 2002, that a number of

6
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Ian Greene & David P. Shugarman, Honest Politics:Seeking Integrity in CanadianPublic
Life (Toronto: James Lorimer, 1997) at 52-54 [Honest Politics].
During the seventeenth century, the Stuart Kings of England made a similar argument as to
why they would not allow judges to be independent. The fear, then as now, was that
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Liberal backbenchers also had cold feet. The fear was that Cabinet ministers and
government MPs would find themselves victimized by an opposition constantly
complaining to the independent ethics commissioner about trumped-up charges,
and even if the commissioner found that the rules had not been breached, the
negative publicity could do serious damage. However, the academics present at
the hearings assured MPs that such negative consequences have not befallen the
governments of provinces that have had independent ethics commissioners for
a decade or more, and perhaps this testimony reassured the MPs so that they
could finally support the legislation in 2003.
This chapter will begin by summarizing the ethics scandals encountered by
the Chrrtien government. The analysis will show that some of the controversies
could have been avoided if an independent ethics commissioner had been in
place. Other ethical lapses could have been prevented if the Prime Minister had
placed greater emphasis on impartiality rather than partisanship by creating
impartial inquiries in some cases, or attempting to make impartial, merit-based
appointments in others. The achievements of the Chr~tien government in the
ethical politics arena will then be catalogued, and finally, the overall ethics
record of the Chrrtien government will be evaluated. Although the Chrrtien
government had a far better ethics record than that of the Mulroney government,
it became mired in ethical quagmires because of its reluctance to embrace
tougher conflict of interest rules until the end of its term, and higher standards
of impartiality. Even so, the Chrrtien government has left the country with a
healthier set of ethics rules because of an improved lobbyist registration regime,
greater Parliamentary scrutiny of some order-in-council appointments, and tough
legislation limiting political contributions. As well, because the legislation to
create an independent ethics commissioner passed the House of Commons when
Chr6tien was still Prime Minister, the Martin government felt it had the
momentum to re-introduce similar legislation in 2004, with the hope that it
would make it through the Senate prior to the election expected in 2004.
II.

SCANDALS

There were eleven prominent episodes of ethics scandals that were weathered
by the Chrrtien government during its decade in power. This is a far better
record than that of the Mulroney government, which was faced with no fewer
than fourteen serious allegations of conflict of interest during its first two years
in office alone, including the infamous Sinclair Stevens affair.8
8
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A. Dupuy, 1994
The first ethics problem was relatively minor, but being the first, it attracted
attention. When it became public knowledge that Heritage Minister Michel
Dupuy had sent a letter to the Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) to support the license application for
a Greek-language radio outlet in his constituency, Chrrtien apologized for the
error.9 However, the Prime Minister stressed that "[t]here is no scandal here. No
violation of integrity. No breach of the public trust." What happened was an
"honest mistake."' To prevent such mistakes from occurring in the future, the
Prime Minister issued "supplemental guidelines" to make it absolutely clear the
ministers must not attempt to influence the decisions ofjudges or administrative
tribunals.
In provinces such as Ontario and British Columbia, which had independent
ethics commissioners at the time (Gregory Evans, former Chief Justice of the
High Court of Ontario, and Ted Hughes, a former superior court judge), the
commissioner meets with new Cabinet ministers and other elected members
individually. They make the ethics rules very clear to these persons - for
example, the rule that they must not have any dealings with judges or
quasi-judicial tribunals." These commissioners issue annual reports that
summarize the inquiries that the commissioners have received from Cabinet
ministers and other elected members (without mentioning the names of those
making the inquiries), and the complaints that they have investigated. Since the
advent of the Ontario regime in 1988, and B.C. in 1991, there has been only one
incident in which a Cabinet minister was alleged to have interfered with a
judicial or quasi-judicial process, an ambiguous case where an Ontario minister
tried to mediate a dispute that was already before the courts. The Prime Minister,
however, had relied on ethics counsellor Howard Wilson, and his ethics advisor
Mitchell Sharp, to explain the Prime Minister's ethics guidelines to members of
Cabinet. This approach, however well-intentioned, was not as likely to be as

According to the Prime Minister's conflict of interest guidelines, Cabinet ministers are not
supposed to use, or appear to use their influence to sway judges or members of
administrative tribunals, such as the CRTC. The Dupuy oversight was made worse by the
fact that Dupuy was the Minister responsible for the CRTC. As well, it was revealed that
several other ministers had sent letters to the CRTC on behalf of constituents.
'0 Susan Delacourt, "New Guidelines for Ministers Promised in Wake of Dupuy Affair"
Globe& Mail (1 November 1994) Al, A2.
" Honest Politics,supra note 6 at c. 6.
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successful as counselling by an independent ethics commissioner who also has
the power to investigate allegations of a breach of the ethics code.
B. Collenette, 1996
The shortcoming of the Prime Minister's system of enforcing his code was
illustrated again in 1996, when Defence Minister David Collenette was forced
to resign because he had sent a letter to the Immigration and Refugee Board
asking it to speed up its consideration of the case of a person related to one of
Collenette's constituents.1 2 The importance of ministers leaving quasi-judicial
tribunals alone had still not sunk in. And although the Prime Minister appears
to have taken this breach seriously by demanding or accepting Collenette's
resignation, it should be remembered that Collenette had been the subject of a
fair amount of criticism for his handling of the defence portfolio. Thus, the
resignation may have served a strategy to remove Collenette from the hot seat,
while at the same time the Prime Minister could stress the importance of
respecting the impartiality of an independent agency.
C. Pearson Airport Cancellation, 1993-1996
A major issue at the end of the 1993 election campaign concerned the
decision of the Mulroney government to lease Pearson Airport in Toronto for
fifty-seven years to a private firm with strong connections to Mulroney. Three
weeks prior to the election, Prime Minister Kim Campbell signed the final
documents to proceed with the deal, in spite of the promise of then Opposition
Leader Jean Chrrtien to review the plan and to cancel it if the review so
recommended. One of Chr~ien's first acts as Prime Minister was to appoint
Robert Nixon, former Liberal treasurer of Ontario, to review the arrangement,
and Nixon recommended that the contract be cancelled because of flaws in the
tendering process, and undue influence from lobbyists. The Chrrtien government
cancelled the contract, and in 1994 introduced a bill to limit the government's
liability to out-of-pocket expenses, as recommended by Nixon. The real trouble
began for the Chrrtien government when this bill reached the Senate.
Conservative Senators were still in the majority, and their view was that the
1993 deal had been a good one, and was cancelled for purely partisan political
reasons.
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The Senate established a special committee to hold public hearings into the
original contract and its cancellation, and the report was released in December
of 1995. The Conservative majority report stated that the privatization contract
had been fairly negotiated and was financially advantageous to Canada, while the
Liberal minority report painted a picture of rampant undue influence on the part
Mulroney. In June of 1996, the
of lobbyists close to former Prime Minister
3
Senate defeated the compensation bill.'
In hindsight, from an ethics perspective the Chrrtien government mishandled
the Pearson Airport affair in two ways. First, it would have been far better if
Chrrtien had appointed a politically neutral party to review the Pearson airport
deal in 1993. The findings might well have been the same, but they would have
been more difficult to attack as partisan. Second, rather than leave it to the
Senate to investigate the Pearson saga, it would have been better for the
government to have appointed an impartial commission of inquiry.
D. The Airbus Affair, 1994-2003
The Airbus affair dates to the late 1980s when Airbus Industrie, a European
consortium, was hoping for a large contract to sell airliners to Air Canada in
order to establish its credibility in the world market against its major competitor,
the Boeing corporation. Airbus hired prominent Ottawa lobbyist Frank Moores,
a close friend of Brian Mulroney and a former Conservative premier of
Newfoundland. In 1985, Mulroney appointed Moores to the Board of Air
Canada. Although Moores claimed that there was no conflict of interest, public
pressure forced him to resign his Air Canada Board seat later in 1985. In 1988,
Airbus got the contract for a new Air Canada fleet, and shortly after this
decision, the government-owned airline company was privatized.
In 1985, the Mulroney government began a consultation process prior to
drafting Canada's first Lobbyists Registration Act. Some claim that this
legislation was forced on the Mulroney government because of Moores'
lobbying activities. 4 The Liberals were critical of the Act for not going far
enough, and in 1993 promised that they would strengthen the Act if elected.
But this was to be only the beginning of the Airbus story. In 1994, journalist
Paul Palango alleged that prior to Air Canada's privatization, Brian Mulroney
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had pressured Air Canada to pay several million dollars in consulting fees to
Moores' lobbying company, a charge denied by both Mulroney and Moores. In
March of 1995, both the CBC and the German media revealed the possibility that
Airbus may have paid bribes to prominent members of the Canadian government
to secure the Airbus sale.' 5 In September of 1995, officials in the federal
Department of Justice requested Swiss authorities to assist in an RCMP
investigation of possible bribes in the Airbus sale, and the request implicated
Brian Mulroney. Mulroney, along with Karlheinz Schreiber, a German
businessman who acted as a go-between in international contract negotiations,
found out that they, along with Frank Moores, were being investigated by the
RCMP, and Mulroney launched a lawsuit for $50 million against the federal
government. To begin with, the government defended itself against Mulroney's
suit, but in January of 1997 it abandoned its defence, apologized, and agreed to
pay Mulroney's legal and public relations expenses, which came to over $2
million. Apologies were also addressed to Moores and Schreiber, but they
received no compensation. 6 The total cost to the federal government of the
investigation and the settlement was pegged at $6.4 million." Justice Minister
Allan Rock, along with Prime Minister Chr~tien, were accused by the opposition
and the media of having wasted public funds in a witch-hunt directed against
former Prime Minister Mulroney and his friends. Rock, however, refused to
confirm that the probe of the airbus affair had ended.
Just prior to Chr6tien's retirement as leader of the Liberal Party in midNovember of 2003, the Airbus affair once again monopolized the front pages of
the national media for several days. On 7 November, The Globe and Mail
covered the front page with a story about its success in co-operating with the
CBC in having evidence unsealed in a previously in camera court proceeding
that had been going on in Toronto for a period of more than three years. 8 The
proceeding concerned allegations that bribes were paid by a German helicopter
firm, Messerschmidt-Bolkow-Blohm, to facilitate sales to the Canadian
government. One alleged go-between was Karlheinz Schreiber, represented in
this proceeding by lawyer Edward Greenspan. Three days later, it was revealed
that Brian Mulroney made a post-retirement deal worth $300,000 with Schreiber
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to "provide advice and open doors" regarding an international pasta company of
Schreiber's. 9This payment from Schreiber was not reported during negotiations
between Mulroney's lawyers and the federal government regarding the law suit
that was settled in 1997. Donald Savoie, an expert on Canadian public
administration, commented that for some reason, the question of whether
Mulroney had been paid by Schrieber "was not asked., 20 If it had been, it is
possible that there would not have been offer from the Canadian government to
settle the law suit. Most likely, even if there had been a settlement, it would have
been a different one.
The continuing Airbus affair leads to two main conclusions. First, legislation
to control the activities of lobbyists to prevent undue influence needs to be tough
enough to match the wits of lobbyists intent on abusing the public interest.
Second, the litigation process is sometimes inadequate when trying to get to the
bottom of potential undue influence involving lobbyists. A public inquiry might
have been the preferred route. A public inquiry can shed light on all relevant
factors of an important public issue, but inquiries can also mean delays in
criminal and civil litigation, and sometimes the possibility of a criminal
prosecution can be weakened as a result. On the other hand, a criminal
prosecution is focused on particular individuals rather than on the entire context
of a situation, and it is unlikely to result in the holistic exposition of a
problematic situation.
E. The Promise to Replace the GST
During the 1993 election campaign, the Liberals promised to replace the
Goods and Services Tax (GST) imposed by the Conservative government. By
1996, the Liberal government had come to the conclusion that the GST was
needed to collect taxes to reduce the deficit, and that the "replacement" of the
GST would be a harmonization of the federal sales tax with provincial sales
taxes in provinces that were willing to blend the two taxes. For Chrrtien, and for
the Liberal self-evaluation of 1996," this approach fulfilled the Liberal promise
of "replacement," though few believed that the Liberals had not broken a key
campaign promise. However, in 1993 Deputy Prime Minister Sheila Copps had
promised to resign if the Liberals were elected and did not "abolish" the GST.
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When the government's plans to continue the GST with only minor
modifications were revealed in 1996, Copps was reminded by the opposition of
her promise. At first, she simply blamed her "big mouth" in 1993. Under
continued public pressure, Copps did eventually resign her seat in the Commons,
and contested it in a by-election that she won (and in which she avoided
discussion of the tax). John Nunziata, the flamboyant Liberal MP for York
South-Weston, voted against his government's 1996 budget because of its
continuance of the GST, and for his stand he was kicked out of the Liberal
caucus.

These episodes drew attention to the ethical issue of being accountable for
election promises."2 Canadians favour politicians who think through their
election promises clearly, and then do what they've promised to do after
election. Although the Red Book was an important step toward greater
accountability for election promises, it would have been more honest, and more
courageous, to have the degree to which the election promises were kept
evaluated by an impartial tribunal, rather than by the Liberal Party itself.
F. Pierre Corbeil
In March of 1997, Human Resources Minister Pierre Pettigrew became aware
that a Liberal fundraiser, Pierre Corbeil, had cited his government connections
when approaching companies that might be seeking grants under the Transitional
Jobs Fund program. Pettigrew forwarded these allegations to the RCMP for
investigation, and in October the police laid charges against Corbeil. Corbeil was
eventually convicted, and fined $34,500. Pettigrew acted with integrity, but this
event underlines the need for political parties to conduct internal education
campaigns about ethics rules and the importance of the impartial administration
of the law.
G. The Auberge Grand-Mere
Development Bank

Affair

and

the

Business

As a result of an investigation by National Post journalist Andrew McIntosh,
who had learned his research techniques from veteran investigative journalist
Stevie Cameron, a potential conflict of interest situation involving Prime
Minister Chrrtien came to light in 1999. In 1993, when Jean Chrrtien was
settling his private business affairs in preparation for his new public office role,
he and two business associates sold their shares in Auberge Grand-Mere to Yvon
22
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Duhaime. Chrrtien had also held shares in an adjacent golf course, and he
attempted to sell his shares in the golf course to Jonas Prince, a Toronto
businessman.
The first problem Chrrtien encountered was that Prince reported that he had
not followed through with the sale. There were embarrassing moments when
Prince claimed to members of the media that he had only had an option on
Chrrtien's share in the golf course, an option he had never followed through
with. Chrrtien maintained that the sale had been final, and Prince still owed him
money. Eventually, another buyer was found for the unwanted shares.
There is nothing wrong with a Prime Minister owning shares of a golf course,
unless those shares are likely to get him involved in a conflict of interest
situation. On the advice of the Ethics Counsellor, Chrrtien had put assets that
might get him into a conflict of interest situation into a "blind trust."23 So after
Prince failed to follow through with his purchase of the golf course shares, they
sat in the blind trust with other non-personal assets of the Prime Minister.
Meanwhile, Yvon Duhaime, the new owner of the Auberge, wanted to
renovate and enlarge it, and applied for a $2 million loan from the Business
Development Bank (BDB), a federal government enterprise. Duhaime apparently
could not raise the funds from a private institution because of the risk, and the
BDB was also skeptical. Duhaime asked his friend and MP, Jean Chrrtien, for
help, and Chrrtien telephoned Frangois Beaudoin, president of the Bank, on
behalf of Duhaime. Later in 1996, Chrrtien met Beaudoin at his residence, and
again spoke on Duhaime's behalf. In spite of Chrrtien's intervention, the BDB
turned down Duhaime's application. In 1997, Duhaime applied for a smaller
loan from the BDB for $615,000, and also applied for an HRDC grant of
$164,000. This time, after another intervention from Chr~tien on Duhaime's
behalf, he was successful.
The story gradually unfolded during 1999 and 2000, and the Ethics
Counsellor was asked to investigate on three occasions, the last time just before
the 2000 election. Each time, he found that the Prime Minister had not been in
a conflict of interest situation. He ruled that the Prime Minister had not been
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aware that he still owned the golf course shares until 1999, and so his
interventions on behalf of Duhaime, which might have resulted in a more
attractive Auberge and therefore might have increased the value of the golf
course shares, did not really constitute a conflict of interest. As with previous
conflict of interest events, the Ethics Counsellor could well have been right in
his conclusions, but because of his lack of independence, his conclusions were
not terribly persuasive. Later, Wilson recommended that the Prime Minister's
conflict of interest guidelines should be amended to prohibit a Cabinet minister
from lobbying a government agency on behalf of a constituent.
Alsojust before the 2000 election, Frangois Beaudoin complained that he had
been let go as head of the BDB because he had attempted to recall the $615,000
loan to the Auberge. Beaudoin's allegations kept the Auberge scandal in the
limelight throughout 2001 and 2002. Progressive Conservative leader Joe Clark
continued to press for legislation to create an independent ethics commissioner
right up until May of 2002, when Chr~tien announced legislation creating an
independent ethics commissioner. Meanwhile, Beaudoin launched a law suit
against the federal government, claiming that his removal as head of the BDB
was politically motivated. In February of 2004, Beaudoin scored a major victory
in the law suit. The judgment of Justice Andr6 Denis of the Quebec Superior
Court "completely vindicated" Beaudoin, and criticized his replacement as head
of the BDB, Michel Vennant, for misleading the BDB Board. As a result, in
March of 2004 the Martin government fired Vennat in an attempt to distance
itself from the Chretien government's handling of the situation.24
Had an independent ethics counsellor been in place from 1993, someone with
the authority to review thoroughly all of the Prime Minister's non-personal assets
to ensure compliance with ethics rules, it is quite possible that the Auberge
Grand-Mere scandal could have been avoided.
H. The APEC Inquiry and Solicitor General Scott
In the fall of 1997, Canada hosted the Asian-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) summit in Vancouver. Representing Indonesia was its authoritarian
president Suharto, whose human rights record was anything but stellar. Suharto
had apparently been promised by Prime Minister Chrrtien that he could be
shielded from seeing protesters while in Vancouver, and the Prime Minister's
Office was in contact with RCMP security services in Vancouver to keep the
Prime Minister briefed on security arrangements. Security services attempted to
24
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keep legitimate protesters as far away as possible from Suharto, and television
footage indicated that police may have used excessive force against
demonstrators whose only fault was that they happened to possibly be within
Suharto's range of vision. Civil suits were filed by protesters against the RCMP,
and some formal complaints were lodged.25
Complaints against the RCMP withprimafacievalidity are considered by the
Public Complaints Commission, which strikes three-member panels to
investigate such complaints. The panel for the APEC affair was headed by
Gerald Morin, who scheduled a hearing for early October, 1998. In the mean
time, criticism of the Prime Minister over the APEC affair grew because of
reports that the Prime Minister's Office may have helped to orchestrate the harsh
treatment of the protesters, because the government refused to cover any of the
cost of the lawyers hired by the protesters, and because the Morin inquiry was
limited to the actions of the RCMP, excluding the possible role of the Prime
Minister's office. In September, Chrrtien issued a weak apology for the way the
protesters had been treated, but this only increased demands for a judicial
inquiry. On the eve of first session of the Morin Public Complaints Commission
inquiry, Solicitor General Andy Scott, while flying out of Ottawa, was overheard
by an NDP MP discussing what he expected the Morin inquiry to find. When the
MP made Scott's remarks public, there were calls for Scott to resign because of
prejudicing the results of the inquiry. Scott claimed that his remarks would not
prejudice the inquiry, and Chr6tien initially supported him.
Pressure continued on Scott to resign, which he did on 23 November. As
well, Gerald Morin was overheard saying that he thought that two RCMP
officers had acted improperly during the APEC protest, and so lawyers
representing RCMP officers tried to shut down the Morin panel because of the
perceived bias of the chair. In early December, Morin resigned, and the other two
panel members followed his example. On 21 December, Ted Hughes was
appointed to head a one-man Complaints Commission inquiry. Hughes was a
retired superior court judge from Saskatchewan, and the former ethics
commissioner for British Columbia. His credibility meant that the inquiry
process could resume, and because of Hughes' background, it had the trappings
of a judicial inquiry.
The Hughes inquiry lasted for well over one hundred days in 1999 and 2000,
and heard evidence that indicated that security arrangements were established
25
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with the goal of keeping protesters far away from the authoritarian leaders
attending the conference. However, individual officers testified that they had not
been pressured by the PMO to act in the way they did. Hughes issued his report
in 2001, and was critical of the PMO for intervening in the affairs of a police
force whose mandate it was to administer the law impartially. On the other hand,
Hughes wrote that there was no evidence that the Prime Minister was personally
involved in trying to direct the RCMP operations.
The APEC affair put the spotlight on the ethical question of whether the
Prime Minister had been respectful enough of the need for an arms-length
relationship between the government and the police in a rule-of-law democratic
regime. As well, it once again pointed to the importance of the impartiality
principle when establishing a public inquiry process.
I.

Human Resources Development Canada

In 1999, the report by Auditor-General Denis Desautels was full of praise for
the government's attempts to promote accountability and transparency. At the
same time, he was critical of practices where the protocols for tendering
contracts had been ignored, and especially where contacts were awarded without
soliciting bids. He was particularly critical of the practices of Human Resources
Development Canada (HRDC), which was already in the spotlight because of an
internal audit that highlighted shoddy practices in allocating grants to businesses
and individuals.
The deficiencies of the practices of HRDC continued as front-page news
during the first part of 2000. Human Resources Minster Jane Stewart had
ordered an audit of the $3 billion Transitional Job Fund, and when she released
the report it showed that about 80 percent of the files had problems. More than
70 percent of the applications for funds did not have proper business plans, as
required. Police investigations eventually took place, and numerous charges were
laid.26 Auditor-General Desautels conducted another review of HRDC, and
reported systemic discrepancies in the department's management of grants.
According to a senior public servant I interviewed, the HRDC scandal
resulted from the philosophy of new public management (NPM), a public
administration movement which began in the early 1990s as a means of making
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government less "bureaucratic," and more efficient and responsive." NPM
evolved into an approach that advocated that public services ought to act more
like businesses in order to become more efficient, and ought to cast off
unnecessary red tape. This approach was adopted with enthusiasm by many neoliberal and neo-conservative governments in the western world,28 but sometimes
the fact that NPM did not advocate abandoning accountability was overlooked.
The way in which NPM was implemented by HRDC opened the door to abuse
by those who saw the government as an easy source of money, and by those who
viewed political connections as a means to enrich themselves. During 2000, the
HRDC put back into place traditional controls to prevent fraud and abuse,
measures subsequently applauded by the Auditor-General.
J. Public Works Canada and Alfonso Gagliano
Later in 2000, Public Works Minister Alfonso Gagliano was attacked by the
opposition for awarding advertising contracts to companies such as Groupaction
that had close ties either to the Liberal party or to members of his family, or
both. The contracts were awarded in the wake of the narrow victory of the "no"
side in the 1995 Quebec referendum, when the Chr~tien government instituted
a pro-federalism advertising campaign in Quebec. For example, in 1999
Groupaction was awarded a $615,000 contract to report on the impact of
government contracts for sponsorship of recreational events, and for this fee
produced only a 20-page report. An internal audit of Public Works indicated that
proper controls were not in place regarding the advertising contracts, and
Gagliano was accused of being in a conflict of interest position for awarding
contracts to companies that subcontracted their printing to a company in which
Gagliano's son was prominent. In 2001, Ethics Counsellor Howard Wilson
cleared Gagliano of the conflict allegations, but the Ethics Counsellor's review
was not taken seriously by many because of the counsellor's lack of
independence. Early in 2002, Gagliano resigned from the Cabinet and was
appointed as Canada's ambassador to Denmark. Don Boudria took over as the
new minister.
The scrutiny of Public Works Canada continued, and in May of 2002 the new
Auditor General, Sheila Fraser, issued a report claiming that bureaucrats dealing
with Groupaction had broken "just about every rule in the book."2 9 This
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investigation led to a more detailed report released by the Auditor General in
February, 2004. This report indicated that the scale of abuse was far worse than
originally suspected. After the 1995 Quebec referendum and up to 2004, the
federal government spent $250 million to sponsor events to promote Canada,
particularly in Quebec.
Much of the money was paid out through
Liberal-friendly advertising agencies that held back tens of thousands of dollars
for commissions. A good deal of the money that actually got to the programs it
was intended for seemed wasted. Fraser said the scale of the misappropriation
was "outrageous." Prime Minister Martin recalled Gagliano from Denmark,
fired the heads of several crown agencies involved in the scandal, established an
independent inquiry into the affair, and took steps to recover the appropriated
funds. In spite of these commendable actions, support for the Liberal party
plummeted and the party became vulnerable to defeat in the election expected
in 2004.30
The rule of law, which can be regarded as a key principal ethical politics,
implies the impartial administration of government programs - a concept that
is sometimes hard to grasp for "old style" politicians who may prefer to view
them more as a means of advancing partisan and personal agendas than as
services established for the sole purpose of promoting the public interest.
K. Don Boudria, Art Eggleton, Lawrence MacAulay, and the
Irvings
May of 2002 was not a good month for the government's ethics record.
Beginning on 20 May, it was revealed that the new Public Works Minister, Don
Boudria, had accepted hospitality in the form of a luxury ski weekend for
himself and his family at the home of a Quebec advertising executive with
interests in government contracts. After consulting with the Ethics Counsellor,
Boudria admitted that accepting the hospitality created the perception of conflict
of interest, and he resigned as Public Works Minister to be replaced by Ralph
Goodale.
A few days later, it was revealed that Defence Minister Art Eggleton had
hired a personal friend to do work that she had few qualifications for. Eggleton
was accused of conflict of interest, and also resigned after consulting with the
Ethics Counsellor.
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At the end of May, Solicitor-General Lawrence MacAulay was accused of a
conflict of interest for contacting RCMP Commissioner Giuliano Zaccardelli to
support a $3.5 million grant for Holland College in Prince Edward Island that
MacAulay's brother was applying for. Pressure mounted for MacAulay to resign,
which he did in October after Ethics Counsellor Howard Wilson ruled that he
had violated the government's ethics guidelines.
The Boudria, Eggleton, and MacAulay affairs indicate the poor understanding
of the nature of conflicts of interest possessed by some Cabinet ministers. As a
result, there was intense pressure from the public and the official opposition for
the government to legislate an independent ethics commissioner with the
authority to try to ensure that Cabinet ministers understand the nature of conflicts
of interest and why they are unacceptable. The need for such an official became
even more apparent in October of 2003, when several federal Cabinet ministers,
including Labour Minister Claudette Bradshaw, Fisheries Minister Robert
Thibault, Industry Minister Alan Rock and Environment Minister David
Anderson, admitted that they had accepted free plane trips and other substantial
hospitality favours from companies owned by the Irving family, one of the
wealthiest families in the Maritimes.
III.

ACHIEVEMENTS

In spite of the ethical lapses of the Chr~tien administration, some progress
was made toward establishing rules and procedures for promoting higher ethical
standards amongst Cabinet ministers. The Prime Minister and his Liberal
supporters were likely sincere in 1993 when they promised to govern with
integrity. The essential problem, according to a former Chrrtien Cabinet minister
who spoke to me anonymously, was that the Prime Minister was an "old-style"
politicianwho believed that the use of a certain amount of political influence to
help friends and supporters was simply part of the political game. As long as
politicians do not line their own pockets, there is nothing ethically wrong with
helping political supporters, as long as these supporters act in the broad public
interest. But it was not just Chrrtien who held these kinds of views. It is likely
that a number of Liberal Cabinet ministers and back-benchers also believed that
a certain amount of "greasing the wheel" was ethically acceptable, and politically
unavoidable. What needed to be avoided was the excessive granting of favours,
and the use of public office for personal gain.
From the perspective of democratic theory, however, we need to move
beyond this "old style" of politics. Democracy demands equality, the rule of law,
and the impartial application of the law. These principles imply that the law
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ought to be applied even-handedly, and that no one - especially public office
holders and their friends and supporters - should use public office either for
personal gain or to reward friends and colleagues.
Every provincial and territorial legislature has now enacted conflict of
interest legislation which prohibits any elected member from continuing in a real
conflict of interest situation, or a situation in which a member could potentially
make a personal gain from a public office decision. In recent years, "personal
gain" has been interpreted more broadly to include providing favours to friends
and political supporters.3 In nine provinces, an independent ethics commissioner
has been appointed to help to educate elected members about the conflict of
interest rules, to advise on appropriate measures to handle non-personal assets
so as to avoid conflicts of interest, and to investigate allegations of breach of the
rules.
The Chr~tien government, however, remained opposed to the concept of an
independent ethics commissioner until the series of ethics scandals described
above finally forced a change of heart in 2002. The government then proposed
legislation to create a Code of Conduct for Parliamentarians similar to the
conflict of interest legislation in place in the provinces and territories. The
legislation would also establish an independent ethics commissioner, appointed
for a term of five years, who would report to Parliament. The commissioner or
his or her officials would liaise with MPs and Senators to explain the Code of
Conduct, arrange for appropriate public disclosure of non-personal assets, and
advise on disposal of assets likely to result in conflict of interest situations.
The legislation had some flaws. Decisions about appropriate ethical
behaviour of Cabinet ministers would continue to be made by the prime minister
rather than by Parliament, although the Ethics Commissioner would have the
power to investigate allegations that ministers had violated by the prime
minister's guidelines for Cabinet ministers (which would continue to operate)
and report to the prime minister. Spouses and close family members would not
be covered by the new Code. And the legislation would not require face-to-face
meetings between the Ethics Commissioner or his or her officials, and MPs or
Senators. In November of 2003, the legislation was amended by the Senate so
that the upper house would be able to choose its own internal ethics officer, and
the bill died when Parliament prorogued just prior to the November Liberal
leadership convention. Legislation to create an independent ethics commissioner
or commission had also been introduced in 1988, 1992 and 1997, and these
"'
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previous attempts also died on the order paper. Prime Minister Paul Martin,
however, is committed to the idea of independent ethics commissioners as part
of his plan to reduce the "democratic deficit," although it remains to be seen
whether the legislation re-introduced in February of 2004 can get through the
Senate without being hollowed out.
A second thrust in ethics rules in Canadian politics in recent years has been
lobbyist registration legislation. The Mulroney government was the first to enact
such legislation, perhaps in response to the lobbying activities of Frank Moores
mentioned above. In 1993, the Liberals promised to toughen up the Conservative
legislation by making the ethics counsellor in charge of the Lobbyists
Registration Act more independent, and by requiring registered consultant
lobbyists to disclose their lobbying methods and targets. They carried out this
promise in 1995. As well, the government promoted a Code of Conduct for
lobbyists (and gave the Ethics Counsellor the power to investigate alleged
violations), and a Code of Conduct for public officials when dealing with
lobbyists.32 Reform of the Lobbyists RegistrationAct is also an important step
forward in promoting ethical government, although even tougher legislation
would require lobbyists to disclose their fees, and would require fees to be "fair
and reasonable."33
A third method of promoting ethics in politics is to place limits on the
amount of money that can be donated by individuals or organizations to political
parties and candidates. The purpose of such limits is to prevent the possibility
or the perception that donations are made with the expectation of public office
favours in return. If limits are low enough, it is unlikely that they will impact, or
be perceived to impact, decisions by elected members. Ontario and Quebec have
tried to combat undue influence by limiting contributions to political parties.
Ontario permits contributions from individuals, unions and corporations, but
limits donations to $750 per candidate, with a limit on the number of candidates
that can receive donations from a single source. (This amount is doubled in an
election year.) Quebec limits contributions to individuals, with a maximum of
$3000. In 2000, Manitoba's legislature also enacted legislation to limit political
contributions.
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Perhaps because of the attempts of some individuals and corporations to
influence public policy through large political donations while he was Prime
Minister, Chrrtien announced, as part of his 2002 ethics package, that legislation
would be introduced to limit political contributions, and to ban contributions
from corporations, associations and unions. When the legislation was tabled, the
annual limit of individual contributions was set at $5,000 total. However,
corporations, unions and associations were allowed to make contributions of
only $1000 annually, and these contributions were limited to constituency
associations, candidates and their campaigns, and local nominations;
contributions of these groups to the national party or leadership campaigns were
outlawed. At the same time, the bill increased government contributions to
registered political parties to cover 60 percent of their expenses (up from 22.5
percent) up to certain limits, and to cover 50 percent of the expenses of
individual candidates as long as they received at least 10 percent of the popular
vote (down from 15 percent). As well, there is a payment to parties of $1.75 for
each vote received in the previous election. Furthermore, the legislation covers
leadership conventions and candidate nomination campaigns. (Separate limits
apply to these events, but the legislation requires such donations to be made
public, for the first time.) The legislation received royal assent in June of 2003,
and represents a major step forward in combatting undue influence in politics.
A fourth way in which ethics in politics can be promoted is to curtail as much
as possible the influence of patronage in making order-in-council appointments.
As part of the Red Book promises in 1993, the Liberals promised to improve the
system of federal judicial appointments to superior courts by making
appointments more transparent and less open to political influence. The promise
was kept in part when the judicial appointments advisory committees that had
been set up by the Mulroney government were mandated to encourage
applications for judgeships from outside the political process, and they
publicized the judicial appointments process on the government's website.
However, the promise to make the process more transparent by making public
the names of persons on the appointments advisory committees was not kept.
The Chrrtien government did only a little to combat patronage in other areas.
Thanks to reforms introduced by the Chrrtien government, many order-incouncil appointments are now subject to scrutiny by Parliamentary committees.
This is a step in the right direction, but does not eliminate the need for a
selection system for members of administrative tribunals, boards and agencies
based on merit rather than political connections. The revelations about the misspending and mis-management of George Radwonski, who had been the
Chrrtien-appointed Privacy Commissioner until forced to resign under threat of
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removal by Parliament, underlines the inadequacy of the current patronage-based
appointments system. And although Chr~tien appears to have made fewer
patronage appointments as rewards to loyal followers when leaving office than
most of his predecessors, the dozens of patronage appointments made by
Chr~tien during November of 2003 just before his retirement, supports the
portrait as Chr~tien as an "old-style" politician with only slightly higher
standards than his predecessors.
The promotion of higher ethical standards in the public service had been a
priority of the Chr~tien government, though it is difficult to determine whether
this commitment came primarily from Red Book promises, or from urgings by
the Auditors General Desautels and Fraser, and concerns raised by officials in
the Treasury Board Secretariat. Nevertheless, the continuing set of initiatives to
highlight public service ethics,34 culminating in the government's revised Values
and Ethics Code for the Public Service, 5 announced in 2003 (which also
establishes a Public Service Integrity Officer who can investigate complaints of
ethical breaches by public servants), is to be commended.
The Red Book itself made an important contribution to the principle that
parties should be accountable for the promises they make in election campaigns.
The Red Book was likely, at the time, the most comprehensive election platform
ever set out by a Canadian party, and the Liberal Party attempted to hold itself
accountable by publishing an audit of its performance after three years. The
problem was that the Party was not willing to submit its Red Book promises to
an independent audit, and so the internal audit lacked credibility.
IV.

CONCLUSION: A BETTER ETHICS RECORD
MULRONEY, BUT ONLY MEDIOCRE GRADES

THAN

The ethics record of the Chr~tien government was better than that of its
predecessor. On the legislative front, the Mulroney government's only
significant contribution was the first Lobbyists RegistrationAct. In comparison,
the Chr~tien Liberals not only introduced important enhancements to that
legislation to prevent undue influence by lobbyists, but they also enacted
legislation to limit campaign contributions from single sources, and gave a much
higher profile to ethical practices in the public service. As well, the Chr6tien

4 Eleanor D. Glor & Ian Greene, "The Government of Canada Approach to Ethics: The
Evolution of Ethical Government" (2002) 5 Public Integrity 41.
3 Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, Values and Ethics Code for the Public Service:
Democratic,Professional,Ethical&People Values (Ottawa: Canadian Government, 2003).
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government came very close to having conflict of interest legislation passed that
would have created an independent ethics commissioner, and similar legislation
has a good chance of passing in 2004. Had the ethics commissioner legislation
been enacted at the beginning of the Chrrtien era, however, it is possible that a
number of the ethics scandals endured by the Chr~tien government could have
been avoided, such as those involving Dupuy, Collenette, Gagliano, Boudria,
Eggleton, MacAulay, the Cabinet ministers who accepted hospitality from the
Irvings, and the Prime Minister himself regarding the Auberge Grand-Mere
affair.
The other major shortcoming of the Chrrtien government was its
unwillingness to apply the impartiality principle to the resolution of ethics
controversies. Had an impartial commission of inquiry been appointed to review
the Pearson Airport deal, or the Airbus fiasco, or the APEC affair right from the
beginning, the ethics legacy of the Chr(tien government would most likely have
been brighter. The legacy would also have been more positive had the
government gone further to reduce patronage appointments and instead promote
appointments based solely on merit for federal boards, tribunals and
commissions, and if the government had taken steps earlier on to ensure
impartiality in the distribution of funds from HRDC and Public Works Canada.
Like his precedessor in the Prime Minister's office, Paul Martin has made
ethical government one of the cornerstones of the agenda for his administration.
Hours after being sworn in as Prime Minister on 12 December 2003, Martin
described the core principles of his government as "transparency, accountability
and ethical conduct." 36 In pursuing his ethics agenda, Martin's starting point will
be the Chr6tien ethics legacy-both its contributions and shortcomings. Martin
has announced that one of his priorities is to ensure passage of the legislation
establishing independent ethics commissioners for the Senate and House of
Commons prior to the next election. If he succeeds in this quest, Chr~tien can at
least be thanked for belatedly establishing the groundwork for this long-overdue
reform.

36

Andrew McIntosh, "Martin's new ethics rules include ban on private jets" NationalPost(13
December 2003) A6.
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THE CHRETIEN NON-LEGACY:
THE FEDERAL ROLE IN HEALTH CARE TEN

YEARS ON... 1993-2003
Gerard W. Boychuk*

I.

INTRODUCTION

Reform of health care in Canada arguably marks the greatest missed
opportunity for the Chrrtien government to leave a lasting legacy - a failure
ironically tied to Chrrtien's greatest legacy, the fiscal record of his government.
While his success in addressing budgetary deficits is indisputable, this victory,
to some, may seem pyrrhic. Health care was an area where the federal
government faced important challenges and seems to have had considerable
scope to respond successfully to these challenges. However, under the Chrrtien
Liberals' watch, an aura of crisis has come to envelope the system and public
support for central aspects of the health care system now appear seriously frayed.
While the ultimate effect of the final Chr6tien stamp on the health care file the Health Care Renewal Accord of February 2003 - is still unclear, it appears
unlikely to reverse the limited record of achievement in this field. Overall, the
Chrrtien government appears likely to leave little in terms of a significant
enduring legacy in the area of health care.
II.

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN HEALTH CARE AND THE ISSUES

The federal role in health care is, of course, constrained by the limits of its
constitutional grant of power in this field. Provinces are granted the
preponderance ofjurisdictional authority for health care by virtue of section 92
of the Constitution Act, 1867,' and the central government has little
constitutional jurisdictional authority over the direct provision of health care
services. However, the federal government has involved itself in the provision
of health care primarily through the use of the federal spending power which
allows it to make transfers to the provinces attaching whatever conditions the

" Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Waterloo.
(U.K.), 30 & 31 Vict., c. 3, reprinted in R.S.C. 1985, App. II, No. 5.
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federal government wishes so long as it does not undertake to legislate directly
within a field of provincial jurisdiction.
This power has provided the basis for the main federal role in health care fiscal transfers to the provinces for health governed by the CanadaHealth Act.'
There are five federally-defined standards comprising the core of the CHA which
is the legislative basis for the Canadian health care system: public administration
(each provincial plan must be run by a non-profit, public authority accountable
to the provincial government); comprehensiveness (provinces must provide
coverage for all necessary physician and hospital services); universality (insured
services must be universally available to all residents of the province under
uniform terms and conditions with waiting periods for new entrants being
limited to a maximum of three months); portability (each provincial plan must
be portable so that eligible residents are covered while they are temporarily out
of the province); and accessibility (reasonable access to insured services is not
to be impaired by charges or other mechanisms and reasonable compensation
must be made to physicians for providing insured services). As a result of the
CHA, public intervention in health care provision in Canada is not limited to the
public provision of hospital and physician care insurance but also the effective
legislative proscriptionof the private provision of insurance for services which
are covered under the public plan.
Federal achievements must be judged in light of Ottawa's limited
constitutional role in health care. While the Chrrtien government itself
repeatedly promised to use the powers it did have at its disposal to address the
challenges facing health care in Canada, it seems difficult to conclude that it has
come close to achieving the best it could. Rather, the driving principle
underpinning federal action in the health care field appears to have been
calculated political gain -

either vis-&-vis the provinces or electorally -

as

opposed to a principled commitment to strengthening health care in Canada. The
result has been the failure to leave a lasting legacy in this policy area.

2

R.S.C. 1985, c. C-6 [CHA]. The federal government plays a role in five aspects of health
care: the financing ofhealth services provided by the provinces, research and evaluation, the
provision of health infrastructure, the promotion of health in the population, and the direct
provision of health services to specific population groups such as armed forces personnel
and Aboriginals on reserves in remote locations.
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PROMISES AND EFFORTS

Health care has been a major plank in each of the three election campaigns
waged by the Chr~tien Liberals. The Chr~tien government emerged from both
the 1997 and 2000 elections with what could reasonably be interpreted as a
mandate to undertake health care reform. In both cases, such efforts were not
immediately forthcoming. While the federal Liberals have commissioned three
major multi-year, multi-million dollar health care studies, serious efforts at
reform have been less in evidence - a hastily abandoned "plan to save
medicare" in early 2000, the Health Accord of September 2000, and the Health
Care Renewal Accord of 2003.
IV.

RED BOOK 1993, THE NATIONAL FORUM ON HEALTH, AND
RED BOOK 1997
A. The Liberal Red Book 1993 and the National Forum on Health

The Liberal Red Book 1993 raised the spectre of the increasing vulnerability
of the Canadian health care system and attributed some of the immediate
pressure on health care to the Conservative government "steadily withdraw[ing]
from health care funding, thus passing costs onto the provinces. 3 The Red Book
1993 outlined the "unwavering" Liberal commitment to the five principles of
medicare. Furthermore, it committed a future Liberal government to "the
continuing role, in financing and in other aspects, of the federal government in
health care," starkly declaring that "[a] Liberal government will not withdraw
from or abandon the health care field."4 Finally, the Red Book 1993 committed
a Liberal government to establishing a National Forum on Health to undertake
"a thorough study of the health of Canadians and of our health care system." 5
Struck just under a year later, in October 1994, the National Forum on Health
(NFH) was given a budget of $12 million and four years to study the Canadian
health care system.
In early 1995, the federal health care bomb was dropped. Without prior
consultation with the provinces, the federal government announced in the 1995
budget that it would be shifting transfers for health care from their existing basis
under Established Programs Financing (EPF) to a new Canada Health and Social

3
4

Liberal Party of Canada, Creating Opportunity: The Liberal Planfor Canada (Ottawa:
Liberal Party of Canada, 1993) at 80 [Red Book 1993].
Ibid. at 77.

1 Ibid. at 81.
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Transfer (CHST). The shift to the CHST marked a reduction of transfers of $2.5
billion in 1996-1997 and $4.5 billion in 1997-1998. Many observers wondered
how the principles of the CHA could be enforced as the cash component of the
CHST dwindled.
At the same time, the federal government engaged in a number of skirmishes
with the provinces over violations of the CHA including user fees and extrabilling.6 The federal government penalized British Columbia in early 1994 for
allowing extra-billing by physicians. In late 1995, the federal government began
levying penalties against Alberta for allowing private clinics to charge facility
fees, with the province recanting six months later. Thus, the federal government
did face serious and consistent challenges to its stance on health care - an
uncompromising adherence to the tenets of the CHA. Had the federal
government been less tenacious in its defence of the CHA, it seems likely that
the implementation of user fees and extra-billing would likely have been
widespread.
By the time it reported, the NFH itself noted the context of increasing public
concern about health care and fundamental concerns about the long-term
survival of medicare.' Itself more optimistic, the report was predicated on three
central, clearly enunciated beliefs: "that the health care system is fundamentally
sound"; "that in Canada we spend enough money on health care"; and that "the
health care system can be improved."8
For the NFH what "really matters" in the bigger picture of health is health
promotion including particular attention placed on the social and economic
determinants of health especially the "impact of poverty, unemployment, and
cuts in social supports on the health of individuals, groups and communities." 9
The NFH recommended maintaining the key features of the Canadian health care
system including full public funding for medically necessary services,
maintaining the single-payer model, and supporting the five principles of the
CHA. This would require, according to the NFH, "a significant and ongoing
financial contribution through federal transfers" which "must be stable and

6

For a good overview, see Joan Price Boase, "Federalism and the Health Facility Fee

7

8

Challenge," in Duane Adams, ed., Federalism,Democracy, and Health Policy in Canada
(Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2001) 179.
National Forum on Health, Canada Health Action: Building on the Legacy, The Final
Report of the National Forum on Health (Ottawa: National Forum on Health, 1997) at 9.
Ibid. at 11-12.

9

Ibid. at 14.
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predictable over time."'" In the area of primary care, the NFH recommended a
"realignment of funding to patients, not services" and "a remuneration method
that is not based on the volume of service provided by physicians but promotes
a continuum of preventive and treatment services and the use of
multidisciplinary teams of providers."' 1 In addition, the NFH recommended
building a more integrated system by extending universal public insurance
coverage to homecare (including post-acute, chronic and palliative care) and
universal first dollar coverage for pharmaceuticals. 2 Finally, the NFH
recommended the "creation of an evidence-based health system, built on the
foundation of a nationwide health information system."' 3 At its broadest, this
prescription would become the template for future reports which could be argued
to provide minor variations on this basic theme (see Appendix A).
The Red Book 1997 echoed the NFH recommendation that changes in
funding were most urgently required in the areas of primary care, home care, and
prescription drugs. 4 The Red Book 1997 committed a new federal government,
among other things, to establish a Medicare Transition Fund encouraging
provinces to test approaches to reforming primary care, to support the shift to
home care, and, more significantly, to develop a "a timetable and fiscal
framework for the implementation of universal public coverage for medically
necessary prescription drugs."' 5 However, it would be eighteen months after the
election before significant further federal action - action which would still fall
considerably short of the Liberals' major election promises.
V. THE FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL
ELECTION 2000

HEALTH ACCORD, 2000 AND

Federal initiatives in the early part of the Chr~tien Liberals' second term were
largely limited to re-injecting cash and reinforcing the federal-provincial
commitment to the principles of the CHA. More fundamental reform was
embodied in the federal "plan to save medicare" in early 2000. However, in the
face of provincial resistance and mounting electoral pressures requiring that the
federal government secure some kind of deal on health care, the federal

10 Ibid. at 21.

l" Ibid. at 23.
12

Ibid. at 11-12.

13
14

Ibid. at 28.
Liberal Party of Canada, Securing Our Future Together.- PreparingCanadafor the 21st

'5

Ibid. at 75.

Century (Ottawa: Liberal Party of Canada, 1997) at 72 [Red Book 1997].
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government abandoned efforts at more significant reform and returned to the
formula of a major injection of federal cash in return for a relatively vague
provincial commitment to "strengthening and renewing Canada's publicly
funded health care services."16

A. The Social Union Framework Agreement
In the Social Union Framework Agreement (SUFA) of February 1999 struck
between the federal government and the provincial/territorial governments (with
the exception of Quebec), the latter committed, as part of a much larger package,
to respecting the five principles of medicare.17 The federal government agreed
to limitations on the federal spending power and increased the cash component8
of the CHST by $11.5 billion - an increase that was earmarked for health.'
Provincial governments, in turn, provided assurances that they would spend the
increased transfers on health care. As part of the initiative, the 1999 federal
"health" budget also set aside $1.4 billion for various other health initiatives
including funding for developing systems of health information, enriched
funding for the Canadian Institute of Health Information (established in 1994),
establishing the Canadian Institute of Health Research, and promoting research.
The agreement provided enriched funding but little substantive change - in
stark contrast to the recommendations of the NFR and the Red Book 1997.
B. The "Plan to Save Medicare"
Less than a year later, federal Minister of Health Allan Rock announced a
new plan to "save" Canada's health care system in January 2000. The plan
included a major new matching cost-sharing initiative for home care, reform of
primary care, and the implementation of national standards for the delivery of
health services. 9 A major program initiative was not surprising given the federal
government's fortunate fiscal position and the fact that public opinion polling

16

Canadian Intergovernmental Conference Secretariat, FirstMinistersMeeting.- Communiqu

'7

on Health, News Release (11
September 2000), online:
<www.scics.gc.ca/cinfo00/800038004_e.html>.
For an overview of SUFA and subsequent federal-provincial agreements to early 2001, see
Duane Adams, "Canadian Federalism and the Development of National Health Goals and
Objectives," in Adams, supra note 6, 61.

IS

Department of Finance, Strengthening Health Care for Canadians (Ottawa: Finance

Canada, 1999) at 7.
'9 Camille Bains, "Provinces Greet New Federal Health Care Proposals with Cynicism"
CanadianPress Newswire (27 January 2000).
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suggested that homecare enjoyed very strong public support. 20 However, Rock's
plan was reported in the national media to have been greeted with "scorn" from
various provinces. 2 ' By July 2000, the home care plan was officially dead.22 The
failure of the plan was rooted in the politics of the CHST. Past cuts had placed
the federal government on tenuous ground in resisting provincial claims that
reinvestment in health care should automatically be channeled into restoring
transfers. Virtually all provinces, even those that supported the plan, agreed that
Ottawa would first have to restore CHST funding. However, restoring CHST
funding would have provided little in the way of political visibility for the
federal government.23
C. The Health Accord, September 2000
As the spectre of an election loomed, the federal Liberals were increasingly
pinched between the electoral pressure to do something about health care and
their own inability to manoeuvre given the demands of the provinces. In
September 2000, the federal and provincial governments reached an agreement
on funding for health care providing an increase of $23.4 billion over five years
including a $21.1 billion increase to the CHST, $1 billion of transfers to the
provinces for the purchase of diagnostic equipment (including MR!machines
and CAT scanners), $500 million to develop information technology, and $800
million of transfers for primary care reform. 24 The Accord included a statement
of support for the principles of the CHA as well as commitments to share
information, report to Canadians on "health status, health outcomes, and the
performance of publicly funded health services," invest in home care and

20

21
22

23

24

PricewaterhouseCoopers' Health Insider (Toronto: PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2000) at 3,
reported that 80 percent of Canadians "believe that home care should be a free, universal
health care program" and that 83 percent "felt public coverage for prescription drugs should
be expanded (up from 73% in 1998)."
Anne Mcllroy, "Scorn Greets Rock's Health Plan: Ontario and Quebec Say Ottawa's
Cutbacks Caused the Problems" Globe & Mail (28 January 2000) Al.
Anne Mcllroy, "Liberals Dump Homecare Plan in Try for Deal: Billions at Stake as Health
Ministers Begin Meeting to Address Canada's Ailing System" Globe & Mail (19 July 2000)
A4.
For an elaboration of this argument, see Gerard W. Boychuk, "Federal Spending in
Health.. .Why Here? Why Now?" in G. Bruce Doem, ed., How Ottawa Spends 2002-2003:
The Security Aftermath and NationalPriorities(Don Mills: Oxford University Press, 2002)
121.
Finance Canada, Economic Statement and Budget Update 2000 (Ottawa: Finance Canada,
2000), online: <www.fm.gc.ca/ec2000/ecchle.htm>.
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community care, and work together to develop common strategies regarding
pharmaceutical assessment. 25
Rather than being seen as a shift in the federal approach to intergovernmental
relations, some observers argued that the Accord was best seen as a "one-off
agreement keyed to the 2000 federal election campaign. 26 Despite having had
bolder plans, the federal plan to save medicare and introduce home care was, in
the end, reduced largely to an initiative to partially restore CHST transfers driven
primarily by the immediate imperatives of the pending election: "The federal
government simply gave the provinces a pile of new money, with a nod to some
renewal, without trying to extend a base of coverage for home care to all
Canadians. ' 27
The federal government had enjoyed certain successes - albeit only in much
more limited initiatives which, while both important and innovative, did not
provide the type of political pay-off of big-ticket program reform such as a
national home care or pharmacare program. The Health Transition Fund
established in the 1997 budget was designed to support pilot and evaluation
projects in areas identified collaboratively byboth levels of government. In June
2000, the federal government launched the Canadian Institutes for Health
Research (CIHR) which was announced in the 1999 budget and replaced the
Medical Research Council of Canada. 28 The CIHR initiative doubled the
research budget over three years and created a series of virtual institutes which
would link researchers in new and innovative ways across different areas of
health research. However, these initiatives did not have the political visibility of
a federal plan to save medicare through major new programs.
D. The Liberal Red Book 2000
The Health Accord and the brief entente with the provinces which it signaled
contributed significantly to the federal Liberals' ability to undercut any
immediate electoral threat from other parties on the issue of health. The Red

25

Canadian Intergovernmental Conference Secretariat, FirstMinisters 'Meeting: Communiqu6

26

on Health, supra note 16.
Roger Gibbins, "Shifting Sands: Exploring the Political Foundations of SUFA" (2001) 2:3

27
28

Policy Matters 1 at 9.

Terrence Sullivan & Patricia M. Baranek, FirstDo No Harm: Making Sense of Canadian

Health Reform (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2002) at 35.
Health Canada, "Health Minister Launches Canadian Institutes of Health Research," News
Release (7 June 2000), online: <www.hc-sc.gc.ca/english/media/releases/2000/cihre.htm>.
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Book 2000 committed the Liberal government to protecting against two-tier
health care and implementing the Health Action Plan, 2000, endorsed by the first
ministers in September of 2000.29 Armed with both an "action plan" and
electoral endorsement which could be interpreted as a mandate to proceed with
health care reform, the federal government appeared poised to aggressively
pursue health care reform. 3 ° Despite this, less than five months later, the Chr~tien
Liberals announced an eighteenth-month hiatus in its health care reform efforts
with the striking of the Royal Commission on the Future of Health Care in
Canada - the Romanow Commission.
VI.

KIRBY, ROMANOW, AND THE HEALTH CARE RENEWAL
ACCORD, 2003

Just a year before, federal health minister Allan Rock had stated
unequivocally, "we've had enough studies, we've had enough reports, we've had
enough commissions. We're now at the stage where by working together we can
move from recommendation to action."'" Not surprisingly, after the
announcement of the Romanow Commission, with a budget of $15 million and
eighteen months to report, the Chrrtien government faced tough questioning in
Question Period: "Why on earth by creating this commission is the government
making official its immobility for at least 18 months?"3 2 This was especially the
case as the appointment of the commission took place just months before the
Senate Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology under the chair of
Michael Kirby, which had been studying the health care system since December
1999, was to release its interim report on issues and options. Certainly, the
timing of the Commission appointment had the benefit of providing the Chrdtien
government with both time as well as solid ground from which to rebuff
provincial demands for enriched transfers. The Chr~tien government argued, as
it had argued earlier with regard to the National Forum on Health, that the
reports of the Kirby Committee in October 2002 and the Romanow Commission
in late 2002 would mark the point at which health care reform would be
undertaken in earnest.

29

Liberal Party of Canada, Opportunityfor All: The Liberal Planfor the Future of Canada

30

(Ottawa: Liberal Party of Canada, 2000) at 15 [Red Book 2000].
Gibbins, supra note 26 at 9.

3' Allan Rock, "Canada's Health Care System" (speech delivered to the University of Calgary,
Faculty of Medicine, Calgary, March 2000).
32 House of Commons, Debates (6 April 2001) at 2912 (Andr6 Bachand).
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The final reports of the Kirby Committee and Romanow Commission were
considerably more similar than many observers originally anticipated." Broadly,
the basic formula of both sets of recommendations was to maintain federal
transfers to the provinces for provincially-provided health services (under some
variant of the CHST), which would continue to be governed by principles
enshrined in federal legislation. Neither report suggests any major change to the
national principles of medicare, as enshrined in the CHA. While the Kirby
Report recommended that the CHA be left completely unchanged, the Romanow
Report suggested adding a new principle (provincial accountability), as well as
expanding the CHA to include diagnostic services and priority home care
services (see Appendix A).34 Both recommended the establishment of a broader
national philosophic framework for health care. In the Kirby Report, this would
take the form of federal enforcement of a national health care guarantee
(guaranteeing timely access to health care) through federal-provincial agreement,
or, if not, through federal legislation with financial penalties similar to those of
the CHA. The Romanow Commission recommended the establishment of a
"Canadian Health Covenant," which would symbolically outline the rights and
responsibilities of citizens in health care provision, as well as those of both
levels of governments. Finally, both recommend a set of new, more limited
federal-provincial programs targeted to specific issue areas - with a two-year
period of transition in the case of Romanow. In both cases these would include,
35
for example, catastrophic drug coverage and specific forms of home care.
The reports reflect a relatively similar view of the appropriate federal and
provincial roles in health care: "Both recommend highly centralized solutions
with federal cash attached by strings designed to 'buy change'." 36 Both, in fact,
Jeffrey Simpson, "Proud Parents of Health-Report Twins" Globe &Mail (3 December 2002)
A25. See Standing Senate Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology,
Highlights, Volume Six: Recommendationsfor Reform, FinalReport on the State of the
Health System in Canada (Ottawa, October 2002) (M. Kirby) at 24 [Kirby Report];
Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada, Building on Values: The Future of
Health Care in Canada, Final Report (Ottawa, November 2002) (Roy J. Romanow)
[Romanow].
4 Romanow, ibid. at xxiv.
3 The Kirby Report also recommended increased federal investment in a number of areas
more clearly within the federal ambit, including health care technology, human resource
development, health promotion, and disease prevention. The Romanow approach was to
recommend matching conditional cost-sharing to achieve these various objectives under the
rubric of various transitional funds: Rural and Remote Access Fund, Diagnostic Services
Fund, and Primary Health Care Transfer. See Romanow, ibid. at 71-72.

33

36

Simpson, supra note 33.
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use this very language. In order to "buy change," both reports recommend
shoring up federal transfers. The Kirby Report recommends shifting the basis for
existing federal health funding under the CHST to an earmarked tax comprised
of a stipulated proportion of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) in order to
insulate federal transfers from the caprice of federal budgetary politics while still
maintaining leverage to enforce national principles such as those enshrined in the
CHA. For its part, the Romanow Commission proposed that the health portion
of the CHST be enriched, converted to a dedicated cash-only transfer, and
modified to include the requirement that an escalator be negotiated and then
established for five-year periods." Both reports recommended that the federal
government use funding to leverage specific federally-identified models of
health care delivery in areas primarily falling under provincial responsibility,
including, for example, hospital remuneration, organization of health authorities,
and primary health care delivery. In order to achieve these innovations, both
reports recommend new programs for federal-provincial matching conditional
cost-sharing, including programs for catastrophic drug coverage, some aspects
of home care, and primary care reform, although Romanow recommended that
these be time-limited.
The reactions to the reports were, for the most part, predictable. Provinces
complained that spending for new programs should come after increased funding
for more pressing needs, that cost-shared programs would divert cash from other
crucial areas, and that, in some case, the priorities identified by the reports did
not adequately represent the specific challenges faced by individual provinces.
Provincial reactions provide little evidence that the release of the reports did
anything to shift the provinces away from a business-as-usual approach to
federal-provincial wrangling.
The political dynamics generated by the reports made it basically impossible
for the Chrrtien government not to act and make some increased commitment,
even if a limited one, to health care funding. Secondly, the insistence in both
reports that the federal government use increased funding to "buy change"
generated expectations that it would do something beyond simply enriching
existing unconditional transfers. At the same time, the clock was ticking down
on Chrrtien's tenure. A new, more accommodative stance had been signaled by
the federal government in its proposal, formally agreed to in April 2002, for a
CHA dispute resolution mechanism by which either government could refer an
issue to a third-party panel. At the initial meeting of federal and provincial
ministers of health after the reports were tabled, "it was clear the feds were
11 Romanow, supra note 33 at xxv.
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signaling sympathy for provincial concerns. 38 This relatively accommodating
federal stance was argued by some observers to be "proof that Ottawa truly
wants a deal."3 9

VII.

THE HEALTH CARE RENEWAL ACCORD, 2003 AND THE
CANADA HEALTH TRANSFER

In February, the first ministers announced the Health Care Renewal Accord,
2003 which marked the second major intergovernmental health accord in twoand-a-half years and the third in four years. The Accord committed the federal
government to increasing federal support for health by $17.3 billion dollars over
the first three years rising to $34.8 billion over five years.4
The Health Care Renewal Accord, 2003, draws heavily on the Health Accord,
2000. The broad philosophical underpinning of the Accord is a restatement of
the five principles of the CHA with a renewed focus (also emphasized in the
Health Accord, 2000) on timeliness of access, quality of services, and
sustainability of the system. While the Accord commits government to many of
same principles as outlined in the Health Accord, 2000, in many cases, the
specific commitments are more clearly laid out and targets are set including a
more specific commitment to the provision of access (24/7) and home care as
well as a commitment to catastrophic drug coverage that was not part of the 2000
agreement. The main contribution of the 2003 agreement is to establish the fiveyear Health Reform Fund (block transfers for health reform in any of the three
priority areas - primary health care, home care, and catastrophic drug coverage)
which, after five years, would be integrated into the general transfer for health.
The second major change is to rename the health proportion of CHST as the
Canada Health Transfers (CHT) creating a nominally dedicated health care
transfer. However, the structure of the transfer would not be changed and would
include both cash and tax point transfers nor would it include a fixed escalator.
The clearest example of fleshing out the specifics of the more general
commitments undertaken in the 2000 Accord is in the area of performance
indicators. The indicators, which were outlined in relative detail in the 2000
Accord, are detailed in specifics in Annex A of the Accord, 2003, despite the
fact that one might expect that this level of detail would be left to health
38

John Ibbotson, "Why Roy Will Sing the Blues" Globe & Mail (7 December 2002).

39
40

Ibid.

Health Canada, "First Ministers Agree on 2003 First Ministers' Accord on Health Care
Renewal," online: <www.hc-sc.gc.ca/english/hca2003/accord.html>.
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ministers as opposed to detailed in a first ministers' agreement. The commitment
in the two accords to reporting to Canadians and the specific manner in which
this is detailed may turn out to be one of the most significant achievements. Such
reporting may ultimately contribute, over the long term, to increased public
pressure for more substantive reforms.
Not surprisingly, the Accord delivers on some of the recommendations
outlined by the three commissions over the past decade and fails to deliver on
others (see Appendix A). The Accord achieves the goal of a dedicated health
transfer but fails to restructure the transfers (by failing to remove tax point
transfers as recommended by the Romanow Commission) or to structure the
transfer such that future increases are not determined unilaterally by the federal
government (as recommended by both the Kirby Report and Romanow
Commission). The transition funding provided in the Accord, which allows
provinces to spend funds within the broad areas of primary health care reform,
home care and catastrophic drug coverage, is less highly targeted or conditional
than the suggestions in either the Romanow or Kirby reports. In this sense, the
Accord falters in gearing new spending to "buying change." Issues central to
primary health care provision, including physician and hospital remuneration,
remain largely outside the purview of the agreement. The commitment to
provide first dollar coverage for short-term home care at some minimum level
to be determined by health ministers, and to "take measures to ensure reasonable
access to catastrophic drug coverage" are a movement in the general direction
proposed by both Kirby, Romanow, and, to a lesser degree, the NFH in this area.
However, at the same time, neither does this represent a commitment to establish
a national home care or catastrophic drug coverage plan. Finally, the Accord
stipulates that the Health Council report through health ministers as opposed to
directly to Canadians (as suggested by all three reports) and leaves the reporting
of performance indicators to individual provincial governments.
The ultimate effect of the Health Care Renewal Accord, the final Chr~tien
stamp on the health care file, is still unclear. However, it appears unlikely to
mark a significant resolution of the challenges facing health care provision in
Canada over the past decade. Even at this early stage, the achievement of some
of the main elements of the Accord seems to be cast in doubt.4 1

4'

The Accord mandated the creation of a Health Council to be struck within three months (5
May 2003). As the first and then a second deadline passed, the outlook of proponents of the
Health Council has dimmed.
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ASSESSING THE LEGACY

Of course, the Chr~tien Liberals also had a number of important
achievements in the field of health. In its first term, the Chrrtien government
vigorously defended the principles of the CHA against pressures from the
provinces. The supporters of those principles may see the Chrrtien legacy as
shepherding the Canadian health care system through a decade of serious fiscal
restraint relatively intact. As outlined above, there have also been a number of
improvements especially in the area of health information and research,
including the creation of CIHI, the Health Transition Fund, CIHR as well as the
specific reporting commitments outlined in the Health Accord, 2000, and Health
Care Renewal Accord, 2003. The contributions of the NFH, Kirby Committee
and Romanow Commission to a broader understanding of the health care system
and the challenges it faces are, in fact, a significant achievement in and of
themselves. Finally, the agreement on a CHA dispute resolution mechanism
seemed to herald a turn towards more constructive relations in this area.
However, these achievements must be weighed relative to the federal role in
contributing to the pressures on the health care system - especially financial
ones. Real (constant dollar) per capita federal cash transfers declined
significantly in the mid-1990s. While they increased in the late 1990s and early
2000s, they are not scheduled to reach real per capita 1993 levels until mid-tolate 2004 (see Figure 1). The cumulative federal shortfall in cash transfers over
time (in comparison to what the federal cash contribution would have been if
maintained at 1993 levels) by the end of 2002 was $26 billion in 2003 dollars.
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Figure 1

FEDERAL CASH TRANSFERS FOR HEALTH
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Sources and Notes:
Federalcash transfersfor healthfrom 1993 to 2003-2004 are calculatedas 62 percent of
actualCHSTcash transfers(using the Departmentof Financeestimate of theproportionof GST
going to health). Federal cash transfers for health after 2004 are comprised of the cash
component of the CanadaHealth Transfer (CHT).
Transfersper capita were calculatedby the author using population datafrom CANSIM I
Matrix 00001. Adjustment of transfersper capita to constantdollars (2003) was calculatedby
the authorusing CANSIM 1Series P100000 and CANSIM II Series V735319. Constantdollars
for 2004-2007 are estimated using the three-year average CPI increasefor 2000-2003.
Populationfiguresfor 2004-2007are estimatedfrom Statistics Canadapopulationprojections,
CANSIM II, Table 052-0001.

Three crucial effects were generated partly as a result of federal transfer
restraint. The first is the illusion of health care as a rapidly growing fiscal burden
relative to the ability of governments, as a whole, to bear this burden. Public
health care expenditures do not constitute a higher proportion of GDP than they
did a decade ago. Yet, as a result of federal transfer restraint, provincial health
care expenditures have been increasing significantly as a proportion ofprovincial
expenditure budgets. Provincial governments now make a compelling case that
public health care as it currently exists is no longer affordable. Secondly, in part
as a result of federal transfer retrenchment, the federal government's fiscal
position is disproportionately bright relative to the provinces. The situation in
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which surpluses are held at the federal level (which has limited direct
involvement in the delivery of health care services) and deficits or near deficits
are held at the provincial level of government (whose most important single
program responsibility is health care) contributes to the political construction of
a strong linkage between health care and the issue of debts and deficits. Finally,
provinces face limited incentives to forcefully combat public perceptions
regarding the declining quality of health care and, rather, leverage their demands
for greater federal funding by allowing such perceptions to flourish. Provinces
also have an incentive to focus on a lack of financial resources as an explanation
for problems in the health care system. This provincial approach has culminated
somewhat predictably - in claims that the current public health care system
is unsustainable.42 These dynamics have contributed to relatively stable and
well-documented trends in public opinion including the increasing perception
that the health care system is in crisis, declining perceptions regarding the quality
of health care provision, and declining public confidence in the health care
system.43 Overall public perceptions of the health care system are increasingly
frayed and there is growing public frustration with the leadership of both levels
of government in this policy field. 44
IX.

CONCLUSION

The Chr6tien government has failed to deliver on its oft-repeated promises
of major reform of health care. This failure must be judged in the context of the
difficult - often intractable - problems facing health care in Canada and the

42

4'

See e.g. the Mazankowski Report, which was couched precisely in this language. Alberta,
Premier's Advisory Council on Health for Albertans, A Frameworkfor Reform: A Report
ofthe Premier'sAdvisory CouncilonHealthforAlbertans(Edmonton, December 2001) (D.
Mazankowski).
For overviews of public perceptions of the Canadian health care systems, see Health Care
in Canada, Health Care in Canada Survey 2001: A National Survey of Health Care
Providers,Managers and the Public (HCIC, 2001); Matthew Mendelsohn, Canadians'
Thoughts on their Health Care System: Preserving the Canadian Model Through
Innovation (Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada, 2001); and Stephen Vail,
Canadians' Values and Attitudes on Canada'sHealth CareSystem: A Synthesis of Survey
Results (Ottawa: Conference Board of Canada, 2001).
For an interpretation linking these public opinion trends to the politics of federal provincial
relations see, Gerard W. Boychuk, "The Changing Political and Economic Environment of
Health Care in Canada," Discussion Paper 1 (Commission on the Future of Health Care in
Canada, July 2002); and Gerard W. Boychuk, "The Changing Economic and Political
Environment," in Greg Marchildon, ed., Health Care in Canada: FiscalIssues (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 2003) 320.
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limited federal role in this field. To be fair, the Chr6tien government has
relatively vigorously defended the principles of the CHA, and perhaps its greatest
legacy in the health care field is to have largely preserved the status quo in the
face of significant pressures to back away from those principles.
At the same time, the Chr~tien government has contributed to the
aggrandizement of health care to a pre-eminent position in federal-provincial
relations. This development raises concerns regarding the deflection of attention
at the most senior levels of federal-provincial interaction from the overall
management of the federation to the nitty-gritty of a specific policy field.
Agreements such as the Health Care Renewal Accord, 2003, ought to reasonably
raise the question of why relatively mundane issues in a specific policy field
warrant the attention of first ministers. It highlights the radical politicization of
health care over the past decade both as an electoral and intergovernmental issue.
There is little evidence to suggest that this development will be beneficial in
terms of the quality of health care provided in Canada.
To be still peering forward into the twilight of Chr~tien's decade in power in
an effort to discern potential signs of a significant legacy is indicative of the
limited impact that his government has had in this field. For advocates of bolder
reform on both sides of the health care debate, this modest legacy is likely to be
seen, in the broader historical context, as no legacy at all.
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APPENDIX A
National Forum
on Health

Kirby
Committee

Romanow
Commission

Health Accord,
2000

Health Care
Renewal Accord,
2003

Canada Health Act

Leave
unchanged

Leave
unchanged

Expand to include
"accountability"

Leaves
unchanged

Leaves unchanged

Statement of Values

No formal
recommendation

Enforceable
health care
guarantee

Canadian Health
Covenant
(unenforceable)
outlining
responsibilities
and entitlements
of governments,
individual
Canadians and
health care
providers

Outlines
"covenant" responsibilities
of governments
(unenforceable)

Outlines
conrnitments of
governments
(unenforceable)

Funding

Longterm

Stabilize funding
- no specific
recommendation
re: transfer
mechanism

Stabilize
federal
transfers by
earmarking a
tax source;
CHST
(slightly
amended) to
remain as
transfer
mechanism

Stabilize funding
through dedicated
cash-only transfer

Funding
increase structure of
CHST funding
left unchanged

Funding increase
and shift to
dedicated health
transfer structure (tax
points and cash,
no fixed escalator)
left unchanged

Transition

Multi-year
transition fund to
support
evidence-based
innovation in
primary care
reform

Earmarked
Fund for
Health Care
(permanent)

Two year targeted
funding for rural
and remote
access, diagnostic
services, primary
health care, home
care, catastrophic
drug coverage

Targeted
funding for
diagnostic
equipment
($1B), primary
health care
reform ($.8B),
and
development of
information
technology
($.5B)

Health Reform
Fund ($16B over
5 years) - not
targeted except
generally to
prinary care
reform, home care
and catastrophic
drug coverage
-diagnostic and
medical
equipment
($1.5B)
-electronic health
records/telehealth
($.6B)
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APPENDIX A (Page 2)

Primary
Health
Care

Physician
Remuneration

Primary Health
Care Delivery

Hospitals

Public Health Insurance
Coverage

National
Forum on
Health
Fund patients
not services,
move from fee
for service,
promote
prevention, use
of multidisciplinary
teams

Kirby
Committee

Romanow
Commission

Health
Accord, 2000

Adopt
alternative to fee
for service either capitation
or blended
formula

Fee for service as
obstacle,
encourages
movement away
from fee for
service but does
not recommend a
specific
alternative
approach

N/A

Health Care
Renewal
Accord, 2003
N/A

Promote use of
multidisciplinary
teams

Promote use of
multidisciplinary
teams

Promote use of
multidisciplinary
teams

Stated
commitment
(no specifics)
to promote
use of multidisciplinary
teams

Stated
commitment (no
specifics) to
promote use of
multidisciplinary
teams
corrmitment to
24/7 access to
"appropriate"
health care
provider within
8 years
N/A

No specific
recommendation

Replace global
funding with fee
for service
funding for
hospitals

No specific
recommendation

N/A

Expand to
home care
and
pharmacare
(e.g. full
public
funding)

National home
care and
catastrophic drug
coverage plan

National home
care and
catastrophic drug
coverage plan

Commitment
by provinces
to a
"strengthened
investment"
in home care
(to be
determined
by individual
provinces)

Commitment to
first dollar
coverage for
short-term
(acute and
palliative) home
care
minimum
service level to
be determined
by health
ministers (Sept
2003)
Commitment to
"take measures
to ensure
reasonable
access to
catastrophic
drug coverage"
by 2005/06
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Information

Health Care
Renewal
Accord, 2003
Health Council
to monitor
implementation
of Accord
reporting
through
Ministers of
Health

National
Forum on
Health
Promote
evidence-based
decisionmaking through
National
Health
Information
System

Kirby
Committee

Romanow
Commission

Health
Accord, 2000

National
Health Care
Council and
National
Health Care
Commission

Commitment
to "strengthen"
Canada-wide
health
infostructure

Reporting and
Accountability

National
Population
Health Institute

As above

Promote
evidencebased
decisionmaking
through
Health
Council of
Canada
As above

Reporting
undertaken by
each
government
using jointly
agreed
comparable
indicators

Reporting
undertaken by
each government
using jointly
agreed
comparable
indicators

Patient
Information

N/A

Establish
personal
electronic
health records

Establish
personal
electronic
health records

Develop
personal
electronic
health records

Commitment to
"place priority"
on
implementation
of personal
electronic health
records

Institutional
Infrastructure

Increased
support for
Canada Health
Infoway
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LA PETITE VISION, LES GRANDS DECISIONS:
CHRETIEN'S PARADOXICAL RECORD IN

SOCIAL POLICY
Michael J. Prince*

I.

INTRODUCTION

In Canada, social policy looms large on our political landscape and in our
personal lives. It encompasses the largest part of public expenditures at both
orders of government, a great deal of the work of public service bureaucracies,
and much of the stuff of intergovernmental relations and executive federalism
in Canada. Focusing on federal social initiatives of the Chr~tien Liberals from
1993 to 2004, therefore, is a far larger subject than this article can embrace.
Fortunately, several articles in this special issue examine aspects of social policy,
including Aboriginal peoples, cities and housing, health care, immigration, the
role of the third sector, and women. Thus, the analysis here concentrates on three
elements of social policy under Chr~tien: the politics of budget deficits,
surpluses and intergovernmental transfers; financial assistance to families with
children; and intergovernmental agreements on early childhood development,
early learning and child care services. These are among the most significant
social policy developments witnessed over the last ten years, and provide an
opportunity to reflect on the shift in policy and the practice of politics that
transpired over Chr~tien's tenure as Prime Minister. Even still, any one article
will unavoidably pass over many of the nuances, complexities, and
contradictions of a government's legacy.
Chr~tien is widely regarded as a politician who lacked a striking vision of
lofty ideals and ambitious objectives, be it economic, constitutional or social.
There is much academic, media, and public support for this representation.' In
a ranking of Canada's Prime Ministers, Chr~tien is described by historians J.L.

*

Lansdowne Professor of Social Policy, University of Victoria.
See e.g. Edward Greenspon & Anthony Wilson-Smith, Double Vision: The Inside Story of
the Liberals in Power (Toronto: Doubleday, 1996); the "Chr~tien Legacy" issue of (2000)
21:9 Policy Options; and Jeffrey Simpson, The FriendlyDictatorship(Toronto: McClelland
& Stewart, 2001).
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Granatstein and Norman Hillmer as having "no great abiding vision of the
country."2 Chr~tien's biographer, Lawrence Martin, similarly has written of his
political philosophy that, "he never did see the world in terms of blueprints."3
The argument of this article is that Chrrtien's impact on social policy
developments was, and will continue to be, more substantial than lapetitevision
implies, due to his political style, the inherent power of the role of the first
minister within Canadian politics, and the cumulative impact of numerous
decisions over time. The article proceeds in four sections. The first section offers
a brief overview of the policy preferences and style of Chr~tien, and suggests
that he had a strong and ongoing interest in and influence over federal social
policy. The second section examines the all-important fiscal context, however
it is politically constructed, within which social spending and policy-making
must operate. Implications of the deficit reduction phase and then the fiscal
surplus phase is discussed to display some of the budgetary forces at play during
the Chrrtien years. It was through debates over, and decisions about, the deficit
and then spending and tax relief that Chrrtien often exercised his power over
social policy. In the third section, I examine a major part of the Chrtien social
policy record, namely improving the quality of life and income security of
Canadian families with children. The Canada Child Tax Benefit, introduced by
the Chr~tien Liberals, has become the central federal policy instrument for
providing financial support to families with children. In addition, the
intergovernmental agreements on early childhood development and child care
now represent the federal government's main partnerships with provinces and
territories in investing in services for families with younger children. The fourth
section sets out the overall conclusions that emerge from the analysis, centred
on the paradoxical nature of Chrrtien's record in social policy.
II.

PRIME MINISTER CHRITIEN AND SOCIAL POLICY- MAKING

"In relation to prime ministerial policy preferences," Doern and Phidd note
that,
virtually all recent occupants of the office, except perhaps Brian Mulroney [and, I would
add, John Turner], have leaned to the social policy side of the policy continuum. This is
partly because party conventions seem to prefer leaders who display, or are perceived

2

J.L. Granatstein & Norman Hillmer, PrimeMinisters:Ranking Canada'sLeaders (Toronto:

3

HarperCollins, 1999) at 227.
Lawrence Martin, Chrtien, Volume 1: The Will to Win (Toronto: Lester Publishing, 1995)
at 376 [Chrtien].
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to have, a preference for the "softer" human issues on the not unrealistic expectations
that this is where the "votes" are.'

Yet, upon assuming the office, Tom Axworthy, former Principal Secretary to
Prime Minister Trudeau, makes the point that "Prime Ministers set a framework
and juggle competing forces: rarely has a Prime Minister taken up social policy
as a personal cause." 5 The reason for this, Axworthy suggests, is that a prime
minister has a limited amount of time and resources to respond to all the needs
and issues facing the federal government, and so a strategic political approach
is essential.
Even with limited time and other resource constraints, a prime minister can
influence the process and content of social policy-making in a number of ways:
campaigning on social policy values against opposition parties; selecting and
shuffling ministers and senior officials; appointing commissions of inquiry;
controlling the agenda of Cabinet and the design of throne speeches;
reorganizing Cabinet portfolios, Cabinet committees, and executive decision
processes; and shaping the overall fiscal framework for the government, which
includes allocating budget surpluses among spending, tax cuts and debt relief.
Jean Chrrtien's political base and career experience undoubtedly shaped his
leadership style and policy preferences while Prime Minister. Chrrtien came to
the Prime Minister's Office as a highly experienced Member of Parliament and
Cabinet minister, a professional politician who knew how Parliament worked
and how to get things done in government. He understood the importance of
public opinion and public service advice in decision-making, and he readily used
both while placing them in a political perspective. His approach to making
policy was pragmatic and moderate, basing decisions on the circumstances rather
than on doctrinal positions, preferring to see this as flexibility and adaptive to
changing issues and priorities rather than as opportunism. Chrrtien practised a
partisan and brokerage style of politics in which he was far more interested in,
and adept at, "resolving conflicts and finding workable solutions," than in
philosophizing or pursuing long term plans. 6 His ideological instincts were what
he himself called progressive, seeing an active role for government in Canada in
both the economy and society, using politics as an instrument for change.

G. Bruce Doern & Richard W. Phidd, CanadianPublic Policy: Ideas, Structure,Process,
2d ed. (Scarborough: Nelson, 1992) at 120.
5 Thomas S. Axworthy & Howard Aster, eds., Social Cohesion and the New Liberalism:
Perspectives, Policy & Prospects(Oakville: Mosaic Press, 2003) at 4.
6 Jean Chrrtien, Straightfrom the Heart (Toronto: Seal Books, 1986) at 211.
4
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Social policy is an expenditure-intensive area of government. This fact of
budgetary life is apparent by the major income benefit programs to the elderly,
the unemployed and families; in the massive transfer payments to provinces for
education, health care, social services and welfare; and in the grants and
contributions dispensed to a vast array of community groups and agencies
throughout the country. Chr~tien keenly understood the politics of budgeting, as
a former Minister of Indian Affairs, Industry, and Energy, as well as something
of the economics and management of it, as a former Minister of Finance and
President of the Treasury Board. Throughout his career in government, Chr~tien
resolved, "to be where the cash is," a principle that he continued to follow while
Prime Minister.7 He also understood the "inherent tension in federalism"
between the federal and provincial levels of government, and that "no social
problem will fester long without one government moving to deal with it or, at
least, to use it to club the other government. '"8 Chrrtien managed the
intergovernmental dimension of social policy by eschewing mega constitutional
reform, holding First Ministers' Conferences rather infrequently, often timing
them around his own election and budget cycles.
As Prime Minister, Chr~tien's interest in social policy is best understood in
the context of his previous Cabinet portfolios and his populist style of politics
and progressive orientation to governing. Social policy is inextricably linked
with federal-provincial/territorial relations, Canada-Aboriginal relations, and the
place of Quebec within the federation. He therefore invested his time, political
capital and influence on issues considered to be strategic, such as managing the
budget surplus, education and research, health care renewal and transfers to the
provinces and territories. The Prime Minister's Office, aided by the Privy
Council Office, intervened in a handful of social policy files, including the
original size of the Canada Health and Social Transfer in 1995, the $2.5 billion
Millennium Scholarship Foundation announced in 1998, the 1999 Social Union
Framework Agreement, the national homelessness initiative, and the health
accords of 2000 and 2003 reached between Chr6tien and provincial and
territorial first ministers. These were all les grands decisions in federal social
policy.

7

8

Ibid. at 156.
Ibid. at 160.
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FROM DEFICITS TO SURPLUSES: SOCIAL BUDGETING
UNDER CHRETIEN

From their first budget in 1994, the Liberals undertook fundamental
reconstruction of social programs, emphasizing expenditure restraint and deficit
reduction, thus transforming the federal role in the Canadian welfare state and
shifting social politics to one of retrenchment and dismantling. The 1995 budget
was an epiphany in fiscal federalism and national social policy with the surprise
announcement of the termination of the Established Programs Financing (EPF)
and the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) and their replacement with the more
flexible and much smaller Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST). After
years of restraining the growth rate in health transfers to the provinces in the
1980s and early 1990s, the Liberals delivered, through the CHST, sudden and
deep absolute cuts in transfer payments to the provinces.
Announced in the February 1995 federal budget (and replaced in 2004 by two
new transfers), the CHST was among the most striking and unilateral
developments in Canadian social policy and fiscal federalism. The CHST was
a child of federal deficit reduction and a cousin ofprovincial demands for greater
autonomy in social policy. Within this national context of spending restraint and
flexible federalism, especially in relations with Quebec, the CHST had three
main elements. First, it was a replacement for, and consolidation of, the previous
arrangements of federal transfer payments for social assistance and social
services under CAP, as well as for health and post-secondary education under the
Established Programs Financing agreement, into a single program. Second, the
CHST was a block grant of an amount substantially less than the sum of the
earlier transfer programs. In the beginning, the CHST involved a two-year cut
of $7 billion over the 1996-1997 and 1997-1998 period. Third, while the five
conditions associated with the Canada Health Act9 remain in place and are
enforced by Ottawa with respect to social assistance and social services, only one
of the five conditions under the CanadaAssistance Plan Act"0 is retained, the
prohibition of a residency requirement by provinces for income benefits."
9

R.S.C. 1985, c. C-6.

10

R.S.C. 1985, c. C-1.

1

The five principles set out in the Canada Health Act, 1984, are accessibility,
comprehensiveness, portability, public administration and universality. The conditions under
the Canada Assistance Plan Act, 1966, were that need be the sole basis for determining
eligibility for income support; residency rules were prohibited for receipt of social
assistance; that there be an appeals system on social assistance decisions; that the provinces
and territories commit to data reporting and sharing; and that the federal transfers would go
only to supporting non-profit providers of social services. Under the CHST, like the EPF
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Given the secrecy, haste and ministerial bargaining involved in crafting the
CHST, the federal government did not decide upon a cash floor for the block
grant until six months after the budget announcement. Finance officials favoured
a transfer payment floor of $9 billion per year while some ministers, particularly
social liberals, wanted a floor of $12.5 billion each year.
The Prime Minister's
2
Office settled for an annual cash floor of $11 billion.'
A. From Restraining to Reinvesting
With the emergence ofbudget balances and surpluses, and indeed, successive
surpluses since 1997, the second and third Chr~tien governments faced a far
different and far more favourable fiscal context for making social policy. Going
into the 1997 election, Chr~tien committed his party and successive governments
to a 50-50 formula for allocating any future budgetary surpluses. For every
billion dollars of fiscal dividend, Chr~tien pledged that one half would go to a
combination of tax and national debt reduction, and one half would address
social and economic needs through program expenditures. 3 The more recent
Chrrtien governments did inject additional substantial resources into social
programs, especially health care, family policy, and post-secondary education.
From 1993-1994 to 1996-1997, federal program spending declined in actual
terms, from $120 billion to not quite $105 billion, an average annual decrease
of 4.4 percent. From 1997-1998 to 1999-2000, corresponding more or less to
the second term, federal program spending began to increase, though modestly
to $111.8 billion, at an average annual rate of 2.2 percent. Then, spanning his
third term, from 2000-1001 to 2004-2005, federal program spending grew at a
higher annual average rate of 6 percent. Much of this "growth" in social
spending, however, was merely catching up after the deep cuts made in the earlyand mid-1990s.
Chr~tien described his final budget of February 2003 as "the most activist
social policy budget" since the Liberals took office in 1993.14 Despite the claims
of critics, the 2003 budget did not constitute a return to the tax-and-spend
budgets of the Trudeau era. In contrast to previous Liberal regimes, Chr~tien's

12
'3

"'

before it, there are no federal standards for cost-sharing post-secondary education.
For details on the origins of the CHST, see Greenspon & Wilson-Smith, supra note 1.
For firther details, see Michael J. Prince, "New Mandate, New Money, New Politics:
Federal Budgeting in the Post-Deficit Era," in Leslie A. Pal, ed., How Ottawa Spends, 199899, Balancing Act: The Post-Deficit Mandate (Don Mills: Cambridge University Press,
1998) 31 ["New Mandate"].
Quoted in Jane Taber, "PM takes on Martin in speech that touts agenda" Globe & Mail (30
April 2003) A7.
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most activist budget was the sixth consecutive balanced budget at the federal
level, with surpluses planned for the next two years, cushioned by a contingency
reserve and low inflation. Moreover, federal program spending as a share of the
Canadian economy is at around 12 percent of the gross domestic product, a level
last seen in Canada in the early 1950s, and is likely to remain at this relatively
low level. Despite this activist budget in social policy, the underlying budgetary
approach remains prudent, with social investments spread incrementally over
several years.' 5
A reparation agenda characterized this later phase of Liberal social policymaking, an agenda that entailed making amends and rectifying programs or
transfers felt to be insufficient in scope or underfunded in resources. The partial
restoration of previously frozen or cut federal funding was most apparent in
health care. The 1993 levels of federal spending on health care are only being
achieved again in 2004, following Chrrtien's retirement. Another major example
of restoration was the reintroduction, in the 2000 federal budget, of the full
indexation of income tax brackets, numerous tax credits and income thresholds
for receiving benefits. This move reversed a policy of stealth introduced in 1986
by the Mulroney Conservatives and maintained by the first two Chr~tien Liberal
governments. The restoration of full indexation is immensely significant because
it brings to an end the quiet decline in the value of several tax benefits for
seniors, families and persons with disabilities, among others.
In the later years of the Chr~tien era, there were signs of going beyond
repairing social programs to erecting new social policy approaches. Substantial
innovation was suggested by the National Children's Agenda, new tax collection
agreements gave the provinces far greater autonomy, and the financing reforms
to the Canada Pension Plan and the formation of the CPP Investment Board
introduced in 1998.16 Considerable investment by Ottawa in higher education
since 1997 have produced what one analyst has aptly called "a quiet revolution

15

For some press commentary, see Susan Riley, "Forget promises, show us the money" Times
Colonist (Victoria) (19 February 2003) A14; Sharon Cordon & Bruce Cheadle, "Chr~tien's
legacy fulfilled in Manley's first federal budget" Canadian Press (18 February 2003).
For further discussion of the range of recent social policy changes, see Michael J. Prince,
"The Return of Directed Incrementalism: Innovating Social Policy the Canadian Way," in
G. Bruce Doern, ed., How OttawaSpends 2002-2003, The SecurityAftermath andNational
Priorities(Don Mills: Oxford University Press, 2002) 176.
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in Canadian public policy," with Canadians and universities looking to the
federal government for continued leadership in research and student aid. 7
IV.

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES: A NOTABLE LEGACY

During Chrrtien's second mandate (1997-2000) and even more so in his third
mandate (2000-2003), as the fiscal situation of Ottawa improved spectacularly
while poverty stubbornly persisted, measures to support Canadian families and
their children emerged as a prominent policy area. These measures are
summarized in Appendix Table 1. In the Throne Speech previewing their third
mandate, the Chrrtien government boldly promised: "A generation ago,
Canadians set a national goal to eliminate poverty among seniors. ... [and to]
ensure that no Canadian child suffers the debilitating effects of poverty." 8 The
Throne Speech articulated three goals for child and family policy at the federal
level:
1. To help disadvantaged families with children break the cycle of poverty and
dependency;
2. To ensure that all families have access to the services and supports they need
to care for their children; and
3. To provide young Aboriginal Canadians with the basic tools they need to
take greater advantage of the opportunities Canada has to offer.19
The Speech identified potential further action in all three areas. The first was
a selective strategy for tackling poverty with a categorical approach to assisting
welfare-poor and working-poor families with children. The National Child
Benefit (NCB), introduced by Ottawa in 1998, has similar objectives. The NCB
seeks to improve the economic security of low-income families with children.
Its core goals are to help prevent and reduce the depth of child poverty, as well
as to help parents find and keep jobs by providing benefits and services that
better support them.

17

'8

Allan Tupper, "The Chr~tien Governments and Higher Education: A Quiet Revolution in
Canadian Public Policy," in G. Bruce Doem, ed., How Ottawa Spends 2003-2004, Regime
Change and Policy Shift (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 2003) c. 7.
Speech from the Throne to Open the First Session of the Thirty-seventh Parliament of
Canada, online: <www.pco-bcp.gc.ca>.

19 Ibid.
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The second action area is also a form of social protection, but one with an
awareness of the instability and variety of family forms in contemporary Canada.
Here, the Throne Speech indicates that the federal government will "work with
[the provinces] to modernize the laws for child support, custody and access, to
ensure that they work in the best interests of children in cases of family
breakdown;" and to "take steps to enable parents to provide care to a gravely ill
child without fear of sudden income or job loss."2 °

The third goal expressed a crucial element of cultural recognition and support
for Aboriginal peoples. It entails the federal government working with First
Nations to improve and expand the early childhood development programs and
services available in their communities. Moreover, it has involved expanding the
Aboriginal Head Start program to better prepare Aboriginal children for school
and help those with special needs. A related move in pursuit of this goal was
adopting measures to significantly reduce the number of Aboriginal newborns
affected by Fetal Alcohol Syndrome by the end of this decade.
Does this all add up to a coherent package of policies and goals for children
and families in Canada? In a federal system that is not the correct question to ask
of a single government, especially of the government lacking most of the
constitutional jurisdictions pertaining to children and families. What can be
asked of the federal government is whether the Chr~tien Liberals, on their own
and working with other governments, have placed children and families on the
national policy agenda, addressed a range of issues of real significance to
children and their families, and committed substantial resources over the longer
term. Various stakeholder and interest groups have different answers to these
questions, some disapproving, others detached and still others commending the
measures and plans.
In my view, the present cluster of policies for children and families,
supported by the National Children's Agenda and the National Child Benefit
(NCB), represents the most explicit and extensive family policy at the federal
and intergovernmental levels in a generation. These policies fall short, however,
in the adequacy of income benefits provided to low- and modest-income families
and in the adequacy of affordable and quality child care spaces for all families.

20

Ibid.
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A. The Canada Child Tax Benefit
The NCB has been hailed as the first new national social program in thirty
years. It represents a significant return of federal involvement in social policy
making, accompanied by innovative actions on income assistance for lowincome families with children.2 The NCB was developed jointly by
Federal/Provincial/Territorial Ministers of Social Services and introduced in July
1998. Its main goals are to reduce the depth of child poverty and to increase
labour market attachment of adults on welfare. We see here the quintessential
liberal approach to welfare, with an emphasis on relieving poverty and
integrating citizens into the labour market, as the means for meeting their social
and economic needs.22 Under the NCB, the federal government injects new funds
into child benefits through the Canada Child Tax Benefit (CCTB), and
participating provinces, territories, and approximately 600 First Nations commit
to reinvest the welfare savings into new or enhanced programs of their choosing
for low-income families and their children. These reinvestments cover a broad
range of initiatives, including child care, child nutrition, cultural/traditional
teachings, early childhood development, income-tested child benefits and
earnings supplements, and supplementary health care.
The CCTB has significance in determining which groups Ottawa provides
family benefits to, by what policy means, and in what amounts. With the
adoption of the CHST in 1996, Ottawa moved significantly away from the role
of sharing the cost of financial assistance to low-income families provided for
through needs-tested social assistance programs offered, designed, and managed
by the provinces/territories. Under the old system of federal and provincial
income support to low-income families with children, working poor families
typically received only about half the level of child-related benefits provided to
families on welfare. Through the CCTB, the Chr6tien Liberals moved toward
equalizing the level of child benefits provided to all low-income families,
whatever their sources of income. A core aim of the CCTB, as a social policy
21

The Government of Qu6bec, while sympathetic to the principles of the National Child

22

Benefit, does not participate as it wishes to retain control over income support for the
children of Qu6bec. The same applies to the National Children's Agenda. Qu6bec residents
benefit from the increased Canada Child Tax Benefit in the same way as other Canadians,
online: <socialunion.gc.ca>.
Recall that one of the aims of the National Child Benefit is to ensure that families are better
off as a result of working. Thus, the NCB is designed to encourage adults on welfare to seek
and accept work by providing child benefits outside of social assistance and offer benefits
and services, possibly including earned income supplements and supplementary health
benefits, when they take employment.
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reform, is "to raise child-related payments for poor families not on social
assistance up to the level paid to social assistance families. 23 While the federal
government is increasing its child benefits for low-income families, it also has
made improvements in the level of benefits paid to non-poor families,
specifically covering modest- and middle-income families while excluding highincome families.
The CCTB has two parts: the Basic Child Tax Benefit for low- and middleincome families, and the National Child Benefit Supplement for low-income
families. The Basic Child Tax Benefit is available, on a sliding scale, to over 90
percent of Canadian families with children. The National Child Benefit
Supplement is a much more targeted payment which is clawed-back from
families on social assistance in all provinces except New Brunswick and
Newfoundland and Labrador. This clawback of money from the poorest of the
poor has been a controversial feature of the National Child Benefit initiative,
provoking strong objections by numerous social policy organizations.24
The CCTB is an example of social policy supported by intergovernmental
agreements and a series of expenditure commitments and policy enhancements
over many years. By 2006, federal income support for families with children,
through the CCTB, is projected to deliver over $10.1 billion in benefits, more
than double the amount expended by Ottawa in 1996 just before the introduction
of the CCTB. Over this period, the maximum CCTB payable to an eligible
family with one child was $1,020 in 1996-1997.25 It is projected to be $3,243 by

July 2007.26 The Caledon Institute of Social Policy estimates that total federal
spending on child benefits will have increased from 1997 to 2007 by 61 percent
in real terms. As well, increases to the CCTB announced in John Manley's 1993
budget "more than make up for reductions in expenditures on federal child
benefits in the 1980s: By 2007, Ottawa will be spending $2.6 billion or 38.4

23

Ken Battle, Relentless Incrementalism:Deconstructing& Reconciling CanadianIncome

25

Security Policy (Ottawa: Caledon Institute, 2001) at 36 [emphasis in original] [Relentless
Incrementalism].
See e.g. Canadian Council on Social Development, "CCSD's Checklist of Key
Commitments in the Speech from the Throne" (27 September 2002); National Council of
Welfare, "Clawbacks keep families on welfare in deep poverty" Press Release (10 April
2003), online: <www.ncwcnbes.net>.
Canada, The Budget Plan 2003, online: <www.fm.gc.ca/budtoce/2003/budliste.htm>

26

[Budget Plan 2003]
Ibid.
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percent more than its 1984 expenditure of $6.8 billion on child benefit
programs.""
The CCTB and the wider National Child Benefit have various effects for
families with children, social policy and federalism. One result is a
"federalization" of child benefits, with Ottawa playing a growing role relative
to the provinces and territories. For parents of children still on provincial
welfare, the mix of their benefit income is shifting toward federal income-tested
support with less coming from provincial needs-tested assistance. When fully
implemented, the planned increases to the CCTB will replace child benefits
under provincial social assistance programs and actually increase the income of
families with children that have relied on such programs. The result is an
integrated benefit for all low-income families. With this federalization comes a
modernization of program delivery: unlike provincial welfare, the CCTB is
neither as discretionary nor as stigmatizing.
A second outcome is the move back toward universality, last in effect in
federal family allowance policy over a decade ago. With increases in the Basic
Child Tax Benefit and in its threshold for maximum benefits and a lowering of
the benefit reduction rate, the number of families with children who qualify for
the CCTB will grow from around 80 percent in 1996 to 95 percent or more by
July 2004, a return to near-universal coverage in federal family benefits. Behind
this symbolic universality, however, is a substantial redistribution of benefits
from higher to lower income groups.2"
A third effect is that the CCTB and NCB serve as a political symbol of cooperative federalism. They point to the effectiveness of governments working

27

28

Ken Battle, Sherri Torjman & Michael Mendelson, The 2003 Budget: PoliticalLegacy
Needs Policy Architecture (Ottawa: Caledon Institute, February 2003) 3 [2003 Budget]. All
figures are in constant dollars, that is, inflation adjusted 2003 dollars.
According to 2001 Census data, there has been a significant shift over the past few decades
in the redistribution of child benefits to families with the lowest incomes and away from
those with the highest incomes. In 1980, the 10 percent of families with lowest incomes
received $1,276 on average in child benefits, while the 10 percent with the highest incomes
received $1283. In 2000, families with the lowest incomes received on average $2,378 in
child benefits, while the 10 percent of families with the highest incomes in Canada received
on average just $26. Statistics Canada suggests that, "[a]n important part of redistribution
of government transfers to families with lower incomes has been the transition from the
'universal' family allowance to the current income-tested Canada Child Tax Benefit."
Statistics Canada, Income of Canadian Families, Overview, online:
<wwwl 2.stacan.ca/english/census>.
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together. The CCTB represents the most significant and extensive
intergovernmental reform to Canadian poverty policy since the introduction of
the CAP in the mid-1960s. In mediating the relationship between the state,
labour markets, and families, the CCTB offers a level of income security,
delivered by Ottawa and the provinces and territories, that is independent of the
work status of the claimants.
A fourth effect is that there continues to be strong advocacy for additional
major investments in child and family benefits. Although increases are scheduled
to 2007, federal child benefits remain far from adequate in alleviating poverty
and supporting families with children. As of July 2003, the CCTB was giving
income-tested benefits of equivalent value to low-income families, whether they
were welfare families or working-poor families. "The next challenge," as the
Caledon Institute puts it, "is to build the integrated child benefit into an adequate
and
to low-income families ...
child benefit paying substantially larger amounts
29
families.,
middle-income
and
modestto
B. Early Childhood Development
The Early Childhood Development Framework (ECD) agreed to by the First
Ministers, with the exception of the Premier of Qu6bec, in September 2000,
underscores this renewed federal role in the social union. The main features of
the Framework agreement are outlined in Appendix Table 2.
The Communiqu6 from the First Ministers' meeting provides a context for
the ECD Agreement. It explains:
New evidence has shown that development from the prenatal period to age six is rapid
and dramatic and shapes long-term outcomes. Intervening- early to promote child
development during this critical period can have long-term benefits that can extend
throughout children's lives. Governments and other partners currently provide a range
of programs and services to effectively support early childhood development. The
challenge is to build on
30 existing services and supports, to make them more coordinated
and widely available.
The Agreement focuses on children and families and their immediate
communities, from the prenatal period to age six. The implementation approach
echoes several features of the National Children's Agenda. These ideas include
the expansion of funding for services and programs, over time, in a predictable
29
30

2003 Budget, supra note 27 at 3 [emphasis in original].
First Ministers' Meeting Communique on Early Childhood Development, Ottawa (11
September 2000), online: <www.scics.gc.ca>.
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and sustained fashion; governments working together and with other institutions,
including Aboriginal peoples; governments reporting frequently and publicly on
their progress to their respective constituencies; and governments investing in
research, knowledge and sharing effective practices with others. In this instance,
the Chrrtien Liberals committed $2.2 billion in early childhood development
over the five-year period from 2001-2002 to 2005-2006.
While applauded by some, for many advocates, social policy groups, and
families, the 2000 Agreement was a grave disappointment, seen as the
abandonment of a national child care strategy. The supply of child care spaces
had grown far more slowly over the 1990s than in the 1980s, thus aggravating
an already serious shortage of quality child care spaces. In particular, federal
funds under the 2000 Agreement were open-ended, rather than dedicated to
expanding the number of regulated child care spaces across the country.
31
Consequently, some provinces directed these funds into other activities.
C. Early Learning and Child Care Services Initiative
In March 2003, ministers responsible for social services agreed to a federal,
provincial, and territorial framework called the Early Learning and Child Care
Initiative (ELCCI). In part, this initiative finally met a pledge first made by the
Chrrtien Liberals in 1993 to invest in child care systems across Canada. Under
the ELCCI, the shared goal among governments is to improve access to
affordable, quality, provincially and territorially regulated child care and early
learning programs and services for young Canadian children (ages six and under)
and their parents.32 The federal government has allocated $900 million over five
years to support provincial and territorial investments in the areas of early
learning and child care, especially for low-income and single-parent families. In
addition, the federal government is allocating $35 million over five years for
similar programs for First Nations children, primarily those living on reserves.

Norma Greenaway, "Government ready to pay to boost child-care spaces" Ottawa Citizen
(14 February 2003) A l; and Margaret Philp, "National daycare plan being hammered out"
Globe & Mail (12 December 2002) A4.
32 Federal/Provincial/Territorial Ministers Responsible for Social Services, News Release,
"Supporting Canada's Children and Families" (13 March 2003), online:
<www.socialunion.gc.ca/news/1 30303_e.htm>. Not included in this initiative are programs
that form part of the public school system. In this and other agreements, the Government of
Quebec, while supporting the general principles, did not participate in developing the
initiatives because it wishes to preserve its sole responsibility on social policy matters.
Quebec does receive its share of such federal funding and is making major investments on
programs for families and children.
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This builds on an investment announced in 2002 of $320 million over five years
for Aboriginal children.
The objectives of the ELCCI are threefold: to promote the healthy
development of young children, to support the participation of parents in
employment or in training, and to strengthen Aboriginal communities throughout
the country. The ELCCI builds on the 2000 Agreement on ECD, taking one of
the four areas of action identified in that accord (see Table 2), and directing this
new federal investment into settings such as child care centres, family child care
homes, preschools and nursery schools. Further investments in early learning and
child care are to be incremental, predictable and sustainable over the long term.
The intended results are to "substantially increase the number of child care and
preschool spaces; reduce the cost of child care and preschool services for lowand modest-income families; and improve the quality of child care and preschool
services."3 3 Longer-term outcomes would include improved employment skills
and labour force attachment of these parents, therefore increasing levels of
earned incomes. For Aboriginal peoples, long-term outcomes would include
robust communities with an enhanced quality of life. The government's
commitment of $935 million over five years fell well short of the target of $1
billion a year in federal funding recommended in 2002 by a group of Liberal
MPs. By 2007, these MPs had called for annual federal funding of $4.5 billion
on regulated, preschool child care spaces.34
The Canadian Council on Social Development, an independent social policy
think tank, called this federal investment, first unveiled in the 2003 budget, "a
historic day for Canada's children and families" with the federal government "at
long last ... showing leadership" on the child care issue.35 With a quality national
child care system estimated at $10 billion annually, the Council hoped that all
governments would continue to increase their support for child care.36 In a
similar vein, a leading expert on child care research and policy in Canada,
Martha Friendly, has written of the ELCCI that,
this agreement includes several conditions that begin to set out the shape of what
observers hope will become Canada's first new national social program of the 21st
century. Those of us who have experienced previous unsuccessful attempts to establish

3 Budget Plan 2003, supra note 25.
Sue Bailey, "Manley delivers more money for working poor" Times Colonist (Victoria) (19
February 2003) A7.
3 Canadian Council on Social Development, Communique, "A Historic Day for Child Care"
(18 February 2003) at 29, online: <www.ccsd.ca>.
36
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a national37childcare strategy are cautiously optimistic that this may be the long sought
first step.

Putting it in an international context, Friendly suggested that this national child
care agreement "may signal that Canada is ready to catch up with other countries
that have undertaken to make ECEC [early childhood education and care] part
of the mainstream fabric of family and public life."38
These comments by Friendly and the Canadian Council on Social
Development are, by necessity, early responses and by consequence somewhat
speculative. Like the reactions of most seasoned advocates to a policy
announcement, their remarks are a mixture of praise, cautious optimism, and a
message that far more needs to be done. Indeed, if we are ever to realize a
national approach to child care in Canada, it will require greater political
leadership than that displayed by Chrrtien on the issue and further substantial
financial investments by Ottawa and other governments.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Two sets of paradoxes have been examined here: 1) the fuzzy image yet
focused influence of Jean Chrrtien as a policy maker, and 2) the deconstructing
and then rebuilding of social policy through fiscal policies. All government
leaders acquire a public image of their real and perceived characteristics. For
Chrrtien, that image was of a partisan pragmatist, interested far more with shortterm calculations and electoral advantages than with rational planning and
majestic visions. Chrrtien's approach to social policy and social spending,
however, reveals a paradox, a set of results that are contrary to the received view
of his style. As Chrrtien's biographer has noted, "if he wasn't a man of vision,
what carried him on a steady course were his values" and, it should be added, his
strong desire "to attain and maintain that power."3 9
In federal social policy-making, Chrrtien exhibited both a modus vivendi of
short term expediency, associated with the public image, and a modus operandi
of a long standing set of beliefs about the role of government in society and the
place of the federal government in the social union. Chrrtien sought to restore
the fiscal capacity of Ottawa, and reinvest in key social programs when it was
fiscally prudent and politically important to do so, thus reasserting the visibility

3

Martha Friendly, "Subsidized child care delivers future payoffs" NationalPost (31 March
2003) FP 15.

38

Ibid.

39

Chrtien, supra note 3 at 376-77.
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and authority of the federal government while maintaining the maximum
flexibility possible of the federal spending power within the social union. For a
first minister of the federal government with an activist orientation, this is a
practical and purposeful strategy." When considering the political attributes of
social budgeting, one can make further sense of this paradox, and better
understand why the notion of Chr~tien as a policy activist, with a view to
substantial expenditure commitments over the longer term, is well founded.
The largest component of Ottawa's budget, social spending is an area of high
visibility for the federal government, containing programs that are well known
and important to the well-being of millions of Canadians. Public opinion about
social policy is direct, mass-based, and generally supportive of social programs.
Federalism, the Canada Health Act, and the Canadian Charterof Rights and
Freedoms are overarching institutions ever present in this policy field, as are the
ongoing issues of the principles of Medicare, the mobility of labour, the role of
post-secondary education and research in national policy, and social rights of
citizenship.4
Chr~tien's leadership also must be seen in relation to the fiscal situation of
the federal government and the broader economic setting of the country. The
financial circumstances of governments have been a decisive factor in shaping
the policy agenda, moulding public experiences and expectations, and affecting
the dynamics of intergovernmental relations. The Liberals inherited an economy
in 1993 that was recovering from a serious recession. Over the next decade,
improved economic conditions and more or less sustained growth reduced
unemployment, eased poverty for some, and boosted government revenues.
Behind these financial circumstances lay power, ideology, and policy decisions
and non-decisions. In part, these financial circumstances, especially of deficit
reductions and then balanced budgets, came to be decisive because of struggles
won by the business Liberals
in Cabinet and by the Department of Finance in the
42
federal bureaucracy.
The federal spending power took on greater significance as Ottawa went from
a record deficit of $42 billion in 1993-1994, to the first surplus in a generation
in 1997-1998. This grew in subsequent years to $12.3 billion for 1999-2000,
4'

Alain Noel makes a similar argument in "Power and Purpose in Intergovernmental
Relations" (2001) 2:6 Policy Matters.

41 Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the CanadaAct 1982 (U.K.),
42

1982, c. 11.
See, for details, Greenspon & Wilson-Smith, supra note 1; and "New Mandate," supra note
13.
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with further surpluses over the following five years. Ken Battle suggests that,
"[w]ithout the success of the anti-deficit campaign, governments never would
have embarked on what became such ambitious and far-reaching reforms to
social policy. 4 3 From 1999-2000 to 2004-2005, the amount of new spending
devoted to the Canada Child Tax Benefit totals $14.4 billion, making it one of
the most significant trends and elements of tax spending initiatives by the
Chrrtien Liberals." With this new spending, the Liberals are making the
program available to more middle-income families, edging to a near-universal
child and family cash benefit at the national level. Any influence of Chrrtien is
due in large part to the possibilities for restoration and new construction of social
programs flowing from this rolling wave of budget surpluses, for which he can
take some credit.
Other readings of Chrrtien's social policy legacy there will be, at least some
of which will be less favourable than the analysis here may appear. I have
provided such critiques myself.45 To take one example, the argument can be
made that Chrrtien did not solve the tension between the fiscal and social
agendas of the federal government nor seriously address the imbalance in
resources and responsibilities between levels of government in the federation.
On the contrary, recent evidence - revealed in opinion polls, the Liberal
leadership race, and continued calls by business interests for further tax cuts and
by provinces and territories for further transfer payments - shows that these
tensions were never resolved fully or permanently. Moreover, a longer historical
analysis than the one presented would show that the Finance Department has
long been a major player in bureaucratic politics and a powerful influence on
social policy. 6
The central point of this article was to challenge the conventional view of
Jean Chrrtien, as an indifferent social policy-maker, as superficial and in need
of reconsideration. Chrrtien was not a weak or wayward Prime Minister devoid
of political beliefs and policy preferences about citizenship, federalism, and

Relentless Incrementalism, supra note 23 at 49. It was only after the federal deficit was
eliminated, for example, that the technique of stealth (the partial indexation of benefits and
tax rates) was eliminated in 2000, and full indexation restored.
4 Budget Plan 2003, supra note 25.
45 See e.g. Michael J. Prince, "From Health and Welfare to Stealth and Farewell: Federal
Social Policy, 1980-2000," in Leslie A. Pal, ed., How Ottawa Spends 1999-2000, Shape
Shifting: Canadian Governance toward the 21st Century (Don Mills: Oxford University
Press, 1999) 151.
46 James J. Rice & Michael J. Prince, ChangingPoliticsof CanadianSocial Policy (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 2000).
4
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social policy. Largely, it was through strategic budget choices as well as farreaching agreements in the intergovernmental arena that Chr~tien exercised his
influence, expressed a set of values, and affected a set of les grandsdecisionson
social programs that will continue to operate over the coming years. Not bad for
a politician with la petite vision.
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Appendix Table 1
An Overview of Initiatives by the Chrrtien Governments
For Supporting Families with Children
" Aboriginal Programming: Aboriginal Head Start, Aboriginal urban strategy, First
Nations and Inuit Health (1997 onwards)
"

Caregiver Tax Credit (introduced in 1998 and since increased)

"

Child and Family Law: Child Custody, Access and Support Law and Guidelines,
Changes to the Criminal Code on abuse and sexual exploitation

"

Child Disability Benefit (2003) for low-and modest-income families with children
with disabilities

"

Compassionate Family Care Leave benefit through the Employment Insurance plan
(2003)

"

Early Childhood Development Agreement (2000-2005)

"

Early Learning and Child Care Initiative (2003-2008)

"

Extended Maternity and Parental Benefits (2001)

"

Healthy Family Programs:

"

National Child Benefit: Canada Child Tax Base Benefit and NCB Supplement
(introduced 1997 with increases planned to 2007)

*

Research: National Longitudinal Survey on Children and Youth
Understanding the Early Years

"

General Tax Actions and Specific Tax Expenditure Measures: for example, tax relief
for low-income taxpayers and an increase in the child care expense deduction for
families caring for children with disabilities

Community Action Program for Children
Canada Prenatal Nutrition Program
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome/Fetal Alcohol Effects initiative
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Appendix Table 2
Early Childhood Development Framework Agreement
2001-2006
Key Areas of Action

Focus of Supports

Programming Examples

Healthy Pregnancy, Birth
and Infancy

Pregnant women
New parents
Infants
Care givers

Prenatal classes and
information

Parenting and Family
Supports

Parents/Guardians
Care givers

Family Resource Centres
Parent Information
Home Visiting

Early Childhood
Development, Learning
and Care

Young children

Child care centres
Preschools
Developmental programs
for young children

Community Supports

Formal Support Systems
Informal helping Networks

Community-based planning
Service integration
Healthy community
initiatives

Infant screening programs

Based on the First Ministers' Meeting Communiqu6 on Early Childhood Development (11
September 2000), online: <www.scics.gc.ca/info00/800038005_e.html>.
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THE CHRE'TIEN LIBERAL LEGACY AND
WOMEN: CHANGING POLICY PRIORITIES
WITH LITTLE CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION
Alexandra Dobrowolsky*

I.

INTRODUCTION

For feminist academics and activists, the Chr~tien Liberal years can hardly
be feted. The Chr~tien Liberals' policy legacy, a smorgasbord spanning ten
years, represents more of a famine than a feast when it comes to satiating
women's diverse policy needs. Indeed, most collections and leading studies on
women and Canadian public policy tell the tale of how the federal government's
governing practices in this period consisted ofcutbacks and off-loading (onto the
market, lower levels of government, or the family), with little regard for the
gendered dimensions of such policy preferences and the pangs that would be felt
by women. Making matters worse, leading women's organizations were starved
of funding over the Chr6tien years, and much of their influence wasted away.
Yet the decisions made and the ideas and actors involved in this period are
not as uniform as they appear at first blush. Recent work looks more carefully
at the 1990s and early 2000s and notice is made of changing policy orientations,
as with, for example, Sylvia Bashevkin's book, Welfare Hot Buttons, which
details the growth and impact of new, post-conservative rhetoric on social policy
(in Canada, as well as Britain and the U.S.);' articles on citizenship regimes in
transition by Jane Jenson et al.;2 the analyses of Rianne Mahon and Susan
"

2

Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Saint Mary's University. The author
wishes to thank the anonymous reviewer, the guest editors, and her social cohesion research
team (SSHRC 829-1999-1001) for their comments on an earlier draft of this article. I am
particularly grateful for the work of Jane Jenson and Denis Saint-Martin on the social
investment state, as well as the assiduous research assistance of Ian Morrison. All errors and
misinterpretations rest with me.
S. Bashevkin, Welfare Hot Buttons: Women, Work and Social Policy Reform (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 2002).
J. Jenson, "Fated to Live in Interesting Times: Canada's Changing Citizenship Regimes"
(1997) 30 Can. J. Poli. Sci. 627; J. Jenson, "Canada's Shifting Citizenship Regime:
Investing in Children," in T.C. Salmon & M. Keating, eds., The Dynamics of
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Phillips on the repercussions of policies ostensibly directed towards children;3
and Janine Brodie's identification of Canada's emergent "social cohesion
agenda." 4 This article draws on these more nuanced accounts. It differentiates
between two separate phases in the Chr6tien years and considers the
consequences that each has had on women. The intent is to provide further food
for thought on the Chr6tien Liberals' policy legacy vis-e6-vis women.
The first period is clearly marked by the nature and effects of a neo-liberal
state's discourses and practices. Phase one peaks in the mid-1990s, but
transforms by the tail-end of the decade. By the late 1990s and into the 2000s,
the neo-liberal state begins to morph into what has been dubbed the social
investment state. The two stages cannot be separated neatly by a definitive
turning point nor marked by an exact time frame. Neither are they mutually
exclusive, as strains of social investment can be detected in phase one, and most
definitely, elements of the neo-liberal state linger in phase two. It is also
important to acknowledge, at the outset, that states and state forms are not
determinative. There are complex relationships involved, affecting both the state
and civil society, that will be alluded to in this article.6 These provisos aside, the

Decentralization (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2001); A.
Dobrowolsky & J. Jenson, "Shifting Representations of Citizenship: Canadian Politics of
'Women' and 'Children' (2004) Soc. Pol. [forthcoming]; and J. Jenson & D. Saint-Martin,

"Building Blocks for a New Welfare Architecture: Is LEGO the model for an active
society?" (paper prepared for fourth International Research Conference on Social Security,
Antwerp, Belgium, 5-7 May 2003).

R. Mahon & S.D. Phillips, "Dual-Earner Families Caught in A Liberal Welfare Regime?
The Politics of Child Care Policy in Canada," in S. Michel & R. Mahon, eds., Child Care
Policy at the Crossroads:Genderand Welfare State Restructuring(New York: Routledge,
2002) 191.
4 J. Brodie, "An Elusive Search for Community: Globalization and the Canadian National
Identity" (2002) 7 Rev. Const. Stud. 172. For more discussion on the nature and effects of
the social cohesion agenda, see D. White, "Social Policy and Solidarity, Orphans of the New
Model of Social Cohesion" (2003) 28 J. Sociology 51.
5 D. Saint-Martin, "De l'ltat providence i l'6tat d'investissement social: Un nouveau
paradigm pour enfant-er l'6conomie du savoir?" in L.A. Pal, ed., How Ottawa Spends
2000-2001: PastImperfect, Future Tense (Don Mills: Oxford University Press, 2000) 33;
A. Dobrowolsky & D. Saint-Martin, "Agency, Actors and Change in a Child-Focused
Future: Problematizing Path Dependency's Past and Statist Parameters" (paper prepared for
the American Political Science Association's Annual Meeting, Boston, September 2002);
A. Dobrowolsky, "Rhetoric versus Reality: The Figure of the Child and New Labour's
Strategic 'Social Investment State' (2002) 69 Stud. Poli. Econ. 43.
6 For a more detailed examination of the role of non-state actors in shaping the directions of
the social investment state, see Dobrowolsky & Saint-Martin, supra note 4.
3
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point made here is that the emphases, actors and networks involved do modify
over the two periods.
To be perfectly clear, things did not necessarily get better 7 with the
emergence of the social investment state. However, what the following account
does underscore is that "the neo-liberal order is neither stable nor
impermeable.", 8 It is important to re-evaluate the Chr(tien years and recognize
that there has been a change in the state form, in the ideas, the institutions and
the choices of policy instruments at play, as well as the identities involved,
because this transforming terrain generates distinctive opportunities and
constraints for collective actors. And so, while women's activism attempted to
affect change in both periods, given the evolving context, the nature of state/civil
society interactionism in both periods differs. This makes a close and careful
study of shifting discursive frameworks and political priorities in the Chrrtien
Liberal period of crucial importance.
This article will elaborate on these contentions by first comparing and
contrasting leading ideas and discourses in phase one (the neo-liberalstate) and
phase two (the social investment state). A similar process will be followed in
relation to illustrative institutions and policy instruments. Then, changing
state/civil society interactionism through an examination of identity politics will
be reflected upon. The article concludes with an evaluation of evolving
opportunities and constraints for women. Throughout, representative Chr~tien
Liberal policies and priorities will support key contentions.
II.

IDEAS AND DISCOURSES

To begin with, a review of the main precepts of neo-liberalism (albeit a
cursory one given that its core suppositions have been thoroughly detailed
elsewhere9 ) is beneficial. Neo-liberalism, in a nutshell, calls for state
7

9

A pop culture British phrase that the authors toy with in the title of their book evaluating the
first term of Tony Blair's government in Britain: P. Toynbee & D. Walker, Did Things Get
Better? An Audit of Labour's Successes and Failures (London: Penguin, 2001).
L. Trimble, "Women and the Politics of Citizenship," in J. Brodie & L. Trimble, eds.,
Reinventing Canada:Politicsofthe 21st Century, 2d ed. (Toronto: Prentice Hall, 2003) 131
at 147.
Ibid. See also Cossman who offers a recent evaluation, making clear both the distinctions
between and the mutually reinforcing nature of neo-liberalism and neo-conservatism. B.
Cossman, "Family Feuds: Neo-Liberal and Neo-Conservative Visions ofthe Reprivatization
Project," in B. Cossman & J. Fudge, eds., Privatization, Law, and the Challenge to
Feminism (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002) 169.
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streamlining. Cutbacks, contracting out, downsizing, deficit/debt reduction,
devolution, and deregulation are dominant discourses and practices.'0 A
premium is placed on the role played by the market. The neo-liberal state both
elevates the private sphere and exalts in individual solutions to societal
problems. Therefore, it not only contracts public space, but eclipses the work of
collective actors. In Canada, these notions gained prominence in the 1980s with
Brian Mulroney's Progressive Conservative government. Feminist economists,
political scientists, and legal scholars have detailed the devastating impact that
this neo-liberal agenda and concomitant state restructuring has had on women,
for women disproportionately rely upon the state as employees, and
recipients/service users of the state and thus tend to shoulder the burden of costcutting and privatization." As Janine Brodie wrote in the early 1990s, "[t]he
rolling back of the welfare state often simply means that vital social services are
shifted from the paid to the unpaid work of women ...[and] that the gendered

impacts of restructuring are highly uneven exacting the heaviest costs from
women of colour and working class women."' 2
Initially, the Chr~tien Liberals held out the promise of an alternative
approach. Even though the Liberal Party Red Book, produced for the 1993

10

1

12

See M. Burke, C. Mooers & J. Shields, "Critical Perspectives on Canadian Public Policy,"
in M. Burke, C. Mooers & J. Shields, eds., Restructuringand Resistance: CanadianPublic
Policy in An Age of Global Capitalism (Halifax: Femwood, 2000) 11 at 12.
C. Andrew, "Women and the Welfare State" (1984) 17 Can. J. Poli. Sci. 667; I. Bakker, ed.,
Rethinking Restructuring: GenderandChange in Canada(Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1996); J. Brodie, ed., Women and CanadianPublicPolicy (Toronto: Harcourt Brace,
1996); S.B. Boyd, ed., Challengingthe Public/PrivateDivide: Feminism, Law and Public
Policy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997); P. Evans & G. Wekerle, eds., Women
and the CanadianWelfare State: Challenges and Change (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1997); S.Bashevkin, Women on the Defensive: Living Through Conservative Times
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998); P. Armstrong & M.P. Connelly, eds.,
Feminism, PoliticalEconomy and the State (Toronto: Canadian Scholars' Press, 1999); L.
Briskin & M. Eliasson, eds., Women's OrganizingandPublicPolicy in Canadaand Sweden
(Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1999); J.S. O'Connor, A.S. Orloff
& S. Shaver, States, Markets, Families: Gender,Liberalism and Social Policy in Australia,
Canada, Great Britain and the United States (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1999); Y. Abu-Laban & C. Gabriel, Selling Diversity: Immigration, Multiculturalism,
Employment Equity, and Globalization (Peterborough: Broadview, 2002); Cossman &
Fudge, supra note 9; Bashevkin, supra note 1.
J.Brodie, Politicson the Boundaries:Restructuringand the CanadianWomen's Movement
(Toronto: York University, 1994) at 20. See also J. Brodie, Politics on the Margins:
Restructuringand the Canadian Women 's Movement (Halifax: Fernwood, 1995).
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election, pledged fiscal responsibility in fine neo-liberal fashion, it also focused
on job creation and innovation. Activists and civil servants alike were hopeful
that a Liberal win would herald a new era of state regeneration and social policy.
The expectation was that the Liberals would revitalize a state demoralized by
threats of cutbacks to personnel and programs and by a highly politicized
Mulroney administration.13 In terms of policy, most women took heart with Red
Book promises for increased child care spending ($720 million on child care
over three years and 50,000 new regulated spaces per year for three years' 4 ), an
area the Liberals had criticized the Tories for ignoring, and many activists
applauded new commitments, such as strengthening employment equity
provisions.
After the Chr6tien Liberals' decisive election win, competing concerns
became more apparent. Tensions were evident in the government's first year in
office with, for example, the Liberal government's Social Security Review
(SSR). On one hand, the SSR responded to social welfare mobilization as it was
geared towards unemployment and social assistance, and it even addressed child
poverty. On the other hand, it reflected a neo-liberal rationale that maintained
that the best way to help those on welfare was to get them off and keep them off
welfare. Soon, calls by feminist, leftist, nationalist, anti-racist and anti-poverty
groups to strengthen social programs and uphold universality could not be heard
above the din of neo-liberal saving and cost-cutting pronouncements. 15 Any
aspirations for bold, new programs were summarily dashed. As Bashevkin
recounts, once in office, the Chrrtien Liberals wasted little time in asserting that
they were "taking seriously the need to control spending, reduce the deficit, and

'3

14

IS

R. Whitaker, "Politics Versus Administration: Politicians and Bureaucrats," in M.S.
Whittington & G. Williams, eds., CanadianPolitics in the 21st Century (Scarborough:
Nelson, 2000) 55 at 67.
L. White, "Child Care, Women's Labour Market Participation and Labour Market Policy
Effectiveness in Canada" (2001) 27 Can. Pub. Pol. 385 at 388.
See Mahon & Phillips, supra note 3 at 203. For more on the Red Book's promises and the
Liberal government's contradictory behaviour in the mid-1990s, see e.g. J. Pulkingham &
G. Ternowetsky, eds., Remaking CanadianSocialPolicy: Social Security in the Late 1990s
(Halifax: Fernwood, 1996); A.F. Johnson, "Strengthening Society III: Social Security," in
A.F. Johnson & A. Stritch, eds., CanadianPublic Policy: Globalization and Political
Parties(Toronto: Copp Clark, 1997) 167 at 175-81; S.McBride, "Investing in People:
Labour Market Policy," in ibid., 53 at 58-72; and J. Pulkingham & G. Ternowetsky, "NeoLiberalism and Retrenchment: Employment, Universality, Safety-Net Provisions and a
Collapsing Canadian Welfare State," in D. Broad & W. Antony, eds., Citizens or
Consumers? SocialPolicy in a Market Society (Halifax: Fernwood, 1999) 84.
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encourage policy flexibility in a diverse federation."' 6 Welfare liberal
sensibilities were submerged as the right-wing, business agenda took hold, and
the Chrrtien Liberals would, for instance, "claim that their actions responded to
public concerns about overly generous social assistance programs."' 7
As a result, the Liberals' campaign promises regarding child care spending
were unfulfilled, 18 and later responses to this need were "both limited and
contingent. '9 While there were efforts to expand upon the Employment Equity
Act, reflecting pressures exerted by groups like the National Action Committee
on the Status of Women (NAC), the Women's Legal Education and Action Fund
(LEAF), the National Capital Alliance on Race Relations, the Canadian
Ethnocultural Council (CEC), and the Canadian Alliance for Visible Minorities,
in the end, the Chrrtien Liberals' Bill C-64 has been described as "minimalist."2 °
Some have suggested that the 1995 Employment Equity Act was ultimately
innocuous enough to leave even the Conservative government in Ontario,
renowned for its anti-employment equity stance, unfazed. 2 ' As Janet Lum and
Paul Williams contend, "[i]n spite of the semblance of more 'teeth,' the new Act
contains significant omissions, restrictions and ambiguities which substantially
limit its 'bite'. 22 Annis May Timpson explains that it shielded employers
"against having to introduce measures that would cause economic hardship";
reassured them "that they would not be required to develop employment equity
targets that were out of line with labour market projections"; and essentially
insulated the merit principle in the federal civil service. 23 Thus, she concludes
that the new Act "did not depart fundamentally from the principles of the
legislation that was introduced by the Conservatives in 1986. "24
While the Tories had been roundly condemned for making cuts on the backs
of women, and for leaving a weakened women's movement, the situation moved
16

Bashevkin, supra note 1 at 83.

17

Ibid.

IS

L. White, "The Child Care Agenda and the Social Union," in H. Bakvis & G. Skogstad, eds.,

'9

20
21
22
23
24

Canadian Federalism: Performance, Effectiveness and Legitimacy (Don Mills: Oxford
University Press, 2002) 105 at 109.
Mahon & Phillips, supra note 3 at 202.
Janet Lum & A. Paul Williams, "Out of Sync with a 'Shrinking State'?" in Burke, Mooers
& Shields, supra note 11 at 210.
A.M. Timpson, DrivenApart: Women 's Employment Equality and Child Carein Canadian
Public Policy (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2001) at 181.
Lum & Williams, supra note 20 at 198.
Timpson, supra note 21 at 181.
Ibid. at 184.
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from bad to worse under the Liberals. For example, reductions to social spending
(for programs upon which women relied) were much more substantial in the
Chrrtien years." 5 It became increasingly apparent that the "Ministry of Finance
had clearly won the battle over priorities, as extensive cuts to social programs
were announced in the name of what was now the overriding goal of eliminating
the deficit." 26
Streamlining extended to the state's status of women machinery, epitomized
by the 1995 closure of the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women
(CACSW), the women's agency set up by the Trudeau Liberals in 1973 for
research and advice inside the federal government.27 There was also less funding
for women's organizations outside the state given the finance minister's 1995
budget and its "selective cuts, specifically targeting advocacy groups."28 Lack of
input from feminists in and outside the state might explain why a major policy
initiative like the mid- 1990s reform to the Unemployment Insurance (UI) system
failed to foresee how the new Employment InsuranceAct (EI) would, on balance,
have a devastating impact on women.
In his first budget (1994), Paul Martin declared that unemployment insurance
would be slashed by $5.5 billion in 1994-1995 and 1996-1997.29 Then, when UI

became EI in 1996, the Chr~tien Liberals, like the Tories before them, priorized
the market over social policy as "replacement levels steadily decreased, benefits
became more difficult to access and the proportion of the labour force covered
...
declined significantly."3 Qualifying conditions became stricter, periods of
benefit were shortened, and ineligibility grew in a context where unemployment
rates were high, causing hardship in general, but particularly harming nonstandard and part-time workers, most of whom were women.3 Self-employed
25
26
27

Bashevkin, supra note 1 at 116.
Mahon & Phillips, supra note 3 at 203.
S.Burt, "The Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women: Possibilities and

Limitations," in M. Tremblay & C. Andrew, eds., Women and PoliticalRepresentation in
Canada (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1998) 115 at 115.
28 J.Jenson & S.D. Phillips, "Regime Shift: New Citizenship Practices in Canada" (1996) 14
Int'l. J. Can. Stud. 111 at 124.
29 J. Fudge & B. Cossman, "Privatization, Law and the Challenge to Feminism," in Cossman
& Fudge, supra note 9, 3 at 15.
0 G. Olsen, The Politicsof the Welfare State: Canada,Sweden, and the United States (Don
Mills: Oxford University Press, 2002) at 178.
'
At this time, women constituted 69 percent of part-time workers. See M. MacDonald,
"Restructuring, Gender and Social Security Reform in Canada" (1999) 34 J. Can. Stud. 57
at 67.
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workers were not included, and women increasingly found themselves in this
category. 32 On the positive side of the ledger, the new hourly-based system
meant that more part-time workers would be covered by EI. On the negative
side, they would be hurt by new entrant/re-entrant requirements. The change
made it more difficult for women to qualify and more likely that women would
be disqualified. The new hourly-based entitlement system (most workers would
have to work full-time for twenty weeks or 700 hours of work) affected
eligibility. 33 El encouraged multiplejob holding and penalized workers who only
wanted, or could get, short hours. These developments posed more of a problem
for women than for men. 34 For example, women's family and care-giving
responsibilities can often limit both their supply and hours of paid work. 35 What
is more, given that women qualify for maternity benefits under the El rules, the
new system had an impact on these benefits as well. Many women became
ineligible for maternity-leave benefits and some "were obliged to delay
childbearing in order to ensure they would qualify., 36 All this, and in the end the
El overhaul still left inequities between women and men, as the Canadian
Labour Congress (CLC) reported that "more than half the men on EI drew over
$600 a week in benefits in 1998, though only 18 percent of women did. More
than half of the women on El ... received less than $400 a week in benefits, 23
percent of what men received. 37
In spite of this neo-liberal deluge, new ideas began to trickle through as the
context and the actors at play altered. The economy improved, unemployment

32

C. Beauvais & J. Jenson, "Two Policy Paradigms: Family Responsibility and Investing in
Children." Canadian Policy Research Network Discussion Paper No.F/12 (February 2001)
at 9.

33

J. Beach, J. Bertrand & G. Cleveland, Our Child Care Workforce: From Recognition to

Remuneration: A Human Resource Study of Child Care in Canada (Ottawa: Child Care
Human Resources Steering Committee, 1998) at 59, n. 14.
31 MacDonald, supra note 31 at 72. At the same time, however, the shift from the welfare state
male breadwinner model to the social investment state's "parent producer" model certainly
has had an impact on both women and men. Dufour examines this in relation to both Quebec
and France. See P. Dufour, "L'Etat post-providence: de nouvelles politiques sociales pour
des parents-producteurs. Une perspective compar~e" (2002) 35 Rev. can. de science
politique 301.
3' R. Chaykowski & L.M. Powell, "Women and the Labour Market: Recent Trends and Policy
Issues" (1999) 25 Can. Pub. Pol. (Supp.) S1 at S3.
36 L. Harder, "Whither the Social Citizen," in J. Brodie & L. Trimble eds., Reinventing
Canada:Politics of the 21st Century (Toronto: Prentice Hall, 2003) 183.

3

Lum & Williams, supra note 20 at 195.
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rates declined somewhat, 8 the deficit crisis was over, and, as will be discussed
below, changes took place due to tempestuous federal-provincial relations. The
debate became one of what to do with a growing surplus. Three options
emerged: pay down the debt, lower taxes, or increase spending. Jean Chr~tien
portrayed the path chosen as the "Canadian way" 39 or a more "balanced"
approach where part of the surplus would go towards debt repayment and part
would reinvest in social policy. The rationale was that the Liberals would
continue to pay down the debt "because we owe it to our children to do so" but
they would also "invest in the social fabric of the country, particularly in health
care" and "increase investment in learning, research and innovation."4 It is here
that the neo-liberalstate begins to give way to the social investment state.
As less has been written on the social investment state, its main features will
be examined at more length. Anthony Giddens coined the term, and since then
others have provided both promising (e.g. most notably British Labour Prime
Minister Tony Blair) and more critical assessments. 4' For a start, the social
investment state articulates societal goals, for instance, in adopting the discourse
of social inclusion/cohesion. Perhaps most distinctively, whereas the neo-liberal
state's main objective is to cut expenditures, the social investment state will
engage in new spending. Indeed, as its name suggests, it promotes investment to
counterbalance social ills in part wreaked by pure, unfettered neo-liberalism.
Yet, unlike the welfare state, the social investment state concentrates its
spending in areas with perceived dividends and pay-back potential, such as
promoting life-long learning, supporting activation and innovation. The ultimate
goal is a future with greater prosperity for all. Jean Chr~tien sums up this logic:
In the new, global economy of the 21 st century prosperity depends on innovation, which,
in turn, depends on the investments that we make in the creativity of our people. We

3 By the end of the 1990s, unemployment rates fell below 9 percent and settled "at about the
8 percent mark by early 1999." M. Burke & J. Shields, "Tracking Inequality in the New
Canadian Labour Market," in Burke, Mooers, & Shields, supra note 20, 98 at 107.
'9 Liberal Party of Canada, Opportunityfor All: The LiberalPlanfor the Future of Canada
(Ottawa: Liberal Party of Canada, 2000) at 2.
40

4'

Ibid. at 4.

For a positive spin, see Tony Blair's guru: A. Giddens, The Third Way: The Renewal of
SocialDemocracy (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999). In contrast, see Bob Jessop's critique
of what he calls the Schumpeterian, workfare post-national regime: B. Jessop, "From the
KWNS to the SWPN," in G. Lewis, S. Gewirtz & J. Clarke, eds., Rethinking Social Policy
(London: Sage, 2000) 171. See also, R. Lister, "Investing in the citizen-workers of the
future: transformations in citizenship and the state under New Labour" (2003) 37 Soc. Pol.
& Admin. 427..
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must invest not only in technology and innovation but also, in the Canadian way, to
create an environment of inclusion42in which all Canadians can take advantage of their
talents, their skills and their ideas.

Investments made now must reap future rewards, and thus the social
investment state's policies and programs are pragmatically results-oriented.
Accountability is emphasized as well, with the use and reporting of indicators
that measure outcomes and the setting of goals and targets. In short, the social
investment state is more directive than the neo-liberal state, but unlike the
welfare state, the social investment
state steers more than it rows. Thus, the latter
43
is depicted as "enabling.,
To illustrate, education, innovation, health care as well as children become
focal points for the social investment state, because "investment" in these areas
is seen to have returns in both human and social capital. And so, in contrast to
its neo-liberal phase, and as a response to growing citizen disquiet, by the 1997
election, the Liberals promised to "cancel planned cuts to health, welfare and
post-secondary education." 44 Measures taken in the name of children and youth,
in particular, came to play a notable role precisely because they were good bets
for the future. By the late 1990s, the Chrrtien government began to rearticulate
earlier concerns with child poverty, and more than this, it began to direct new
' The Prime Minister
spending towards children, especially children "at risk."45
announced that the National Children's Agenda would figure prominently in
future social policy, and in the Liberals' platform for the 1997 election, the links
between children and good investment were made explicit.4 6 In the preface to the
Liberals' 2000 election pamphlet, Jean Chr6tien boasted that "we have invested
for the future - in health care, education, innovation, children, the environment,
and the social programs that are the foundation of a strong society. In fact, close
to 75 percent of our spending since 1997 has been in these areas.... Our purpose

42

Human Resources Development Canada, Knowledge Matters: Skills and Learningfor

Canadians(Ottawa: Government of Canada, 2002).
E. Bullen, J.K. Kenway & V. Hay, "New Labour, Social Exclusion and Educational Risk
Management: The Case of 'gymslip mums' (2000) 26 Brit. Edu. Research J. 441.
M. Burke, "Efficiency and the Erosion of Health Care in Canada," in Burke, Mooers &
Shields, supra note 20, 178 at 191.
4' Beauvais & Jenson, supra note 32 at 29. S.D. Phillips, "SUFA and Citizen Engagement:
Fake or Genuine Masterpiece?" (2001) 2 Policy Matters 27.
4 By September 2001, the federal government was willing to give the provinces $2.2 billion
over five years on early childhood development: R. Dyck, Canadian Politics: Critical
Approaches, 4th ed. (Scarborough: Nelson, Thomson, 2004) at 435.
4
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will be ... to [continue to] do better for ourselves and our children."4 7 To be sure,
while the proportion of funds directed towards children would be significantly
less than those of health, for example, nonetheless, by 2002, the list of initiatives
undertaken featuring children and youth included the National Child Benefit
(NCB), the Early Childhood Development Agreement and new measurement and
reporting on the learning readiness of children, Aboriginal Head Start on
reserves, SchoolNet, as well as financial assistance to the provinces and the
territories for the Official Languages in Education Program and the Youth
Employment Strategy, and finally, the establishment of Centres of Excellence
dealing with children's development and well-being.
There were also changes afoot in relation to the social investment state's
approach to collective actors. While the Tories began to adopt the language of
"partnerships" in the early 1990s, the Chr~tien Liberal's extended its usage
beyond the private sector.4" Indeed, the third sector was more readily called upon
for policy research, and there were efforts made by the federal government to
strengthen the third sector's accountability.4 9 A closer examination of the
institutions, policy instruments, and identities at play will bear out these claims
about the social investment state, and more consideration will be given to what
all this means for women. As will be discussed below, although more money for
education, health and child/youth-related policies and child/family services has
been made available, and even though the "children's agenda" serves as the
anchor in the social investment state's statecraft, all is not ship shape for women.
Ill.

INSTITUTIONS AND POLICY INSTRUMENTS

Numerous institutions can be examined, but to highlight the changes that take
place between phase one and phase two, the gradual move from the neo-liberal
state to the social investment state over the Chr~tien years, two political
forms/fora are particularly revealing: the civil service and federal-provincial
relations.
From 1995 to 1998, through such means as privatization, buyouts, attractive
retirement options, and off-loading responsibilities onto other levels of
government, and with the logic of what was "affordable," 56,000 federal civil

47 Supra note 39 at 3.
4 Jenson & Phillips, supra note 28 at 127.
49 K.L. Brock &K.G. Banting, "The Nonprofit Sector and Government in a New Century: An
Introduction," in K.L. Brock & K.G. Banting, eds., The Nonprofit Sector and Government
in a New Century (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2001) 1.
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servicejobs were eliminated.5" There were also multiple attempts to "renew" the
civil service over the 1980s and 1990s, mostly through new public management
(NPM) reorganization. Thus, the bureaucracy's role was confined to service
delivery and struggling with shrinking resources, for as Reg Whitaker contends,
the "one clear agenda item in the government's first term was deficit elimination,
and that was achieved, although at some cost to the public service.""
And yet, due to collective actors' efforts around the Employment Equity Act,
and due to pressures exerted by international mobilization and agreements, the
Chrrtien Liberals also worked on making the civil service more representative
of women and other under-represented groups. In addition, the Liberal
government outlined a five-year strategy to integrate a "gender lens" into its
departments with its 1995 document, Setting the Stageforthe Next Century: The
Federal Plan for Equality.52 However, as Louise Chappell concludes
"improvements in numerical representation ... including Francophones and
women, have done little to unsettle neutrality as a core bureaucratic value within
the Canadian federal public service. 53 Moreover, commitments to mainstream
gender throughout departments seemed to work at cross-purposes with neoliberal actions such as closing down the CACSW and folding the Women's
Program into the Status of Women Canada, when all three were meant to
monitor and promote women's equality in and outside the state in different ways.
Specifically, the CACSW had produced analyses on government policies and
kept in contact with women's organizations, whereas the Women's Program had
provided women's groups with both operational and project funding. Cuts to
funding had predictable deleterious consequences, and the loss of the CACSW
created a research void and a breach in communications between women's
groups and the federal government.
The neo-liberal state also had a negative impact on federal-provincial
relations, not so much due to the fact that it devolved power and responsibilities
'0 Whitaker, supra note 13 at 73.
51 Ibid. at 74.
52 P. Rankin & J. Vickers, Women's Movements and State Feminism: IntegratingDiversity
into Public Policy (Ottawa: Status of Women Canada, 2001) at 31-32. This concept first
appeared in the Report of the Canadian Panel on Violence Against Women. But, as Burt
notes, "in the Panel's report, the wordfeminist was used in place of gender. The wording
adopted ... is significant ... the Liberal government identifies a much narrower reform, i.e.,
counting women in." See S. Burt, "The Status of Women: Learning to Live Without the
State," in Johnson & Stritch, supra note 15, 251 at 266.
3 L.A. Chappell, Gendering Government: FeministEngagement with the State in Australia
and Canada (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2002) at 109.
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onto lower levels of government, but because, in so doing, it significantly
reduced its funding to the provinces. This "disengaged" federalism,54 initiated
by Mulroney and augmented by Chr~tien, caused dissension. The ultimate
"disengaged" solution, came with the Chr~tien Liberals 1995 Canadian Health
and Social Transfer (CHST). As Bashevkin recounts, the CHST was "devoid of
many older provisions, including national entitlements to benefits and
services."55
Feminist academics and activists expressed their concerns about the
repercussions of the CHST from the lack of national standards it signified, to the
fact that the off-loading involved would disperse power, making it more difficult
for the women's movement to target state officials and organize for change.
They were also well aware that women's groups would have to compete for
fewer resources. The situation was most dire for low-income women given their
reliance on social assistance and the numerous services that the CHST's
predecessor, the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP), had funded, from legal aid,
sexual
assault centres and women's shelters to homecare and subsidized child
56
care.

Many provinces wanted this freedom, but they did not want it at the cost of
less funding from the federal government, which is precisely what happened: the
CHST would save a projected 30-35 percent on what the federal government
would have had to spend on welfare, health and post-secondary education,57 and
transfers were reduced by $7 billion between 1996-1997 and 1997-1998.8 The
provinces were outraged as they were compelled to scale back and, in some
cases, to eliminate social programs (as occurred with public housing). Health
care also suffered. 59 Lois Harder recounts: "Tensions ... increased as the federal
government ... decreased its level of funding and the provinces ... scrambled to
cope ... with both levels of government insisting that they respect the desire of
Canadians for a universal, public healthcare system. '6° Both the civil service and

5 Dyck, supra note 46 at 429.
5' Bashevkin, supra note 1 at 88.
56 MacDonald, supra note 31 at 78; Evans & Wekerle, supra note 11; and Pulkingham &
Temowetsky, "Neoliberalism," supra note 15 at 94.
5' Bob Russell, "From the Workhouse to Workfare: The Welfare State and Shifting Policy
Terrains," in Burke, Mooers & Shields, supra note 10, 26 at 39.
58 Fudge & Cossman, supra note 9 at 16; Temowetsky & Pulkingham, supranote 15 at 93.
'9
S. Brooks & L. Miljan, Public Policy in Canada: An Introduction, 4th ed. (Don Mills:
Oxford University Press, 2003) at 188.
6 Harder, supra note 36 at 182.
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federal-provincial relations were in trouble given the severity of cuts. The civil
service suffered from a "quiet crisis."6 Downsizing and NPM had created a
policy vacuum as there was less capacity for policy thinking. 62 Policy innovation
and expertise were in short supply, and there were gaps in policy design and
delivery; thus, the federal government turned to think-tanks and other forms of
networking outside the state, including the third sector. Here, for example, the
Caledon Institute and its president Ken Battle (previously of the National
Council of Welfare) played a pivotal role in developing federal social policies
in relation to child and seniors benefits. Indeed, these two major policy
innovations resulted in the Caledon Institute acquiring the nickname of the
"godfather of Canadian social policy. '
The language of partnership arose in light of the plight of program delivery.
The third/voluntary/charitable sector was touted as an alternative to the market.
This dovetailed nicely with social cohesion concerns as not-for-profits could be
"portrayed as expressions of community spirit."65 Consequently, new programs
were created like the Voluntary Sector Initiative (VSI) which "received a $90
million budget for five years 66to increase the sector's involvement in policy
making and service delivery.,
Jocelyne Bourgon, former Clerk of the Privy Council, made this observation in a report to
Prime Minister Chrdtien. See Whitaker, supra note 13 at 74.
62 P. Aucoin, The New PublicManagement: Canadain ComparativePerspective(Montreal:
Institute for Research on Public Policy, 1997); D. Saint-Martin, Building the New
ManagerialistState: Consultantsand the Politicsof Public SectorReform in Comparative
Perspective (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001).
63 See Saint-Martin, ibid. See also M. Howlett & M. Ramesh, Studying Public Policy: Policy
Cycles and Policy Subsystems (Don Mills: Oxford University Press, 2003) at 79.
4 D.E. Abelson, "Surveying the Think Tank Landscape in Canada," in M.W. Westmacott &
H.P. Mellon, eds., Public Administration and Policy: Governing in Challenging Times
(Scarborough: Prentice Hall Allyn and Bacon, 1999) 91 at 105, n. 42. On the influence of
Ken Battle and Caledon, see also "Tearing down Canada's 'welfare wall' Globe &Mail (19
June 1998) A8. See also K. Battle & S. Torjman, "Desperately Seeking Substance: A
Comment on the Social Security Review," in Pulkingham & Ternowetsky, supra note 14.
Battle provides an account of Caledon's "several and varied roles in the National Child
Benefit reform" in K. Battle, "The Role of a Think-Tank in Public Policy Development:
Caledon and the National Child Benefit" (2003) 6 Horizons 11 at 15.
65 A. Tupper, "New Public Management and Canadian Politics," in Brodie & Trimble, supra
note 36, 237.
S. Clarkson, Uncle Sam and Us: Globalization,NeoConservatism,andthe CanadianState
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002) at 423. See also K. Brock, ed., Improving
Connections Between Governments and Nonprofit and Voluntary Organizations:Public
Policy and the Third Sector (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press,
61
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The push for partnerships extended to the realm of federal-provincial
relations where, unlike in the civil service, the crisis was not so quiet. The shock
of the sovereignist near-win in the 1995 Quebec referendum stunned the
Chr~tien Liberals. Their first response was to take a more "disengaged"
approach, but it soon became apparent that greater collaboration/co-operation
was necessary. Gregory Inwood refers to the new institutions established since
1995 to act on what he describes as "social union federalism"67 such as the
Federal/Provincial/Territorial Council on Social Policy Renewal to "develop and
coordinate the social-policy renewal agenda."6 8 By 1996, the federal government
pledged to "not use its spending power to create new shared-cost programs in
areas of exclusive provincial jurisdiction without the consent of a majority of the
provinces. ' 69 Herman Bakvis and Grace Skogstad detail what they see as the rise
of a more collaborative federalism representing "de facto concurrence in areas
of provincial jurisdiction like social policy."7 The Social Union Framework
Agreement (SUFA) of 1999 illustrates this trend as it stresses the legitimacy of
the federal spending power, but also promises consultation and the forging of
partnerships with the provinces. Similarly, the National Child Benefit (NCB),
discussed in more detail below, is touted as an exemplar of this type of "copartnership" and social investment state steering reflecting "a new spirit of
negotiation and compromise between the two levels of government."'"
There are two aspects here that should be distinguished from a neo-liberal
state's purely disengaged federalism. Whereas neo-liberalism calls for divesting
responsibilities, the social investment state's collaboration involves directing as
well as devolving. Here the federal government's role is more apparent. A few
examples of this tendency include the Chrtien government's creation of centres
of research excellence; a new $38.5 million federal fund called the Women's
Enterprise Initiative; its $2.5 billion Millennium Scholarship Fund; and the
Canadian Biotechnology Strategy (CBS) meant "to define the role of the federal
government in managing the biotechnology industry and the development and

67
61
69

70

2000); and Government of Canada, Voluntary Sector Initiative, A Code of Good Practice
on Policy Dialogue: Building an Accord Between the Government of Canada and the
Voluntary Sector (Ottawa: VSI, 2002).
Gregory Inwood, "Federalism, Globalization and the (Anti-)Social Union," in Burke,
Mooers & Shields, supra note 9, 124 at 132.
Ibid.
As quoted in White, supra note 18 at 111.
H. Bakvis & G. Skogstad, "Canadian Federalism: Performance, Effectiveness, and

Legitimacy," in Bakvis & Skogstad, supra note 18, 3 at 11.
7' Inwood, supra note 67 at 142.
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use of biotechnology in Canada."72 Again, the federal government was keen on
such initiatives because they were viewed as sound "investments" that would
foster future innovation and a knowledge-based economy.
To conclude this part, a selective review of policy instruments would be
beneficial. The neo-liberal state expected everyone to be more reliant on the
market. Tax-cutting measures,7 3 and the drive to buy Registered Retirement
Savings Plans (RRSPs), 74 reflect this expectation, as both promote personal
rather than collective responsibility. Individual initiatives, private enterprise,
downloading and off-loading were preferred solutions. The social investment
state engages in somewhat more direct provision, given that long-term societal
well-being becomes an important calculation. Thus, by 2000, the Chr6tien
Liberals committed to "investing" $21.1 billion through the CHST."5 This shift,
76
not surprisingly, also coincides with more conventional electoral calculations.
The social investment state relies on fiscal measures such as tax expenditures,
refundable and non-refundable tax credits and tax deductions. But it also links
its new tax expenditures to children as with its Canada Child Tax Benefit, and
opts to increase its investment in this area. For example, in February 2000,
finance minister Martin proclaimed that the Canada Child Tax Benefit (CCTB)
would be increased by $2.5 billion a year, 7 and further boosts were announced
in June of 2001 and in July of 2003.78
Instead of complete reliance on the private sector, the social investment state
fosters more public-private sector co-operation and invokes the voluntary sector
along with the market. Nonetheless, with its call to partnerships, whether it be
with the third sector or lower levels of govenment, the social investment state's
role becomes more negotiated. For example, in response to provincial demands
(save for Qu6bec) for a "'co-leadership' role in setting standards and designing

72

7
7
7
76

R. Mykitiuk, "Public bodies, Private Parts: Genetics in a Post-Keynesian Era," in Cossman
& Fudge, supra note 9, 311 at 327.
L. Philipps, "Tax Law and Social Reproduction: The Gender of Fiscal Policy in an Age of
Privatization," in ibid., 83.
Harder, supra note 36 at 185.
Dyck, supra note 46 at 435.
For instance, it was just before the 2000 election that the federal government restored $20
billion in health care funds. Bashevkin, supra note 1 at 113.

Dyck, supra note 46 at 487. On the CCTB increase, see <www.fin.gc.ca/budget00/bp/bp
ch6_2e.htm#children>.
78 See
online:
<www.fin.gc.ca/news01/01-057e.html>
and online:
<www.nationalchildbenefit.ca/ncb/govtofcan4.shtml>.
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social policy, '79 we see developments like SUFA, where the federal
government's choice of policy instruments becomes more contingent. More
specifically, new programs involving federal spending cannot be unilaterally
initiated. At the same time, "[w]hile line departments are responsible for
generating policy, the co-ordinating role played by intergovernmental relations
officials can introduce veto points to the process.,, 80 Thus, even though policy
instruments have changed somewhat, this does not mean that they are
unconstrained. Further complications with the social investment state can be
addressed with a closer study of its impact on collective actors, and on women
in particular.
IV.

COLLECTIVE ACTORS/IDENTITIES

The neo-liberal state shrinks the scope of the political, whether it be the
formal or the informal political. Collective actors are challenged by neoliberalism's individualism and its language of universality. Under the neo-liberal
state, the "rational individual/taxpayer/market player" is characterized as a
"universal social actor whose interests are paramount."'" If this
individualism/universalism did not make it hard enough for collective actors, the
neo-liberal state also depicts them as troublesome "special interests." Bob
Russell underscores the irony here as a special interest becomes
practically any collective that supports popular government programs, other than the
most powerful elites, who on most issues support a shrinking state. Indeed, it is both
quite telling and surprisingly wrong-headed to concentrate on the power exerted by
senior citizens, the unemployed, students, visible minorities and public-sector workers,
while ignoring the influence of8groups such as the Business Council of Canada and the
interests which they represent. Z

Prime Minister Mulroney was renowned for castigating "special interests," and
women's groups, in particular, came under fire during his time in office. 83 Thus,
it was no great stretch to have Kim Campbell subsequently swear off state
support for "'advocacy groups' such as NAC arguing that they should be funded
by their private constituencies. ' ' 84

9 Inwood, supra note 67 at 135.
0 White, supra note 18 at 115.

8' Trimble, supra note 8 at 47.
82 Russell, supra note 57 at 46.
8' A. Dobrowolsky, "Of 'Special Interest': Interest, Identity and Feminist Constitutional
Activism" (1998) 31 Can. J. Poli. Sci. 707.
'
Brodie, "Politics on the Boundaries," supra 12 at 34.
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It was somewhat more surprising to have such discourses perpetuated by the
Chr6tien Liberals, given that Liberal governments in the 1970s and early 1980s
had considered women's groups like NAC and the National Association of
Women and the Law (NAWL) to be legitimate political actors. Although the
women's movement certainly had to struggle to be heard in the past, there was
still a sense that women's groups' representatives should be consulted in policymaking and that women's issues could be debated at election time.8 5 Mulroney,
and even his Minister responsible for the Status of Women, broke with such
practices. Then, in 1993, Jean Chr6tien also refused to participate in an election
debate on women's issues sponsored by NAC. In true neo-liberal fashion, the
Chr6tien Liberals' first budget in February 1994 reduced group funding by 5
percent, and Chr6tien, like Campbell, "promised to consider whether the federal
government86 should get out of the business of funding 'lobby groups'
altogether. ,
These words and deeds went beyond cutting costs to eliminate the deficit. As
Mahon and Phillips contend, "the underlying intent was to reduce the influence
of advocacy associations. 87 Notably, one of the program areas hardest hit by the
neo-liberal state was the Women's Program, which funded an array of women's
organizations. 8' The downgrading of women's issues was then made manifest
with the handling of the CACSW, and the Women's Program amalgamation
with the Status of Women Canada, effectively closing two potential entry points
for state/women's movement interactionism. There is no doubt, then, that the
neo-liberal state diminished political space for women, metaphorically and
literally.
By the late 1990s, however, with new concerns being raised in relation to
social cohesion, and the growing emphasis placed on partnerships beyond market
players, a change was in the offing. Granted, social cohesion can be viewed as
just another problematic form of universalism and, as Brodie cautions, a
dangerous national homogenizing identity.8 9 However, the social investment
state, with even its most glib reference to social exclusion/cohesion, marks a
change from the neo-liberal state. With a modicum of recognition for the social,
it becomes harder for the state to ignore societal ills and the condition of certain

8
86

See A. Dobrowolsky, The Politics of Pragmatism: Women, Representation and
Constitutionalismin Canada (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 2000).
Brodie, "Politics on the Boundaries," supra 12 at 34.

7 Mahon & Phillips, supra note 3 at 205.
Ibid. See also Jenson & Phillips, supra note 28 at 122.
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9 Brodie, supra note 4 at 174; see also White, supra note 4.
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identities, especially the worst-off members of Canadian society. Thus, the
Chr~tien Liberals chose to "invest" in First Nations with more funding to band
councils and to provincial governments for social assistance for Aboriginal
peoples. There were also new programs established, mostly for Aboriginal
children, as with the Aboriginal Head Start initiative, 90 and support for
Aboriginal and Inuit child care. While the amount of the "investment" made was
nowhere near sufficient, it does illustrate a change in orientation from
unadulterated neo-liberalism. In addition, compared to the earlier standstill on
such issues, the Chr~tien Liberals took a few (if halting) steps forward in relation
to gay and lesbian rights: introducing same-sex marriage, and helping to pass
New Democrat MP, Svend Robinson's private member's bill to extend hatecrimes protection to gays and lesbians.
Because the social investment state's most heralded investments were made
in the name of children, however, a consideration of the identity of the child and
its implications on other identities is revealing. Increasingly, children and youth
are invoked, but they seldom have a gender, ethnicity, race, or other signifiers,
save for perhaps Aboriginal youth. 91 This has an impact on women's groups, for
while they are certainly concerned with child poverty, they make explicit the
connections between gender, race and class and children's impoverishment. The
feminization of poverty goes hand in hand with child poverty, but this remains
unacknowledged. As a result, women's groups continue to struggle in the
shadows, while experts, think-tanks, and voluntary associations that focus on
(undifferentiated) children's problems or their potential find themselves
increasingly in the limelight. 92 Consequently, unlike Caledon's Battle, there are
few godmothers on the scene. NAC, for instance, does not seem to be one of the
"partners" at play.
Furthermore, because the children's agenda crosses policy domains and
occurs in the context of collaborative federalism, various territorial identities and
political players must be negotiated. At worse, this represents a new guise for the

9 Olsen, supra note 30 at 28.
9' See the repercussions of collective identity erasure in relation to New Labour's social
investment state in Dobrowolsky, supra note 5 at 67.
92
W. McKeen, "The Shaping of Political Agency: Feminism and the National Social Policy
Debate, the 1970s and early 1980s" (2001) 66 Stud. Poli. Econ. 37; A. Porter & W.
McKeen, "The Politics of Welfare State Restructuring in Canada" (paper prepared for the
Canadian Political Science Association Annual Meetings, Quebec City, 29 May 2001). See
also W. McKeen, Money in their own Name: The Feminist Voice in the Poverty Debate,
1970-1995 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003).
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"executive federalism" which women's groups so effectively decried in the
1980s. At best, more actors are being consulted. As Linda White comments, the
focus on children
compounds the number of actors involved in policy design, development and
negotiation. Conceivably, policy experts from departments of health, social services,
education, and children and families, federally, provincially, and territorially,
93 could be
involved, along with officials from finance and intergovernmental affairs.

Here, however, White flags the problem that "the multiple actors involved can
lead to turf wars."94 It is also important to consider who gets consulted and who
does not. Ironically, as Jane Jenson underscores, children's voices are seldom
heard given that they are citizens-in-becoming, remaining unenfranchised until
age eighteen, and tend not to be linked to representational forms whether they
be political parties or social movements, and thus have few political resources
or clout. 95
Relatedly, what is becoming more and more apparent is that the social
investment state's ethos of co-operation means that the actors involved and the
partnerships that are forged are preferably with individuals and groups with
whom the state can work, but not with those who challenge the state. Thus,
collaboration, especially with organizations that can provide services, as
opposed to those that tend to be more confrontational or combative, such as
"advocacy groups," is desirable. This hurts social movements and especially
women's groups that, more often than not, work on multiple levels from public
education, research and service provision, to lobbying and protest. The women's
movement has always been a social and highly political movement.
Such tendencies are clearly illustrated in Lisa Philipps' research on new
taxation practices. By establishing policies that would give better tax benefits to
charitable donors, it is apparent that the Chr~tien government has worked to
promote voluntary sector growth. However, law-makers and public servants still
decide which non-profit groups and donations get this support as the former
choose who gets charitable registration status. In order to be eligible for
consideration, an organization must avoid political activities. As Philipps points
out, this effectively rules out "that portion of the voluntary sector dedicated to
" White, supra note 18 at 115.
94
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promoting egalitarian social change."96 It is difficult for women's groups to get
this charitable designation, and if they have it, it is easy for them to lose it. As
Philipps contends, "[e]ven groups that refrain from active lobbying and focus on
public education are at greater risk of being labelled political if they define
themselves as feminist or women centred. 9 7 She concludes that this "is likely
to have a number of domesticating or deradicalizing effects on women's
organizations.... Groups dedicated principally to lobbying and advocacy may
switch to educational publishing or other activities that might qualify as
charitable."98
In these ways and others, the social investment state still fundamentally
challenges the women's movement. Optimistically, some of the ideas and
practices of the social investment state could potentially create an entering
wedge. Indeed, groups like NAC have used the discourse of the child in the past,
for example, to lobby for a national child care program. 99 Realistically, the

women's movement has been diminished bythe neo-liberal cuts. Now, the social
investment state's focus on service delivery also puts the squeeze on women's
groups. Both have had a negative impact on its mobilizing potential. As a result,
as Timpson discerns,
in contrast to the governments led by Pierre Trudeau and Brian Mulroney, the Liberal
government of Jean Chrrtien has not had to face [hard] questions during an era of intense
feminist mobilization or in the wake of royal commission reports.... As a result it has
'°°
been much freer than previous governments ...

to pursue an agenda that marginalizes, ignores or has a negative effect on
women.
A weakened women's movement outside the state has an impact on how
women's issues are dealt with inside the state. For instance, new equality
initiatives in the civil service have increasingly relied on professional "experts"
rather than representatives of the women's movement. As Pauline Rankin and
Jill Vickers contend, whether "feminist experts speaking for women (inspired by
the growth of gender-based analysis initiatives) actually results in the needs
being heard of women who are not part of the majority"' '° is questionable. A

96

Philipps, supra note 73 at 74.

9

Ibid. at 73.

91 Ibid. at 74.
99 See Dobrowolsky & Jenson, supra note 2.
'0 Timpson, supra note 21 at 204.
101 Rankin & Vickers, supra note 53 at 35.
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final evaluation of what various social investment state trends mean for women
will be made in the following concluding comments.
V.

CONCLUSIONS: THE CHRETIEN
WOMEN

LIBERALS' S.I.S. AND

While the social investment state's discourses and practices "may have
mitigated the politics of welfare state retrenchment,"'' 0 2 they are still not without
their drawbacks. On the up side, the National Children's Agenda endorsed by the
federal government and the premiers earmarks billions of dollars for the
improvement of the health and well-being of Canada's children. This is
commendable. Their goal of making children good investments, who are ready
to learn, and have skills and knowledge, can be interpreted in different ways, but,
nonetheless, these objectives do signal a change from a neo-liberal rationale.
Tackling child poverty and promoting life-long learning hold some appeal for
feminist, liberal and leftist campaigners. This especially holds true for those who
have found new leverage with the social investment state's partnering
arrangements.
Nonetheless, there are down sides. As we have seen, while the social
investment state will spend, its preference is for more individualized, fiscal
strategies, or what Bashevkin dubs "taxification" where "tax-based vehicles"
become the preferred policy instrument. 3 And, although the social investment
state delivers new programs, they are highly selective, usually targeted and
means tested. With the social investment state, even though the federal
government takes a more dominant role in social policy, this has not meant a
return to universalism. Universal programs are still at risk and the likelihood of
new universal programs remains slim. Thus, the discourse proliferates in relation
to eliminating child poverty, early childhood development and support for
parents, but we do not hear anything about reinstating universal family allowance
or establishing a national child care system. The former is emblematic of the
kind of program that helped women with children in the past, and the latter
would certainly help them at present and in the future, particularly given the
priorization of paid work (to which we will return below). In fact, as Martha
MacDonald observes, "[d]espite the rhetoric about children, we have gone
backwards in terms of valuing reproductive labour with the end of universal
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family allowances and tax provisions that at least minimally recognize the
importance of everyone's contribution to caregiving. ' 1
These social investment state patterns come to the fore with flagship
programs like the National Child Benefit (NCB). In quintessential social
investment state style, the NCB is couched in the rhetoric of children, is a new
tax measure, is targeted, and represents a collaboration between the federal
government and the provinces. The Chrrtien Liberals' claim is that they are
focusing on low-income families and those on social assistance through the
CCTB and NCB, in their efforts to combat child poverty and ultimately enhance
social cohesion. Both measures ostensibly compensate for the federal
government's earlier cutbacks in its contributions to the provinces for social
assistance.
However, the NCB does not constitute a universal program, and the less
universal benefits there are, the more vulnerable they are. When benefits are not
comprehensive, support for them is incomplete. Programs such as this one are
selectively targeted in the hopes of reducing child poverty, and yet comparative
studies indicate that targeting, in general, is "ineffective as an anti-poverty
strategy."' 5
At the same time, there are also fewer strings attached to these new programs,
as compared to the cost-sharing arrangements of old. Hence, the NCB does little
to respond to child care needs, not only in terms of provision, but also with
respect to quality of child care because, as opposed to what took place under
CAP, now there are no conditions on the type of child care eligible for
funding. °6 The NCB epitomizes "enabling," collaborative federalism, but it
opens the door to more provincial variability. Provinces can "reinvest" in ways
they see fit, ostensibly to benefit poor children, but, as Deena White finds, in
practice, "[m]ost ...
provinces reduced welfare payments to children by the
whole or partial amount of the CCTB/NCB and used the freed-up funds to
'reinvest' in employability programs or employment incentives for parents,
health or social program for children 'at risk' childcare credits for poor working
parents or other programs, both old and new."' 7 Ultimately, in her view, this

MacDonald, supra note 31 at 82-83.
'o'Pulkingham & Ternowetsky, "Neo-Liberalism," supra note 15 at 92.
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amounts to a "miserly" program, °8 and it should come as no great surprise that
child poverty levels may be higher now than they were in the late 1980s.
Certainly, some elements of neo-liberalism were tempered by the social
investment state, but vestiges remain that continue to work against women. To
illustrate, employability becomes even more of a buzz-word for the social
investment state. Many of its directives are tied to labour force activation; thus,
for example, new welfare initiatives are geared towards getting people off social
assistance and into paid work. The Chr6tien Liberals' low-income supplement
aims to keep low-income families in the workforce and "is designed to
encourage poor parents to move from dependency on welfare to self-reliance on
paid work."' °9 The CCTB "favours working poor over non-working (welfare)
poor."" 0 In these respects, the market is still an important consideration for the
social investment state.
Unlike the neo-liberal state, however, labour market participation for women
and men is seen as a way of tackling social exclusion and fostering social
cohesion. The social investment state's active labour strategy is also linked to its
preoccupation with life-long learning, children and youth. Children and youth
are considered due to their long-term potential (as workers and consumers of the
future), but also in relation to the impact that they have on the workers of today.
This explains new and welcome initiatives to accommodate parent workers and
work/life balance, as is apparent with extensions to maternity and parental leaves
and increased benefits.
What remains inexplicable, however, is the inaction with respect to
providing nationwide, affordable child care services, as this so obviously
undercuts women's labour market equality. Furthermore, for women in general,
and for poor, ethnic, racial minority, immigrant women, Aboriginal women, and
women with disabilities, especially, activation usually means compelling them
to enter a low-wage and often discriminatory labour market. Here, then, several
key questions are not being asked. For example, with women's labour force
activation, who will take up the unpaid care work in the home? What kind of
paid work (typically part-time/temporary/flexible) is available for women, in
what sectors (increasingly in the service industry) and at what rates (usually
low)? What profiles emerge regarding who does the work (paid or unpaid) and
the types of work/pay involved, in and outside the home, not just in terms of
108Ibid.
'"
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gender, but also in light of race, ethnicity, class, disability, age, citizenship and
so on?
The fact that single mothers' challenges are not being sufficiently addressed
is also paradoxical given that poor children often come from single parent
homes, typically headed by women."' By the end of the 1990s, 37 percent of
single mothers earned less than $10 per hour and two-thirds of single mothers
earned less than $15 per hour; concomitantly, "single mothers are heavily overrepresented in the most marginal categories of the labour market - namely the
unemployed, discouraged workers, part-time employees and full-time temporary
workers."" 2 With the social investment state, the income of single mothers may
be increasing, modestly, but they are still living in poverty. And given their
precarious and low-paid work situation, new national programs like the NCB
that priorize "worthy workers" will do little to get single mothers out of
poverty." 3 In addition, hard to find and/or expensive child care has more of an
impact on single mothers and is more likely to limit their participation in the
paid labour force than on mothers in two-parent families." 4 In the end, then, how
such social investment state priorities are truly meant to eliminate child poverty
or enhance social cohesion becomes the overriding question.
Lastly, the social investment state's glorification of the third sector has a
number of negative repercussions for women as well. In the 1990s, even though
the Chr~tien Liberals gradually increased their support for the voluntary sector,
they still shifted funding away from grants that would cover operating and
administrative costs, to funding for the delivery of specific programs. 5 This had
an adverse affect on organizations like NAC, as it struggled to keep its offices
open, and its organization up and running.
What is more, with the ever more prevalent discourse of partnerships, other
issues arise. As Jenson and Phillips point out, many of the so-called partnerships
are "infact merely contracts in which the state, as the contracting party sets all
the rules"; as a result, these arrangements can change "the nature of third sector

H Bashevkin, supra note 1. For an historical case study of single mother's regulation, see
M.J.H. Little, 'No Car,No Radio, No Liquor Permit': The Moral Regulation of Single
Mothers in Ontario1920-1997 (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1998).
11 Burke & Shields, supra note 38 at 106.
113 Bashevkin, supra note 1 at 86.
114 White, supra note 14 at 395.
'5 L. Juillet, et al., "The Impact of Changes in the Funding Environment on NonProfit
Organizations," in Brock & Banting, supra note 4, 21 at 36.
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partners, especially social movements" and obviously, as was illustrated above,
"the current approach is creating a hierarchy of groups with those focused
exclusively on service delivery at the top, and those focussed on advocacy
deemed irrelevant.""' 6 As we have seen, this is detrimental to the women's
movement, as women's groups face stark choices about either providing services
or engaging in advocacy. At best, they can expect some support for the former
and no support for the latter.
Even when it comes to straight service delivery, there are limitations that
must be considered. Fundamental concerns are raised by Mike Burke and
encapsulated by terms such as philanthropic insufficiency, philanthropic
particularism, and philanthropic amateurism." 7 Philanthropic insufficiency
alludes to the fact that the third sector, in comparison to state provision, does not
have adequate resources to provide the services needed on a wide scale. Nonprofit groups tend to depend on both the state and the work of volunteers, but
neither are secure sources of support. Both the nature and extent of state and
volunteer support are not constants. Moreover, the strength and number of third
sector organizations is not consistent across the country; some provinces/regions
have more voluntary organizations and some have less and, thus, service
provision will be uneven across Canada. Philanthropic particularism refers to the
fact that many of these third sectors groups are geared to a certain interest or to
a particular identity. This means that other interests or identities may be underserviced or overlooked. As has been indicated here, groups oriented towards
children have done relatively well out ofthe social investment state, but the same
cannot be said of women's groups, despite the fact that the latter have also
mobilized on behalf of children and against child poverty. Lastly, philanthropic
amateurism reflects the fact that because the third sector tends to run on
volunteer power, one cannot expect that all volunteers have the requisite skills,
training, and capacities.
In sum, philanthropic insufficiency, philanthropic particularism, and
philanthropic amateurism highlight some of the costs that come with the social
investment state's reliance on the voluntary sector. At the same time, the
gendered dimensions are many. For women, the social investment state's
offloading onto the third sector flags many of the same difficulties that arose
with the neo-liberal state's offloading onto the family. As Burke observes, the
limitations are quite apparent in the area of health care where "[t]he effects of
relegating health to the volunteer labour of the third sector are no less severe
..
6 Jenson & Phillips, supra note 28 at 127.
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than those flowing from the relegation of health to the family. The increased use
of this sector will ... intensify gender inequalities because new demands for care
will fall mostly on women, who form the majority of volunteers in the field of
health."' 18 With the social investment state, as with the neo-liberal state, women
will have to take on responsibilities formerly assumed by the state. However, this
assumption is made in a more constrained context. The women's movement was
hit hard by the neo-liberal state not just in terms of funding cuts but in terms of
its personnel. Groups had to cut back on their paid staff, and were increasingly
stretched for volunteers as women had to take up even more care work (of
children, of the sick, of the elderly) with privatization. This also meant less time
and energy for voluntary work outside the home. Now the social investment state
promotes both paid work as well as service delivery through the third sector.
This can only take a greater toll on women as they struggle with "time crunch"
issues and juggle family, paid work and third sector commitments. If a ball must
be dropped, the most likely choice would be to cast away women's voluntary
involvement. This puts a strain on a critical source of volunteer labour and
undercuts the very same third sector upon which the social investment state pins
its hopes.
The foregoing illustrates that the policy priorities, instruments and identities
at play over the Chr~tien years have changed. Unfortunately, whether the
situation for women has improved from phase one, the neo-liberalstate,to phase
two, the social investment state, is not immediately apparent. There are new
opportunities to be had, but with them, there are also new constraints. As Martha
MacDonald has acknowledged, while there is increased attention to meritorious
issues like child poverty, "full consideration of the gendered system of
reproduction in which these poor children are embedded""' 9 is still lacking.
Again, this reflects the lack of support for the women's movement, and its work
in and outside the state.
In the final analysis, then, it is important to remember, as Janine Brodie wrote
a decade ago, that "[s]tates ... do not simply reflect gender identities and

inequalities, but instead, play an important role in constituting them.' 120 This was
a critical consideration at the height of the neo-liberal state, and it is no less
acute now with the materialization of the social investment state. To return to the
feast metaphor used at the outset of this article, there may be a few tasty tidbits
offered up by the Chr~tien Liberals' social investment state, with new spending,
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benefits and leaves. Women can certainly chew upon these morsels, but they
may end up leaving a bad taste in their mouths and what is worse, leave some
women, literally and not just metaphorically, hungry.
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LOOKING FORWARD WITHOUT LOOKING
BACK: JEAN CHRI TIEN'S LEGACY FOR
ABORIGINAL-STATE RELATIONS
Michael Murphy*

I.

INTRODUCTION

Jean Chr6tien's involvement with Aboriginal' policy began more than three
decades ago as a young Minister of Indian Affairs with the Trudeau government.
This is a long period, perhaps, by prime ministerial standards, but not so long in
comparison to a set of questions whose roots are older than Confederation.
Aboriginal policy issues in Canada carry the weight of history. After the balance
of power shifted decisively in favour of the European newcomers in the early
part of the nineteenth century, Aboriginal peoples were gradually subjected to
a paternalistic and colonial relationship with the emergent Canadian state. Since
that time, Aboriginal peoples have been struggling to secure the recognition of
their basic right to self-determination, to establish their relationships with
Canada on a more egalitarian footing, and to restore their communities, cultures
and economies that have been battered by more than a century and a half of
displacement, dispossession and disempowerment. It would be both unrealistic
and unfair to expect a single Canadian administration to erase this disruptive
policy legacy overnight. It is a process that will take many years, a great deal of
resources and an even greater quantity of political will. It is, however, both
realistic and fair to expect a government to seize historic opportunities to
establish new, more promising policy trajectories. Faced with opportune political
conditions, and with country-wide public and political support for Aboriginal
issues at a historic high in the post-Charlottetown period, Jean Chrrtien's Liberal
government was presented with precisely this sort of historic opening. The
former Prime Minister seemed to be the right man for the job, bringing with him
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to office both a personal and a professional commitment to improving Canada's
relations with its Aboriginal peoples. He made a promising start. The shift began
with the government's recognition of the inherent right of self-government in
1995. It continued with the commencement of an innovative treaty process in
Saskatchewan, and with decisions to follow through on major governance
initiatives embarked upon by the preceding government, including the Nisga'a
treaty, agreements with Yukon First Nations, and the establishment of Canada's
newest territory of Nunavut. The government also signaled its intention to
implement the recommendations of the Canadian Royal Commission on
Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP), which, in its 1996 Final Report, had laid out a
comprehensive blueprint for a renewed relationship between Aboriginal peoples
and the Canadian state.2
For a time it seemed that the federal government was preparing to make a
decisive break with the past, and to move away from a relationship with
Aboriginal peoples based on paternalism and government control to a
relationship based on co-equality and mutual consent. But the Chr~tien
government has not lived up to this promise and in the latter years of its
administration has helped reverse much of the initial momentum in favour of
lasting change and renewal. What could have become one of Chrrtien's most
innovative and forward-looking policy legacies ended up looking more like a
strategic retreat to the policy past. The follow-through on RCAP was
disappointing. In particular, the commissioners' blueprint for transforming the
overall relationship with Aboriginal peoples was not implemented, let alone
subjected to serious and sustained public debate. This lack of follow-through on
the RCAP Final Report was compounded by the unilateralist tenor of recent
policy decisions such as the termination of stalled land claim and selfgovernment negotiations, when a co-operative approach would have been
preferred. Equally disappointing was the government's determination to forge
ahead with the controversial FirstNations Governance Act (FNGA)3 over the
objections of First Nations leadership and much informed opinion. It is no small
irony that Jean Chrrtien's history of involvement with Aboriginal policy ended
as it began, with an attempt to force through an unpopular change to the Indian
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Canada, Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Report of the Royal Commission on
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Act.' In the end, the Chr6tien government seemed to tire of focusing on the
renewal and renegotiation of historic relationships, and chose instead to focus
on more modest efforts to improve the quality of life of the Aboriginal
population. These efforts were well-intentioned, and, if successful, would
constitute a modest but still laudable policy legacy. However, as the RCAP and
many others have warned, there is good reason to believe that the achievement,
even of this more modest Liberal objective of improving the economic selfsufficiency, political capacity and social well-being of Aboriginal peoples, will
itself be compromised by the failure to develop a relationship that more
effectively involves Aboriginal peoples as the authors and initiators, rather than
the passive objects, of government policy. In other words, Jean Chr~tien may
very well be remembered for the fact that his Aboriginal policies were unable to
meet even their own more modest standards of success.
This article is divided into four parts. Part two briefly describes the history
of Aboriginal-state relations in the period between the White Paper' of 1969 and
Jean Chr~tien's election as Prime Minister in 1993. Key policies and transition
points and their relation to the new discourse of Aboriginal nationalism are the
primary focus. Part three analyzes some of the more important policy initiatives
on Aboriginal peoples during Chr~tien's tenure as Prime Minister, paying
particular attention to their implications for the underlying relationship between
Aboriginal peoples and the state. This is followed by a brief conclusion.
II.

SETTING THE STAGE: THE
ABORIGINAL NATIONALISM

1969 WHITE PAPER AND

Chrrtien's first major foray into Aboriginal policy was his introduction of the
Trudeau government's 1969 White Paper on Indian policy. Inspired by ideas of
liberal universalism and Trudeau's vision of ajust society, the policy sought the
assimilation ofAboriginal peoples. The federal government intended to end both
its special responsibility for Aboriginal affairs and the differential legal and
political status of Aboriginal peoples under the IndianAct, in order to more fully
integrate them as equal individual members of Canadian society. Treaty rights
were characterized as minimal and limited in nature. Inherent Aboriginal rights
- those claimed by First Nations on the basis of their original occupation and
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governance of their traditional territories - received scant attention, but in a
speech delivered in August of 1969, Trudeau rejected them outright. 6 The White
Paper, which claimed a basis in "a year's intensive discussions with Indian
people throughout Canada," 7 was roundly condemned by Aboriginal people and
political organizations across the country, both for its assimilationist tone, and
for its unilateralist approach to Aboriginal rights and interests. It was formally
withdrawn in 1971.
One of the great ironies of this policy, designed to signal the end of "special"
status for Aboriginal peoples and their assimilation as equal citizens of Canada,
was that it engineered precisely the opposite consequence by inspiring the launch
of a more vigorous period of Aboriginal nationalism and political mobilization.'
From this point onwards, the idea of Aboriginal peoples being passively acted
upon as policy clients, or simply being consulted as to the nature and extent of
their rights, would be deemed insufficient. Representatives of Aboriginal peoples
began to more aggressively assert their right to be the designers and initiators of
public policy relating to their rights and interests, and to negotiate their mutual
interests and jurisdictional limits on an equal basis with the federal government.
Mainstream Aboriginal nationalism and its underlying claim to selfdetermination was never about separatism. Instead, it articulates the need for a
relationship among Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples and governments that
acknowledges the need for co-operation and political negotiations to manage
their complex interdependence. The essential point is that the negotiating
partners are to be accorded equal political status, with neither having the power
to dictate terms arbitrarily to the other or to interfere indiscriminately in the
other's internal affairs. In other words, Aboriginal nationalism represents a
rejection of intergovernmental relationships based on unilateralism and
domination in favour of those based on mutual recognition and consent, and the
co-equality of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal governing authorities.9
6
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At the moral centre of the Aboriginal nationalist challenge is the argument
that, despite the sometimes very different empirical needs, characteristics and
circumstances of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples," ° each is entitled to an
identical normative right to self-determination. This is the basic democratic right
of a people to determine their individual and collective futures and to negotiate
relationships with other societies predicated on the principles of equality and
mutual consent. Aboriginal peoples may accept that the disruption of their
traditional economies, societies, and forms of governance precipitated by
colonization will affect how they exercise their right to self-determination, but
will not accept that these disruptions have altered their entitlement to the right
per se. Whatever their empirical circumstances, the point is that the state should
not assume an automatic right to act on behalf of indigenous peoples, treating
them as the passive objects rather than the active authors of policies relating to
their interests."
By the late 1970s the Liberals had dramatically shifted their position on
Aboriginal rights. Trudeau's comments at the 1983 First Ministers' Conference
on Aboriginal Constitutional issues contrasted sharply with his convictions a
dozen years previous: "Clearly, our Aboriginal peoples each occupied a special
place in history. To my way of thinking this entitles them to special recognition
in the constitution and to their own place in Canadian society, distinct from each
other and distinct from other groups."' 2 The shift was partly a result of the
strength of the opposition to the White Paper, but also to breakthroughs in the
judicial recognition of Aboriginal rights in cases brought by the Nisga'a and the
James Bay Cree. The latter development led to Chr~tien's announcement, again
as Minister of Indian Affairs, of a new federal land claims policy and the
subsequent negotiation of Canada's first modem land and self-government treaty
in James Bay and Northern Quebec. Aboriginal-state relations were shifting onto
a new trajectory, whose crowning achievement was the entrenchment of
Aboriginal rights in section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982."3 Though not
directly involved in either the drafting of the constitutional accord, or in the
debates related to its various revisions, Aboriginal representatives were conceded

These differences relate to factors such as the size, capabilities and independence of
indigenous governments. For a discussion of these and related issues see M. Murphy,
"Understanding Indigenous Nationalism," in M. Seymour, ed., The Future of the NationState (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press) [forthcoming].
, Ibid.
12 M. Boldt, Survivingas Indians: The Challengeof Self-Government (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1993) at 24.
'3 Being Schedule B to the CanadaAct 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11.
tO
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a presence in terms of consultation - a significant gain over past policy
processes involving their interests. It is important to recognize that Aboriginal
rights were not considered one of the priority issues on the constitutional agenda.
In fact, as the minister responsible for the constitutional negotiations, Chr~tien
initially agreed to delete the Aboriginal provisions to appease provincial
concerns overjurisdiction, lands and natural resources. 4 A diluted version of the
Aboriginal provisions made it back into the final draft, not as a result of federal
lobbying, but as an indirect result of lobbying by women's groups that helped reopen the draft constitutional accord, and by pressures from Aboriginal peoples,
the federal New Democrats and the NDP government in Saskatchewan. 5
In 1983, one year after the constitutional entrenchment of Aboriginal rights,
a First Minister's Conference on Aboriginal Issues was held, in fulfilment of a
mandate set out in section 37 of the ConstitutionAct, 1982. While impressive for
its symbolic inclusion of Aboriginal representatives in this key
intergovernmental forum, little progress was made on issues such as the
definition of Aboriginal self-government or the more explicit clarification and
entrenchment of Aboriginal and treaty rights. Three subsequent conferences, the
last of which was held in 1987, also failed to produce much in the way of
substantive results." Indeed, throughout the 1980s it was left mostly to the courts
to define and delimit Aboriginal constitutional rights. They obliged in a number
of landmark decisions, although they generally steered clear of the specific issue
of the right to self-government. '7 Meech Lake was the next significant policy
touchstone. By this time, of course, Chr6tien had resigned his seat in Parliament
and the Tories, under Brian Mulroney, had taken power, but the ensuing events
helped set the stage for Chr~tien's return to politics as Prime Minister in 1993.
Aboriginal organizations pressed hard to be partners in the Meech process and
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for the right to self-government to be placed on the agenda. Angered by their
eventual exclusion, First Nations seized the opportunity to kill the resulting
Accord with the help of Elijah Harper, the lone Aboriginal member of the
Manitoba Legislature. Canada's federal political leadership took careful note of
the Aboriginal involvement in the demise of the Meech Lake Accord, and in the
period leading up to the negotiation of the Charlottetown Accord, Tory Minister
for Constitutional Affairs, Joe Clark, invited leaders of the two territorial
governments and the four national Aboriginal organizations to participate. The
Aboriginal organizations were regarded as full partners in this process and
participated at all levels of the negotiations. This was the first time in Canada's
history that Aboriginal peoples were provided with a direct voice in negotiating
changes to the Constitution which affected their rights; a development that spoke
of a new chapter in the history of Aboriginal-state relations.
The Aboriginal sections of the Accord were the product of a number of
significant compromises demanded by the other parties to the negotiations.
Nevertheless, its provisions reflected many of the positions adopted by
Aboriginal groups over the previous two decades. Most significantly, this
included the entrenchment of Aboriginal governments as a Third Order of
Government in the Canadian federation, a quantum leap for Canadian politicians
who, only a decade earlier, tended to equate the inherent right of self-government
with secession and absolute Aboriginal sovereignty. The changes contemplated
at Charlottetown were not to be, however, since the Accord was rejected by a
majority of Canadians. Nevertheless, both the successful negotiation of the
Accord and its eventual defeat, yielded key lessons for the future of Aboriginalstate relations. First, it represented a paradigm shift in the willingness of
Canadian governments to recognize and constitutionalize an inherent right of
Aboriginal self-government. Second, the Accord's demise significantly reduced
the enthusiasm among political leadership and the general population for a future
round of constitutional negotiations, a trend well-suited to the cautious and
8
pragmatic political instincts of Jean Chrrtien - the Prime Minister in waiting. 1

IS

It also seemed more in line with the preferences of sectors of the Aboriginal grassroots
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III.

NEW PRIME MINISTER, NEW RELATIONSHIP?

With the decimation of the Tories in the 1993 election and the Chrrtien
Liberals commanding a large majority in the House of Commons, the stage was
set to implement the changes outlined in the Red Book of Liberal policy
promises so prominently featured in the election campaign.19 Aboriginal policy
was one of the areas slated for change. Building on the consensus reached at
Charlottetown, the first significant change was the announcement of the
government's intention to recognize the inherent right of Aboriginal selfgovernment as a departure point for future negotiations with First Nations. True
to Chrrtien's cautious and pragmatic political instincts, the policy was designed
to bypass issues of formal constitutional entrenchment and abstract debates about
the nature or source of the inherent right to self-government. The Liberals simply
declared that such a right already existed under section 35 of the Constitution
Act, 1982, adding that the most important thing was to negotiate the specific
terms of its implementation.2 ° Granted, the outlines of this new policy were not
entirely consonant with the relationship among equals sought by First Nations.
The inherent right policy retained troubling elements of unilateralism. The
government established, at the outset, the scope of policyjurisdictions that were
open to negotiation, and dictated a set of financial, administrative and
democratic benchmarks that Aboriginal governments were required to meet in
order to exercise the right to self-government, subjects which, in a relationship
among equals, legitimately belonged to the realm of negotiations. These
reservations aside, the Aboriginal policy trajectory seemed set to continue on its
new, and more promising, post-Charlottetown track.
Equally promising was the initiation of an innovative approach to treaty
negotiations in Saskatchewan, a process described by the Office of the Treaty
Commissioner as "[a] paradigm shift ...
in relations between the Government
of Canada and Treaty First Nations in Saskatchewan, one which could turn the
page on the Indian Act approach of the past and build upon the treaty
relationship."'" The process was established to negotiate an integrated First
Nations governance system comprising a single province-wide government, an

'9
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intermediate layer of regional governments based on tribal or treaty areas, and
a third layer of local government. In recognition of the increasingly urban
character of many Aboriginal populations, the governance model is intended to
provide for First Nationsj urisdiction both on- and off-reserve. Initially mandated
to cover First Nations jurisdiction in education and child and family services,
subsequent negotiations are anticipated in relation to justice, lands and resources,
hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering, health, and housing.22 The process
exceeds, in important ways, the standards established in the Liberals' own
inherent right policy, in that much of the residual unilateralism appears to have
been avoided. Of particular note, the process included an Exploratory Treaty
Table whose purpose was to produce an agreement among government and First
Nations on how the treaty negotiations themselves should be conducted.
Representatives of Saskatchewan First Nations were included as full partners at
all stages of these discussions, and Canada emphasized that it would not
unilaterally alter its policies on treaties prior to the Exploratory Treaty Table
discussions, in order to respect the partnership approach with Saskatchewan First
Nations.23
The Saskatchewan Treaty Process also provided some indication that the
Chr~tien government intended a serious engagement with RCAP's FinalReport,
whose recommendations and principles were explicitly applied to help structure
and guide the Exploratory Treaty Table discussions.24 RCAP itself was created
in response to political events. In the wake of the Oka crisis, one of the darker
chapters in the recent history of Aboriginal-state relations in Canada, Aboriginal
peoples across Canada had redoubled their calls for fundamental changes in their
socio-economic and political situations and in their relationships with other
Canadian governments.25 Public sentiment was also running high in favour of a
just settlement of Aboriginal claims. In 1991, the Mulroney government
22

23
24
25

A richer description and analysis of this initiative appears in D. Hawkes, "Re-building the
Relationship: The Made in Saskatchewan Approach to First Nations Governance" (paper
presented at "Reconfiguring Aboriginal-State Relations in Canada," 1-2 November 2002).
Supra note 21.
Ibid. at 28, 43, 75-78.
The crisis involved an armed stand-off between the Mohawks of Kahnesetake and the
Canadian Army in the Summer of 1990 that lasted seventy-eight days. The cost of the standoff was staggering, both in human and economic terms. It left one Quebec police officer
dead, significantly raised tensions between the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities
in the vicinity of Oka, blackened Canada's international reputation as a defender of human
rights, and cost the Canadian and Quebec governments an estimated $150 million. See G.
York & L. Pindera, Peopleof the Pines: The Warriors and the Legacy of Oka (Toronto:
Little, Brown, 1991).
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responded to these pressures by creating the mandate for RCAP. The seven
Commissioners were charged with reviewing the entire history of Aboriginalstate relations, in all of its aspects. The Commission heard testimony from over
2,000 people and organizations, consulted hundreds of experts, commissioned
over 200 research studies, and reviewed the recommendations of all of the major
previous inquiries and reports on the subject. In 1996 they submitted a five
volume Final Report containing more than 440 recommendations: a blueprint
for change. The Report is a solution to what the Commissioners identify as a
social crisis among Aboriginal people, characterised by their economic
marginalization and the social disintegration of their communities. This crisis
finds its source in the colonial nature of the relationship between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal peoples over the last 150 years. The solution to the crisis is to
change the nature of the relationship, and anchor it in principles of co-equality,
mutual respect and consent rather than subservience, paternalism and
dependency. The commissioners recommended that Aboriginal and nonAboriginal peoples come together as equals to negotiate the specific terms ofthis
new relationship, which would be codified in secure and mutually binding
agreements sealed by the freely given consent of both parties.26
The Chrrtien government was slow to respond to the FinalReport, and there
was much speculation that it would simply be shelved. This may not have been
a difficult task. With the public and the government locked into the new
paradigm of debt and deficit reduction, the Commission's call for stiff spending
increases over a multi-year period could easily have supplied the noose from
which to hang the entire report. Indeed, it is probably not an exaggeration to say
that the one thing which most Canadians know about the FinalReport was that
it cost more than $50 million to produce. Nevertheless, although fiscal concerns
undoubtedly structured the nature and scale of their response, the Liberals did,
indeed, respond to the FinalReport early in their second mandate. This included
a statement of reconciliation, presented by then Minister of Indian Affairs Jane
Stewart on behalf of Canada (a ceremony from which the Prime Minister was
conspicuously absent). The statement conveyed the government's regrets and an
apology for actions of past governments in their relations with Aboriginal
peoples. The statement was accompanied by the announcement of a $350 million
community healing fund to deal with the legacy of residential schools.27 The
broader outlines of the government's official response to RCAP are found in its
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RCAP, supra note 2, v. 1-2.
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1998 report entitled GatheringStrength.28 The report openly acknowledges that
Canada's long history of colonial attitudes and practices played a substantial role
in the erosion of Aboriginal societies, cultures, economies and forms of political
organization.29 In addition to the specific initiative on residential schools, the
government conveyed its intention to build a new relationship in partnership
with Aboriginal peoples, and to focus specific attention on strengthening
Aboriginal governance and fiscal relationships, and on repairing the social and
economic fabric of Aboriginal communities across the country.
The slimness of the government's thirty-six page official response to a Royal
Commission that issued over 440 detailed recommendations might have been
excused on the grounds that, as the Commissioners themselves concluded, the
process of repairing the relationship with Aboriginal peoples would not happen
overnight, but instead required a period spanning many years.3" However, the
Commission was also emphatic that this longer-term process would need to be
jump-started in the short-term by fundamental changes in the principles and
institu ions governing Aboriginal policy, and backed up by sufficient political
will to see through these fundamental changes in the decades to come. Jean
Chr6tien did not rise to either of these challenges, and his government failed to
move on recommendations considered by RCAP to be central to a renewed
relationship with Aboriginal Canadians. In the immediate term, the
Commissioners called for a new Royal Proclamation to supplement the Royal
Proclamationof 1763,3' as a symbolic turning point in the relationship. This
proclamation would supplement the written part of the Canadian Constitution
and would form part of the Constitution as does the RoyalProclamationof] 763.
The new Royal Proclamation would acknowledge wrongs and harms of the past
and the need for redress; would recognize the inherent right of self-government
of Aboriginal nations, and the jurisdiction of their governments as one of three
orders of government in the federation; would commit governments and
institutions to act in the name of the Crown to honour Aboriginal and treaty
rights; and would commit the Crown to a reconfigured treaty process. The Royal
Proclamation was to be accompanied by five major pieces of federal legislation,
and a commitment to establish a forum to negotiate a Canada-wide Framework
Agreement for implementing the Commission's recommendations. 32 Granted,
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the government may have disagreed with the RCAP approach, but if this was the
case then they should have provided a public account of their -reasons for
concluding so, and explained why their alternative process for renewing the
relationship, if indeed such a process had been conceived, was preferable. No
such public accounting was provided, leading one of Canada's most respected
political scientists to conclude that the government's response to the RCAP
vision of a renewed relationship was at best evasive and at worst "an
' 33
embarrassment.
In the latter years of his administration, Chr6tien fell back on his instincts for
smaller scale and piecemeal reform, announcing modest programs targeting
Aboriginal children and youth, education, health and the needs of urban
Aboriginals. In his response to the Speech from the Throne in January of 2001,
the Prime Minister stated:
Quite frankly I am concerned that in the case of Aboriginal peoples, we may be spending
too much time, too much energy, and too much money on the past, and not nearly

enough on what is necessary to ensure a bright future for the children of today and
tomorrow... There are never enough resources to do everything. Our approach will be
to focus on the future. And most important, on the needs of children. 4

Such programs are not to be scoffed at, and indeed they reflect many of the
concerns and priorities expressed within Aboriginal communities and by the
leadership of Aboriginal political organizations. However, there is a real danger
in viewing the redress of historic grievances on the one hand and concrete
improvements in the lives of Aboriginal people on the other as alternative rather
than as complementary ends. In fact, the research conducted by RCAP suggests
that efforts to improve the quality of life enjoyed by Aboriginal people are
crucially dependent on efforts to come to terms with the past and to place the
relationship between Canada and Aboriginal peoples on a more positive and
mutually acceptable footing. "A renewed relationship is the necessary context
3' 6
and an essential contributor to change in other spheres.

3
3
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A.C. Cairns, Citizens Plus: Aboriginal Peoples and the Canadian State (Vancouver:
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The Liberals, however, soon made good on their intention to look forward
without looking back. In October of 2002, Minister of Indian Affairs Robert
Nault threatened to shut down as many as thirty stalled land claim and selfgovernment negotiating tables, stating that the government was "not in the
business of building an industry for lawyers and consultants" with a vested
interest in perpetuating inconclusive negotiations. 3' The first tables were shut
down in November of the same year. This policy is disturbing for a couple of
reasons. First, leaving aside the issue of the government's own army of lawyers
and consultants, the Minister asks us to believe that the self-interested and
intransigent "Aboriginal industry," a term with clear resonance among rightwing critics of Aboriginal policy,38 is the sole explanation for stalled
negotiations, when evidence suggests it might equally have to do with factors
such as government domination of the negotiations process, their insistence on
the policy of extinguishment of Aboriginal rights, or their reluctance to cede
final decision-making authority to Aboriginal governments in key policy
jurisdictions.39 Second, and more fundamentally, whatever the obstructing
factors might be, Chr~tien and his minister once again demonstrated a preference
for unilateral and imposed solutions rather than co-operative and consensual
approaches to challenging issues in Aboriginal policy.
Nowhere was this approach more apparent than in the government's efforts
to force through the FNGA. The historical parallels of this policy initiative with
the process surrounding the White Paper of 1969 were not lost on many. Once
again Jean Chr~tien found himself the champion of a revision of the IndianAct
that provoked fierce opposition from First Nations. This time, however, the
reform was being sold, not as assimilation, but as an interim measure leading up
to the negotiation and implementation of the inherent right of self-government.
The purpose of the Act was to increase the accountability, accessibility, and
transparency of governance on reserves, which, in turn, was intended to facilitate

3" K. Lunman, "Ottawa says it may quit stalled land claims" Globe & Mail (7 October 2002)
Al.

3 T. Flanagan, First Nations? Second Thoughts (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's
University Press, 2000).

9 R.F. McDonnel & R.C. Depew, "Aboriginal Self-Government and Self-Determination in
Canada: A Critical Commentary," in Hylton, supra note 36, 359; F. Abele, K. Graham &

A. Maslove, "Negotiating Canada: Changes in Aboriginal Policy over the Last Thirty
Years," in L. Pal, ed., How Ottawa Spends 1999-2000: Shape Shifting: Canadian
Governance Toward the 21st Century (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1999) 264;
RCAP, Treaty-Making in the Spirit of Coexistence: An Alternative to Extinguishment

(Ottawa: Canada Communication Group, 1995).
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gains in governing capacity and socio-economic performance. 40 Though it is
difficult to find critics who disagree that the IndianAct is a restrictive and arcane
piece of colonial legislation, there were many who disagreed strenuously with
the process and substance of the FNGA. 4' In terms of process, unlike the White
Paper, the government seems to have made a genuine effort to consult widely
with people at the grassroots level. This process met with some success, but it
was anything but problem free. In the first place, the time allotted for
consultations (two months) was criticized for being too brief for a substantive
digestion and deliberation of the issues.42 Doubts were expressed as to whether
community input would make it into the legislation, particularly where it
conflicted with government priorities. The absence of a planned second round
of direct consultations on the substance of the draft bill aggravated this concern.
Many communities registered extremely low turnout rates while others felt
pressured to participate in a process that was the only game in town. For
example, the Congress of Aboriginal Peoples (CAP), which fundamentally
disagreed with the government's approach to Indian Act reform, felt they could
not afford to stay outside of a process the government was determined to see
through regardless of Aboriginal opinion. CAP's preference, like that of the
AFN, is to discuss alternatives to the Indian Act and the need to reform federal
self-government policy.43
A more fundamental problem with the FNGA process was the fact that it was
based on consultations not negotiations. As such, it reinforced rather than
reversed the paternalistic nature ofthe relationship with Aboriginal peoples, who
again were treated like special interest groups rather than equal partners in a
process of mutual recognition and respect. What should have been clear to

R. Nault, "Speech to Announce the First Nations Governance Initiative" (30 April 2001),
online: <www.fng-gpn.gc.ca>.
K. Brock, "First Nations, Citizenship and Democracy" (paper presented at the Conference
in Honour of Alan Cairns, Vancouver, University of British Columbia, 11-14 October
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Necessary': The First Nations GovernanceAct and the Continuation of Colonial Policy"
Politiques et Socirt6 [forthcoming].
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Adrian Stimson of the Siksika First Nation, at the Announcement of the First Nations
Governance Initiative (Siksika First Nation High School, Saskatchewan, 30 April 2001),
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the Federal Legislative Initiative on First Nations Governance" (2001), online:
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governments in the wake of the first failed effort to overhaul the Indian Act in
1969 was that Aboriginal peoples are not content to let government define and
dominate the policy-making agenda while they are relegated to a position of
commenting on what emerges from the other end. As articulated by the AFN,
"any initiative dealing with First Nations governance should be designed, driven
and ratified by First Nations."" This message, repeated emphatically throughout
the RCAP report, was not heeded by the Chr~tien Liberals. The Liberals
responded to criticisms of the FNGA by arguing that the negotiation of selfgovernment agreements to replace the Indian Act were going too slowly, hence
reforms to the Act were necessary in the interim, particularly in order to respond
to a number of challenges to the Act before the Supreme Court of Canada.45
These are legitimate concerns, but they do not explain why the government
chose to control the agenda of the interim process itself and to consult with
Aboriginal peoples as mere stakeholders rather than as equal partners in the
policy process, particularly when the Court itself so frequently endorses a
strategy of negotiating the nature and bounds of Aboriginal rights. In fact, the
government seemed determined to bypass, and thereby aggravate, First Nations'
leadership as part of its process of reform, a departure from their own earlier cooperative approach with the AFN in developing the First Nations Fiscal
Institutions, the First Nations Governance Institute, and the Joint Initiative for
Policy Development, Lands and Trust Services (LTS).46 Rather than building on
these earlier achievements, the Chr~tien government instead sounded a retreat,
a decision with profound implications for the former Prime Minister's legacy for
Aboriginal-state relations.
Major reservations must also be entered regarding the substance of the
FNGA, specifically its intention to increase the legitimacy of Aboriginal
governments and their capacity to improve the social and economic quality of
life in their communities. This was the message delivered by the architects of the
Harvard Indian Project (HIP) in their review of the FNGA. HIP has conducted
extensive empirical research on the determinants of economic success among
U.S. Indian Reserves, and more recently they have been analyzing Aboriginal
4 AFN, supra note 42.
"Speech by Chief Adrian Stimson," supra note 42. The case of R. v. Corbiere, [1999] 2
S.C.R. 203 is particularly important in this regard. For discussion see B. Morse, et al.,
"Corbiere and the Supreme Court's Vision of Governance" (paper prepared for the
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development) (Ottawa: B. Morse & Associates,
2001); and B. Morse et al., "Beyond Corbiere. Statutory Renewal: Prerequisites and
Agendas" (Ottawa: B. Morse & Associates, 2001).
AFN, "AFN's Key Messages on the Proposed Legislative initiative on First Nations
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governance and economic development on the Canadian side of the border. Their
research shows that the three best predictors of reservation economic success are
practical sovereignty, capable governing institutions, and cultural match.
Practical sovereignty means effective control of reservation institutions,
resources, development strategies, etc. "In short, genuine decision-making power
over matters of substance has moved into indigenous hands."47 Capable
governing institutions entails the establishment of institutions that facilitate the
effective, responsible and accountable exercise of the jurisdictional authority of
Indian nations and usually entails the establishment of an effective and
politically independent court system, and the separation of politics and business
management practices. Cultural match means a "fit" between the formal
governing institutions and the community's conception of how authority should
be organized and exercised. This "fit" is crucial to establishing the legitimacy of
those governing institutions.48
The architects of the HIP note that the Canadian government has expressed
serious interest in the results of the Harvard Project, but also note that their use
of the findings has focused almost exclusively on the dimension of good
governance. Neither the dimensions of practical sovereignty nor the dimension
of cultural match received much attention in the FNGA. This was a mistake in
HIP's estimation, since these different dimensions of governance are crucially
interdependent. Their research shows that good governance without sovereign
powers is ineffective. Alternatively, HIP concludes that, by giving tribes primary
decision-making powers, the effect is to make them responsible, and
accountable, for the decisions they make, which in turn leads to a dramatically
improved quality of decision-making and socio-economic outcomes. Similarly,
HIP emphasizes that, if there is not a good cultural match between governing
institutions and the expectations of the community, there are likely to be
problems with the legitimacy of those institutions, particularly if they are to be
imposed, as in the case of the FNGA.4 9 HIP recommended, instead, that the
Canadian government transfer significant constitutional authority and decisionmaking power to First Nations, and invest in the governance capacity-building
initiatives designed and chosen by the communities themselves. This conclusion
is directly in line with the broader findings of the RCAP report, with the
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preferences expressed by Canada's Aboriginal leadership, and with the approach
that was promised, but ultimately never delivered, by Prime Minister Chr~tien.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Why did the early promise of the Chrrtien government recede as his career
as Prime Minster came to a close? Possible explanations for the lack of followthrough include the former Prime Minister's well known preference for cautious,
pragmatic and piecemeal solutions to political problems, and his corresponding
lack of inclination towards bold and visionary public policy. The Liberals may
also have been reacting to an intensified right-wing critique of Aboriginal policy
from Reform/Alliance on the political front (witness the Reform Party's
blistering parliamentary attack on the Nisga'a Treaty), and from the academic
community. 50 Like most previous governments, the Chrrtien Liberals were
keenly aware that Canadian publics, though generally supportive of Aboriginal
peoples and cultures, do not have much sustained interest in, or commitment to,
these issues and tend to be even less interested in the dedication of public funds
to policies and programs for Aboriginal peoples. In his long and successful
political career, Jean Chrrtien demonstrated a tremendous aptitude for judging
what would and would not expend his political capital with the majority of
Canadians."' In this respect, Aboriginal issues could never compete with
marquee policy items such as debt and deficit reduction, the post-September 11
security agenda, and health care, issues with a much more intense and lasting
purchase on the minds of the Canadian public. In line with previous Canadian
governments, Aboriginal policy in the Chrrtien era appears to have been driven
not so much by a thoughtful longer-term vision of Aboriginal-state relations as
by political events, opportunities and pressures of a more transitory nature.
Hence, it is likely that the Chrrtien government calculated that it had sufficient
political capital early in its administration to pursue a bolder set of Aboriginal
policy initiatives, but once this political capital began to diminish, so did the
government's will to see these initiatives through to a bold new legacy in
Aboriginal-state relations.
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Whatever the motivations at work, the failure of the Chr~tien Liberals to
move decisively to purge the remaining vestiges of colonialism from federal
Aboriginal policy is a factor that continues to fuel the dysfunctional relationship
between Canada and its Aboriginal peoples. Chr~tien was clearly reluctant to
accept First Nations' claims to equal status and stature in the federation. He was
unwilling to break with the assumption, held by Canadian prime ministers since
Confederation, that Aboriginal governments are subordinate political entities,
and, as such, are not entitled to a share in Canadian sovereignty but instead,
enjoy powers which are devolved or delegated from the Canadian state, whose
sovereignty must remain comprehensive and undivided.52 As one commentator
sums up the situation, "[t]he federal government won't give up the top rung on
the ladder and First Nations insist on a nation-to-nation arrangement."53 This
failure, both of political imagination and political will, has blackened what might
have been a brilliant legacy in a policy area in which the former Prime Minister
took both a personal and a professional interest. At risk is both the ethical
imperative of forging a more just and democratic relationship, but also the more
concrete improvements to the economies, societies and lives of Aboriginal
peoples which Chr~tien increasingly prioritized in the latter years of his mandate.
The end of the Chr~tien era provides an interesting contrast with Quebec's
recent successes in rebuilding relations through new agreements with the Cree
in James Bay and the Inuit of Nunavik. Both agreements, which confer
substantial authority for economic and community development to the
Aboriginal parties, are explicitly referred to as "nation-to-nation" partnerships.
Though substantial disagreements remain, and much progress remains to be
made, the perception amongst many First Nations leaders is that there has been
genuine change in the right direction. Pita Aatami, president of Makivik
Corporation, which represents Inuit of Nunavik, describes this sentiment
following the signing of a wide-ranging agreement on economic development
with the province: "In the past, when we signed agreements, we were always
dictated to. Now we're dictating together. This is a new beginning, a new era.
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We're starting to work as partners."54 It is difficult to assess the closing years of
Jean Chr~tien's administration with anything remotely approaching the same
kind of optimism. Instead, a political career that began with one widely reviled
initiative on Indian Act reform, in the end, could not avoid foundering on
another.

Alexandra Panetta, "Quebec treaty to pump millions into Inuit Region" Times-Colonist (10
April 2002) A6. Jean Charest's incoming Liberal government provided additional cause for
optimism with the announcement, on 17 June 2003, of the establishment of ajoint council
of elected officials from the Quebec government and the Assembly of First Nations of
Quebec. The council, composed of an equal number of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
elected officials, is designed to promote an exchange of ideas on various subjects, including
territory and resources, taxation and economic development, and services for Aboriginal
people off reserve. According to Charest, "[t]he signing of the mutual political commitment
and the ensuing exchanges represent a major step forward in the political relations between
the Government of Qubec and the First Nations, and could eventually lead to a permanent
space for political exchanges." Information on this new development can be found in a press
release on the website of the Secretariat aux affaires autochtones du Quebec. See online:
<www.mce.gouv.qc.ca>.
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JEAN CHRETIEN'S
IMMIGRATION LEGACY
Yasmeen Abu-Laban*

I.

INTRODUCTION

The retirement of Jean Chr~tien in December 2003 - after a decade as Prime
Minister, and after close to forty continuous years in public life' - offers an
opportunity to reflect on his impact on Canadian political and social life. This
article explores Chr~tien's immigration legacy. Immigration policy has been
central, both historically and contemporaneously, to the shaping of the Canadian
political community. It will be argued that in Chr~tien's ten years as Prime
Minister, immigration policy underwent a transformation toward greater
exclusivity than in the era immediately preceding. Under Jean Chr~tien, new
stress has been placed on immigrant integration, immigrant self-sufficiency, and
continentalization of immigration controls - these themes will likely continue
to reverberate on immigration policy in the post-Chr~tien era.
For many observers, both inside and outside Canada, Canadian immigration
policy appears to be a model of openness, if not humanitarianism and
egalitarianism. Facts can be harnessed to support this interpretation, which
primarily rest on comparisons with other countries. According to the 2001
Census, fully 18.4 percent of the Canadian national population are immigrants
- a proportion much higher than most other industrialized countries.2 Since the
1970s, there has been a steady decline of immigrants arriving from the countries
of Europe, and an increase of immigrants arriving from countries in the
Caribbean, Central and South America, Africa, the Middle East, and Asia,
making for greater racial, religious and cultural diversity in Canada's population.
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When combined with a pre-existing Aboriginal population, and two European
colonizing groups of different power (the British and the French), Canada
exhibits a distinct mix of collectivities that may make claims on the state.
Moreover, Canada's humanitarian responsiveness to refugees has been
recognized at the highest levels internationally. For example, in 1986, Canada
was the first country to ever receive the Nansen medal by the United Nations
High Commission on Refugees for its policies towards refugees. More recently,
in 1993, Canada was the first country to formally allow refugees facing gender
persecution to enter Canada. Not least, unlike many countries that have
historically made use of guest worker programs (such as Germany, Kuwait or
Japan) immigrants who come to Canada normally are able to obtain citizenship
relatively quickly after three years.
While such facts may tell us something about Canada in relation to specific
countries, they do not suffice to tell the full story of immigration because
comparisons can be made in other ways. Another form of comparison can be
against an ideal. While it may be hard to imagine a world without countries,
there has been lively debate amongst political philosophers on the justifiability
of borders and immigration controls in a world where wealth is distributed
radically unevenly. Some have argued the case for eliminating controls on the
movement of people.3 Moreover, comparisons may not bejust across geographic
spaces, but also over time. Using these alternative benchmarks for comparison,
my starting point in this exploration is from a perspective that holds that
Canadian immigration policy is defacto about exclusion - after all if people
were truly free to move across state borders as they wished, there would be no
immigration policy at all. However, the forms and content of the exclusion
emanating from immigration policies and selection are historically specific.
When Jean Chrrtien entered Parliament in 1963, joining the Liberal
government of Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson, Canada's immigration policy
was explicitly racist and favoured white, British-origin Protestants as candidates
for entry and permanent settlement. This explicitly racist era of policy stemmed
from the formation of the modem Canadian state in 1867, and the historic
project of creating Canada as a "white settler society."'4 It was only in 1967 that

3

4

See Joseph H. Carens, "Aliens and Citizens: The Case for Open Borders" (1987) 49 Rev.
Politics 251; and Teresa Hayter, Open Borders: The Case Against Immigration Controls
(London: Pluto Press, 2000).
Yasmeen Abu-Laban, "Welcome/STAY OUT: The Contradiction of Canadian Integration
and Immigration Policies at the Millennium" (1998) 30 Can. Ethnic Stud. 190 at 191
["Welcome/STAY OUT"].
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a new era of policy was ushered in with the introduction of a point system of
selection, and the source countries of immigrants became much more diverse.5
The point system, still in place today, numerically assesses all applicants on the
same criteria related to skills and education. While purportedly nondiscriminatory, there is ample evidence to suggest that the criteria used in the
point system and the practice of immigration selection work to advantage
applicants from some countries (e.g. those in the industrialized west) more than
others (e.g. those in Africa).6 Therefore, elements of the racialized forms of
exclusion from pre-1967 policy continued into the post-1967 policy, but
reverberated in new ways.7
In this article I will suggest that under, Prime Minister Chr~tien's leadership
(1993-2003) yet another distinct era of immigration policy has emerged as a
result of neo-liberalism. In contrast to Keynesian inspired ideas which reached
their zenith in Canada in the 1960s and 1970s, neo-liberal values include a more
limited role for the state, cutting back state policies and programs - especially
social programs - a greater stress on individual self-sufficiency, and a belief
that the "free market" can efficiently allocate goods and services.8 Shaped by
neo-liberalism, and fortified by the response to the events of Septemberl 1,2001,
contemporary immigration policy, while not entirely free of its pre- and post1967 incarnations, has been shaped by three key new emphases under Prime
Minister Chr~tien. These are: 1) the promotion of immigrant integration; 2)
attracting immigrants who are deemed self-sufficient; and 3) an explicit
continentalization of immigration and border security controls. Each of these
emphases, and their implications, will be examined in detail below. It will be
shown that the emphasis on attracting self-sufficient immigrants, along with
post-September 11 responses around security, create new ways in which
contemporary policy excludes, despite the strongly stated commitment to better
understand and develop policies to integrate and include newcomers to Canada.
Contemporary immigration policy under Jean Chr~tien, when viewed in relation
to the ideal of open borders, and the post-1967 era, emerges as more complex

5

Ibid. at 191-92.

6

YasmeenAbu-Laban&Christina Gabriel, Selling Diversity:Immigration,Multiculturalism,

7

S

Employment Equity and Globalization (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 2002) at 47-54
[Selling Diversity].
Alan Simmons, "Racism and Immigration Policy," in Vic Satzewich, ed., Racism and Social
Inequality in Canada: Concepts, Controversies and Strategies of Resistance (Toronto:
Thompson Educational Publishing, 1998) 87.
Selling Diversity, supra note 6 at 21.
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and offers less scope for complacency for those concerned with equality than
when comparisons are made with other countries.
II.

INTEGRATION
The Canadianapproach to diversity strengthens Canada'sreputationas ajust
and fair society. Canada is renowned for its rich cultural mosaic and the
Canadianmodel has become an examplefor the rest of the world.
Jean Chr~tien, 19999

A hallmark of the Chr~tien Liberals' three successive mandates is,
undoubtedly, the new emphasis on the "integration" of immigrants. While the
use of the term "integration" predates the Chrrtien government, 10 there is no
doubt that since 1993 integration has been increasingly presented to both
domestic and international audiences as part and parcel of a larger (uniquely)
Canadian "model." An early mention of "integration" is found in a 1994
discussion document released by Citizenship and Immigration Canada, which
posits integration as distinct from assimilation and segregation. Hence:
Canada's approach, known as integration, encourages a process of mutual adjustment
by both newcomers and society. This approach sets us apart from many other countries.
Newcomers are expected to understand and respect basic Canadian values, but society
is also expected to understand and respect the cultural differences newcomers bring to
Canada. Rather than expecting newcomers to abandon their own cultural heritae, the
emphasis is on finding ways to integrate differences within a pluralistic society.

Under Prime Minister Chrrtien, the emphasis on integration has shaped two
distinct areas that impact policy-making: 1) how settlement services are offered,
and 2) the formation of the Metropolis Project. Each will be examined in turn.

9

10

Department of Canadian Heritage, 10th Annual Report on the Operationof the Canadian
Multiculturalism Act, 1997-1998 (Ottawa: Minister of Public Works and Government
Services Canada, 1999) at iii.
For example, in 1990, under the Conservative Government of Brian Mulroney, the Federal
Government developed an "Immigrant Integration Strategy"; see Canada, Citizenship and

Immigration Canada, The Issues: Consultationsof Settlement Renewal: Finding a New
Directionfor Newcomer Integration (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada,
1995) at 2.
Citizenship and Immigration Canada, Discussion Document (Immigration Consultations,
1994) at 7.
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A. Settlement Services
Federal settlement services for newcomers to Canada include reception,
referral and employment services, language training, and a host program to
match volunteers with newcomers. Settlement services are targeted at permanent
residents, not Canadian citizens, and so are meant to cover a three-year time
frame only."2 In 1996, the Chr6tien Liberals began a process of "settlement
renewal" in which the federal government devolved the direct administration and
funding of settlement services to lower levels. 3 In this way immigrant settlement
services joined the larger trend of "governance" which Susan Phillips defines as,
a process of governing through collaboration with voluntary, private or other public
sector actors in the planning, design and achievement of government objectives in a
manner that shares policy formation, risk and operational planning, and that may replace
programme delivery by state employees with those of third parties. 4

Not incidentally, this trend has emerged in the context ofneo-liberalism and cuts
to state spending. The turn towards governance was symbolized by the Chr~tien
Liberal's commitment of $95 million to a Voluntary Sector Initiative to boost the
capacity of this sector, part ofwhich has involved a still ongoing "Strengthening
Settlement Capacity Project" begun in 2001. Staff in immigrant-serving NGOs
however note that such new partnerships carry risks including the downloading
of deficits to the private sector, and challenges to the autonomy and advocacy
role of NGOs.15 Thus settlement renewal, like the move towards governance
voluntary sector as well as
generally, carries still unfolding implications for the
16
for the private sector, communities and families.
Thus far the clearest impact of settlement renewal has been evident in the
provinces. Since the formation of the modem Canadian state in 1867,
immigration has been constitutionally defined as a shared area of federal and
provincial jurisdiction, and since Confederation the relative influence of the

12

Peter Li, DestinationCanada:ImmigrationDebatesandIssues(Toronto: Oxford University
Press, 2002) at 44 [Destination Canada].
See Citizenship and Immigration Canada, Change and the Management of Settlement
Programsfor Newcomers (Ottawa, 1996).

14 Susan D. Phillips, "More than Stakeholders: Reforming State-Voluntary Relations" (2000)
'5

16

35 J. Can. Stud. 182 at 183 ["More than Stakeholders"].
See Tim Owen, "NGO-Government Partnerships" (2000) 1 J. Int'l Migration & Integration
131.
"More than Stakeholders," supra note 14.
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federal and provincial governments has varied.' 7 In recent decades, stemming
from the Quiet Revolution in the 1960s, Quebec has sought more control in
immigrant selection starting with the creation of its own department of
immigration in 1968, and culminating in the 1991 Canada-QuebecAccord.
While the admission of any person to Canada rests with the Canadian federal
state, the Canada-QurbecAccord gives Quebec sole responsibility for selecting
immigrants and refugees abroad who are destined for Quebec, and allows the
province to offer its own settlement services to immigrants with federal
compensation.
A primary consequence of settlement renewal has been the extension of
aspects of this arrangement with the other provinces. Indeed, the federal
government has now signed agreements (albeit less comprehensive than the one
with Quebec) with British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, New Brunswick,
Newfoundland and Labrador, and Prince Edward Island.' 8 As Joseph Garcea
suggests, "the result is an integration system in which the provincial
governments will perform the key planning and administrative roles and the
federal government will be limited to setting and enforcing principles and
standards, and providing funding for settlement and integration programs."' 9
B. The Metropolis Project
The potential policy-making ramifications of the emphasis on integration is
perhaps most strikingly found in the national component of the Metropolis
Project.2" Nationally, the Metropolis Project began with a joint effort by
Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) and the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) to establish four centres of
research excellence in the study of immigrant integration in 1996. These four
17
IS

'9

20

See R.A. Vineberg, "Federal Provincial Relations in Canadian Immigration" (1987) 30 Can.
Pub. Admin. 299.
A useful overview of these arrangements can be found in Casey Vander-Ploeg, "Canadian
Intergovernmental Agreements on Immigration" (Background Paper 2 at the Pioneers 2000
National Conference on Immigration) (Canada West Foundation, 2000).
Joseph Garcea, "Bicommunalism and the Bifurcation of the Immigration System" (1998)
30 Can. Ethnic Stud. 149 at 165.
The international Metropolis project, of which Canada is also a part, is an international
forum that brings together policy-makers, academics and non-governmental organizations
in the immigration field. By 2000, twenty other governments were involved in this project
including the U.S., Argentina, Austria, Denmark, France and the United Kingdom; the
Commission of the European Union and UNESCO were also involved. See Selling
Diversity, supra note 6 at 94-95.
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centres, which directly implicate fifteen Canadian universities, are located in
Vancouver, Edmonton, Toronto and Montreal. The Metropolis Project seeks to
bring together academics, policy-makers and non-governmental organizations
with the aim of improving "policy and program development through scientific
research."'" In particular the objectives of the initiative are to:
" promote innovative, multidisciplinary research on immigration and
integration in Canada focusing on key areas of relevance to policy and
program development and to service delivery in a variety of sectors;
" develop multidisciplinary research designs and new methodological
approaches to the study of immigration and integration issues;
• encourage comparative research from both a domestic and an international
perspective which can enhance our knowledge base and inform strategic
policy directions and practices;
" promote sustained collaboration among academics, policy-makers, business
and labour groups, foundations, community organizations, practitioners, and
other interested parties, on research into contemporary issues of mutual
interest and on discussions of the implications of this research for policy
development, program design and program delivery;
" provide research training opportunities for students, and encouragement to
graduate students and researchers in the early stages of their careers to
conduct immigration research; and
" disseminate research results widely to policy-makers, practitioners,
community organizations and the general public.22
Between 1996 and 2002, SSHRC and the Chrrtien government committed
$8 million to the four centres of research excellence; indeed the Metropolis
Project has been referred to by SSHRC staff as its "most significant program of
targeted research support. 2 3 In 2002 the Metropolis project was extended for

21

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada and the Department of
Citizenship and Immigration Canada, "Revised Program Description: Inuigration and the
Metropolis" (February 2002) Mimeo at 2.

22

Ibid.

23

Norman Vale, "Brave New Partnerships: Learning How to Get Along with Each Other in
the Metropolis" (1998) University Affairs 11.
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another five years, with the federal government and SSHRC committing a total
of $6,615,000 between 2002 and 2007.24 Thus even in the post-Chrrtien era it
can be expected that the emphasis on integration, and the Metropolis Project
framework, will continue. For this reason, it is worth reflecting on the
significance of this emphasis and project for the study and practice of
immigration.
Most obviously, under the Chrrtien government the term integration has
emerged as the professed means of "including" newcomers to Canada. Indeed,
in a 2003 overview of the work of Metropolis it is stressed that "the Government
of Canada has linked integration of newcomers to the broader goal of building
an inclusive society. "25 Relatedly, the Metropolis Project has given not only
Canadian policy-makers, but also hundreds of Canadian academics and graduate
students, as well as NGOs, a stake in continuing to utilize the idea of
"integration," in reference to including immigrants. This, in itself, is noteworthy
since in fact the term integration can be seen to form a less radical alternative to
the term - and politics of- multiculturalism.26 As Peter Li notes, despite the
stated definition of integration as involving adjustment on the part of both
newcomers and the host society, in fact both policy-makers and academics tend
to judge integration as successful when immigrants become similar to the
dominant group(s), and thus it ironically has much in common with
assimilation.27 In this sense, there remains continued ambiguity about what the
goal of "integration" actually means - despite the fact that it has become
intertwined with Canada's approach to handling diversity, and despite the fact
that Canada has been described as a "model" to the world not only by Jean
Chrrtien, but by non-Canadians as well.28
Clearly the Metropolis Project has also served to create a new way of
bringing academic research to bear on the policy-making process, and it is
anticipated that this will be even more the case in the second phase of the project
between 2002 and 2007.29 Yet, the move to establish the research centres of
excellence in the first place should be placed in the context of neo-liberalism,
24

25
26
27
28
29

This figure is subject to possible upward revision (personal communication with Baha
Abu-Laban, co-director of The Prairie Centre of Excellence for Research on Immigration
and Integration, University of Alberta, 1 August 2003).
Canada, Metropolis Project Team, "Inclusion and Exclusion in Canada" (March 2003)
Metropolis at 1 [Metropolis].
"Welcome/STAY OUT," supra note 4 at 201-203.
Destination Canada,supra note 12 at 50-53.
Selling Diversity, supra note 6 at 121-23
Metropolis,supra note 25 at 1-2.
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which brought with it shrinking research budgets. Effectively the Metropolis
Project makes use of a highly-skilled professorate class who, in contrast to
consultants, do not receive personal remuneration for their research efforts.
Not least, while it may be the case that Metropolis-based research can lead
to better policy practices, it is also the case that, for academics, the shift towards
targeted research brings with it the danger of "narrowing the conceptualization
and purpose of research to serve particular uses."3 ° Arguably, in the case of the
Metropolis Project much of the research work, particularly in the first phase,
directed researchers to address policy practices insofar as they related to the
experience of immigrants and their descendants already in Canada, rather than
the shifting policies and state practices that governed the entry of would-be
immigrants to Canada. Yet, as a result of the turn towards neo-liberalism,
immigration selection itself changed markedly once the Chrrtien Liberals
assumed power in 1993. A distinctive pattern of exclusion can be seen in the
increasing emphasis on attracting "self-sufficient" immigrants to Canada, and
this emphasis contradicts the stated goal of inclusion that permeates discussions
of integration.
III.

SELF-SUFFICIENCY
People who know they have to contribute to the cost of the operation are still
arrivingby the hundreds of thousands. The problem we face is that too many
people want to come in and we cannot receive them all.
Jean Chretien, 199531

In the 1993 election, Jean Chr6tien campaigned on the platform articulated
in the Liberal Party's Red Book. According to this election manifesto,
immigration levels were to be "approximately one percent ofthe population each
year."32 Yet, it is also worth recalling that when Jean Chrrtien came to office
33
public attitudes towards immigration were at an all-time high level of hostility,
and moreover the success of the populist and right-of-centre Reform Party had
served to politicize issues relating to racial and ethnic diversity, multiculturalism
Janice A. Newson, "Presidential Address: Positioning the Social Sciences in a Context of
Economic Restructuring" (1995) 19 Society/Soci&t6 1 at 7.
3' As quoted in House of Commons, Debates (5 December 1999) at 1430.
32 Liberal Party of Canada, Creating Opportunity: The Liberal Planfor Canada (Ottawa:
Liberal Party of Canada, 1993) at 87.
33 Victoria M. Esses, John F. Dovidio & Gordon Hodson, "Public Attitudes Toward
Immigration in the United States and Canada in Response to the September 11,2001 'Attack
on America' (2002) 2 Analyses of Social Issues & Public Policy 69 at 72.
30
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and immigration in a distinct way.34 Thus, it is perhaps not surprising that across
three mandates (1993, 1997, 2000) the annual level of immigration never
reached as high as 1 per cent of the population under Prime Minister Chrrtien.
Instead, shortly after assuming power, between February and November
1994, the Chrrtien Liberals carried out a public consultation on immigration. As
Janine Brodie and Christina Gabriel note, public consultations have been a
central feature of the Chrrtien government and, in keeping with consultations in
other areas of policy, the one on immigration served to legitimize neo-liberal
policies and practices by limiting the parameters of debate and providing the
illusion of democratic decision-making.35 Following these consultations, the
hallmark feature of the Chrrtien Liberals' immigration selection was the new
emphasis on attracting self-sufficient immigrants who could pay the costs of
their own "integration" in Canadian society.36 There are three clear ways that this
has become evident under the Chrrtien Liberals.
The first way in which the emphasis on self-sufficiency is evident is that there
has been a reordering of the relative mix of immigrants away from the family
and humanitarian/refugee classes towards the independent/economic class.
Formally, it is only independent immigrants who are assessed on the criteria of
the point system. As Sunera Thobani notes, throughout the 1994 immigration
consultation period and its aftermath, the independent category was masculinized
and valorized in state discourse, while the family category was feminized and
treated as a problem.37 Specifically, independent immigrants were assumed to be
male economic actors who would contribute to the nation, whereas family class
immigrants were treated as non-contributory ("wives and children") who would
drain social services. However erroneous this representation and this measuring
of worth are,38 by 1994 the Chrrtien Liberals had clearly planned not only to

14

"
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See Della Kirkham, "The Reform Party of Canada: A Discourse on Race, Ethnicity and
Equality," in Vic Satzewich, ed., Racism and Social Inequality in Canada: Concepts,
Controversiesand Strategies ofResistance (Toronto: Thompson Educational Publishing,
1998) 243.
See Janie Brodie & Christina Gabriel, "Canadian Immigration Policy and the Emergence
of the Neo-Liberal State" (1998) 1 J. Cotemporary Int'l Issues 1 at 11-13, online:
<www.yorku.ca/research/cii/joumal/issues/vol 1no 1/article_3.html>.
"Welcome/STAY OUT," supra note 4 at 205
Sunera Thobani, "Closing the Nation's Ranks: Racism, Sexism and the Abuse of Power in
Canadian Immigration Policy," in Susan C. Boyd, Dorothy E. Chunn & Robert Menzies,
eds., [Ab] Using Power: The CanadianExperience (Halifax: Femwood Press, 2001) 49 at
59.
Selling Diversity, supra note 6 at 37-60.
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lower the annual intake of immigrants, but to give more priority to independent
immigrants for the remainder of the century since they would be more likely to
earn a high income and generate economic growth and less likely to use social
welfare.3 9 The effects of this shift, inspired by neo-liberalism with its emphasis
on reducing social expenditures and promoting self-sufficiency, linger. In 2002,
over two-thirds of incoming immigrants came in under the
economic/independent category. 40 This can be contrasted with the decade of the
1980s when the independent category tended to be smaller than the family
category.'
The second way that attracting self-sufficient and cost-paying immigrants
became evident was in the introduction of a "Right of Landing Fee" in 1995. The
Right of Landing Fee has been referred to by its critics as a modern form of head
tax (in reference to the historic and racialized practice of the federal state
charging a tax on every Chinese immigrant to Canada). As originally conceived,
the Right of Landing Fee is a $975 fee levied on all adult immigrants, including
refugees, entering Canada. In 2000, the federal government repealed this fee for
refugees only, and Canada lost its rather dubious status as the only country in the
world to charge a fee to people fleeing persecution and seeking protection.4 2
Revenues generated by this fee, according to the Chr6tien Liberals, were to offset the cost of settlement programs and social services used by immigrants, even
though incoming immigrants immediately pay taxes, and even though settlement
services have been continuously subject to cuts over the 1990s. 43 Moreover, as
Peter Li's careful analysis shows, for each year between 1997 and 2001 the
amount spent by incoming immigrants on processing fees was higher than the
amount spent by the federal government on settlement programs for refugees and
immigrants.'

9 Yasmeen Abu-Laban, "Keeping 'em Out: Gender, Race and Class Biases in Canadian
Immigration Policy," in Veronica Strong-Boad, et al., eds., Paintingthe Maple: Essays on
Race Gender and the Constructionof Canada(Vancouver: University of British Columbia
Press, 1998) 69 at 79 ["Keeping 'em Out"].
40 Carsten Quell, Official Languages and Immigration: Obstacles and Opportunitiesfor
Immigrants and Communities (Ottawa: Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages
and Minister of Public Works and Government Services Canada, 2002) at 11 [Official
Languages and Immigration].
"Keeping 'em Out," supra note 39 at 76.
42 Selling Diversity, supra note 6 at 67-69.
43 Ibid. at 68-69.
44 Destination Canada,supra note 12 at 168
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The third way the Chr~tien Liberals have sought to attract self-sufficient
immigrants is through changes to the criteria of selection which have raised the
standards and pass marks for eligibility for independent immigrants. Building
upon the selection criteria outlined in the 2001 Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act (which replaced the 1976 Immigration Act), new regulations
introduced in June 2002 place more emphasis on education and on knowledge
of one or both of Canada's official languages in the point system.45 While the
focus on official languages has been framed in some quarters as a means to
ensure the health of French language minority communities outside of Quebec,46
immigrants who know an official language are not going to make use of statefunded language training programs. Indeed, it is important to note that
throughout the period in which the Chr~tien Liberals have been in office, the
merit of downloading language training costs from the state to families and
individuals has been a recurrent theme.47
As noted, immigration policy is, by definition, about exclusion. Prior to 1967,
Canada's immigration policy was explicitly racist and this only changed in 1967
with the introduction of the point system when Canada's policy became
officially non-discriminatory. The criteria used in the point system have long
served to favour class-advantaged male applicants in countries with extensive
educational opportunities based on the western scientific model. 48 In addition,
since independent immigrants must apply from outside of Canada, the uneven
distribution of Canadian immigration posts abroad - particularly underrepresented in the continent of Africa- suggests how immigration practices can
discriminate on the basis of the geographical location (and hence the
race/ethnicity) of potential applicants.49 However, the combined impact of the
changes that have taken place since Jean Chr~tien became Prime Minister is to
create new and reinforced patterns of exclusion based on race, ethnicity, gender
and class.
The favouring of independent applicants has been coupled with a
problematization of immigrant women who are less likely to apply in this
category, as well as disfavouring the family class in immigration selection. The

41

47
41
41

S.C. 2001, c. 27. Peter Rekai, "US and Canadian Immigration Policies: Marching Together
To Different Tunes" (C.D. Howe Institute Commentary: The Border Papers 171, 2002) at
4.
Official Languages and Immigration, supra note 40 at 15.
Selling Diversity, supra note 6 at 71.
Ibid. at 47-54.
"Keeping 'em Out," supra note 39 at 78.
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imposition of a landing fee imposes financial hardship on would-be immigrants,
particularly women and the poor, from many countries in the developing world
where this fee might be particularly onerous. Consider, for example, that the
$975 Right of Landing Fee is equivalent to about ten months' worth of wages for
a nurse in Sri Lanka.5 ° The changed criteria in the point system, especially
around language, serves to favour applicants from countries where French and/or
English is spoken, and/or there are extensive opportunities for learning these
languages.
In short, despite the emphasis on "integration" and inclusion that has been a
hallmark of the Chr~tien Liberals, the practice of immigration selection has
actually become more exclusionary since 1993. Since the more exclusionary
direction charted in the selection of would-be immigrants has been inspired by
neo-liberalism, it is unlikely that immigration policy will be altered
fundamentally in the absence of a shift away from these values. Indeed, the
September 2003 decision by the Chrrtien Liberals to actually lower the criteria
of the point system stemmed less from a change in philosophy and more from
a court case launched by would-be immigrants who had applied prior to the
change of rules, and who had successfully argued that they should be judged on
the old criteria.5" Moreover, since the events of September 11, public attitudes
towards immigration, and immigration controls, seem to be moving in an even
more restrictive direction.
IV.

CONTINENTALIZATION
Mr. President,you and Imet at the White House less than two weeks after 9-11.
We understoodthe urgent need to act.... We recognized that we could create a
"smartborder,"one that was not only moresecure, but more efficientfor trade.
Jean Chrtien, 200252

The impact of the September 11,2001 attacks in New York and Washington
on a range of policy areas is still unfolding, and immigration is no exception.
However, it is clear so far that September 11 has affected Canadian public
opinion and public discourse, and that it has opened the possibilities for stricter
and more racialized immigration and security controls. Stricter border security
'o Selling Diversity,supra note 6 at 68.
s' Simon Tuck, "Ottawa Reverses Field, Eases Immigration Rules" Globe & Mail (19
September 2003) Al, A8.
52 "Address by Prime Minister Jean Chrntien on the Occasion of the Canada-U.S. Border
Summit" (Detroit, 9 September 2002) at 1.
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and immigration controls also stem from the manner in which Canada became
situated as part of a North American region as a result of the decision made by
the Chrrtien Liberals to pursue the continentalization strategy begun by the
Conservative government of Brian Mulroney with the 1988 Canada-U.S. Free
Trade Agreement, and continued through the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) passed in 1993.53
In terms of public attitudes, September 11 has "served to make more salient
to Americans and Canadians both the real and the more symbolic (i.e., value or
cultural) threats that 'foreigners' may pose to their way of life."54 Perceived
"foreigners" in an immigrant-receiving country like Canada are numerous.
Indeed, in the immediate aftermath of September 11 there was violence
generated in cities across Canada by some citizens, against minority co-citizens
(including Arab Canadians, Muslim Canadians, South Asian and other visible
minority Canadians)." In addition to this backlash, September 11 has led to more
negative public attitudes about immigration in both the United States and
Canada, and this may increase.5 6 Not least, it is also clear that in Canada there
has been a shift in public opinion, and perhaps more significantly in the
discourse of some political and media elites, towards endorsing ethnic or racial
profiling. 57 In the post-September 11 environment, profiling might involve law
enforcement and immigration officials differentially targeting those seen to be
Arab or Muslim.58
In the months following September 11, Jean Chrrtien strongly denounced the
violence directed at some minority Canadians, and worked to put forward a
vision of Canada as a culturally diverse country where difference was accepted
- arguably preventing the immediate backlash from being much worse. 9 Yet,
despite this clear condemnation of racism from Chrdtien, there is evidence of a

Laura MacDonald, "Turbulence in Global Politics: Beyond Canada's Middle Power Image,"
in Michael Whittington & Glen Williams, eds., Canadian Politics in the 21st Century
(Scarborough: Nelson Thomson Learning, 2000) 251.
Esses, Dovidio & Hodson, supra note 33 at 75.
"
Yasmeen Abu-Laban, "Liberalism, Multiculturalism and the Problem of Essentialism"
(2002) 6 Citizenship Studies 459 at 468-69 ["Liberalism"].
56 Esses, Dovidio & Hodson, supra note 33.
5 "Liberalism," supra note 55 at 449-70.
5 Sujit Choudhry, "Protecting Equality in the Face of Terror: Ethnic and Racial Profiling and
s. 15 of the Charter," in Ronald J. Daniels, Patrick Macklem & Kent Roach, eds., The
Security of Freedom: Essays on Canada'sAnti-Terrorism Bill (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 2001) 367 at 368.
9 "Liberalism," supra note 55 at 470-71.
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racialization of security threats and thus immigration control post-September 11.
This is seen in reported practices of profiling by state officials, and the drop in
the number of visas granted to applicants from Middle Eastern and
predominantly Muslim countries.6° Stricter border and immigration controls are
also emerging as a consequence of the deepening economic ties between Canada
and the United States, which are serving to propel a continentalization of
immigration post-September 11.61
In contrast to the European Union where nationals of member states enjoy a
European citizenship which allows them mobility, residence and other rights
within any other member state, the provisions of NAFTA offer only limited
mobility rights to business people and professionals. However, there is no
question that as a result of the North American Free Trade Agreement the trade
between Canada and the United States has been expanded with implications in
a host of areas, including immigration.62
As a result of the deepening economic ties created by NAFTA, the closure of
the U.S. border in the immediate aftermath of September 11 cost Canadian
businesses billions of dollars. 63 At the same time, despite the fact that none of the
September 11 hijackers came through Canada, and despite the fact that there are
relatively few instances of law breaking amongst immigrants, there was a
perception on the part of many American policy-makers that Canada was lax on
immigration. 6' Combined, these two factors translated into more frequent calls
on the part of Canadian businesses and politicians on both sides of the CanadaU.S. border for a "security perimeter" which would lead to better co-operation,
if not harmonization, on border security and immigration policies. 65 The exact
place of Mexico in this vision is unclear. As it stands, in practical terms the
perimeter call led to the signing in December 2001 of the Smart Border
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Transnationalism, Localism, and Identities," in Wallance Clement & Leah Vosko, eds.,
Changing Canada: Political Economy as Transformation (Montreal & Kingston:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 2003) 363 at 369.
Christina Gabriel & Laura Macdonald, "Beyond the Continentalist/Nationalist Divide:
Politics in a North America 'without Borders'," in Clement & Vosko, ibid., 213 at 214.
Selling Diversity, supra note 6 at 62.
Yasmeen Abu-Laban & Christina Gabriel, "Security, Immigration and Post-September 11
Canada," in Janine Brodie & Linda Trimble, eds., Reinventing Canada:Politic of the 21st
Century (Toronto: Prentice Hall, 2003) 290 at 291.
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Declaration between Canada and the United States, and its accompanying thirtypoint action plan.
The Smart Border Declaration commits the two countries to collaborate to
create, in the words of Chrrtien, "a border that is open for business, but closed
to terrorists. ' 66 Thus far the Accord has led to a number of developments which
impact immigration. These include: efforts tojointly co-ordinate and standardize
biometric identifiers for travelers; efforts to better exchange information on
immigration and asylum-seekers; the signing of a "Safe Third Country
Agreement" which will allow asylum claims to be heard in only one of the two
countries; visa policy co-ordination; and joint co-ordination between
immigration officers abroad.6 7

In essence, the Smart Border Declaration was a document that met the stated
concerns of the United States with security at the border, and the concerns
expressed by Canadian politicians and business leaders about keeping the border
open to the flow of goods. 68 Nonetheless, the implications of this Accord are farreaching for Canada. As Satzewich and Wong note, "convergence and
harmonization will most likely put pressures on Canada to move toward a more
restrictive immigration policy. ' 69 This is because the United States has a far
greater number of restrictive and inadmissible criteria governing immigration
selection and also tends to take fewer immigrants per capita than Canada.
It has been observed that NAFTA created a neo-liberal conditioning
framework for the subordinate partners (Mexico and Canada) to the agreement.7°
In tandem, neo-liberalism and regional integration have also impacted
immigration. The Chrrtien years have clearly marked how the paths of neoliberalism and continentalization have produced, and will likely continue to
produce, new forms of exclusion in immigration.
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CONCLUSION
There are a lot of things that they can write about, and I will not be there to
read my legacy... Forme, I'm satisfiedthat I've done my best.

Jean Chr~tien, 200371
It is true that future historians will have a lot to cover in any consideration of
the life and times of Jean Chr6tien, whose near forty-year career in public life,
and decade stint as Prime Minister, have seen considerable changes in Canadian
politics and society. It is future historians who will also have the advantage of
time to more adequately gauge what has a lasting impact.
Yet, even from the vantage point of Jean Chr6tien's retirement as head of the
Liberal Party of Canada, and as Prime Minister, much can also be said about the
ways in which immigration policy has evolved. The policy emphasis on
integration has brought with it devolved ways in which settlement services are
offered with implications for both the provinces and the voluntary sector. This
turn towards governance has also incorporated new modes of policy-making
involving academics, as seen in the Metropolis Project. The search for selfsufficient immigrants has reinforced exclusions relating to class, gender, race
and ethnicity that were residual in the officially non-discriminatory post-1967
immigration policy. Responses to the events of September 11 which have seen
Canada working in close alliance with the United Sates, suggest that far from
being a borderless world, immigration and border controls are being fortified and
harmonized between the two countries and carry the potential for new forms of
exclusion to be etched onto immigration policy. In this way, immigration policy
has been transformed under Prime Minister Jean Chr6tien's leadership in even
greater exclusionary directions than the period from 1967-1993.
These emphases on integration, self-sufficiency and continentalization will
likely shape immigration policy long past the retirement of Jean Chr6tien from
Canadian public life. Thus, despite the inclusive discourse underpinning
integration, and the inclusive character of the "Canadian model," compared to
many other countries, growing exclusion is also a factor to be reckoned with in
understanding contemporary immigration policy. Whether short- or long-term,
this is part of Jean Chr6tien's immigration legacy.

'

As quoted in Louise Elliott, "Chr~tien Marks 40 Years in Politics" (Canadian Press, 2003).
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A PASSIVE INTERNATIONALIST:
JEAN CHRETIEN AND
CANADIAN FOREIGN POLICY
Tom Keating*

I.

INTRODUCTION

Jean Chr~tien and Canadian foreign policy are not often combined in the
same sentence. Unlike his predecessors, Pierre Trudeau and Brian Mulroney,
who came to be linked rather closely with a particular style and substance of
foreign policy, the very idea of a Chr~tien approach to foreign policy, let alone
a Chr~tien foreign policy seems more difficult to conjure. In spite of more than
forty years in elected office, the last ten as Prime Minister, and an extensive
record of prominent Cabinet postings including a very brief tenure as Foreign
Minister, foreign policy has never appeared to be a high priority for Chrtien. As
Prime Minister, Chr~tien liked to travel, talk to foreign leaders, and participated
in numerous summit meetings, yet seldom did he take a lead role on a foreign
policy initiative, and beyond the area of trade promotion, he displayed little by
way of sustained interest in any particular foreign policy issue. The more
prominent and successful foreign policy initiatives that occurred during his time
on Sussex Drive, such as the Ottawa Treaty banning anti-personnel landmines
or the International Criminal Court, are most commonly associated with his
second foreign minister, Lloyd Axworthy, than with Chr6tien himself. Outside
of his Team Canada sales campaigns, Chrrtien's foreign policy legacy is more
likely to rest on his refusal to join the American-British invasion of Iraq or his
efforts to launch international action to rescue Rwandan refugees or to bring
comprehensive sanctions against the Nigerian government for executing activist
Ken Saro Wiwa and his Ogoni colleagues at the Commonwealth. One of the
highest priorities for Chrrtien upon assuming the Prime Minister's office was
reducing the substantial deficit that had been accumulating for years under both
Liberal and Conservative governments. Despite his rhetorical support for
Canada's international commitments it was these very international
commitments that became a primary target in the government's attack on the
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deficit. Foreign aid, defence, and the country's diplomatic service all
experienced major reductions during the 1990s. For much of his time in office,
foreign affairs portfolios - defence, foreign aid, and the diplomatic corps were sacrificed in the fight against the deficit rather than deployed to meet global
challenges. Throughout his tenure as Prime Minister, Chr~tien was torn between
the desire and demands to be engaged internationally, and the domestic and
partisan considerations that had enabled him to survive more than four decades
in public office. His instincts and skills were more closely attuned to the latter
and thus, not surprisingly, foreign affairs almost always made room for domestic
political concerns.
Part of the difficulty in gaining a fair perspective of the Chrdtien years in
Canadian foreign policy is the stark contrast it presents to the more activist
period under his predecessor, Brian Mulroney. As Harald von Reikhoff and
Maureen Appel Molot noted: "though [Mulroney] had had no personal
background in international affairs, Mulroney demonstrated a more sustained
interest and day-to-day direct involvement in foreign policy than any other
Canadian peacetime prime minister."' Almost any prime minister would pale in
comparison, but especially someone of Chr~tien's style and approach. Chr~tien
did not sing duets with American presidents, nor did he seek to dominate foreign
policy-making within his Cabinet. His profile on the international stage has been
rather modest at best. Indeed as Nossal has noted, "Chr~tien ... came to

power...actively seeking to avoid the kind of activist foreign policy that had
been pursued by the Mulroney government.",2 From the start he was reluctant to
commit the country to active participation in foreign ventures, shying away from
a more assertive role in both Bosnia and Haiti. In spite of his comparatively low
profile, however, it would be wrong to conclude that Chr~tien had little influence
on foreign policy. For the past ten years Canadian foreign policy has worn the
stamp of Jean Chr~tien. The stamp has not always been as prominent as that
made by previous prime ministers, but it has been no less influential in defining
Canada's involvement in the global community. A review of the Prime
Minister's speeches on foreign policy reveals a number of persistent themes the promotion of liberal trade for national and international prosperity, the

2

Harald von Riekhoff & Maureen Appel Molot, "Introduction: A Part of the Peace," in
Harald von Riekhoff & Maureen Appel Molot, eds., CanadaAmong Nations (Ottawa:
Carleton University Press, 1994) 19.
Kim Richard Nossal, "Mission Diplomacy and the 'Cult of the Initiative' in Canadian
Foreign Policy," in Andrew F. Cooper & Geoffrey Hayes, eds., Worthwhile Initiatives:
Canadian Mission-OrientedDiplomacy (Toronto: Irwin Publishing, 2000) [Worthwhile
Initiatives] 1 at 4 ["Mission Diplomacy"].
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projection of Canadian values, the reform and support of international
institutions, and an ongoing concern with global poverty and inequalities. While
Chrrtien often spoke of these concerns and Canada's active role in the global
community, as Prime Minister he seemed to have a limited interest in these
areas, a more modest view of the country's role and, not unimportantly, a strong
belief in the greater importance of domestic affairs. Chrrtien was first and
foremost concerned with his domestic policy agenda. This agenda was
dominated by Quebec and the deficit for much of his time as Prime Minister, and
these concerns helped to shape his approach to foreign policy. Of course, not
everyone is in agreement with this characterization of Chr6tien's approach. John
Kirton for example has written that:
Despite Jean Chr~tien's initial instinct to leave foreign policy largely to his trusted
foreign and trade ministers, ... both the substance of that policy and the process that
produced it came to bear the central stamp of a Prime Minister who had developed clear
convictions about Canada's importance and leadership in the world ... which in turn
produced a foreign policy distinguished by an assertive, ambitious, highly engaged
globalism'

While there may have been some support for this notion of "an assertive,
ambitious highly engaged globalism" during the period reviewed by Kirton,
there is less evidence to support such a view over the full term of Chr&tien's
reign as Prime Minister.
Looking back on Chr6tien's decade as Prime Minister, one is struck by the
inconsistencies that surround Canada's foreign policy during this period.
Chr~tien was initially skeptical of Canada's peacekeeping commitments in
Bosnia yet, repeatedly, though primarily rhetorically, supported U.N.
peacekeeping. He frequently emphasized the relative importance of the U.N. for
Canadian and international security policy, yet Canadian military commitments
to the U.N. declined significantly over the past decade. He asserted the
importance of a U.N. mandate before committing Canadian forces to the
American-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, yet expressed a willingness to join the
Americans and British in attacking Iraq in 1998 without such a mandate, and
twice committed Canadian forces to U.S.-led wars in Kosovo and Afghanistan,
again with no U.N. mandate. His government continued the move away from
formal military commitments to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
John J. Kirton, "Foreign Policy Under the Liberals: Prime Ministerial Leadership in the
Chr~tien Government's Foreign Policy-making Process," in Fen Osler Hampson, Maureen
Appel Molot & Martin Rudner, eds., CanadianAmong Nations 1997, Asia-PacificFace-Off
(Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1997) 21 at 22.
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(NATO), but significantly more Canadian armed forces served as part of NATO
operations than as members of U.N. operations during his governments. He
challenged American foreign policy and sought to distance Canada from the
United States, yet developed a close personal relationship with President Bill
Clinton; and trade, and more recently security policy, have drawn the two
countries ever more closely together. He championed various regional initiatives
in the Pacific, the Americas, and more recently, Africa, and appointed ministers
to look after these regional concerns, but each received only passing attention.
When Chrrtien addressed foreign policy matters, he often invoked the
internationalist legacy of Lester Pearson as the guiding spirit for his Liberal
government's approach to the global community. Yet some critics maintain that
Chrrtien's foreign policy was a far cry from Pearsonian internationalism. "The
Chrrtien government has been, in practice, if not in word, the most isolationist
government since Mackenzie King's in the 1930s, all the while touting the
official line that internationalism is still the Canadian doctrine in world affairs." 4
Michael Ignatieff argues "[w]e are living off a Pearsonian reputation that we no
longer deserve., 5 For Andrew Cohen, Chrrtien has been asleep at the wheel as
he recounts, in considerable detail, the significant decline in Canada's
international presence during the 1990s.6 For others the "gaggle of Chrrtien-era
initiatives is eloquent testimony to the degree to which mission diplomacy is
alive and well and living in Ottawa."7 In part, these inconsistencies reflect
competing pressures and the uncertainty of the post-Cold War security
environment, but they also suggest a Prime Minister without a clear set of
priorities or a sufficiently strong commitment to remain highly engaged on
foreign policy issues. Lester Pearson once remarked that foreign policy was
"domestic policy with its hat on." Perhaps this was never more true than it was
during Chr6tien's tenure. In a foreign policy that was generally supported by the
Canadian public, Chrrtien's foreign policywas driven by domestic priorities and
foremost among these was the deficit. From his first decision to cancel the Sea
King helicopter replacement program for the Navy through a decade of declining
support for development assistance, balancing the books always took precedence
over the wider world. Thus, and on balance, while a departure from some of his

4
5
6
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Jean-Francois Rioux & Robin Hay, "Canadian Foreign Policy: From Internationalism to
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more activist predecessors, Chr~tien's approach to world affairs tended to reflect
a more passive internationalism than a full-scale retreat to isolationism.
II.

INSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

A combination ofinternational, institutional, and personal pressures shape the
participation of prime ministers in foreign policy making. "When prime
ministers assume office, they also assume a wide range of responsibilities that
propel even those who might have little interest in world affairs into the
international system." 8 The prime minister can shape foreign policy not only
through direct involvement, but also through powers of appointment and
Chrrtien was no different from his predecessors in directing Canadian foreign
policy in such a manner. Chr6tien's Cabinet appointments set the tone for
Canadian foreign policy. In passing over Lloyd Axworthy "the antithesis of
Chrrtien" for foreign minister and initially appointing Andre Ouellet to this
position, Chrrtien opted for a more conservative foreign policy during the initial
stages of his first government. In doing so, he also demonstrated the clear
priority that would be given to domestic considerations, especially economic
considerations. The appointment of Ouellet served important national unity
objectives in the months preceding the Quebec referendum. "The government
in a senior portfolio to strengthen its hand in the
needed a senior francophone ...
9
anticipated referendum." It was therefore not surprising that Ouellet devoted
most of his time and attention to provincial matters rather than to foreign policy.
Ouellet's emphasis on Quebec also reinforced the view that the more significant
foreign policy post, in the Prime Minister's view, was trade. In this position,
Chrrtien had targeted Roy MacLaren, an ardent free trader. It was a sign of the
inconsistencies to follow. While Chrrtien had campaigned with a persistent antiNAFTA message, the appointment of MacLaren confirmed that the "Liberals
pursue its attainment with
once again... stood for free trade and would ...

abandon."'" The priority given to trade liberalization and trade promotion was
clearly evident in the early years of Chrrtien's tenure. Axworthy would
eventually receive the Foreign Affairs portfolio in 1996 and would use it to
promote an agenda geared more to human rights and human security
considerations. By this time, however, the economic priorities of the government
had been firmly established. Moreover, as many observers have noted, systemic

8 Kim Richard Nossal, The Politicsof CanadianForeignPolicy (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall,
1997) at 177 [CanadianForeign Policy].
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Andrew Cohen, cited in CanadianForeignPolicy, ibid. at 189.
Edward Greenspon & Anthony Wilson-Smith, Double Vision: The Inside Story of the
Liberals in Power (Toronto: Doubleday Canada, 1996) at 103 [Double Vision].
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changes in the global political economy and the government's response to them
had largely displaced foreign affairs as the key policy portfolio, as trade and
finance assumed a greater measure of prominence and influence. In this changing
global context, the foreign minister had less influence over the general direction
of foreign policy."' This, however, was more the result of changes in the global
political economy than of any decision taken by the Prime Minister. Though
given Chrrtien's own interests in trade promotion, he was not likely to challenge
these priorities, as he made clear in his dealings with China and Indonesia,
among others, on human rights. For his part, Chrrtien argued that such
inconsistencies were defensible:
Yes, we trade with countries whose human rights records are far from perfect. Those who
suggest that the choice is "trade versus human rights" pose a false choice. We do not set
aside our concerns and commitments on human rights in the pursuit of economic gain for
Canadians. Trade and investment, when pursued fairly and with the view to sharing the
benefits, also increase income levels and the ability of individuals to provide for
themselves and their families. 2

Chrrtien also sought to open the foreign policy process to more parliamentary
and public scrutiny. Parliamentary reviews into defence and foreign policy were
launched in 1994 and the government's response appeared in a booklet, Canada
in the World, released in 1995. In addition to this foreign policy review process
that now seems to accompany any new government into power, Chrrtien sought
to institutionalize public consultations to a much greater extent than his
predecessors had done. While domestic groups had increasingly gained access
to policy-makers, and while some elected representatives, such as Joe Clark, had
encouraged more regular consultations, Chrrtien sought to broaden the range of
contacts and increase the amount of consultation. Annual foreign policy forums
were initiated in 1995. These were designed to bring Canadians from different
perspectives, regions and experiences together to develop policy-relevant
recommendations for the government to consider. While the wisdom and
democratic character of such gatherings has been widely discussed, The
Economist seems to have summed it up best: "What real difference will it all
make? In the end, for all the fine words in the old railway station and in
committee rooms, foreign policy will probably still be made by the officials

12
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around the finance minister, Paul Martin. Which means staying close to the
apron strings of the United States."' 3 Increased consultations did have the effect
of encouraging domestic groups to seek more direct access to policy discussions
and generated a number of confrontations between these groups and policy
makers, especially on such issues as trade and human rights.
One of the more powerful pressures compelling prime ministers to become
involved in global affairs in recent years has been the increasingly common
practice of summit diplomacy. Summit diplomacy requires even the most
reluctant of political leaders to participate, lest they offend their hosts. Prime
Minister Chr~tien attended more than fifty summit meetings during his time in
office, an average of more than five a year. Some of these were set by the former
Prime Minister himself, for example bilateral meetings with other heads of
government, and reflected his personal interests. 4 While these can be used to
reinforce one's position on the world stage, Chr(tien's "meetings with foreign
leaders tended to be more about comparative domestic politics than any
exploration of the intricacies of international diplomacy." 5 The majority of
summit meetings, however, resulted from Canada's membership in multilateral
institutions, such as the Group of Eight (G-8), the Commonwealth, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation and
la Francophonie rather than the Prime Minister's discretion. Participating in
these institutional summits was, and remains to a considerable degree, an
obligation that prime ministers, including Chr6tien, could not easily shirk.
Summit meetings provide both an opportunity and, at times, a requirement that
the Prime Minister express a position on foreign policy matters. Unlike his
predecessors Trudeau and Mulroney, who often assumed a high profile at
summit meetings, Chr~tien's approach was deliberately low key. For example,
he tried to minimize the prominence of the first G-8 meeting he hosted in
Halifax by describing it as a "Chevrolet" summit. His decision to host his
second, shorter, and final G-8 meeting at a relatively remote Alberta resort was
motivated both by security concerns and a desire to promote a greater degree of
informality to this august gathering. This is not to say that Chrrtien refrained
from pushing his own priorities at these meetings - reform of international
institutions at the 1995 meeting and African development in 2003 - but his
approach was somewhat more muted.

"3 "Canada: A Few Kicks and Screams" The Economist (16 April 1994) 50.
Among the bilateral meetings with other leaders, perhaps the most important were meetings
with the U.S. president, though the one that did not take place scheduled for May 2003 was
the most widely discussed.
'5 Double Vision, supra note 10 at 102.
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Despite the apparent preference for a more modest role, summit gatherings
have a tendency of tempting even the most reluctant leaders into the spotlight,
and Chrrtien was not immune to the pressure. So it was in November 1995 when
Prime Minister Chrrtien - then attending the Commonwealth Heads of
Government Meeting in Auckland, New Zealand - called the Nigerian
government to account for its pending decision to execute Ken Saro Wiwa and
eight ofhis Ogoni colleagues. As Black notes, "Chrrtien... distinguished himself
by being the only leader to warn in his opening remarks that carrying out the
sentence would clearly violate Harare principles" of good governance. 6 In
calling attention to the execution, Chrrtien appears to have been motivated more
by the specific circumstances of the moment rather than a persistent concern
with human rights, as these had been routinely ignored at the APEC summit
Chrrtien hosted in 1993 and in the government's relations with potentially
lucrative trade partners, such as China. Yet in taking a stand at the
Commonwealth summit, Chrrtien moved the Canadian government to centre
stage in an effort to promote democratic change in Nigeria. The summit rhetoric
was quickly overwhelmed by the necessity of providing the deliverables and, in
this and other cases, the Chrrtien government sometimes found it difficult to
sustain a commitment to making a difference. As Black has argued "an effective
human rights-based stand...needs to be buttressed by a greater degree of
consistency than has been manifested in the Chrrtien government's foreign
policy."17

A similar inability or unwillingness to follow through on initiatives plagued
the Prime Minister on other issues; for example when he was motivated to
launch a multilateral action to rescue Rwandan refugees threatened by the
geographical extension of the Rwandan civil war in November 1994. Motivated
in part by the human suffering being displayed by the western media, Chrrtien
attempted to initiate an international effort to repatriate Rwandan refugees from
their camps in eastern Zaire; lest they fall prey to those who sought to use the
camps to launch a counter-offensive against the newly installed Tutsi-led
government in Rwanda. The Prime Minister's initiative was marred from the
beginning by Canada's limited capacities, the reluctance of other parties, notably
the United States, to get involved and a limited understanding of circumstances
on the ground. The immediate crisis soon ended as developments in the region
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forced the refugees to risk the return home lest they find themselves in the midst
of yet another war zone. This provided an opportunity for the Prime Minister to
proclaim a partial success, but the event provided an indication of the
uncertainty, if not ambivalence, surrounding the Prime Minister's approach to
humanitarian crises. This ambivalence reflected a tendency on the part of the
Prime Minister to move from issue to issue with little by way of sustained
interest in any particular area. Africa, for example, re-emerged as a major
priority for the 2002 summit, by which time foreign aid had declined
substantially and Canada's peacekeeping personnel on the continent had been
reduced to eight. Andrew Cohen wrote that "cynics could be forgiven for
wondering whether Africa was simply the flavour of the month, as Asia was at
a summit in Vancouver in 1997 ...
for Jean Chrrtien, who had presided over the

hollowing-out of foreign aid, Africa looked equally ephemeral - less a
commitment than a caprice." 8 Short attention spans have been evident in other
areas. For example, between 1993 and 2003, the Chr~tien government
demonstrated an interest in developing a more regional approach to its foreign
policy, but the interest shifted from Asia, to the Americas, to Africa with little
real concentration toward any one of them. Similarly one can see an interest in
U.N. reform or in the OAS, or in international financial institutions, but few
have been sustained or supported with a significant commitment of resources.
Even bilateral relations seem to rise and fall, for example, with Mexico. This is,
to some degree, a reflection of the position of a lesser power such as Canada
having to respond to changing conditions in the global community, but it also
suggests a government and a Prime Minister more concerned with cutting.
spending than with supporting foreign policy priorities. Despite commentaries
about the alleged benefits of niche diplomacy as the way of the future for lesser
powers such as Canada, the government has spent the last decade looking in
different niches and moving on to the next without making any clear choices, all
the while reducing resources available for any one of them. 9 While all of this
has been happening, the only self-evident priority in Canadian foreign policy,
bilateral relations with the United States, have become ever more firmly
entrenched.

III.

"
19

GOOD - AND NOT COZY

While CanadaSlept, supra note 6 at 99.
Niche diplomacy referred to an attempt to be more selective in choosing foreign policy
commitments as a way of reducing demands on resources and concentrating potential
influence. See e.g. the discussion in Andrew Cooper, "In search of niches: saying 'yes' and
saying 'no' in Canada's international relations" (1995) 3 Can. Foreign Policy 1.
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In the spring of 2003, many commentators lamented the deterioration in
Canada's bilateral relations with the United States. Chrrtien was criticized for
his failure to sanction members of his Cabinet and caucus who spoke
disparagingly of the Bush administration, for his own comments about American
foreign policy, and, most importantly, for his refusal to support the American-led
invasion of Iraq. The American ambassador to Canada, Paul Cellucci,joined the
fray in speeches and comments, and the conservative media and politicians
repeatedly reinforced the idea that this was a serious disruption in bilateral
relations. While many saw the Prime Minister's actions as an attack on the Bush
administration and a severe and worrisome threat to Canada's economic
relations with the U.S., it was, rather, consistent with Chrrtien's long-standing
views of the U.S. and Canada's relations with that country and, more
importantly, obscured the significant degree of support that Chrrtien had given
to the U.S. since becoming Prime Minister. The war in Iraq was not the only
issue on which Chrrtien parted ways from his American colleagues, having
previously challenged the American approach to Bosnia, the U.N., and Cuba,
among others. Chrrtien had assumed office with a commitment to distance
Canada from the close bilateral embrace that had marked Canadian-American
relations under the Mulroney government. Gone were the frequent telephone
chats and the fishing trips. In his first months in office Chrrtien sought to avoid
meeting American President Clinton lest he give the impression that he was
cozying up to the American leader. Though he subsequently developed a good
personal relationship with Clinton and golf replaced fishing as the recreation of
choice, he was not adverse to making snide comments about the American
political process and defending anti-Americanism as good domestic politics in
Canada. Thus, whatever his personal views of Bush and his administration,
Chrrtien's opinions of the United States and its political process had deeper
roots. It also had little real effect on the bilateral relationship.
Despite these sentiments, Chrrtien was not inclined to do much to
substantially change the country's increasingly close linkages with the
Americans. Nor, despite the occasional differences noted above, did Chrrtien
regularly challenge American foreign policy interests and priorities. While
differences over the war in Iraq, the Ottawa Treaty banning anti-personnel
landmines, and the International Criminal Court received a good deal of
attention, more often than not, the Chr6tien government aligned itself with the
United States on many important issues. Among the more prominent, was the
government's decision to join the war against Serbia over Kosovo and send
troops to Afghanistan as part of the American-led war against terrorism in that
country. There were also many other instances where the two countries shared
similar views ranging from the Free Trade Area of the Americas, to
democratization efforts in that region to climate change negotiations (for much
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of the decade). Overriding all of these issues in bringing the two countries closer
together was the deepening trade relationship that continued to flourish during
the 1990s. Despite Chr~tien's initial reservations about trade with the Americans
and many persistent conflicts over issues such as softwood lumber, wheat, beer,
and other products, Canada's trade dependence on the United States increased
significantly between 1993 and 2003, reflecting not only in the increasing
percentage of trade with the United States, but also with Canada's increased
dependence on trade for its economic prosperity. Added to this were increased
pressures for closer security collaboration in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks
of September 11, 2001. While critics were quick to point to Chr~tien's
comments on global inequality as a source of discontent, his government moved
quickly to adopt co-operative border measures - measures that, admittedly, in
some areas, the government had been pursuing with the Americans prior to the
attacks of 2001. The net result is that Canada is now more closely connected to
the United States than at any time in its history - a somewhat ironic condition
for a Prime Minister who staked his first term in office on an expressed desire
to distance the two countries, and left office amidst cries that his differences with
the United States were threatening this most important relationship.
IV.

CHRITIEN AND CANADIAN TRADE POLICY

Jean Chr~tien was elected with a promise to re-open negotiations on the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and a parliamentary history
of criticism over close economic ties with the United States. Yet the Liberal
campaign also highlighted the priority of economic prosperity, and the foreign
policy review confirmed this by giving pride of place to prosperity as one of the
foremost objectives of the new government. Despite his reservations over
NAFTA, Chr~tien appointed ardent free trade advocate Roy MacLaren as his
minister for international trade. Thus, despite the campaign rhetoric, Chr~tien
displayed little real interest in reversing the course of trade liberalization that had
been pursued by his Conservative predecessors. If there was a shift in tone, it
was in an attempt to diversify Canada's trade dependence on the United States
by pursuing expanded trade opportunities with other countries. Indeed trade
promotion and liberalization were perhaps the most (if not only) consistent
foreign policy priority pursued by Chr6tien during his time as Prime Minister.
Prime ministers had acted as salespersons in the past, but Chr6tien took the task
to a new high with his Team Canada trade missions. Launched in 1995 with
much fanfare, Team Canada was a collection of provincial premiers and business
executives led by Chr~tien, to pry open the markets of China. The visit was
marked by numerous public appearances and well orchestrated transactions
establishing trade and investment opportunities. The mission's "success" led to
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subsequent Team Canada excursions to Latin America and South Asia and a
favourable assessment from Chr6tien.
As you know, promoting Canadian Trade has been a personal priority for me.... I had
the honour to lead historic trade missions to Asia and Latin America. ... And I was
delighted that Canadian businesses got involved in a very enthusiastic [way]. The result
was $11 billion in trade and investment deals, and thousands of new jobs for
Canadians.20

Others, such as David Malone suggested that the missions "puzzled our hosts
and rapidly outlived their potential." 2 Trade statistics suggest that Team Canada
missions were no more successful in changing the pattern of Canadian trade than
efforts by previous governments at trade diversification.
Like his predecessors, Chr6tien's support of trade liberalization was a
reflection of the overwhelming significance of trade for the Canadian economy.
As the Trade Minister reported in June 2000,
exports increased by more than 11 percent in 1999 - reaching $410 billion. To put it
into perspective, that's 43 percent of our entire GDP. And this growth has been taking
place for some time. Ten years ago, our exports represented 25 percent22of our GDP, so
we've increased exports from 25 percent to 43 percent in one decade.

This significant growth strongly reinforced the country's reliance on foreign
trade. The government took on an active role in promoting trade liberalization
and an expansion in international trade rules to foster this liberalization in a
variety of venues. Among the most prominent were its efforts in supporting the
Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA). Gaining and maintaining access to
foreign markets had become even more critically important for the Canadian
economy than it had been a decade earlier, but the American market was the one
that really mattered, as it accounts for more than 80 percent of Canadian trade.
V.

CHRETIEN AND HUMAN SECURITY

One of the more celebrated aspects of Canadian foreign policy during
Chr6tien's tenure was the Canadian government's involvement in supporting
20
2!
22

Jean Chr~tien, "Speech at the National Forum on Canada's Foreign Policy" (Toronto, 11
September 1995).
David Malone, "A Shadow of Our Former Selves" (2003) 11 Literary Rev. Can. 3 at 6.
Pierre Pettigrew, "Notes for an address by the Honourable Pierre Pettigrew, Minister for
International Trade, to the Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade
on the Free Trade Area of the Americas" (Ottawa, 14 June 2000).
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human security. As represented in such high-profile activities as Canadian
support for, and involvement in, the treaty to ban anti-personnel land mines and
the establishment of an international criminal court, human security became a
central feature of Canadian foreign policy, especially under Foreign Minister
Lloyd Axworthy between 1995 and 2000. Though human security appeared to
become a core principle in Canadian foreign policy with the appointment of
Axworthy as foreign minister in 1996, it would be difficult to attribute full
responsibility for the human security legacy to either Axworthy or Chr~tien. For
one, the roots of Canada's human security initiative run much deeper than the
foreign minister, prime minister, or even Liberal government. Its origins can be
traced to the 1970s and lie in a long-standing set of concerns among Canadian
non-governmental organizations and officials for issues of human rights, and,
more recently, with the Mulroney government's support for good governance
and a more interventionist foreign policy.23 Moreover the human security agenda,
while it received a considerable amount of publicity, did not receive much in the
way of substantive resources. Good governance received a prominent place in
Canadian foreign policy in the early 1990s supporting such initiatives as the Unit
for the Promotion of Democracy and the Santiago Commitment in the OAS, and
the 1991 Harare Declaration in the Commonwealth. Chr6tien, both in opposition
and in his early days as Prime Minister, was skeptical of the interventionist
character of Mulroney's good governance policy.24 His Liberal government
eventually moved from good governance to human security and an expanded
agenda of concerns. For Chr6tien, the decision to pursue human security
initiatives appears to have been a response to his sense of Canadian values. For
example, in defending the government's support for the air war against Serbia
in 1999, Chr~tien said: "Our participation in this NATO mission [Kosovo] isjust
the most recent example of how our foreign policy is dictated not only by our
interests but by our values. Our values as Canadians. Our basic human values. 25
What was left unclear was why such values applied in defence of Kosovars but
not Liberians, or others suffering from violent oppression. Nor did it explain why
such values were not sufficient grounds for adding new resources to the
Canadian armed forces and others involved in protecting or promoting such
values, or for protecting, let alone expanding, the government's development
assistance budget.

See e.g. Jennifer Ross, "Is Canada's Human Security Policy Really the 'Axworthy
Doctrine'?" (2001) 8 Can. Foreign Policy 75.
24 See Nicholas Gammer, From Peacekeeping to Peacemaking (Montreal & Kingston:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 2001).
25 Jean Chr~tien, "Canadian Foreign Policy: Basic Human Rights" (1999) 65 Vital Speeches
of the Day 389.
23
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Part of the difficulty confronting the Chr~tien government, as it pursued
foreign policy in the 1990s, were the ambiguities surrounding Canadian security
policy in the post-Cold War period. While immediate and direct threats to
Canadian interests were not apparent, it was difficult to turn away from horrific
civil wars that were destroying lives and societies across the globe. Indifference
was made more difficult by a commitment in the foreign policy white paper, to
project Canadian values of democracy, civil liberties and human dignity. There
was an expanding array of security concerns, but Canadian interests were often
indirect at best. There was, in turn, considerable rhetorical support for the U.N.
to assume responsibility for these conflicts, but few states, including Canada,
were willing to make the contribution that would allow U.N. operations to be
effective. By 2003, Canada contributed only a very small portion of soldiers to
U.N. operations (eight out of 12,000 in Africa; thirty-fourth on the list of
contributors). There was limited rhetorical support for the continuing relevance
of NATO, yet most of our contributions were made under the auspices of that
alliance in places such as Kosovo, Bosnia, or in coalitions of the willing in
Afghanistan. As Louis Delvoie writes:
The rhetoric of Canadian security policy in the Chrrtien years has been: strong support
for the U.N., perfunctory recognition of the importance of NATO, great emphasis on
human rights and human security, and considerable self-praise for Canada's leading role
in the world community. The reality of Canadian security policy in the Chrrtien years has
been: very little support for the U.N., deep involvement in NATO operations in Europe,
a modest measure of success in promoting the human rights agenda, and much less
influential a role than we like to think. In politics, a gap between rhetoric and reality is
always to be expected. But we may have reached the point where international awareness
of the gap between reality and Canadian rhetoric is harming our reputation and
effectiveness in the world.26

The contradictions are also evident in Chrrtien's approach toward human
security policy. At times this policy has pursued an expansion of international
law and practice into new directions including support for intervention and the
use of force. Often this support required a U.N. mandate to win Chrrtien's
approval. At times, however, such mandates were irrelevant, as seen in
Chrrtien's support for the landmines treaty, response to Kosovo, military
contributions in Afghanistan, and in ministerial statements that summed up
Canada's willingness to use force in the world in defence ofjustice and human
rights: "with the U.N. if possible, but not necessarily with the U.N."27 A similar
26
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contradiction appeared in 1998, when Prime Minister Chrrtien gave his
government's support to military action against Iraq that was being considered
by the Clinton administration at that time with a rather liberal reading of U.N.
resolutions. In a statement in the House of Commons at the time, Chrrtien said,
"we believe that a military strike against Iraq would be justified to secure
compliance with security council resolution 687 - and all other security council
resolutions concerning Iraq. 28 The contradiction was brought full circle five
years later when the Prime Minister decided to oppose the American and British
military assault on Iraq in the spring of 2003 without a specific U.N. mandate
authorizing the use of force. Among the explanations that have been offered for
Chr6tien's position include: domestic political considerations, especially in
Quebec; principled opposition to regime change; a renewed concern for the U.N.
in light of the Bush administration's actions against that and other institutions;
and Chrrtien's own reluctance to support the use of force. While the explanation
likely lies in a combination of these, it is worth considering the greater
significance of Chrrtien's own deep-seated reservations over the use of force as
an instrument of foreign policy. These sentiments recur repeatedly in the Prime
Minister's response to foreign policy problems such as occurred in Bosnia in the
mid- 1990s. As the Prime Minister stated, there were also profound concerns over
the use of outside force to bring about regime change in Iraq. Whatever the
primacy of these various motives, it is clear that Chrrtien's decision was
generally consistent with public attitudes. Lawrence Martin has written that:
"Much on the Iraq story has been typical of the Chrrtien way. He is a politician
who goes to the heart of Canadians' values. He is instinctively there - and this
is what has sustained him for so long."2 9 The cloud that surrounds the Prime
Minister's response to the war in Iraq is, in many respects, typical of his
approach - a policy of doing little while invoking the mantra of
internationalism.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Jean Chr~tien seldom missed an opportunity to mention Canada's first place
standing in the U.N.'s annual human development index when Canada held that
position. He was also always willing to call attention to Canada's internationalist
credentials. Yet mere statements were not enough to sustain either one. In
reflecting on his government's legacy in foreign policy during a speech in
Calgary, Chr~tien offered the following comments:

28
29

House of Commons, Debates (9 February 1998) at 3589 (J. Chr6tien).
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There is a lot of talk these days about Canada's role in the world. Our government has
been active in achieving an international land mines treaty. In establishing an
international court of criminal justice. With a Canadian as Chief Justice. In promoting
the Africa initiative. In the war against terrorism. Canada has earned a unique role in the
world. Disproportionate to our population, or the size of our economy, or the size of our
military. We have earned this place through an unwavering commitment to the values of
democracy, human rights and the peaceful resolution of conflicts. We help our friends
most when we are true to that role and the values that underpin it. We have a stake in
continuing to strengthen multilateral institutions
whether to combat climate change, war
3
crimes, or to make decisions about war. 0

The record demonstrates the government's efforts to remain engaged with the
globe and to make a contribution to a more progressive global order. Yet the
record also demonstrates a persistent and significant diminution of the resources
necessary to support and sustain this order. In contrast to the country's standing
atop the U.N.'s development index, Canada sat at an embarrassing sixteen out
of nineteen OECD countries when assessed on its contribution to the welfare of
others on this planet. "The government lulled itself into believing that Canada
could continue to matter internationally while its foreign policy instruments
eroded and while the country's weight relative to others declined."'', There is
little doubt but that Jean Chr6tien was strongly committed to the importance of
Canadian values as a guiding principle of Canadian foreign policy. He also
thought that these values should govern international order and that international
institutions, and especially the U.N., should govern this order. Moreover, these
values, on more than one occasion, convinced him to support the use of force
and commit Canadian armed forces to battle. These ideas can be found
consistently in the speeches and statements that the former Prime Minister made
on foreign policy during his time in office. This, in itself, reflected a degree of
internationalism and a support for a values-based internationalism that was not
always shared by his Liberal predecessors. At a more practical level, however,
the Prime Minister's commitment to pursuing a values-based foreign policy was
not applied consistently, was seldom supported with sufficient resources and w
as sacrificed if and when it conflicted with economic interests at home and
abroad. Most commonly, there was a tendency throughout the past decade to rely
on what Foreign Minister Axworthy referred to as soft power - relying on
ideas, diplomacy, and one's credentials, but what effectively amounted to trying
to pursue this values-based policy without a substantial commitment of the
resources necessary to bring these ideas into practice. While the rhetoric and the

30
31
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spirit were unequivocally internationalist, the tangible commitment ofresources
reflected a passivity not seen for many decades.
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JEAN CHRE'TIEN'S CONTINENTAL LEGACY:
FROM COMMITMENT TO CONFUSION'
Stephen Clarkson* and Erick Lachapelle**

I.

INTRODUCTION

Assessing a prime minister's legacy presents analysts with a logical and
empirical minefield. Of the many things that happen during prime ministerial
tenures, only some can be attributed to their personal agency. In those
international dossiers in which a prime minister has taken the lead, assessing the
legacy requires making judgments about the foreign partner's contribution to the
record. For instance, the contrast between Jean Chr~tien's productive rapport
with President Bill Clinton and his obvious difficulties with President George
Bush tells us that any appraisal of the former Prime Minister's management of
Canada's politicalrelations with the United States would require that as much
attention be paid to the goals and behaviour of the two Americans as to the
Canadian head of government.
Evaluating Jean Chrrtien's stewardship of Canada's economic relationship
with the United States is more straightforward because of the concentration of
power in the hands of the Canadian prime minister in general, 2 and because of
the central role he played in causing the Liberal party's historical revirement
toward the continental free trade formula that had been its mantra a century
before. In 1891, Wilfrid Laurier, the Liberal Party of Canada's aspiring leader,
failed to dislodge Sir John A. Macdonald's government in an election campaign
focused on trade reciprocity with the United States. Twenty years later, as Prime
Minister, Laurier came to political grief trying to convince his electorate of the
blessings that the free trade agreement he had negotiated with Washington would
bring the Canadian economy.

A number of sections of this article are drawn from Stephen Clarkson, Uncle Sam and Us:
Globalization,Neoconservatism and the CanadianState (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 2002) [Uncle Sam and Us].
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Laurier's successor, Mackenzie King, learned the bitter lesson of 1911,
though he flirted with a new free trade agreement with Washington on the eve
of his retirement. King's successors, Louis St. Laurent and Lester Pearson, were
on occasion, branded continentalist by their critics - the former for such
regionally unifying projects as the St. Lawrence Seaway (1952), the latter for
signing the sectoral Autopact (1965) - but neither came close to advocating
outright economic integration. As for Pierre Trudeau, who was the least
interested in the United States of all Canadian prime ministers in the twentieth
century, he became identified as a nationalist for endorsing the "Third Option"
(1972), which was an effort to reduce Canada's economic dependence on the
U.S. by diversifying its trading relationships.
Jean Chr~tien's continentalist proclivities were the natural product of his
familial roots in Quebec's resource-rich hinterland, whose denizens esteemed
American investors for developing the region, and appreciated the United States
as its natural market. The anti-protectionist instincts of the "the little guy from
Shawinigan" were seasoned in politics through his mentoring on the Liberal
government's continentalist wing and through his connecting with the business
communities -

in Montreal, then Calgary, and finally Toronto -

during his

tenure of major economic portfolios during the years that Pierre Trudeau was
Prime Minister (between 1968 and 1984).
His views were consistent with the fostering of continental economic
integration that was advocated by another former Trudeau Cabinet colleague,
Donald Macdonald, in his 1985 royal commission report. The "Macdonald
Report" declared the Trudeau era's Keynesian and interventionist approach to
economic development a failure, warned that Canada was losing ground in an
ever-more competitive global economy, identified growing U.S. trade
protectionism as an imminent danger to Canada, and argued that secure and
privileged access to the world's largest, most dynamic economy would solve
Canada's basic economic problems. The recently elected Progressive
Conservative Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, implemented Macdonald's
proposals with alacrity by negotiating the Canada-United States Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) with Ronald Reagan's Administration in 1987. The FTA was
signed into force following a dramatic electoral victory in 1988 over the Liberals
led by John Turner, who had attacked free trade as the death warrant for
Canadian sovereignty.
No sooner had he displaced Turner as Liberal leader in 1990, than Chr~tien
repudiated Turner's opposition to free trade in a carefully managed party
thinkers' conference held in Aylmer, Quebec, in 1991. There, such trade
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liberalizers as Roy MacLaren exulted for having won the day over nationalists
like Lloyd Axworthy.
Practised as he was in the art of politics, Chr6tien did not identify himself as
a free trader. While Leader of the Official Opposition, he had criticized
Mulroney's second venture in continental integration, the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). His attacks on NAFTA led many to expect him to
reject the accord if he managed to defeat the Progressive Conservatives. Indeed,
the Liberal Party of Canada's election platform of 1993 tore into the "flawed"
FTA and NAFTA for failing to secure access to the U.S. market. It promised "[a]
Liberal government will renegotiate both the FTA and NAFTA to obtain: a
subsidies code; an anti-dumping code; a more effective dispute resolution
mechanism; and the same energy protection as Mexico." Actual abrogationof
the FTA and NAFTA would only "be a last resort if satisfactory changes cannot
be negotiated."3
Once elected Prime Minister, however, Chr6tien showed his true
continentalist colours by speedily ratifying the trinational deal. In obvious
contrast with his American counterpart, he did not deliver on his promise to seek
NAFTA's reform. While Bill Clinton had insisted, once sworn in as President
of the United States, on renegotiating NAFTA's labour and environmental
provisions, Chr6tien was satisfied by a face-saving letter, with no legal weight,
that expressed Ottawa's position on some aspects of NAFTA, and was signed by
both the Canadian and American heads of government. Chr6tien did not demand
that NAFTA abolish anti-dumping and countervailing duties and so create a real
free trade area. Instead, he completed the neo-conservative revolution that Brian
Mulroney had begun by entrenching the supra-constitutional framework that
restructured Canada's position in the global economy.
The men he appointed as ministers for international trade - first Roy
MacLaren, then Sergio Marchi, and ultimately Pierre Pettigrew - were staunch
spokesmen for the trade-liberalization panaceas championed in the Department
of Foreign Affairs and International Trade. Even in 1997, when he appointed the
nationalist Lloyd Axworthy to be Minister of Foreign Affairs and International
Trade, there seems to have been a clear understanding that the left-winger from
Winnipeg was to stick to foreign affairs and leave international trade to the
ministrations of his free-trading colleagues. Under their evangelistic aegis, the
Chr6tien government proceeded to ratify the World Trade Organization (WTO,
3
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1995), to try engineering a Multilateral Agreement on Investment at the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, to negotiate a
Canada-Chile Free Trade Agreement (CCFTA, 1997), to participate in
continuing liberalization negotiations within the WTO, to play an active role in
fostering the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum, and to interact
vigorously on the working groups preparing to create a Free Trade Area of the
Americas (FTAA).
In sum, trade liberalization, which was central for the restructuring of
Canada's economic position in the global economy, can be directly attributed to
Chrrtien's leadership. In evaluating it, we first assess NAFTA's narrowly
defined economic results in the areas of trade and investment, productivity, and
quality of life, and then examine its broader legal, political, and institutional
dimensions in the areas of social and cultural policy, labour, and the
environment. We will conclude with some reflections on the significance of
Chrrtien's confused legacy for the future of the economic relationship between
Canada and its neighbour, the global hegemon.
II.

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

With the United States pursuing an aggressive trade policy in order to protect
the intellectual property of its most powerful corporations, and with the
consolidation of Europe as a self-contained trade and investment bloc, Canada,
as a peripheral country with only one, if giant neighbor, had focused on securing
access to this market of over 300 million. Ottawa's objectives in negotiating
trade liberalization were clear - to reverse a decades-long decline in the
Canadian economy's annual rate of growth, to close a widening productivity gap
with the United States, and to enhance its citizens' standard of living. The high
quality of Canadian statistics should make it comparatively easy to determine to
what extent these objectives have been achieved. Whatever these outcomes, it
is more difficult to determine what credit or blame the trade agreements deserve.
A. Trade
An analysis of the trade figures reveals that NAFTA has indeed coincided
with a strong increase in bilateral Canada-U.S. merchandise trade. Canada's
merchandise exports to the U.S. have increased by over 200 percent since the
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early 1990s' (or 12 percent per year) reaching $360 billion in 2000.' American
merchandise exports to Canada also grew under NAFTA, up 150 percent from
1990 levels, 6 and reached $268 billion in 2000. 7 The resulting $92 billion surplus
finances Canada's trade deficit with the rest of the world. The sheer magnitude
of Canada-U.S. trade volumes is demonstrated in the estimated $1.9 billion
dollars of goods and services that cross the Canada-U.S. border each day.'
Americans trade more with Canada than with the fifteen European Union
countries combined,9 and a total of thirty-eight states have Canada as their
primary export market.'
Within the context of an overall increase in Canada-U.S. trade, the relative
role of FTA- and NAFTA-induced tariff reductions remains unclear. While
Daniel Schwanen's analysis of the disaggregated data reveals an increase in
America's share of Canadian exports for products that had been liberalized by
up to twice as much (139 percent) as for those products that were already
liberalized (65 percent) between 1988 and 1995," a Canadian government
working paper has shown that only 25 percent of the 200 percent total increase
in two-way Canada-U.S. trade between 1989 and 2000 was directly attributable
to a reduction in tariffs.'" An historical analysis of the trade figures reveals that
Canada-U.S. trade was already trending upward prior to the free trade
agreements. Indeed, the continuing growth of Canada's trade dependency on the
U.S. market was what discredited Pierre Trudeau's "Third Option" effort to
diversify the country's trade patterns.

Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Partnersin North America.
Advancing Canada'sRelations with the United States and Mexico (Ottawa: December
2002) at 59 [Partnersin North America].
5 Statistics Canada, Imports and Exports of Goods on a Balance of Payments Basis, online:
<www.statcan.ca/english/Pgdb/gblec02a.htm>.
6 Partnersin North America, supra note 4 at 58.
7 Statistics Canada, supra note 5.
Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade, The Canada-UnitedStates
Economic Relationship (Ottawa: 2001) at 1.
9 See U.S. Census Bureau, Foreign Trade Statistics, online: <www.census.gov/foreigntrade/PressRelease/2002pr/FinalRevisions_2002/ exhI 3tl.txt>.
'0 See Canadian Embassy, online: <www.canadianembassy.org/ambassador/020206-en.asp>.
"
Daniel Schwanen, "Trading Up: The Impact of Increased Continental Integration on Trade,
Investment, and Jobs in Canada" (1997) 9 C.D. Howe Institute Commentary, Tables A- 1 and
A-2, 25 ["Trading Up"].
12 Peter Berg et al., Canada and the future of the North American relationship:shaping a
long-term Canadian agenda, online: <www.parl.gc.ca/InfoComDoc/37/ 1/FAIT/
Studies/References/KeylssuesNA-E.htm>, Part V at 1, n. 19.
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Beyond simple tariff reduction, other factors were involved in boosting trade.
The steep devaluation of the Canadian dollar, which fell to US$0.63 in 2002, or
16 percent below its 1987 value, provided massive, if invisible, export
promotion, making Canadian goods cheaper in the U.S. market. Since the
devalued dollar also made U.S. goods significantly more expensive in Canada,
the major increase in U.S. imports and their concomitant loss of Canadian jobs
would have been far greater without this veiled protection. Another factor
increasing Canadian exports was a burgeoning U.S. economy - which grew in
real terms from US$4.9 trillion in 1980 to US$9.3 trillion in 2001 13_ providing
additional boosts to Canada's trade performance. With a cooling U.S. economy
(2000-2003) and an appreciated Canadian dollar (2003), Canada's overall export
performance experienced a modest decline from $360 billion in 2000, to $348
billion in 2002.14
Canadian government officials and the business-boosting media rarely miss
an opportunity to interpret increased trade volumes as NAFTA's "unconditional
success."' 5 More trade is assumed to be the engine of economic growth, yet
increased trade figures by themselves are not necessarily good news. Despite an
increase in merchandise exports, Canadian economic growth rate continued its
decades-long decline. The rate of growth had fallen from 5.3 percent in the late
1960s to 3.6 percent between 1975 to 1979, to 2.9 percent in the early 1980s.16
Under free trade the slide continued to 2.0 percent from 1988 to 1997,1" down
to 1.5 percent in 200118 When the Canadian economy outperformed G-7
countries with a growth rate of 3.4 percent in 2002, it managed the feat despite
a decrease in exports, suggesting that Canada's destiny may not be as dependent
on trade as proponents of trade liberalization think.

13
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While increased Canadian exports to the U.S. were not enough to increase
Canada's share of the U.S. market,' 9 they reflect a further increase in the
peculiarly open nature of the Canadian economy,2" and also correspond to an
increasing Canadian export dependency on a single market. By 1999, a full 86
percent of Canadian goods were destined for the U.S., up from 77 percent in
1988,21 accounting for roughly 38 percent of Canadian GDP. As a result, Canada
became more vulnerable to protectionist forces in Washington - a point driven
home by the unilateral border closures on September 11, 2001, which caused
panic in the continent's corporate boardrooms. No longer the unique concern of
"dependency theorists," Canada's trade dependence on the U.S. has caught the
attention of Canadian business. In a recent report published by the Canada West
Foundation, diversifying Canadian export markets was included as one of its top
policy recommendations. 2 Similarly, Perrin Beatty, President of Canadian
Manufacturers and Exporters, called for a reopening of the debate over
diversification.23 As Beatty put it:
Our strong connection to our North American partners in not an excuse for ignoring the
rest of the world.... To simply hitch your caboose to someone else's train is risky - it
can be great when there is a powerful engine pulling you up the mountain, but it provides
little protection if things start to go off the rails.24

If big business was advocating some variant of Pierre Trudeau's Third Option
effort to diversify Canada's trade from the United States, Jean Chr~tien's trade
record cannot be considered unblemished.
B. Investment
Unlike Canada's trade performance, flows of foreign direct investment (FDI)
have not met the expectations of NAFTA. Despite granting foreign investors the

19

This is a result of American imports from China and Mexico rising at a faster pace than

20

imports from Canada. See Partnersin North America, supra note 4 at 59.
At approximately 43 percent, Canada's export to GDP ratio ranks highest in the G-7.

22
23

Canada's dependence on trade is growing. Exports plus imports as a proportion of GDP rose
from 52 percent in 1987 to 54 percent in 1992 and to 74 percent in 2000. See Biz/ed
Business and Economics Service for Students, online: <www.bized.ac.uk/cgi-bin/stats>.
Canada, Trade Update 2000, First Annual Report on Canada'sState of Trade, 2d ed.
(Ottawa: Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, 2000) at 7.
Beyond our Borders, supra note 13 at 20-21.
Andrew Cohen, While CanadaSlept: How We Lost Our Place in the World (Toronto:

24

McClelland & Stewart, 2003) at 112.
Perrin Beatty, quoted in ibid.
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right of establishment, "national treatment," and the right to claim damages
against federal, provincial, or municipal government measures that diminish
their earnings, NAFTA failed to make North America in general, and Canada in
particular, a relatively more attractive site for FDI. Under free trade, the NAFTA
partners' share of global FDI fell sharply from 44 percent (1984-1988)25 to just
28 percent (1994-2000).26 Within the context of North America's overall
decline, Canada's share declined by 25 percent, from 4 to 3 percent,27 while
Mexico's increased. In absolute terms, Canada's stock of FDI did increase, but
at a slower rate than during the years before free trade. 28 Far from becoming a
"magnet" for FDI as claimed by NAFTA's Trade Commission,29 the North
American continent seems "destined, through thejoint forces of demography and
catch-up, to be a smaller and smaller share of the world economy."30
While NAFTA coincided with a strong increase in bilateral flows of FDI
between Canada and the U.S. -

particularly in the 1990s -

by 2000, the

relative importance of each country as a receiver of each other's FDI declined.
Flows of Canadian direct investment abroad (CDIA) 3' to the United States
increased by over 150 percent, from $60 billion in 1990 to $154 billion in
2000,32 but such growth represented a decline in America's share of CDIA, from

roughly 61 percent in 1990,"3 down to 50 percent in 2000. 34 Since part of the
reason for increased CDIA, especially to the U.S., is the failure of free trade to
guarantee secure access to the U.S., such a decline may indicate NAFTA's
success in assuring Canadian enterprise that it can serve the American market
from Canada without actually having to move there. To make this point,
persistent anti-dumping and countervailing duties to protect domestic U.S. steel

25
26

Uncle Sam and Us, supra note 1 at 211.
United States Trade Representative, NAFTA at Eight. A Foundationfor Economic Growth,

online: <www.ustr.gov/naftareport/ nafta8_brochure-eng.pdf> at 3.
"Trading Up," supra note 11 at 18.
28 The growth rate of Canada's FDI stock slowed from an annual rate of 12.9 percent between
27

29

30

1978 to 1988, down to 9.5 percent from 1989 to 1999. Shawn McCarthy, "Business Sounds
Alarm on Vulnerability" Globe &Mail (8 May 2000) B 1.
Supra note 26.
John Helliwell, quoted in David Crane, "Who will stand up for Canadian nationalism?"
Toronto Star (17 May 2003) C2.

3'

Not all CDIA is "Canadian." CDIA figures include investments made outside Canada by
foreign corporations with operations in Canada.

Partnersin North America, supra note 4 at 61.
Ibid. at 62.
3 Statistics Canada, Canada'sInternationalInvestment Position, online: <www.statcan.ca/
32
33

english/Pgdb/econO8.htm>.
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caused Canada's relatively more productive steel companies to place all new
mills in the U.S. - to the benefit of American as opposed to Canadian steel
workers. Ironically, this was interpreted positively as Canadian investment
abroad, despite the fact that along with the outward-bound CDIA goes the hightech, high-value-added jobs that are the dream of Ottawa's policy-makers.
Despite an increase in American FDI flows to Canada (which reached $186
billion in 2000," 5 or double the amount in 1994), Canada declined in importance
as a destination for American FDI. Between 1990 and 2000, the proportion of
total U.S. FDI going to Canada shrank from 16 to 10 percent. While this may
seem reassuring to those concerned with foreign control of the Canadian
economy, America's share of Canada's overall FDI stock actually increased 8
percent, from 64 to 72.2 percent from 1993 to 1999, while European and
Japanese shares declined by 2 and 1 percent respectively.36 In short, Canada
represented a smaller part of total U.S. foreign direct investment, but this smaller
part nevertheless represented a larger concentration of foreign direct investment
in Canada.
Apart from influencing FDI stocks and flows, the impacts of the new rules
governing investment under NAFTA have been significant. Canada has
benefited from the increase in CDIA, which has supported a devalued Canadian
38
37
dollar in improving Canada's current accounts, provided government revenue,
and given Canada a presence abroad. 39 Theoretically, increased CDIA improved
Canadian competitiveness by consolidating links with Canada's trading partners
and by stimulating vertical linkages in the form of joint ventures and strategic
alliances between foreign-controlled transnational corporations (TNCs) and
domestically owned small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). These claims,
however, are extremely difficult to prove. By the same token, inward FDI is also
supposed to increase Canadian access to technology, capital, and transnational

"
36

Partnersin North America, supra note 4 at 61-62.

DFAIT, Trade Update 2000 Report, online: <www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/eet/state of trade/

state of trade0900-e.pdf> at 34.
The ratio of CDIA receipts to FDI outflows increased from 97 percent in 1998 to 105
percent in 2002. Derived from Statistics Canada data. Statistics Canada, "Canada's balance
of payments," online: <www.statcan.ca/englisb/Pgdb/econo 1a.htm>.
3' Earnings from CDIA, which amounted to $16 billion, or 2 percent of Canadian GNP in
1998, are taxable when claimed by the parent company as income.
3' Having a presence abroad can sometimes be negative, however, since CDIA can reinforce
the regressive capacity ofrepressive regimes abroad. Craig Forcese, PuttingConscienceinto
Commerce (Montreal: International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development,
1997).
37
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innovation networks, but the secrecy surrounding internal corporate transactions
makes verification of these propositions next to impossible.
Notwithstanding such benefits, inflows and outflows of FDI under NAFTA
also carry some costs. Given the opportunity for cross-border reorganization and
rationalization made possible by the new rules governing trade and investment
under NAFTA, some firms have chosen to integrate their Canadian branch plants
into the widened economic space of the parent company's production network,
while others have chosen to relocate management, production and marketing
functions - along with the associated jobs - to headquarters in the U.S. This
prevents the forward and backward linkage effects necessary for regional
clustering, since it favours the importing of inputs and exporting of unfinished
goods within the global production network of the parent TNC. This model tends
to create a maquiladora phenomenon with an enclave export sector that remains
largely disconnected from the local economy.
A second model leads to a "hollowing out" of corporate Canada as the most
important corporate functions (e.g. management, research and development) are
relocated south of the border, leaving behind mere warehousing operations to
distribute imports to the Canadian market. Apart from diminishing final demand
linkages for professional and other services, increased FDI leads to increased
concentration in the ownership and control of corporations, and oligopolization
means less competition, less efficiency and monopoly pricing.
Ten years after Jean Chrrtien's decision to implement NAFTA, the debate
over FDI has come full circle, with business - which pushed for freer trade and
investment in the first place - expressing concern over the potential negative
effects of "hollowing out." A report published by the Conference Board of
Canada, for example, has warned, "the potential consequences of hollowing-out
are too significant to ignore., 40 In May 2002, a FinancialPost poll found 70
percent of Canadian CEOs in agreement that "hollowing out" contributes to the

40

Potential consequences of hollowing out listed in the report include "the loss of high-paying
senior level jobs and a subsequent decline in the tax base, diminished development
opportunities for mid-level individuals, job losses at the support level as positions become
redundant, job creation genius leaves the country- the job drain effect, potentially reduced
investment in Canada, reduced corporate donations of both money and volunteer time,
diminished prestige for Canada as a global player, possible erosion of distinct Canadian
values and standards." Quoted from Derrick Hynes, Restructuring in a Global Economy:
Is CorporateCanadaBeingHollowed-out?Conference Board of Canada (May 2001) 6, 15.
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exodus of Canada's top executives and management personnel.4' Even the
Business Council on National Issues (now the Canadian Council of Chief
Executives) -

a group that masterminded the move to free trade -

has

expressed concerns about the impact ofFDI on corporate Canada. Given the lack
of information about corporate decision-making available to the public, however,
the debate over FDI and the ultimate shape of corporate responses to NAFTA
remain unresolved.
C. Productivity
In the mid-1980s, advocates of trade liberalization argued persuasively that
free trade would stimulate Canadian manufacturing productivity which, with
access to a continental market offering substantial economies of scale, would
soon rise to American levels. In the face of global competition, it was held that
Canadian firms would be forced to adopt new technology, or else fail. Contrary
to such predictions, however, the growth of Canadian labour productivity in
manufacturing was slower than it had been in the years before free trade and did
not even keep up with American productivity growth. While all G-7 members
experienced a productivity gap with the United States, only Canada fell further
behind. By 1996, Canadian productivity ranked fifth among the G-7, down from
second place in 1976.42

Within the context of a world-wide productivity slowdown that began in the
1970s, information about Canada's productivity gap with the U.S. is particularly
disputed. Most authors point to a growing productivity gap in Canadian
manufacturing relative to the U.S. Jeffrey Bernstein, Richard Harris, and Andrew
Sharpe, for example, have shown that Canada's productivity gap in
manufacturing relative to the U.S. has increased by 17.3 percent - from 12.3
percent in 1994, to 29.6 percent in 2000, to 32.3 percent in 2001. Most recently
Andrew Sharpe summarized the economic research as follows:
They all show that output per hour in Canada has always been below that of the United
States, that the productivity gap has increased in the 1990s, particularlysince 1994, and

'

42

'3

Andrea Mandell-Campbell, "FP CEO Poll: 'Hollowing out' contributes to brain drain"
FinancialPost (27 May 2002) 1, 2.
Andrei Sulzenko & James Kalwarowsky, "A Policy Challenge for a Higher Standard of
Living" (2000) 1:1 Isuma 126.
Jeffrey I. Bernstein, Richard G. Harris & Andrew Sharpe, "The Widening Canada-US
Manufacturing Productivity Gap" (2002) 5 Int'l Productivity Monitor 3.
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that the current gp is between 11 and 19 percentage points depending on the source of
hours data used.

In contrast, University of Toronto economist Daniel Trefler has shown that
Canada's manufacturing productivity (defined as total factor productivity) has
grown since 1988 at the compound rate of 0.6 percent per year, actually closing
the gap with U.S. productivity by 0.56 percent per year.45 While such
information may seem reassuring for advocates of liberalized trade, Trefler also
shows that Canadian productivity grew at a slower rate under free trade than
before the FTA was signed. The growth rate of labour productivity was 50
percent higher (0.9 percent per year) in the immediate pre-free trade period
(1980-1988) and 150 percent higher (1.5 percent per year) under the previous
economic paradigm of Keynesian intervention and import substitution
(1961-1980).46 This, of course, does not deal with the counterfactual argument
that the rate of Canadian productivity growth would have decreased even further
had Canada not liberalized its economy under FTA and NAFTA.
The persistent lag in Canadian productivity can be explained with reference
to several interrelated factors. First, the increase in the Canada-U.S. productivity
gap is based on the accelerated growth of output per hour worked in the U.S.
(which grew to 4.9 percent per year between 1994 and 2000) and the
deceleration in Canada (from 3.7 percent in 1994 to 1.1 percent in 2000). 47 By
2001, output per hour worked in Canadian manufacturing fell to 67.7 percent of
the U.S. level, down from 87.7 percent and 70.4 percent in 1994 and 2000
respectively. 48 Second, Canada's lagging productivity gap can be explained with
reference to the dominance of foreign-owned and controlled corporations in
Canadian manufacturing industries, which generally perform less R&D than do

4
4'

46

47

48

Andrew Sharpe, "Why are Americans More Productive than Canadians?" (2003) 6 Int'l
Productivity Monitor 24 [emphasis added].
Daniel Trefler, "The Long and Short of the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement," National
Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper W8293 (May 2001) at 21, 24.
Ibid., Figures 1, 4.
Approximately 70 percent of the resulting 3.8 percent spread in absolute productivity growth
was attributable to the difference in productivity growth rates between the relatively larger
and more dynamic high-tech industries in the U.S. relative to Canada, whereas the remaining
30 percent was due to the relative increase in capital intensity growth which accelerated
more quickly in the U.S. due to higher labour costs. Jeffrey I. Bernstein, et al., The Widening
Canada-USManufacturing Productivity Gap (Ottawa: Centre for the Study of Living
Standards, 2002) at 4-5, 12-13, 18.
Ibid. at 3.
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domestic firms.4 9 Finally, "transfer pricing" - i.e. the corporate practice of overor under-charging branch plants through technology transfers, royalty and
management fees in order to decrease profits in jurisdictions where taxes are
greatest - may themselves explain the putative differences in productivity rates
between Canadian and American corporations. This debate is unresolvable,
however, since Canadian jurisdictions do not require foreign TNCs to disclose
enough data on their pricing policies to produce an accurate productivity profile.
D. Standard of Living
Relative employment levels and incomes provide good indicators with which
to measure worker well-being. Under free trade, the unemployment rate - the
number of eligible non-working Canadians actively seeking work expressed as
a percentage of the total population - rose from a low of 5 percent from 1960
to 1973,50 to an average of 9.3 percent between 1990 and 1999. 5 By 2000, the
unemployment rate reached its lowest figure since 1974,52 registering at 6.8
percent, only to increase in 2001 (7.2 percent) and again in 2002 (7.7 percent).53
Job losses induced by free trade - particularly in Canada's protected
manufacturing sector which lost some 400,000 employees, or 17 percent of its
1988 workforce - combined with a deep, world-wide recession, contributing
to the loss of employment prospects experienced in the early 1990s. In the
economy as a whole, wages and the number ofjobs declined among the lower
skilled, the rate and duration of unemployment rose, and the participation rate
by both the youngest and the oldest in the labour force declined. 4
Between 1994 and 2000, as the Canadian economy adjusted to continental
corporate restructuring, employment in Canada's manufacturing sector grew at
an annual rate of 3.1 percent per year (compared to only 0.1 percent in the U.S.
Foreign firms perform 67 percent less research and development (R&D) than domestic firms
- spending 1.2 percent of their revenue on research, compared to 2 percent by Canadianowned firms - evidence that, with an increase in FDI, the high value-added jobs associated
with R&D head south of the border.
5o Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, OECD InternationalStatistics
(Paris: OECD Publications, 1999) at 45.
5' See the statistical appendix of the International Monetary Fund's website, online:
<imf.org/extemal/pubs/ft/weo/weo 1098/pdf/1098sta.pdf>.
52 In 1974, the unemployment rate was 5.3 percent. See Scotia Capital online:
<www.scotiacapital.com/englishibns-econ/canquart.pdf>.
5 Statistics Canada, "Labour Force Statistics," online: <www.statcan.ca/english/pgdb/econ
1O.htm?>.
"Trading Up," supra note 11 at 19.

4'
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over the same time period) resulting in the creation of 350,000 newjobs, or fully
one-fifth of all net job growth in Canada.5 5 According to the Government of
Canada, trade and investment helped create roughly 167,000 jobs in 2001, and
one out of every fourjobs is directly or indirectly dependent on trade.5 6 But while
the impact of NAFTA on employment levels is close to nil, it has failed to
produce the "better"jobs that were expected. 7 Indeed, employment prospects for
Canadians are categorically different from their pre-free trade manifestations,
most being part-time, low-wage, and service-oriented.
Proponents of economic liberalization argued that "an open trade policy was
necessary to prevent the country's average incomes from falling behind those of
competitors with more open economies."" Despitethe extreme openness of the
Canadian economy under GATT-, FTA-, NAFTA-, and WTO-induced trade
liberalization, per capita income for Canadian households actually declined
between 1989 and 1996 at an average rate of minus 0.1 percent, while the G-7
figure grew at 1 percent. As was predicted by its critics, real wages stagnated
under free trade, reflected in the unchanged median income for Canadian
families between 1990 and 2000.' 9 Wage stagnation is probably related to the
relative decline in the power of Canadian labour. With a restructured Canadian
manufacturing sector, many senior-level managerial jobs disappeared, and
workers lost bargaining power as companies threatened they would close down
and move south. The largest decline in the wage gap occurred for those with less
than eight years of education - those most likely to work in the primary and
manufacturing industries, where many unionized jobs for men turned into parttime work.
Free trade was meant to ratchet Canadian living standards up to American
levels. But wage rates for U.S. production workers are 14 percent higher,
whereas U.S. management and professional salaries are 38 percent higher than
in Canada.60 Whatever the cause of this continuing problem, the free trade era
- with its increased economic interdependence and accompanying flows of
investment - did not achieve a reduction of the gap. It saw the gap grow.

Bernstein et al., supra note 47 at 6.
Cohen, supra note 23 at 109.
7 See e.g. supra note 26 at 4.

"

16

"Trading Up," supra note 11 at 4.
9 Statistics Canada, "2001 Census Highlights," online: <www.statcan.ca/english/census01/
release/ index.cfm>.
60 John Britton, "Is the Impact of the North American Trade Agreements Zero?" (1998) 21

Can. J. Regional Sci. 167 at 187-88.
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LEGAL, POLITICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE

Though largely an economic agreement supposedly embodying free market
principles in the areas of trade and investment, NAFTA rules have had broader
political implications. Despite proponents of economic liberalization arguing
that free trade would strengthen Canadian sovereignty, NAFTA has entrenched
supra-constitutional constraints on Canada's policy choices. 6 In stark contrast
to the European model of creating a continental economy managed by
continental political structures designed to offset asymmetries of power, the
NAFTA negotiators deliberately avoided creating any institutions that might
have given Canada (or Mexico) a voice at the centre of North American
governance, i.e. in Washington. While its much-touted dispute settlement
mechanisms (DSM) theoretically represented movement in this direction, there
is little to indicate that they have mitigated existing power asymmetries. Indeed
in such cases as the ongoing Canada-U.S. dispute over softwood lumber, Canada
became more exposed to U.S. pressure to harmonize provincial public-sector
stumpage policies with American private-sector auctioning practices.62
Moreover, NAFTA actually increased existing power asymmetries. For their
part, Canada and Mexico were constrained by new limits on the policy options
available to their governments, new rights for foreign investors and their TNCs,
and new supra-territorial judicial processes that enforce international commercial
law. Although these norms technically applied to all, the continental hegemon
was less constrained, because the new rules reflected its interests, because the
U.S. Congress retained the right to pass trade measures that superseded the
agreement and because American trade representatives proved better able to take
advantage of the new rules once they were in place.6 3
A. Social and Cultural Policy
In the realm of social policy, the impact of NAFTA's free-market norms is
indirect, indeterminate, and contradictory. On the one hand, job losses resulting
from NAFTA-induced continental restructuring served to increasethe demands

61

Stephen Clarkson, Canada'sSecret Constitution:NAFTA, WTO and the End of Sovereignty

62

(Ottawa: Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 2002).
Despite favourable panel decisions, Ottawa has been forced to impose restrictions on exports

63

to the U.S. Tony Porter, "The North American Free Trade Agreement," in Richard Stubbs
& Geoffrey R.D. Underhill, eds., PoliticalEconomy and the ChangingGlobal Order(New
York: Oxford University Press, 2000) 249.
Uncle Sam and Us, supra note 1 at 56.
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of Canadian citizens for social welfare benefits, including education and training
to help displaced workers become part of the knowledge-based economy. On the
other hand, trade liberalization has simultaneously undermined the revenue basis
for funding such programs. While reduced tariffs decrease government revenue,
liberalized rules on trade and investment place significant pressure on Canadian
jurisdictions to reduce tax rates, which are declining in the U.S. and are already
significantly lower in Mexico. The logic of tax cuts to attract FDI in the context
of free trade is complemented by the neo-conservative ideology privileging
smaller government with leaner and meaner social policies.
For Canadian cultural policy, the impact of NAFTA has been equally
contradictory, if somewhat more visible. When Time Warner decided to launch
a Canadian edition of Sports Illustrated,for example, the Chr~tien government
responded with an 80 percent excise tax on the value of advertising revenue
contained in every issue of split-run magazines. The legislation was intended to
protect the Canadian magazine industry (whose revenues amounted to $850
million in 1992) from American competitors whose larger market ($22 billion
in 1992) and reuse of American editorial content subsidized their costs of
production in Canada, which allowed them to dump heavily discounted
advertising on the Canadian market. Confident that culture was exempted from
both FTA and NAFTA rules, Ottawa's cultural policy community believed this
new legislation to be compatible with WTO rules - specifically national
treatment - because it applied to any magazine that had less than 80 percent
Canadian content (so was consistent with the principle of national treatment),
and because Canada had not committed itself to including advertising under the
General Agreement on Trade in Services.
In a striking example of just how little Canadian trade officials knew about
the agreements they had signed, Ottawa was wrong every step of the way. Given
FTA and NAFTA's grandfathering of existing cultural policies, Washington
ignored NAFTA and brought the Sports Illustrated Canada case before the
WTO's dispute adjudication procedure to set a global precedent. In making their
case, they contested not just Canada's excise tax, but also the protective
magazine tariff- established in 1965 - as well as Canadian postal subsidies
set up in the 1920s. In a single, crushing blow to Canadian cultural policy, the
WTO ruled in Washington's favour on each point, declaring Canadian magazine
policies -

even those developed decades earlier -

to be illegal.

B. Labour and Environment
Although largely about trade and investment, NAFTA included two side
agreements wedding trade with labour and environmental concerns. This
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innovation in trade agreements, however, was not the doing of Jean Chrftien, but
of his American counterpart. Responding to the calls of American labour and
environmental groups, it was presidential candidate Bill Clinton who declared
on 4 October 1992 that he could support NAFTA only if it were accompanied
by two supplemental agreements on environmental protection and labour issues
whose purpose would be to "require each country to enforce its own
environmental and worker standards."' Anxious to appease its labour and
environmental supporters, a newly elected Clinton administration insisted on
supplementary negotiations, resulting in two side deals, which although
imperfect, express the need for linking human and environmental rights with
trade.
The North American Agreement on Labour Co-operation created a trinational North American Commission for Labour Co-operation (NACLC) which
consisted of a secretariat based in Dallas, Texas, (subsequently moved to
Washington, D.C.) and a ministerial council composed of the three national
governments' labour ministers.6 5 While the NACLC'sjob was to report on each
country's labour laws and to encourage compliance with them, it failed - to the
great disappointment of North America's labour unions - to give labour rights
any means of enforcement. The NACLC' s dispute settlement mechanism did not
require domestic law to implement its eleven principles.6 6 Nor did it prevent
governments from lowering labour protections. In addition, only three of the
rights it allegedly protects were sanctionable - minimum wages, child labour,
and occupational health and safety - while other fundamental rights including the rights to organize, bargain collectively and strike - were not.67
Beyond the promotion (as opposed to enforcement) of labour rights, the NACLC
provided a forum for trilateral labour research and co-operation. Since labour

4 Pierre Marc Johnson and Andr6 Beaulieu, quoted in Partnersin North America, supra note
4 at 153.

65

Rafael Fernndez de Castro & Claudia Ibargiien, "Las instituciones del TLCAN: una
evaluaci6n a los cinco afios," in Beatriz Leycegui & Rafael Fernindez de Castro, eds.,

Socios naturales? Cinco ahos del Tratado de Libre Comercio de America del Norte

(Mexico: ITAM, 2000) 486.
6 Including: (1) freedom of association and the protection of the right to organize; (2) the right
to bargain collectively; (3) the right to strike; (4) prohibition of forced labour; (5) labour
protections for children and young persons; (6) minimum employment standards; (7)
elimination of employment discrimination; (8) equal pay for women and men; (9)prevention
of occupational injuries; (10) compensation in the cases of occupational injuries and
illnesses; and (11) protection of migrant workers. See North American Agreement on Labor
Co-operation, online: <www.naalc.org/english/infocentre/whatisclc.htm>.
67 Partnersin North America, supra note 4 at 156.
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law falls largely under provincial jurisdiction, and since few Canadian provinces
signed on to the side agreement, the NACLC has had minimal importance for
Canada beyond encouraging some labour unions to co-operate with their
Mexican counterparts when working out strategies for negotiating wage
agreements with continentally-structured corporations.
The North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation created the
North American Commission for Environmental Cooperation (NACEC) in
Montreal. This tripartite organization - whose professional secretariat was
given supranational standing - constituted the most promising aspect of
continental governance under NAFTA, because it incorporated citizens directly
into its processes. However, its actual effectiveness has been found wanting.
Under article 14 of the environmental agreement, for example, individuals and
NGOs are able to submit a complaint that one of the NAFTA partners is not
enforcing its environmental law. Of the thirty-five submissions filed since 1995,
only three have been made public.68 Moreover, the NACEC has such a
cumbersome dispute settlement mechanism at its disposal that it has never been
used.69
Despite the promised potential of both side agreements, environmental and
labour concerns continue to be subjected to the primacy of trade and economic
logic. The NACEC has failed to slow the pace of environmental degradation in
North America and its limited success is outweighed by the use of the NAFTA
Chapter 11 investor-state tribunals to challenge the North American
governments' capacity to regulate environmentally harmful products and
practices. As demonstrated by Chapter 11 cases aborting policies such as
Ottawa's ban of the gasoline additive MMT (a dangerous neurotoxin suspected
of causing Alzheimer's) and Ottawa's ban on exports of PCB waste, the issue
is no longer which level of government, but rather, whether any level of
government - federal, provincial, or municipal - can initiate environmental
legislation at all.7° At a time when Canadians increasingly want their
governments to protect a fragile environment, NAFTA's investor-state dispute
mechanism is creating a policy chill that makes this objective much more
difficult to achieve.
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Ibid. at 154.
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Ibid.
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Uncle Sam and Us, supra note 1 at 349.
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C. Institutional Performance
Despite the new trade rules, the biggest issues affecting Canada-U.S.
commercial relations have been left unresolved. Indeed, from a Canadian
perspective, the single greatest irritant in the Canada-U.S. relationship, as
identified in the first Liberal Red Book, has been the failure of free trade to
guarantee "secure access." As evidenced by border closures reflecting
heightened U.S. security concerns in the wake of September 11, 2001, and in the
continuing application of U.S. countervail and anti-dumping actions against
Canadian exports, Canada remains no less vulnerable to protectionist forces in
Washington than it was prior to "free" trade. The reality of NAFTA's
institutional deficit, which prevents it from managing relationships of "complex
interdependence"7 among NAFTA partners, is further complicated by the
Agreement's incapacity to evolve in response to changed circumstances. This
impotence was reflected in NAFTA's inability to work out a continental solution
to the uncertainty surrounding North America's borders when Washington
launched its global war on terror, which subsequently challenged the "shared
values" of the Canada-U.S. "security community. 7 2 Nor were the three NAFTA
signatories able to work out a common-position for the new trade negotiations
taking place in either the WTO's Doha Round or in the Free Trade Area of the
Americas. In short, despite creating a complex dynamic among its partners,
NAFTA was incapable of supporting and massaging their sometimes bumpy
evolution.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Jean Chr6tien's legacy in the Canada-U.S. economic relationship is
contradictory and confused. As Leader of the Official Opposition, Chr~tien was
a critic of both the FTA and NAFTA agreements and promised to renegotiate
NAFTA to include clear definitions of anti-dumping and countervail. After
promise, the Chr~tien government called NAFTA an
blatantly betraying his 73
"unconditional success"

in the face both of statistical evidence attesting to the

contrary and of multiple proposals from the business community demanding
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major repairs to a patently imperfect arrangement. Apart from increases in
Canadian imports and exports, which failed to lift Canadian economic growth
to pre-free trade levels, NAFTA has not improved North America's nor
Canada's share of global FDI, has not improved Canada's productivity
performance, has not raised real wages, and has not increased employment.
NAFTA's labour and environmental side agreements have proven ineffectual,
and perhaps most importantly, NAFTA has failed to deliver on its most
important objective - securing access to the U.S. market.
When set against such failed objectives, the costs of NAFTA seem
disproportionate. Indeed, the constraining effects of NAFTA on Canadian
jurisdictions seem to outweigh any benefits of increased commerce, which are
not uniquely attributable to NAFTA-induced tariff reductions and which also
correspond to an increase in Canada's dependence and vulnerability toward
developments happening in the U.S. Under NAFTA, Canada has lost much of
its capacity to limit or tax exports, to regulate investment in the interests of
Canadian workers, to protect the environment, and to assist Canadian
corporations to become more globally competitive. In contrast, foreign investors
have gained greater monopoly rights over such intellectual property as brandname drugs that cost the public health care system hundreds of millions of
dollars.
Jean Chrrtien's contradictory legacy in Canada's economic relationship with
the U.S. has led to confusion over the future of Canada's economic and political
relationship with the global hegemon. While NAFTA increased Canada's export
dependence on the American market, it failed to guarantee Canadian industry
protection from U.S. protectionist forces. Ironically, the solutions to increased
vulnerability under NAFTA proposed by big business in the aftermath of
September 11,2001 aim to increase continental integration, which would further
increase Canada's vulnerability to developments in the U.S.
Behind all this confusion, many proposals advocating deeper integration with
the Unites States contain an implicit threat. Arguing that Canada must embrace
a new "Big Idea," 74 Wendy Dobson and others suggest that Canada must take a
new leap of faith and give up more sovereignty (in immigration and security
policy, for example) or else risk being punished by Washington further down the
line. The continuing and unresolved controversy about such prescriptions
confirms Jean Chrrtien's confused free trade legacy, which, while a putative
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success in terms of increased trade flows, has left the Canadian economy
insecure in relation to Uncle Sam and still in search of that ever-elusive panacea.
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CHRE TIEN AND NORTH AMERICA: BETWEEN
INTEGRATION AND AUTONOMY
Christina Gabriel* and Laura Macdonald**

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years politicians on both sides of the border have characterized the
relationship between Canada and the United States as one of "family and
friends." Prime Minister Chrrtien said immediately after the September 11
attacks: "We are not only great friends and great allies, we are family."1 Two
years later, in April 2003, when emphasizing U.S. disappointment over Canada's
failure to support the war in Iraq, the U.S. Ambassador to Canada, Paul Cellucci,
stated, "[t]here is no security threat to Canada that the United States would not
be ready, willing and able to help with. There would be no debate. There would
be no hesitation. We would be there for Canada, part of our own family.",2 The
family analogy suggests that the Canada-U.S. relationship is natural, inevitable
and, despite "family feuds," enduring. 3 This rhetoric is misleading on two
counts. First, the Canada-U.S. bilateral relationship has not emerged
spontaneously but has been constructed, managed and fostered by successive
administrations. Jean Chrrtien is just the latest in a series of Canadian prime
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ministers to encounter the perennial Canadian challenge: how to deal with the
United States. This challenge took on an additional dimension with the creation
of the North American Free Trade Agreement. Consequently, under Chrrtien's
watch the bilateral relationship was widened to include, in his words, "three
amigos" - Canada, the United States and Mexico. Secondly, the rhetoric is
misleading insofar as most Canadians do not feel that Americans, let alone
Mexicans, are part of the family. In fact, a recent survey reported 47 per cent of
Canadians consider the U.S. as "friends but not especially close" and only 10 per
cent considered them "like family."'4 And it is not immediately evident that
Canadians think about Mexicans as part of North America at all. All of these
attitudes are framed against a deepening continental economic relationship of
which Canadians are even more aware in the wake of September 11.
Throughout their period in office, Jean Chrrtien and his administration have
had to negotiate the tensions arising from these closer economic ties with the
United States, through regional trade agreements such as the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the political sensitivities of the majority
of Canadians. The latter see themselves as having very different values than
those of their American counterparts and are not necessarily in support of
harmonizing social and economic policies, despite fairly broad approval of the
existing level of economic ties.' This situation has been further complicated by
the American government's shift to a more unilateral foreign policy and the use
of preemptive military action. For these reasons, one of the most difficult
elements of the Chrrtien legacy to categorize has been his administration's
record regarding Canada's role in an increasingly integrated North American
region and, most importantly, its bilateral relations with the United States.
Indeed, the start of the Chrrtien Liberals' tenure was marked by a strategic
retreat. The Liberal Red Book had included a pledge to renegotiate NAFTA.
However, upon taking office, Chrrtien did an about face and endorsed the
agreement. This, coupled with a tight monetary policy, prompted left-wing
critics such as Maude Barlow and Bruce Campbell to charge that the Liberal
government under Chrrtien, "like the Tories under Brian Mulroney, has become
the political agent of big business interests and the neo-liberal ideology that

4
5

Robert Sheppard, "Keeping our distance" Maclean's (31 December 2001) 26 at 26-27.
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sustain them." 6 However, by the end ofhis watch, the former Prime Minister was
being hailed by nationalists and excoriated by right-wing critics for his refusal
to sign up Canada for the "coalition of the willing" in support of the United
States' war against Iraq and his endorsement of the role of the United Nations.
How, then, should we analyze Canadian relations with the United States and
Mexico and by extension Canada's role in North America? Popular assessments
of Canadian relations with its southern neighbours often focus on the leader's
personality and ideology, and those of his (or very occasionally her)
counterparts. We argue, however, that the individual predilections of leaders and
their top officials play out in the context of, and are constrained by, dramatic
changes occurring in global power relations. Through an examination of some
key developments in the Canada-U.S. bilateral relationship, we highlight how
accelerating economic integration and the rise in U.S. relative power in the
global system (aggravated by the unilateralism of the Bush administration) has
had contradictory effects. On the one hand, these trends promoted Canadian
economic dependence while on the other they simultaneously stimulated
Canadian desires for foreign policy independence in the face of an increasingly
powerful and aggressive U.S. partner. These contradictions and concerns will
remain on the agenda - in some cases becoming more acute - for the Liberal
Party and Chr~tien's successor.
II.

NAFTA REVERSAL
THE
INTEGRATION: 1993-2000

AND

NORTH

AMERICAN

Over the course of the 1990s, as Andrew Cooper notes, the management of
the Canada-U.S. bilateral relationship under the Chr~tien administration has been
characterized as embodying "a considerable degree of calculated ambivalence"
insofar as the government maintained and fostered the key policy directions of
the relationship, including the ratification of NAFTA, but did so in such a way
as to appear to de-emphasize that relationship.7 In doing so, Chr~tien rejected
Brian Mulroney's public approach which emphasized the close personal
relationship between the leaders and the active pursuit of harmonious relations
in areas of trade, investment and defence. Chr~tien stated that "[b]usiness is

6

7

Maude Barlow & Bruce Campbell, Straight Through the Heart (Toronto: HarperCollins,
1995) at 3.
Andrew F. Cooper, "Waiting at the Perimeter: Making US Policy in Canada," in Maureen
Molot & Fen Hampson, eds., CanadaAmong Nations 2000: Vanishing Borders(Toronto:
Oxford University Press, 2000) 27 at 29.
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business and friendship is friendship.. .and the two cannot be confused." 8
Consequently, as Cooper has astutely observed, there was a conscious attempt
"to balance Canada's role as a partner to the US with its role as an autonomous
actor... in domestic and international arenas." 9 This "calculated ambivalence"
reflected a pragmatic reading of the Canadian electorate and its mixed feelings
regarding the U.S. In this part we highlight some of the Chrrtien government's
key North American initiatives and the way in which these policies were shaped
and re-shaped in the period 1993-2000. We argue that the pragmatism that
marked the Liberal government's approach became more difficult to sustain as
the 1990s drew to a close.
One of Chrrtien's earliest and most controversial actions upon taking office
in 1993 was to accept the North American Free Trade Agreement as negotiated
by his predecessor, Progressive Conservative Prime Minister Brian Mulroney.
Mulroney's government secured approval for the NAFTA agreement in the
House of Commons and the Senate, but chose not to proclaim it into law until
the U.S. and Mexico had achieved congressional approval. The Tories were
voted out of office on 25 October 1993, and the Chrrtien Liberals took power
before approval was proclaimed. Prior to the election campaign, Chrrtien's
advisors had outlined Liberal policies in a document titled Creating
Opportunity: The LiberalPlanfor Canada (the Red Book). The Red Book said
a Liberal government would foster a more independent role for Canada and a
"mutually respectful" relationship with the United States,' 0 in contrast to the
"camp-follower" attitude of the Mulroney government. 11It committed the party
to pursuing greater multilateralism in world affairs. It also called for a review of
the side agreements and a renegotiation of both the FTA and NAFTA to obtain:
"
"
*
"

a subsidies code;
an anti-dumping code;
a more effective dispute resolution mechanism; and
the same energy protection as Mexico. 2

8

Jean Chrrtien, cited in John Herd Thompson & Stephen Randall, Canada and the United

States: Ambivalent Allies, 3d ed. (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press,
2002) at 297 [Ambivalent Allies].
9 Supra note 7 at 32.
'o Liberal Party of Canada, CreatingOpportunity: The Liberal Planfor Canada(Ottawa: The
Liberal Party, 1993) at 106.
"
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Immediately after coming to power, Chr~tien caused consternation in
Washington by stating that he might not approve the deal before the
proclamation date of 1 January 1994 if his demands were not met. He also raised
additional concerns about the implications of the deal for water exports. 3 The
concerns raised by Chr~tien reflected popular opposition to NAFTA among
Canadians.' 4 However, Chrrtien had appointed strong free trader Roy MacLaren
as trade minister, and passed over NAFTA-opponent Lloyd Axworthy for the
position of Minister of External Affairs, appointing the more centrist Andr6
Ouellet instead. After talks between MacLaren and his U.S. counterpart, U.S.
Trade Representative Mickey Kantor, Chr~tien announced that Canada would
proclaim the legislation. While Canadian business leaders praised the agreement,
opponents of NAFTA like Ontario NDP Premier Bob Rae, accused Chrrtien of
caving in to the Americans on free trade.' 5 A Globe and Mail editorial declared
that the Liberal retreat on free trade over the last five years "is of Napoleonic16
proportions: as complete, as abject, as humiliating as the return from Moscow.'
How do we explain Chr~tien's reversal on this high-profile public policy
issue? One major factor was the tight timeline for approval. Given the complex
nature of the process of trade policy approval in the U.S., Chr~tien had little
choice but to approve the deal more or less as Mulroney had negotiated it or to
walk away, and the latter option would have guaranteed at least three years of
hostility from the Clinton Administration. 7 As well, Chr~tien's own position on
NAFTA was not entirely clear even during the election campaign, despite his
party's positions in the Red Book. He told an anti-NAFTA nursing student that
she should support the NDP if she wanted to vote against NAFTA: "You cannot
build a wall around Canada as the NDP are proposing. It's not very realistic and
it will be self-defeating."' 8 Despite his working-class background and early
reputation as a left-leaning Liberal, Chr~tien had moved toward the right wing
of the party on economic issues. This shift was partly a result of his association
with his mentor, Mitchell Sharp, an economic conservative by Liberal standards

13

Peter Morton, "MacLaren heads to U.S. to fix NAFTA" FinancialPost (27 November

1993) 5.
"Canada a big loser if NAFTA proceeds, 63 per cent tell poll" Toronto Star (30 November
1993) A2.
IS
Tim Harper, "PM accused of breaking election promise on deal" Toronto Star (3 December
1993) Al.
16 "NAFTA plus nada" Globe & Mail (4 December 1993) D6.
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Edward Greenspon & Anthony Wilson-Smith, Double Vision: The Inside Story of the
Liberals in Power (Toronto: Doubleday, 1996) at 47 [Double Vision].
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who had supported the continentalist policies of C.D. Howe. Former Chr~tien
aide John Rae was quoted in Lawrence Martin's biography of Chr~tien:
[Chr~tien] was very much against the economic nationalism coming out of Toronto. He
felt emphasis should be on jobs and employment and investment. Whether it came from
outside or inside the country, it should be seen 1as9 equal. This reflected his experience in
Shawinigan, which had a lot of multinationals.

According to Martin, Chr~tien strongly supported cultural nationalism, and
"the need to build a society different from that of the United States, but he
believed it could be done without erecting economic walls."2 ° His objection to
Mulroney's foreign policy was largely about style, not substance- he criticized
the apparently abject and overly cosy nature of Mulroney's relationship with
Reagan, not the content of their economic policies. Above all, says Martin,
Chr~tien was guided by his intense pragmatism. He advised journalists, "[d]on't
try to label me.... Sometimes I side with the Left, sometimes with the Right."2 1
Greenspon and Wilson-Smith note, "When it came to politics, Jean Chr~tien
played defence. He prided himself on being a pragmatist, on eschewing grand
plans. The vision thing, as George Bush might say, wasn't his thing."22
Nevertheless, his commitment to Canadian independence was apparently
heartfelt. When former adviser and political scientist Donald Savoie pushed him
before his election in 1993 to state what he wanted to achieve as prime minister,
he listed three priorities: "To keep the country independent from the United
States. To keep the International Monetary Fund out. To maintain the unity of
Canada."23 This insistence on maintaining Canadian foreign policy autonomy
would resurface in Chr~tien's response to the 2003 war on Iraq.
The Liberal government's acceptance of NAFTA both entrenched Canada's
economic relationship with the United States and drew it into a new relationship
with Mexico. Within NAFTA, the U.S. accounts for 90 percent of total
production. Exports from Canada to the United States have increased from 75
percent in 1990 to nearly 90 percent in 1998.24 While much is made of the
trading relationship between Canada and the United States - we are each
other's largest trading partner - this is a strikingly asymmetrical trading

20

Lawrence Martin, Chrtien, Volume I.- The Will to Win (Toronto: Lester, 1995) at 171.
Ibid. at 178.
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relationship. In 2000, 86 percent of Canadian merchandise exports went to the
United States. While the United States' exports to Canada exceed its exports to
the European Union and Japan combined, they still only account for 25 percent
of total American exports of goods.25 Consequently, the American market is
vastly more important to Canada than the Canadian market is to the United
States. NAFTA has also led to a noticeable increase in the trading relationship
between Canada and Mexico. In 1998 Canada-Mexico trade totaled $11 billion.
"Canadian investment in Mexico has increased by 324 percent since 1993,
raising Canada from ninth to fourth place among foreign investors in Mexico. ' 6
Yet despite these impressive figures, overall trade between the two countries,
while growing, remains small. The Chrrtien government has come to accept and
embrace NAFTA as one of the keys to economic recovery in Canada, despite
ongoing trade disputes with the United States, most notably over softwood
lumber.
After the initial controversy around the approval of NAFTA, Canada-U.S.
relations under Chr~tien became much more low-key and prosaic. Chrrtien was
careful to distance himself from the sycophantic behaviour Mulroney displayed
toward Reagan. For example, he made a point of opening his correspondence
with Clinton with "Dear Mr. President," instead of "Dear Bill," the style
Mulroney had favoured. 7 Nevertheless, on the surface, relations between Canada
and the United States benefited from the ideological similarities between the two
leaders.28
Chr6tien was reputed to have little interest in or understanding of foreign
policy when he came to office. However, he never lost his instinctual emphasis
on independence from U.S. foreign policy priorities. At a 1997 NATO meeting
in Madrid, while chatting with other NATO leaders waiting for a late President
Clinton, Chr~tien was inadvertently caught by an open microphone criticizing
Clinton on his policies on Cuba and Haiti, "I like to stand up to the Americans.
It's popular. But you have to be very careful because they're our friends., 29 It is
25
26

27
28
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Canada, Report of the Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade,
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suggested that this lack of international experience meant "he has delegatedrelegated might be a better word - the direction of foreign policy to the
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade and his foreign ministers
Andre Ouellet (1993-1996) and Lloyd Axworthy (1996-2000). "3" Andrew
Cooper argues, however, that Chrrtien's willingness to grant individual ministers
considerable room to maneuver was a result of his own experience in various
portfolios under the Pearson government: "So long as they did not make
mistakes, ministers were allowed ...
to run a long way with their own policy
initiatives. 3 1
Beyond the individual inclinations of Jean Chrrtien and his ministers,
however, Canada's role in North America has been shaped fundamentally by
changes in global structures of political and economic power. In the early period
of Chrrtien's time in office, the end of the Cold War and globalization appeared
to open up new opportunities for Canada as a relatively important, prosperous
international actor. In 1996, John Kirton argued that despite the traditional
liberal internationalist rhetoric of the Red Book (the emphasis on multilateralism
and the United Nations), Liberal foreign policy underwent an important shift
under Jean Chrrtien toward a more "plurilateralist position." This position was
marked by the emphasis placed on trade, sustainable development, individual (as
opposed to state) security, and the promotion of Canadian culture and values.
The traditional emphasis on the United Nations and NATO shifted to "a new
generation of plurilateral international institutions in which Canada occupied a
position of leader, and its interests and values occupied a predominant place."32
According to Kirton, the 1997 White Paper on foreign policy painted a picture
of the world where power was dispersed, and largely defined in economic terms,
and Canada occupied a position of leadership because of the advantages it
possessed as a result of its geographic location, links with anglophone and
francophone countries, membership in important international fora like the G7
and APEC, and as a non-colonial, multicultural power.33
After NAFTA was a fait accompli, former free trade opponent Lloyd
Axworthy's appointment as Minister of Foreign Affairs appeared to confirm
Canada's foreign policy independence vis-6-vis the United States, and the
country's aspirations to play a leading role in the "new world order." To some

Ambivalent Allies, supra note 8 at 314.
3' Supra note 7 at 33.
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extent, Lloyd Axworthy's tenure as Foreign Affairs Minister epitomized
Canada's contradictory relations with the United States. During his time in
office, Axworthy promoted a "human security" agenda that emphasized the
importance of the security of individuals, in contrast with the emphasis on state
security during the Cold War period. Axworthy championed such causes as an
Anti-Personnel Mines Convention, limitations on the use of small arms and child
soldiers, the promotion of an International Criminal Court and other efforts
aimed at promoting international law and human rights. As well, he emphasized
greater involvement of non-governmental organizations in foreign policy
decision-making in such efforts as the land mines treaty.34 While the human
security agenda clearly bore Axworthy's intellectual mark, the former Prime
Minister's support was undoubtedly required and Chr~tien's office played an
important role in some of these initiatives.35 Nevertheless, the temporarily fluid
and dispersed character of global power relations in the immediate post-Cold
War period provided the necessary context for Canada's aspirations to
international status, independence, and influence during this period. In pursuing
this international agenda Axworthy undoubtedly put strains on the Canada-U.S.
bilateral relationship and signaled Canada's foreign policy autonomy. The
American administration did not support Axworthy's policy activism. It was not,
for example, among the one-hundred signatories to the multilateral Land Mines
Treaty.36 As one retired American diplomat put it, "[Axworthy] had every right
to express his views and criticisms of our policy; but we exercised our right not
to listen."37
Indeed, it has been suggested that Axworthy enjoyed "tweaking the Eagle's
beak"38 and paid insufficient attention to the all-important relationship with the
U.S.39 Yet, on the other hand, Chr6tien and Axworthy oversaw moves to
facilitate U.S.-Canadian trade and promoted a "seamless border." For example,
in 1995, Clinton and Jean Chr6tien signed the U.S.-Canada Shared Border

3 Fen Osler Hampson, Norman Hillmer & Maureen Appel Molot, "The Return to
Continentalism in Canadian Foreign Policy," in Axworthy Legacy, supra note 26 at 3.
3' Donald J. Savoie, Governingfrom the Centre: The Concentrationof Power in Canadian
Politics (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999) at 135.
36
John Herd Thompson, "Playing by the New Washington Rules: The US-Canada
Relationship, 1994-2003" (2003) 33 Am. Rev. Can. Stud. 5 at 7 ["The US-Canada
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Accord, designed to promote low-key bilateral measures to improve the day-today management of the border and improve the speed and efficiency of crossborder traffic, which increased dramatically after the signing of NAFTA. By the
end of the 1990s, the Liberal government had undertaken a number of
incremental initiatives directed at the Canada-U.S. relationship in respect to
cross border trade. In addition to the U.S.-Canada Shared Border Accord, the
two countries also signed the Canada-United States Partnership (CUSP) in
October 1999. Its purpose was to address border congestion and study
possibilities of shared border management.4" Such initiatives were an effort by
Canadian officials and private interests to develop bilateral approaches to border
management with the United States. These measures would provide the
groundwork for additional border initiatives in the wake of September 11.
Nevertheless, even through the late 1990s, Canadian officials, business interests,
and other4 1interest groups were becoming aware of emerging U.S. security
concerns.

Axworthy's approach to a "seamless border" was challenged by rising
security concerns in the United States. These revolved around people smuggling,
drugs, weapons smuggling and terrorist threats. Axworthy played a leading role
in rallying U.S. interest groups in opposition to 1996 legislation which would
impose entry and exit controls at the Canada-U.S. border under section 110 of
the U.S. Immigration Reform Act. 42 This reform was opposed by a broad based
coalition on both sides of the border who recognized the implications the
measure would have for cross-border trade. It was eventually forestalled.
Chrrtien and Axworthy also pioneered some initial forays into improving
Canada-Mexico relations. Canada's decision to participate in U.S.-Mexico free
trade talks, resulting in the trilateral North American Free Trade Agreement,
prompted many Canadians to think about the North American continental space
in new ways. Chrrtien's first official foreign trip abroad as Prime Minister was
to Mexico, signaling the importance to Canada of NAFTA and his apparent
desire to cultivate Mexico as an ally in future trilateral negotiations. During his
tenure as Foreign Affairs Minister, Axworthy also worked at forging closer

40
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diplomatic ties with Mexico. A series of Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs)
were signed between Canadian ministries and their Mexican counterparts.
Canada also played a role in supporting Mexico's transition to democracy, with
the head of Elections Canada, Jean-Pierre Kingsley, acting as an advisor on
Mexico's new electoral rules that led to the democratic election of Vicente Fox
in July 2000. Mexicans, too, saw the potential of using Canada as a
counterweight to American political and economic clout. And, as we shall see
in the next section, Mexico and Canada shared similar positions in the
post-September 11 period.
But, as New York Times journalist Anthony DePalma reports, aspirations for
joint Mexican-Canadian diplomacy seemed destined to remain just that. He
quotes the Mexican Foreign Minister's observation: "Mexico and Canada cannot
possibly make a sandwich.... There is too much meat in between."43 The
dominant tendency within Canadian policy making under Chr~tien was to focus
on the crucial bilateral relationship between Canada and the United States and
attempt to resurrect the much-vaulted "special relationship" that once existed
between the two countries. In this respect, Mexico's status within NAFTA or a
new North America was frequently downplayed or ignored. As Allan Smith has
persuasively argued, those who advocate closer ties with the United States
believe Canada and the U.S. share a unique set of affinities which Mexico, given
its current development, does not. He writes:
Mexico's role as an indicator of Canadian-American community was demonstrated with
special, if unintended, clarity in the work of those who professed to see a North
American 'experience' or 'culture', to the making of which all three societies were
contributing. Some of that work did little more than make Mexico an 'absent signifier',
the very lack of reference to which pointed to the fact that processes of interaction and
communi-building in view were being seen mainly as matters of Canadian-American
concern.

Thus, the tendency to either ignore or downplay Mexico's membership within
North America remained a hallmark ofboth Canada's policies in North America
and those of proponents of deeper economic integration. Overall, the United
States' economic dominance within the continental relationship meant that
Canada's economic relationship with the United States was gradually growing
in intensity under the Chr~tien government, despite both Chr6tien's and

4

Here, supra note 29 at 57-58.
Allan Smith, Doing the Continental: Conceptualizations of the CanadianAmerican
Relationship in the Long Twentieth Century (Maine: Canadian-American Centre, 2000) at
27.
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Axworthy's desires for Canadian autonomy. Chr~tien was able to paper over
these contradictions while the nature of the post-Cold War era remained unclear,
and while the ideologically-similar Clinton remained in power. The underlying
contradictions in the Canadian position were intensified, however, after the
election of George W. Bush in 2000 and the events of September 11.
III.

THINKING ABOUT NORTH AMERICA: 2000-2003

The "calculated ambivalence" and pragmatism that marked the Chr~tien
administration's handling of the Canada-U.S. relationship in its first two terms
meant that the Liberal government entered its third term without a grand vision
or long-term plan to manage either its relations with the United States or
deepening North American integration. The former Prime Minister also had to
engage with the new Republican administration of George W. Bush in
Washington and the election of Vicente Fox in Mexico. Initially, as this part
demonstrates, much was made of the fact that Chr6tien and Canada seemed to
be the odd ones out as Bush looked southward. However, this concern took a
back seat as the attacks of September 11, George Bush's subsequent "war on
terrorism" and the U.S. intervention in Iraq, profoundly challenged the
government's attempt to balance the tension between economic dependence and
a desire for foreign policy independence. Immediately after September 11, the
Liberal government announced a number of bilateral measures to address U.S.
concerns while simultaneously attempting to assuage Canadian concerns about
sovereignty and autonomy. In this respect, as Jean Chrrtien moved towards the
twilight of his political career, he once again was directly confronted with the
question of how close Canada should be to the United States. Here again, he
faced the tension between integration and autonomy. Public opinion continued
to suggest that the majority of Canadians believed that the Canada-U.S.
relationship should not be too close. But, Chrrtien also had to address the views
of a powerful and increasingly vocal group advocating deeper integration.
Whereas his predecessor, Brian Mulroney- in line with business and political
elites - sought closer ties with the United States in the form of the CUFTA and
NAFTA, Chrrtien attempted to adopt policies more in line with Canadian public
opinion.
The year 2000 saw elections in Canada, the United States, and Mexico. The
Canadian electorate gave Jean Chrrtien a third majority government. In the
United States, George W. Bush came to power in November and was sworn in
as President in January 2001, while in Mexico, Vicente Fox came to power,
ending seventy-one years of Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) rule. This
changing of the guard prompted numerous assessments about the personal
interactions between the three leaders. Ironically, upon his election Bush was
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' Much was
briefed on Canada by "close Bush family friend, Brian Mulroney."45
made of the fact that George Bush and Vicente Fox had a "warmer" relationship
than Chr~tien enjoyed with either leader.46 Indeed, Bush's first visit abroad was
to Mexico, breaking the unwritten tradition that the President makes his first
foreign trip to Ottawa. There was growing concern in Ottawa that Canada and
Canadians were becoming largely irrelevant in Washington.

The U.S. tilt toward Mexico had less to do with the personalities of the
individual leaders and more to do with changes in the American political
environment. Increasingly, political power and influence were moving southward
to states on the U.S.-Mexico border like Texas, California, Arizona, and New
Mexico. Four of the last five U.S. Presidents, including Bush, came from the
South.47 But more important was the increasing clout of the Hispanic vote (35.3
million people of which 60 percent were ofMexican background 48 ) in the United
States. 49 Additionally, as Hampson, Hillmer and Molot note, "by 2005 more
Americans will be living in the four states bordering Mexico than in the 13
bordering Canada."5 It was also projected that Mexico would surpass Canada
as the United States' number one trading partner in the next few years.5 These
developments suggested that the kind of bilateral arrangements that Canadian
governments and officials have traditionally favored may not be sustainable over
the long haul. Increasingly, the U.S., far from returning to any semblance of the
old "special relationship," moved to treat Canada like any other foreign country.
Certainly the attempt to pass section 110 - a system of entry and exit control
for non-U.S. citizens, including Canadians - and more recent U.S. actions, belie
the notion of "family and friends."

Lawrence Martin, "Comment: Canada-US Relations 'Snarl-Spangled Banter"' Globe & Mail
(4 July 2002) A13.
4 See John Ibbitson, "Mexico top U.S. partner, Bush says" Globe &Mail (6 September 2001)
A10.
4' Andrew Cohen, "Canadian-American Relations: Does Canada Matter in Washington? Does
it Matter if Canada Doesn't Matter?" in Norman Hillmer & Maureen Appel Molot, eds.,
CanadaAmong Nations 2002: A FadingPower (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 2002)
34 at 39-40.
4' Robert A. Pastor, Toward a North American Community (Washington: Institute for
International Economics, 2001) at 132. However, Hispanic electoral influence is more
limited than this figure would suggest since first-generation migrants are not necessarily U.S.
citizens.
49 Supra note 47 at 39-40.
o Supra note 34 at 11.
s' Vincent Musi, "A Whole New World" Time (11 June 2001) 23.
4'
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Of the three NAFTA members, it was Mexico under the leadership of
Vicente Fox that articulated the clearest vision of a "New North America" or a
"NAFTA Plus." Fox proposed to his counterparts that the NAFTA agreement be
reworked along the lines of the European Union model, with fortified trilateral
institutions. His conception called for a common market, free labour mobility
provisions, and some variation on the European regional structural and social
transfer funds to target the disparities that exist between Mexico and the other
two NAFTA partners. Not surprisingly, administrations in both Canada and the
United States were lukewarm about this proposal. 2 In the short term, the Fox
administration was lobbying Washington heavily to reform American
immigration policies to first, legalize undocumented Mexicans living in the
United States, and second, to institute a temporary workers' program for
Mexicans working in agriculture and the service sector in the United States. On
the Canadian side, it is speculated, officials appear to favour a staged model
regarding continental relations in which Canada and the United States would
pursue bilateral negotiations that would subsequently, at an unspecified later
stage, involve Mexico. 3
Chr6tien's approach to the North American partnership was, however, deeply
shaken by the events of September 11, 2001. The attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon ended Bush's campaign commitments to isolationism,
giving rise to an expansionist and unilateralist foreign policy approach, labeled
the "Bush doctrine." The September 11 attacks accentuated the U.S. tendency
to prioritize security issues over trade. Increasingly, Canadian officials had to
address U.S. perceptions that the Canada-U.S. border was a "sieve" that would
permit terrorists access to the United States. New York Senator, Hillary Clinton
suggested, for example: "We need to look to our friends in the north to crack
down on some of these false documents and illegals getting in."5 4 These
perceptions also informed American television shows such as the West Wing that
included an episode featuring terrorists coming across the Vermont-Quebec
border. Widespread U.S. perceptions of security threats to the north were not
corroborated by any evidence that the nineteen hijackers entered the United
States from Canada. Nevertheless, such perceptions and fears forced Canadian
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policy-makers to look for ways to reassure panicked Americans. Even more
urgently, Canadian leaders sought to re-establish Canada-U. S. trade, temporarily
cut off by the U.S. imposition of a Code Red alert at the border.
The Canadian public initially responded empathetically to the attacks on their
neighbours. Canada sheltered tens of thousands of passengers on U.S. and U.S.bound airliners diverted to Canadian airports. Canadians decorated the wire
fence surrounding the U.S. embassy with flowers, flags, notes and candles, and
100,000 people gathered at Parliament Hill to commemorate the victims, along
with smaller ceremonies across the country." Jean Chr6tien, however, like
Vicente Fox, was initially criticized for his delayed and tempered response to the
September 11 attacks. In the wake of the attacks, Chr~tien stressed the need for
a "balanced approach" and emphasized Canadian sovereignty, telling the House
of Commons, "that the laws of Canada, will be passed by the Parliament of
Canada." 6 Additionally, in the immediate aftermath of September 11, Mexico's
foreign minister, Jorge Castafieda proposed that Canada and Mexico develop a
common approach to border issues as the two countries were encountering
identical border challenges vis-6-vis the United States. Once again, Canada chose
the bilateral Canada-U.S. relationship over a North American initiative.57
Chr~tien's "balanced" approach was difficult to maintain in the face of
concerted pressure from a well-organized Canadian business lobby, some
provincial premiers, the media and the general public, as well as the U.S.
administration. The Liberal government quickly shifted to adopt a series of
measures to improve Canada-U.S. relations. Canada committed 2,000 troops to
the war in Afghanistan, under U.S. command, and stated its commitment as a
full partner in the "war on terrorism." During the fall of 2001, Chr6tien
established a high-profile Cabinet committee on anti-terrorism, chaired by thenForeign Affairs Minister, John Manley. He introduced a controversial antiterrorism act, Bill C-36, that became law in November 2001, and increased
spending commitments for border infrastructure and technology. By December
2001, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)in the United States and
the Department of Immigration and Citizenship and the Solicitor General in

"The US-Canada Relationship," supra note 36 at 9.
56 Shawn McCarthy & Campbell Clark, "Canada will make its own laws, PM vows" Globe &
"

Mail (20 September 2001) Al.

7 Christopher Waddell, "Erasing the Line: Rebuilding Economic and Trade Relations after
September 11," in American Colossus, supra note 53, 54 at 58-59.
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Canada announced that the two countries would seek to co-operate and
collaborate in immigration matters.58
John Manley and Tom Ridge (later the Secretary of Homeland Security)
signed a thirty-point Smart Border Action Plan to facilitate cross-border trade in
December 2001. The plan included initiatives that Canada had been promoting
throughout the 1990s but that had met bureaucratic and political resistance in
Washington. After September 11, as a result of renewed anxiety about the
Canada-U.S. border in Washington, the Border Task Force established within the
Privy Council Office, under Manley's authority, was able to successfully peddle
to Ridge the idea of "secure and trade-efficient borders." This approach was
based on the concept that greater security could be achieved through rational
facilitation of low-risk, cross-border travel and trade, and intensive co-operation
in scrutinizing high-risk travelers and goods, than through intrusive and timeintensive scrutiny of all border traffic. In addition, in the 2002 budget, Canada
committed $7.7 billion over five years to various anti-terrorist and border control
programs.59
To some extent, the Canadian government's approach was an attempt to allay
U.S. security concerns about the Canada-U.S. border by managing the process
rather than facing heavy-handed unilateral U.S. actions. As the Canadian
Trucking Alliance stated before the House of Commons sub-committee on trade,
"[t]he real loss of sovereignty won't come from working together on a common
vision of the border, it would come from having the U.S. decide unilaterally
what it would look like."6° Chrrtien's actions during this period need to be
framed against the intensive campaign, orchestrated by Canadian business, to
prevent a re-occurrence of the extensive delays at the border as a result of the
U.S. border shutdown after September I L" Thus his actions, in some ways,
typified the style established earlier of adopting gradual, pragmatic and pro-

Citizenship and Inniigration Canada, News Release, "Canada-US Issue Statement on
Common Security Priorities (3 December 2001).
Stephen Clarkson, "The View from the Attic: Toward a Gated Continental Community?"
in Peter Andreas & Thomas J. Biersteker, eds., The Rebordering of North America:
Integration and Exclusion in a New Security Context (New York: Routledge, 2003) 68 at
80-81.
o Supra note 25 at 7.
61
Christina Gabriel & Laura Macdonald, "Of Borders and Business: Canadian Corporate
Proposals for North American 'Deep Integration"' (paper prepared for Studies in Political
Economy Conference, January 2003).
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business policies, while avoiding dramatic statements and commitments that
might clearly compromise Canadian sovereignty.6"
Despite the important policies adopted by the Canadian government after
September 11 to accommodate U.S. security concerns, Chr6tien's attempt to
negotiate Canada's relationship with the United States ran up against the
growing belligerent, unilateralist foreign policy of the Bush administration.
However, the growing conflicts between Canadian and U.S. administrations
were not merely the result of the two leaders' differing styles and values, but
reflected more fundamental shifts in global power relations.63 After the
temporarily fluid and unclear nature of power in the immediate post-Cold War
era, which permitted a limited but important margin for maneuver for middle
powers like Canada, the post-September 11 period has marked the clear
emergence of a new unipolar world system, with the United States as unrivalled
hegemon (or "hyperpower," the term coined by French Foreign Minister Hubert
Vedrine). As Stephen Brooks and William Wohlforth put it, "the United States
has no rival in any critical dimension of power. There has never been a system
of sovereign states that contained one state with this degree of dominance."'
Despite the fact that U.S. military spending and technological advances had
led it to far outpace any other country in conventional military terms, the
September 11 attacks caused Americans to feel suddenly vulnerable to
"asymmetrical threats" to their "homeland." This new sense of vulnerability
empowered hawks in the Bush administration to push the adoption of a radical
new military strategy, characterized as the "Bush doctrine." This doctrine,
codified in "The National Security Strategy of the United States of America,"
issued by the White House on 17 September 2002, eschewed multilateralist
approaches to international peace and security. Instead, it declared that the
United States reserved the right to take unilateral, pre-emptive military action
against "unbalanced dictators with weapons of mass destruction.,
62

63

65
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Nevertheless, critics of Chr6tien's policies asserted that some of these measures did entail
a serious infringement of human rights and civil liberties. See International Civil Liberties
Monitoring Group, News Release, "Brief to the House of Commons Legislative Committee
on Bill C-17: The Public Safety Act, 2002" (28 January 2003).
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Power Image," in Michael Whittington & Glen Williams, eds., CanadianPoliticsin the 21st
Century, 6th ed. (Toronto: Nelson, 2004) c. 12.
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Foreign Affairs 20 at 24.
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States subsequently declared its willingness to lead a "coalition of the willing"
into a war against Iraq with or without United Nations Security Council
approval.
Given the United States' apparent flouting of multilateralism and Canada's
traditional middle-power commitment to the United Nations and international
law, it is not surprising that Bush's policies led to an unraveling of Canada-U.S.
relations in the last phase of the Chr6tien administration. Chr6tien spent months
waffling and attempting unsuccessfully to broker a compromise between the
U.S., France and Germany over the latter two countries' reluctance to support
a U.N. Security Council resolution in favour of military action against Iraq.
Eventually, Chr~tien opted to refuse to join the "coalition of the willing" in the
war against Iraq, choosing to send more troops to Afghanistan instead (a
masterful return to the style of "calculated ambivalence").
This decision, however, deepened splits in the Liberal party between
advocates of greater closeness with the U.S. and opponents. It placed the
government at odds with a vocal business lobby as well. Even prior to the stand
on the Iraq war, the Chr6tien administration was accused of being "anti"666
American"" after a Chrrtien
aide referred to Bush as a "moron. 67 One Liberal
Cabinet Minister labeled Bush a "failed statesman" while another Liberal MP,
Carolyn Parrish, was overheard by a journalist saying she hated "damn
Americans ... those bastards." Chrrtien himself came under attack when he
stated, on the first anniversary of the September 11 that there was a link between
the attacks and the global disparities in wealth and power.68 Yet in this respect,
he was supported by the sentiments of a majority of Canadians who believed that
the United States bore "some" responsibility for the attacks.69 Similarly, prior to
March 2003 - when George Bush issued a final ultimatum to Iraq - a full 70
percent of Canadians believed that it was possible to achieve disarmament of
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Iraq through peaceful means." Chr6tien's actions vis-i-vis Iraq not only
underscored Canada's long-standing commitment to the United Nations and
internationalism but appeared to be in tune with public opinion.
Despite this, U.S. ambassador to Canada Paul Cellucci retaliated by stating
bluntly that Ottawa's decision not to participate in the U.S.-led war against Iraq
might strain relations between the two countries. Cellucci told a Toronto
business audience that "there is a lot of disappointment in Washington and a lot
of people are upset" about Canada's refusal to join the coalition of the willing.7 '
Canadian business leaders like Thomas d'Aquino, head of the Canadian Council
of Chief Executives (CCCE), criticized the Liberals' handling of the issue,
arguing that the poor state of Canada-U.S. relations could have a "negative
effect" on the $2 billion a day ofbusiness between the two countries. The CCCE
brought a delegation of business leaders to Washington to try to improve
relations.7 2 Additionally, Mexico, which was actually a member of the Security
Council during the debate on the intervention in Iraq, experienced similar
pressures from the U.S. over its refusal to bow to U.S. pressures to support
intervention.
At the same time, academics, business leaders and right-wing think tanks
used the events of September 11 and their aftermath as a "window of
opportunity" to increase pressure for a recasting of the Canada-U.S. relationship
along more neo-liberal lines. Economist Wendy Dobson of the C.D. Howe
Institute has rejected the incrementalist approach that characterizes decisionmaking in Ottawa, and called for Canada to promote a new "Big Idea," based on
a "strategic framework" that "links security and defence" with Canada's
economic goals. In exchange for concessions to the Americans around security
and defence issues, Canada would gain more assured access to the U.S.
economy.73 Variations on this idea have been proposed by former Canadian
ambassador to Washington Allan Gotlieb, former Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney, and others. More specific suggestions like a currency union or a
monetary union have also been floated. In most of these Canadian proposals,
70
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Mexican participation is jettisoned (at least for the foreseeable future), since
Mexico is perceived either as an unwanted competitor, or insufficiently
developed to participate in the new scheme.74 Reflecting the government's
sensitivity to the charge that it has lacked direction in its approach to postNAFTA integration, the House of Commons Standing Committee on Foreign
Affairs and International Trade held hearings on the future of North America
during 2002. In December 2002 the Committee issued a report titled "Partners
in North America." The report called for the Government "to initiate a detailed
review of the advantages and disadvantages of the concept [of a customs union]
in the North American context," although it carefully refrained from endorsing
such a concept.7 5
Chrrtien continued to resist any dramatic attempt to reconfigure the CanadaU.S. relationship until the end of his term. Many believe that his heir, Paul
Martin, who has, for example, stated that he believes Canada should support the
United States Missile Defense program, will be more open to the arguments of
advocates of a new deal with the U.S. While Martin, given his ties to big
business, may be more disposed toward a friendly relationship with the United
States, and more inclined toward a visionary approach to the region, he also
faces many of the same conditions faced by Chrrtien. It is hard to see how a
Martin administration would justify a Blair-like shift toward support ofU.S. preemptive military action, particularly in the light of the discrediting of claims that
Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction. Perhaps more importantly, it is hard
to believe that an increasingly protectionist Congress and administration in
Washington will give in to Canadian demands for more secure market access.
And sidelining Mexico may not be politically viable, given the continued growth
in the Mexican-American population in the U.S and the increasing importance
of the U.S.-Mexican economic relationship. In this event, caution and
pragmatism in future relations with the United States may be Canada's destiny
in North America, rather than merely Chr6tien's predilection.
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CONCLUSION

Under Prime Minister Chr6tien, Canada's economic ties to North America
dramatically increased, while political relations were tense and unsettled,
particularly since the coming to power of George W. Bush. As we have seen,
Chr~tien attempted to manage relations with both the United States and Mexico
in a cautious and pragmatic manner, avoiding major new commitments, while
promoting incrementalist reforms to assure market access to the U.S. economy.
Chr~tien thus reversed his party's campaign promise to renegotiate NAFTA in
the interests of maintaining a smooth relationship with the ideologicallycompatible Clinton administration. During the years after the Berlin Wall fell,
Chr~tien and his activist, liberal-internationalist foreign minister, Lloyd
Axworthy, minimized the importance of the relationship with Washington, and
sought to maximize Canada's influence on the world stage through high-profile
initiatives like the land mines treaty.
The election of George W. Bush put Chr~tien's wily pragmatism to the test.
Even prior to September 11, but particularly after, Americans have lost their
complacency toward Canada and the Canada-U.S. border, and increasingly see
Canada as a potential source of terrorist threats to the American homeland. In
light of the rise of the United States as hyperpower and Bush's adoption of an
aggressive, unilateralist military doctrine, older images of Canada and the United
States as members of the same family (albeit unequal members) have been
undermined. Canada faces a harsher continental environment, even as it is tied
more closely to the American economy. Chr~tien's attempt to reconcile these
pressures through muddling-through and cautious pragmatism may have reached
their limit. This approach has also been the subject of harsh criticism from
Canada's business community and some political elites. However, Canadians
still retain the mixed attitudes toward the United States that nurtured Chr~tien's
"calculated ambivalence." Chr~tien's successor will require enormous skill to
negotiate these contradictions.
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THE URBAN LEGACY OF JEAN CHRETIEN
Caroline Andrew*

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is certainly not the urban legacy of Jean Chr6tien that will be his most
lasting, or his most positive contribution to Canadian society. At best, it is a
mixed legacy; on the negative side dominated by the withdrawal of the federal
government from social housing, and on the positive side by a series of
infrastructure programs offering financial assistance, through the provinces, to
municipal governments. Paradoxically, and one of the major themes of this
article, perhaps the most positive impact on urban Canada from the Chr6tien era
comes from the programs designed to support research in the post-secondary
education system. These have not at all been seen as urban programs but, as will
be argued, they can be interpreted as helping to build a twenty-first-century
knowledge-based urban society.
This summary conclusion immediately raises the question ofhow to judge the
urban legacy of Jean Chr6tien. Should the evaluation be based on the condition
of cities in Canada in 2003 as compared to 1993? And, if so, is it possible to
evaluate the extent of federal responsibility for these conditions? Perhaps the
legacy should be judged, not on the situation of Canadian cities, but on the
extent to which federal policies addressed urban questions and influenced the
directions of urban development. If this is the way to evaluate the urban legacy,
the question of the choice of policies remains. Are we to look at explicitly urban
policies or those that are implicit? And how are we to choose the implicit
policies to be looked at? If we do so in terms of a vision of urban development,
what is the vision being used? A final dimension that might also be used to
evaluate the urban legacy is the degree to which the Chr6tien government has
articulated a discourse about the place of cities, and municipal government,
within Canadian society and the Canadian intergovernmental system.
My choice is eclecticism and therefore our evaluation of the legacy is based
on a variety of ways of looking at Chr6tien's urban activity. I will begin by
examining the evolution of the Canadian urban system for 1993 to 2003 with
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some discussion about the degree of federal responsibility for certain urban
conditions. Following this I will discuss federal policy initiatives during this
period, starting with the Canada Infrastructure Works Program (CIWP) of 1993
and then the federal withdrawal from social housing. My choice of federal policy
initiatives is designed to discuss both programs where municipal governments
were actively and officially involved (such as the infrastructure programs) and
programs whose urban impact is important but not explicitly articulated. In this
regard I will examine the set of federal policies for support to research in the
post-secondary education system, and notably the Canada Foundation for
Innovation, a federally funded arm's-length organization which gives grants to
universities in order to develop the research capacity of Canadian universities.
I will also look at the Chr~tien legacy in terms of significant additions or
alterations to the built form of Canadian cities.
The last criterion I will examine is the development of an urban agenda
within the federal government, the extent to which this exists and has been
implemented, and the degree to which the urban agenda articulates a vision of
the place of major Canadian cities in the Canadian governance system and ofthe
role of the federal government in urban issues. In my earlier analysis of federal
urban activity it was very clear that the federal government was not interested in
giving itself a role in urban issues, following its own very negative evaluation
of the federal urban activity of the Trudeau era.' But more recently there have
been indications by the federal government of interest in defining a federal urban
role, and it is these efforts that I wish to investigate.
Finally, it is perhaps useful to sketch out a vision of twenty-first century
urban development so as to provide a backdrop to our evaluation of the Chr~tien
government's policies and programs. This description is based on the work of
authors, such as Manuel Castells, who have analysed the impact of information
technology on economic development. Arguing that global economic
development based on information technology created, paradoxically, a new
space for cities and regions, Castells and Hall elaborated a typology of
technopoles, or a "territorial concentration of technological innovation with a
potential to generate scientific synergy and economic productivity." 2 Economic
development in the twenty-first century was seen to be linked to cities that
managed to create concentrations of innovative information technology activity.
C. Andrew, "Federal Urban Activity: Intergovernmental Relations in an Age of Restraint,"
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More recently, the work of authors such as Richard Florida have added to this
vision by underlining the importance of the workers of these innovative
activities, and therefore linking economic development to the ability of cities to
attract and retain what Florida has called the creative class.3 Creating a culturally
vibrant urban centre becomes an economic development strategy. Donald and
Morrow add to this a concern for social inclusion, arguing that social
polarization and social exclusion can create the kind of environment that is not
conducive to cultural vitality and therefore economic prosperity.4
This vision of urban development would therefore argue for public policy
aimed at creating clusters of innovation and for a geographically sensitive policy
that supports urban concentrations of information technology activity. In
addition, public policy should support the cultural and social vitality of these
urban centres. Economic growth will be concentrated in urban centres and public
policy will be concerned with the cultural and social well-being of these centres.
The crucial factors in this vision of economic development are that it is urbancentered, based on concentrating information technology innovation and
concerned with creating attractive cultural and social milieux, capable of
attracting and retaining highly-skilled knowledge workers.
It is with this vision of urban development in mind that I can turn to my
evaluation of Chr~tien's urban legacy. My first criterion for evaluation is to
compare the state of Canadian cities in 2003 with what they were in 1993 at the
beginning of the Chrrtien era.
II.

CANADIAN CITIES, 1993-2003

There is a certain research consensus around a number of trends relating to
the evolution of Canadian cities over the period of the Chr~tien government:
continuing urbanization and, indeed, metropolitanization whereby the largest
Canadian metropolitan areas continue to absorb an ever larger percentage of the
Canadian population; growing polarization within the largest urban centres;
growing ethno-cultural diversity within the largest urban centres; and a
decreasing capacity of new Canadians to be integrated successfully into the
Canadian economy and society.

3
4

See B. Donald & D. Morrow, infra note 4, for a full discussion of Florida's model.
B. Donald & D. Morrow, "Competing for Talent: Implications for Social and Cultural Policy
in Canadian City Regions" (report prepared for Department of Canadian Heritage, 2003).
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The 2001 census figures indicated that 79.6 percent of the Canadian
population was urban. The fastest growing areas are the suburban areas
surrounding the largest cities. "Despite immigration and the return of the middle
class into older inner-city neighbourhoods, most growth in Toronto and
Vancouver was focused in a half-dozen suburban municipalities like Markham
and Vaughan (Toronto) and Surrey and Delta (Vancouver)."5 This
metropolization implies a new built form, the city-region, with very low-density
residential development over an increasingly large area. This has created huge
demands for increased expenditures for transportation, and a very heavy use of
the private automobile with consequent increases in pollution. Public interest is
developing around issues of "smart growth," or public policies aimed at limiting
urban sprawl and at increasing urban density. However, these debates have not
developed into firm policy directions and metropolitazation continues with low
density suburban development.
The second trend in the 1993-2003 period is that of increasing polarization.
Larry Bourne has described the increasing polarization, both between cities and
within cities. On the overall distribution of urban growth, Bourne argues that
"the contrasts between these cities that are winners and those that are losers in
the national growth sweepstakes will become even more pronounced. The
challenge for senior governments is to respond to the increasing variability of
growth and change; but first they must recognize that the problem exists." 6 He
is equally clear on the issue of increasing polarization within cities and the
groups whose conditions have worsened during the 1990s.7 The groups
mentioned are "the homeless and street people, the mentally ill, and transient
unemployed youth ... those on fixed or marginal incomes, those living under

severe housing pressures, some recent refugees, young single mothers, the frail
elderly." 8
The concentration of recent immigration within the largest metropolitan
centres is another clear trend of the 1993-2003 period. Both Toronto and
Vancouver have about one-fifth of their population which has immigrated post-

5

6

7
S

J. Simmons & L. McCann, "Growth and Transition in the Canadian Urban System," in T.
Bunting & P. Filion, eds., CanadianCities in Transition:the Twenty-first Century, 2d ed.
(Don Mills: Oxford University Press, 2002) 97 at 101 [CanadianCities].
L.S. Bourne, "Urban Canada in Transition to the Twenty-First Century: Trends, Issues, and
Visions," in Canadian Cities, ibid., 26 at 47.

Ibid. at 39.
Ibid.
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1981. 9 Of the 1.2 million immigrants who came to Canada between 1996 and
2001, 46.1 percent located in the Toronto region, 17.1 percent in Vancouver and
12.1 percent in Montreal. Less than a quarter of these new immigrants (24.7
percent) went to locations other than the three largest urban centres.10 In 2001,
44 percent of Toronto's population was foreign-born as was 30 percent of
Vancouver's. For Canada overall, the percentage was 18. What this means is that
the large urban centres are increasingly different from the rest of the country in
terms of ethnocultural diversity. The public policy consequences of this are not
yet clear; it could be an argument for greater municipal autonomy (and
resources) or for greater federal and provincial support for municipal actions.
Finally, our last trend also relates to the place of new immigrants in Canadian
society, but underlines the increasing economic difficulties faced by them.
Recent research indicates that immigrants arriving after 1981 are having a harder
and harder time integrating successfully into the Canadian economy and society.
In 1981, immigrants with a university degree, one year after arrival in Canada,
were earning 20 percent more than the Canadian average, but by 1992
immigrants with a university degree, one year after arrival in Canada, were
earning 30 percent less than the Canadian average." One of the major
differences is the much higher proportion of visible minorities among recent
immigrants and the increasing requirements by employers for "Canadian
experience."' 2
The question then becomes the extent to which federal policies are
responsible for the conditions we have just described; increasing low-density
sprawl development, increasing polarization within cities, and a decreasing
capacity of recent immigrants to integrate employment successfully (specific
groups marked by poverty and marginalization).
It is certainly possible to find federal programs that encourage, or do not
discourage, low-density suburban development. Indeed, some critics have argued
that the infrastructure programs have combined to support development based
on the private car. And federal housing policy has traditionally been supportive
of single-family suburban development at low densities.

9

D. Rose, "Making Space for Ethnocultural Diversity Issues in the 'Smart Cities' Discourse"
(conference presentation, Thinking Smart Cities, Carleton University, November 2002) at

3.
10

"The New Canada" Globe & Mail (7 June 2003) A6.

"
12

Ibid. at 4.

Ibid. at 5.
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Federal policies that impact on polarization are numerous and certainly many
of them would not be seen as specifically urban. For instance, poverty rates
among the elderly have been reduced substantially and this certainly reduces
polarization based on age. However, as Anne Gauthier has demonstrated, this
has not been true for child poverty rates. 13 More generally the cuts made by the
federal government to unemployment insurance and to a multitude of social
programs and organizations can also be seen as adding to the deterioration of the
conditions of vulnerable and marginalized groups. Here the urban impact is not
so obvious, except that polarization is worse in the large urban centres and
therefore policies that increase or decrease polarization can be argued to have an
urban impact. One of the areas where the link between federal actions and
increased polarization has been asserted is that relating to the increase in the
numbers of the homeless and the relationship to the federal abandonment of
social housing to the provinces. "4We will discuss this policy at greater length,
but clearly it is one of the areas where urban conditions have deteriorated for the
poor because of federal policy decisions.
Certainly the federal government has had an important influence on the
nature of immigration and therefore on the rapidly growing ethno-cultural
diversity of the major urban centres. The federal government has tried to develop
policies for the regionalization of immigration but, in general, these have not
been successful, and immigration continues to be highly metropolitan in
destination.
The increasingly difficult integration of new immigrants into the Canadian
labour market can be related, in part, to federal economic policies, but also to the
absence of policies relating to the recognition of foreign credentials. The lack of
strong policies in this area is clearly related to the difficulties faced by
immigrants in successfully integrating into the Canadian labour market.
Canadian society is thus more urban and more metropolitan since Jean
Chrrtien became Prime Minister. The largest Canadian cities are clearly more
diverse in ethno-cultural terms and, in this respect, increasingly different from
the rest of Canadian society. Income polarization has grown within Canadian
cities and there are indications of the increasing persistence of poverty in certain

13

Anne Gauthier, "Conference Presentation" (Canadian Social Welfare Policy Conference,
Ottawa, June 2003).
See R. Harris, "Housing," in Canadian Cities, supra note 5, 380; and Bourne, supra note

6.
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urban neighbourhoods, 5 with some of these related to ethno-cultural
communities. The increasing polarization and deep poverty of certain urban
populations have been linked to federal policy orientations during this period,
particularly those related to federal budget cutting. For instance, the fact that the
federal government got out of social housing is one factor in the increase in
homelessness. Changes in federal employment insurance have impacted
particularly on women. However these changes cannot all be related to federal
policies. The difficulties faced by new immigrants, at least in part, relate to
characteristics of Canadian society that are not easily modified by public sector
legislation. We turn now to the specific federal programs that had a clear urban
focus.
FEDERAL POLICY INITIATIVES 1993-2003

III.

Moving on from this general background of urban development, what have
been the federal policy initiatives that can be seen to be urban or to involve
municipal governments? The Chr6tien era began with the Canada Infrastructure
Works Program and, indeed, infrastructure programs have continued throughout
the Chr~tien administration. The full list is as follows:
1993200020012002-

'5

16

Canadian Infrastructure Works Program (CIWP) (with top-up
funding announced in 1997)
Infrastructure Canada Program (ICP) and Strategic Highway
Infrastructure Program (SHIP)
Canadian Strategic Infrastructure Program (CSIF) and Border
Infrastructure Program (BIF)
2003
Ten-year infrastructure program announced but February
16
budget only allocated an initial two year commitment.

I.J. Townsend & R. Walker, "The Structure of Income Residential Segregation in Canadian
Metropolitan Areas" (2002) 15 Can. J. Regional Sci. 25; A. Kazemipur, "The Ecology of
Deprivation: Spatial Concentration of Poverty in Canada" (2000) 23 Can. J. Regional Sci.
403; A. Kaziempur & S. Halli, "Neighbourhood Poverty in Canadian Cities" (2000) 25 Can.
J. Sociology 369; R.A. Murdie & C. Teixeira, "The City as Social Space," in Canadian
Cities, supra note 5, 198.
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM), InfrastructureBackgrounder (2003).
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The first program, CJWP, produced mostly traditional infrastructure projects
such as roads, sewers and water. Examples can be found 7 of municipalities such
as North York that invested heavily in "quality of life" urban amenities, but for
the most part it was more the traditional projects of municipal governments; the
upgrading of basic services. In some cases the provincial governments played
important roles in deciding the types of projects, but overall, municipal priorities
were influential. The federal government did not play a significant role in
determining the types of projects actually built. Early federal descriptions of the
program had linked it to emerging information technology, economic
development and global competitiveness, but the actual results were much more
mundane. However this should not suggest that the program was unsuccessful
from the point of view of the federal government. Quite the opposite: "it got
what it wanted out of the program: job creation, generated activity and the
sense
'8
that the Canadian intergovernmental system could function smoothly.'
The first of the Chrrtien infrastructure programs led to others which, again,
suggests that the government was pleased with the results of the program. At the
time of writing this article, the federal government is in the process of
establishing the criteria for the latest of the infrastructure programs. One of the
possible areas for federal investment, which has been discussed extensively in
the media, is that of public transit and the possibility of the federal government
making funds available for a limited number of major public transit projects. But
the criteria have not yet been made public and so it is impossible to know to
what extent the federal government will define the kinds of infrastructure
projects it intends to jointly finance.
The question of the extent to which the federal government is willing to
define the kinds of projects it will support is critical in evaluating the urban
impact of the various infrastructure programs. If the federal government simply
allows municipal projects to be funded, the impact will be on the improvement
of basic services. In the first infrastructure program, federal technology
objectives were almost non-existent in the actual program, and so, too, the aim
of increasing Canada's global competitiveness. Traditional municipal elites
dominated the project choices and this mainly resulted in an emphasis on the
basic services - roads, water and sewage. The Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) continues to lobby the federal government for "adequate,

"

18

See C. Andrew & J. Morrison, "Canada Infrastructure Works: Between 'Picks and Shovels'
and the Information Highway," in S. Phillips, ed., How Ottawa Spends 1995-96 (Ottawa:
Carleton University Press, 1995) 107.
Ibid. at 134.
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predictable, sustained funding"1 9 for infrastructure. The municipal argument is
that their fiscal resources are inadequate and that, therefore, there is a federal
responsibility, relating to economic development objectives, global
competitiveness and quality of life objectives. The federal pick-up on these
programs has had more to do with job creation and intergovernmental harmony
in the past, although it has also used the discourse of the global-local, twentyfirst century knowledge-based economy that I outlined earlier. But in practice,
the infrastructure programs did not build technopoles, they built conventional
roads and sewers.
There are other federal policy initiatives that can be seen as urban related,20
but I would argue that the most significant one, in terms of impact, is the set of
policies on research support to the post-secondary education system. Several
initiatives have been taken during the Chr~tien era, including the Canada
Foundation for Innovation in 1997 (CFI), the establishing of the Canadian
Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) in 2000, the creation of the Canada
Research Chairs (CRC) in 2000-2001, and the earlier creation of the Metropolis
research centres. These programs can be seen as implicitly urban because of the
spatial location of Canadian universities and particularly that of the major
research-intensive universities.
The other maj or federal policy that is explicitly urban was the decision, in the
1990s, to abandon social housing, or perhaps more accurately, to give over
responsibility to the provinces. As Harris indicates, "the Canadian government
is now less active in the housing field than that of any of the leading
industrialized nations, including the United States. 21 Most of the provincial
governments also cut or decentralized social housing programs, as, for example,
in Ontario where the responsibility was entirely placed on municipal
governments. The federal government then set up a National Homelessness
Secretariat to counteract homelessness, although in part, the federal activity
existed to resist pressures to get back into the social housing field. Certainly the
homelessness initiative is strongly urban with most of the federal funds being
allocated to the largest urban centres. Homelessness is driven by a number of
factors and public policies; de-institutionalization without adequate community
supports is certainly important, but so too is public housing. As I indicated at the

" Supra note 16.
Crime prevention, federal land policy -

20

21

supra note 1.
Harris, supra note 14 at 397.
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outset of this article, the negative side of the Chr~tien urban legacy is certainly
the federal decision of the 1990s to get out of social housing.
At the same time, these programs do relate to an explicit policy thrust of the
Chr~tien governments: support for research in post-secondary educational
institutions as part of the federal government economic strategy. Some of the
programs, particularly the CFI, are based on a partnership model in which other
sources of funding have to be identified and in some cases provincial
governments have developed specific programs that relate to the federal
program. In addition to the importance of partnerships, these programs are also
characterized by their arm's-length relationship to the federal government. These
are federal funds but not direct federal programs. The creation of the Canadian
Institutes of Health Research (CMR) was the result of a reconfiguration of the
funding model for health research. The Medical Research Council (MRC) was
abolished and thirteen institutes for health research were created under the
CIHR. Federal funding was vastly increased, to $485 million in 2001-2002 and
to $560 million in 2002-2003. Partners were to be sought in the voluntary,
public and private sectors, and after intense debate and lobbying, thirteen
institutes were set up. The institutes are virtual in that they bring together people
from across the country and most of the programs give grants to teams that are
often made up of people from a number of locations. It is, therefore, very
difficult to allocate clearly the geographical location of the CIHR funds. By
contrast, health research works on a clustering model. Close physical links are
important between the basic research and the clinical research. So health related
research has been very focussed in the largest urban centres.
The Canada Research Chairs (CRC) program, launched in 1999 for the period
2000-2005, is the one of these programs that is more easily allocated on a
geographical location. Each university in Canada received an allocation for
CRCs based on its recent funding from the federal granting agencies (CIHR, the
Natural Science and Engineering Research Council (NSERC), and the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)). Each Senior (Tier 1)
CRC is given $200,000 annually from the federal government and each junior
(Tier 2) CRC, $100,000 annually. The Metropolis research project has also been
based on creating research capacity in Canadian universities. The federal
government funded four such centres, in Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver and the
Prairies. Metropolis is, at the same time, the Canadian arm of an international
policy research network, and a set of four research centres across Canada
financed jointly by Citizenship and Immigration Canada and the Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council of Canada to do policy-relevant research on
immigration and integration in Canadian cities. The Metropolis project has
certainly increased the knowledge about the experience of immigrant urban
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integration and, through the impact of its research, has influenced the overall
Canadian research agenda.
In the case of the Canadian Foundation for Innovation (CFI), the projects are
very often shared by researchers from a number of universities. However, the
funds are given to the university that makes the application and therefore the
figures for the allocation of the funds can only be seen as an approximation. It
is, however, interesting to examine the distribution of projects and of funds. The
CFI has allocated money to universities in fifty-five municipalities.22
The post-secondary institutions in the three largest urban centres received
about 50 percent of the funds allocated to individual institutions (there are also
seven national projects that received $114,052,782) with approximately onethird of the projects. These three metropolitan areas, Toronto, Montreal and
Vancouver, make up about 43 percent of the Canadian population.23 There are
also clusters developing in smaller urban centres in which different institutions
are developing links with the support of CFI funds. One such example of this is
Peterborough, Ontario with Trent University's expertise in water resources being
a focus for a wider partnership. 24 Indeed, the CFI president sees a trend towards
the formation of clusters around CFI projects rather than development of acrossCanada networks financed by CFI funds. This development obviously lends
weight to an urban agenda interpretation, in that the geographical location of the
project gets the most important economic spin-off. The idea of clusters is an
urban-focused development strategy.
The impact of these programs on post-secondary institutions has been the
central focus of most of the analysis of these programs (particularly the
partnership aspects and the link to the private sector) and certainly not the link
to urban policy. However, these programs have invested large amounts ofmoney
in the major urban centres according to a relatively clearly-defined vision of
economic development as being driven by the Castells vision of information
technology innovation in world class cities. The specific sectors are left to the
institutions to define in terms of their research priorities, but each university has
been required, by the CFI, to articulate its research priorities and to justify each
request in terms of these priorities.

22
23
24

Information provided by Dr. David Strangway, president of the CFI, July 2003. The full
figures for Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver are given in Appendix 1 to this article.
See supra note 10.
Strangway, supra note 22.
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There is, therefore, a recognition of the importance of research to innovation,
productivity and economic development, a desire to link post-secondary
institutions to other partners, and a desire to see a greater specialization among
the post-secondary institutions. There is, therefore, an explicit policy direction,
but is it urban policy? Does the policy have to be articulated as urban to be
understood as urban? Do federal policy-makers have to agree with Castells about
the role of technopoles in the economic development of the twenty-first century
in order to consider research support as urban policy?
Having raised these questions, I would argue for the inclusion of these
programs as part of Chr~tien's urban legacy, although of a very different style of
policy from that of the infrastructure programs. The infrastructure programs
involved the municipalities and, indeed, gave an important role to municipal
decision-makers. The results were, for the most part, very traditional
infrastructure relating to a conventional view of municipal activities and
responsibilities. The support for research in the post-secondary system is much
less traditional, following a model of economic development based on large
urban centres. There is no indication that it was seen in an urban context or even
as having an urban impact, although, theoretically, the link exists.
One other aspect of policy that is interesting to add at this point is the built
form of Canadian cities - has the Chr6tien era marked the form of urban
Canada? This question is certainly relevant from a world-wide perspective one needs only to think of Pericles and the Acropolis in fifth-century Bc Athens,
Pope Julius II and sixteenth-century Rome, Peter the Great in eighteenth-century
St. Petersburg, Napoleon HI and the nineteenth-century transformation of Paris
under Haussmann, to find examples of political leaders who marked, in
important ways, the built form of the urban landscape. There are also Canadian
examples: Mackenzie King and Jacques Gr~ber's post-Second World War plans
for Ottawa, Pierre Trudeau and the museums in Ottawa-Gatineau in the postCentennial period. Another example would be Jean Drapeau in Montreal in the
1960s; Drapeau took a personal interest in the architecture of individual
buildings and also an interest in ensuring that the Montreal metro was
aesthetically significant. His interest in the built form was fully part of his vision
for the development of Montreal.
Thinking about the Chr~tien era, it is harder to think of any concrete results
in terms of buildings or plans that have marked the Canadian urban landscape.
The historical waterfront renovation projects (Halifax, Montreal, Quebec City,
etc.) were prior to Chr~tien, as was the Granville market area in Vancouver. A
war museum will be built on Lebreton Flats in Ottawa and this was certainly
approved and planned during the Chr~tien era. The site will include a large
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festival area which is, at least partly, an attempt to move crowds away from
Parliament Hill and to an area easier to control. The war museum may make an
architectural statement, but it is too early to tell. Perhaps the Vancouver Olympic
bid, strongly supported by the federal government, should also be included in
this list although, again, one will only be able to analyse this in the future.
There was also a short-lived proposal from the National Capital Commission
to create a sort of "Champs Elysee" south from the Canadian Parliament
buildings. This proposal was widely criticized, in part because it entailed
demolishing buildings in the downtown core, in part because the aesthetics ofthe
neo-gothic Parliament buildings were felt to be incompatible with the grand
boulevard style of the Champs Elys6e. Rumours were rampant in Ottawa that the
idea was Jean Chrrtien's, as a triumphalist legacy to the country. This may or
may not be true and, whatever the origins, the proposal seems to have
disappeared under the weight of public criticism.
It is also clear that great buildings are easier to imagine and build in times of
prosperity. The earlier years of the Chrrtien era were marked by federal budget
cutting and expenditure reviews, and clearly this does not lend itself to grandiose
architecture.
IV.

THE RISE AND (?) FALL OF AN URBAN AGENDA

The first Speech from the Throne of the Chrrtien era was that of 10 January
1994. The infrastructure program is described purely in economic terms, as being
a measure "to stimulate economic activity." In the Speeches from the Throne,
municipal government is never mentioned - clearly an attempt to avoid
appearing to interfere with provincial jurisdiction over municipal institutions.
The word most often used to refer to cities or to municipal governments is
"community," but unfortunately for conceptual clarity, "community" is used not
only to refer to cities and municipalities, but also to neighbourhoods, group
identities and/or collective spaces. In the first few years of the Chrrtien
government, "community" appears in the Throne Speeches as a code for the
cutting of government programs. The Speeches reiterate the importance of
shared values, often underlining caring and mutual help and the fact that
Canadians give time to their communities. All this supports a vision of limited
government, of Canadians preferring to look after each other rather than support
proactive government policies. "Community" becomes a space for voluntary
activity. The 23 September 1997 Speech stated that "[e]ach and every one of us
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must assume personal responsibility for our community and our country."25 The
idea of community is also linked to the theme of safety: being safe in homes and
communities and having safe streets. In the 1997 Throne Speech the government
mentions "cities, towns, villages" and from here on, the mention of cities
becomes more frequent, although usually coupled with rural communities or, as
in 2001, "big cities to small hamlets." Cities become accepted substitutes for
communities, although the word community is still used.
The 2001 Throne Speech included the first clearly urban thrust, stating that
the government "will work with partners across Canada to launch a dialogue on
the opportunities and challenges facing urban centres. '26 This led to the setting
up of the Prime Minister's Caucus Task Force on Urban Issues, known as the
Sgro Task Force, for its Chair, MP Judy Sgro. The Task Force started its work
in May 2001, issued an interim Report in May 2002, and a final report, Canada's
Urban Strategy:A Blueprintfor Action, in November 2002. The covering letter
to the Prime Minister underlined the fact that the 2002 Throne Speech had
included recommendations from the interim report of the Task Force and
concluded, "[t]hank you for recognizing the importance of the urban regions to
Canada's future prosperity., 27 The report made three major recommendations:
programs for affordable housing, for transit/transportation and for sustainable
infrastructure. It called for better co-ordination and collaboration between levels
of government and it emphasized the "overwhelmingly favourable" response to
the interim Report. Indeed, at the time of the publication of the Final Report in
November 2002, the federal government seemed poised to launch a major urban
initiative.
Although this is still possible (as I indicated earlier, the latest infrastructure
program is defining its criteria at the time of writing this article), the enthusiasm
for a federal urban agenda seems to have waned since the time of the Task Force
Report. There are several reasons why this might be so; post-September 11 has
meant that security measures are taking up all available money, spending on
health care is seen to be more politically important than spending on cities, the
urban agenda is associated with Paul Martin and was therefore something to be
minimized by Jean Chrrtien and, finally, that the initial enthusiasm has been
dampened by realistically evaluating the federal-provincial context. Whatever
the precise reason, or mixture of reasons, the brief moment of an urban agenda

25
26
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Canada, Speech from the Throne (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1997) at 20.
Canada, Speech from the Throne (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 2001) at 15.
Prime Minister's Caucus Task Force on Urban Issues, Final Report: Canada'sUrban
Strategy: A Blueprintfor Action (2002) (covering letter).
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for the Chr~tien government seems to have peaked or faded. However, if the
reason for not pursuing the Sgro Task Force Report was that Paul Martin had
claimed urban issues, this might indicate that urban questions will be high on the
agenda of the post-Chr~tien era. Speeches by Martin suggest this: "The main
focus of my remarks today arises out of the need to recognize the increasing
importance of our municipalities, both large and small, rural and urban."28
V.

CONCLUDING
LEGACY

REFLECTIONS

ON

CHRETIEN'S

URBAN

The urban legacy of Jean Chr~tien is, at best, mixed. Undoubtedly the budget
cutting of the early Chr~tien years, particularly the elimination of social housing
as a federal activity, has been one factor in the increased polarization within
Canadian cities and the deterioration of conditions for vulnerable and
marginalized groups. On the other hand, the Chr~tien government has operated
a whole series of infrastructure programs which have given significant roles to
municipal officials to decide on projects to be funded.
These can be understood in terms of the major priorities of the government
during the period 1993 to 2003. The early period was marked by budget-cutting
and expenditure reviews and, in this context, it is not surprising that cities were
not a policy focus. When money was once again available, urban issues did rise
on the policy agenda,2 9 but they were trumped by security and health care.
Health care can be seen to be a better fit with the Chr6tien image. The "petit
gars de Shawinigan" created his public persona as a rural, or perhaps small-town,
Canadian, devoted to the enduring values of tightly-knit communities. Ready to
do battle with the provinces and always happy to pronounce Canada as the best
country in the world, this is not an image that fits with the new urban Canada:
diverse, metropolitan, heterogeneous, polarized between increasing wealth and
increasing poverty, and needing sophisticated and complex solutions to complex
problems. And certainly Chr~tien had no appetite, and understood that Canadians
had no appetite, for formal intergovernmental discussions around municipal
finances, much less constitutional discussions about the place of cities in the
Canadian federal system.

28

Paul Martin, "Speech to the Union of British Columbia Municipalities" (25 September
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2003) at 2.
C. Andrew, K. Graham & S. Phillips, eds., Urban Affairs: Back on the Policy Agenda
(Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2002).
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Ironically, the major positive legacy left by Chr6tien to Canadian cities may
well be the series of policies initiated to support research in the post-secondary
education system. If Canada is successful in moving towards an urban,
knowledge-based economy and society, the federal expenditure through CFI,
CIHR, Metropolis and the CRC programs will have played a role. What the
federal government has not done is articulate a vision of this urban-driven,
knowledge-based economy and society and how it relates to the
intergovernmental system in Canada. But maybe that was not Jean Chr6tien's
role and, perhaps, not even Paul Martin's. If this role is to be articulated, and to
be developed, maybe it is up to the mayors and councillors of Canada's cities.
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Appendix 1
Projects approved by the CFI (cumulation to 25 June 2003)
Maximum CFI
Contribution ($)
TORONTO
University of Toronto (and affiliated
hospitals)
York University
Ryerson University
Seneca College
Sheridan College
Total

No. of
Projects

197,803,294

245

10,810,456
3,031,251
676,035
1,584,492
313,905,528

46
23
2
3
319

McGill University
Universit6 de Montr6al
Ecole Polytechnique
Concordia
HEC Montr6al
Universit6 de Quebec AMontr6al
CEGEP Vanier College
Universit& de Qu6bec T616-universit6
Total

140,988,879
84,103,270
37,123,905
20,824,542
1,436,079
4,772,718
140,170
1,389,876
290,779,439

165
174
24
27
2
25
1
4
422

VANCOUVER
UBC ( and affiliated hospitals)
Simon Fraser University
BC Institute of Technology
Total

184,932,274
14,742,802
639,990
200,315,066

190
50
3
243

TORONTO
MONTREAL
VANCOUVER
Total

313,905,528
290,779,439
200, 315,066
805,000,033

319
422
243
984

$1,610,697,824

2851

MONTREAL

Total provincially allocated
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JEAN CHRE'TIEN'S QUEBEC LEGACY:
COASTING THEN STICKHANDLING HARD
Robert A. Young*

I.

INTRODUCTION

On 25 October 1993, Jean Chr~tien's Liberals surged to power in Ottawa,
sweeping out the Tories by capturing 176 seats in the House of Commons. But
only nineteen Liberal seats were from Quebec, where the sovereigntist Bloc
qurbrcois elected fifty-four MPs with 49.3 percent of the popular vote.
Chrrtien's party took only 33 percent of the Quebec vote. In 1997, though, the
Liberals won 36.7 percent of the vote in Quebec (garnering twenty-six seats),
and in 2000 they took 44.2 percent of the popular vote (thirty-six seats), pulling
ahead of the Bloc (at 39.9 percent of the vote). When the Prime Minister
prorogued Parliament in late 2003, the federal Liberals had thirty-seven seats in
the House, while the Bloc contingent had shrunk to thirty-four. As for his own
leadership, Jean Chr6tien received approval for his job performance from 59
percent of Quebecers in February 2002, up from 41 percent in 1995, and from
31 percent in early 1993.' Finally, the all-important measure of support for
sovereignty in Quebec stood at about 40 percent in late 2003, depending on the
measure used, well down from 1995, and far below its heights in 1990 after the
failure of the Meech Lake Accord.
By any conventional measure, then, and certainly by the ones most important
to him, Chrrtien has been successful in maintaining and building support in
Quebec over his tenure. It's true that, since Confederation, he is the first
francophone leader of a major national party who has ever failed to carry a
majority of Quebec seats in a general election. But none has faced such
formidable opposition in his home province. And while the party's electoral
strength has lain in Ontario throughout his regime, Jean Chrrtien has made
consistent inroads into the support of his principal rivals in Quebec: the
sovereigntists.
Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Western Ontario. I thank the
Social Science and Humanities Research Council for support, Ben Elling for research
assistance, and Peter Neary for advice.
The Gallup Poll (28 January 1993); (23 January 1995); (5 February 2002).
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Prime Minister Chrrtien accomplished this despite coming within a hair of
losing the 1995 Quebec referendum on sovereignty and having the country
plunged into what would have been the worst crisis in its history. In assessing
his Quebec legacy, the referendum deserves very close examination: not only has
it indelibly marked his prime ministership but it also raises the historic question
of the extent to which the victory - or the shockingly near loss - was his
responsibility. Next, the overall track record since the referendum is positive. So,
having almost "lost the country" on his watch, how did Chrrtien manage
subsequently to gain more approval in his home province? This is the second
part of his legacy. After the referendum, while making some accommodation to
Quebec's traditional demands, he also directed a bold fight against the
sovereigntist forces. This was capped by the reference to the Supreme Court on
Quebec secession, which produced an historic judgment, and by the ClarityAct
that legislated the principles governing Canada's stance towards a secessionist
province. This fight has put the sovereigntists into disarray while increasing
support for his federal Liberal government. Support may be evanescent, but the
judicial and legislative residues of the struggle will live on long after Jean
Chrrtien has left power, and, indeed, after he has departed this mortal coil.
II.

THE 1995 REFERENDUM BATTLE

No single event marked Jean Chrrtien's time in office more than the Quebec
referendum of 30 October 1995. The campaign was a struggle for Quebec
between the federalist and sovereigntist forces, and the fight was tough and
broad and deep, penetrating every organization and family in the province and
dominating public discourse for months. The final turnout - 93.5 percent of
eligible voters - was unprecedented not only in Canada but in western
democracies, testimony to the significance of the choice. It also reflected a
terribly close contest. The No side won with 50.6 percent of the vote, and if
fewer than 27,145 voters out of almost five million had switched to the Yes, the
sovereigntists would have been victorious. This event rocked Jean Chr~tien to
the core.
The federalists faced formidable opponents. In early 1995, Jacques Parizeau,
Premier of Quebec, had a recent mandate and a strong Parti qurbrcois (PQ)
team. Brilliant though not entirely trusted in the province, he was fiercely
determined to achieve sovereignty at last. The federal politician Lucien
Bouchard had left the Mulroney government to found the Bloc qurbrcois after
the Meech Lake Accord failed: it would have recognized Quebec's
distinctiveness and augmented the provincial government's powers.
Sovereigntists were suspicious of Bouchard's commitment to the cause, given
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his previous role in Ottawa, but he was charismatic and many francophones
placed much faith in him. Another residue of constitutional failure was the new
party led by Mario Dumont, the Action D6mocratique du Qu6bec (ADQ), which
rallied many disaffected members of the Qu6bec Liberal Party (QLP). This left
the QLP leader, the solid and decent Daniel Johnson, presiding over weakened
forces. Under the referendum legislation in Qu6bec, he became leader of the No
side while Parizeau led the Yes troops. So Jean Chr6tien and his federal allies,
including Jean Charest, leader of the Progressive Conservatives, participated in
planning referendum strategy and tactics, and increasingly so as the campaign
progressed, but they did not control the No side.
There is no need to provide here an account of the campaign. 2 Suffice it to
say that in early 1995, the sovereigntists were stalled at below 45 percent
support. As the Yes side's wheels spun, and the referendum was put off until the
autumn, Bouchard led an historic virage at the first convention of the Bloc. He
argued that sovereignty was a matter of confidence, of collective selfaffirmation, but he pledged that Qu6bec would maintain an economic union with
Canada after a Yes vote and would negotiate a new partnership, possibly
involving common political institutions. After Bouchard made clear that he
would not campaign in a losing cause, the new direction of the sovereignty
movement was cemented in an agreement signed on 12 June by Parizeau,
Bouchard and Dumont.3 This new direction of the sovereigntists' strategy proved
to be exceedingly effective. It caught Jean Chr6tien and his allies wrong-footed,
and so it almost succeeded in putting the Yes forces over the top.
In order to assess the extent of Jean Chr6tien's responsibility for the near-Yes
vote in 1995, it is necessary to grasp the structure of the debate. The first big
issue was the Constitution, where the federalists claimed the status quo was
adequate and sufficiently flexible to accommodate Qu6bec's genuine needs,
while the sovereigntists tried to justify political independence at the same time
2

3

See Robert A. Young, The Struggle for Quebec (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University
Press, 1999) at 13-38 [Strugglefor Quebec].
The agreement was very detailed, but its essence was to conflate a vote for sovereignty with
"a formal proposal for a new economic and political partnership with Canada." It is found
as an appendix to Bill 1, An Act Respecting the Future of Quebec (in French, Loi sur la
souverainetddu Qu~bec) 1st Sess., 35th Leg., Qu6bec, 1995. Hence flowed the question that

was actually proposed to Quebecers in the referendum:
"Do you agree that Qu6bec should become sovereign, after having made a formal
offer to Canada for a new Economic and Political Partnership, within the scope of
the Bill respecting the future of Qu6bec and of the agreement signed on June 12,

1995? YES or NO?"
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as they argued for a new Canada-Quebec arrangement. Second was national
identification, where each side deployed a lot of emotionally charged discourse,
and seemed to fight to a draw. The economic dimension was where the Yes side
made gains. The promise of an economic partnership assuaged Quebecers' fears
of the disruption that sovereignty might bring. One study by three reliable
academics found that the shift in economic expectations between June 1995 and
the end of October accounted for a 6 percent increase in the Yes vote. Other
studies confirm this: even though Bouchard's assumption of the Yes leadership
in early October seems to have lifted both campaigners' spirits and popular
support for his option, this was because of the increasing credibility of the
partnership.'
Why did the sovereigntist gains on the economic dimension occur? Because
the federalist forces were in a box. They could not say what would happen after
a Yes vote. They could not bring themselves to say that a Yes would lead to
secession, and yet only this admission would allow them to credibly argue that
a subsequent economic and political partnership was a pipedream. Here,
Chr6tien played the lead. In his first address during the campaign, he declined
to say that a Yes vote would be accepted: "You're asking a hypothetical
question. We have a referendum and they are proposing separation. We're going
to tell Quebecers that, and Quebecers will vote for Canada.",6 While the House
of Commons was in session, the Bloc deputies and Lucien Bouchard repeatedly
asked whether a Yes vote would be accepted, and the Prime Minister remained
noncommital, accusing the sovereigntists of posing an ambiguous question,
arguing that Quebecers simply wanted good government, and predicting that they
would never vote to separate.7 He was also assailed by the Reform Party, led by
Preston Manning, who pressed hard for clarity about the consequences of
Quebecers' choice: "They think they can vote for separation and still enjoy the
benefits of federalism. That is why we asked the Prime Minister to make clear
that yes means separation and only no means federalism. I will again ask the
4

5

6

7

Andr6 Blais, Richard Nadeau & Pierre Martin, "Pourquoi le Oui a-t-il fait des gains pendant
la campagne r~f~rendaire?" in John Trent, Robert Young & Guy Lachapelle, eds., Qu~becCanada: What is the Path Ahead? (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1996) 71 [Path
Ahead].
See Guy Lachapelle, "La souverainet6 partenariat: Donn~e essentielle du r~sultat
rf~rendaire et de l'avenir des relations Quebec-Canada," in PathAhead, ibid., 41; Maurice
Pinard, "Le contexte politique et les dimensions sociod~mographiques" in Maurice Pinard,
Robert Bernier & Vincent Lemieux, eds., Un combat inachevg (Sainte-Foy: Les Presses de
l'Universit6 du Quebec, 1997) 277; Strugglefor Quebec, supra note 2 at 39-42.
Jeff Sallot, "It's Official: Quebec votes Oct 30" Globe & Mail (12 September 1995) A3.
See e.g. House of Commons, Debates (18 September 1995) at 14528.
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Prime Minister sincerely, as we are not playing games here, why he is so
reluctant to make that distinction crystal clear."8 Chr~tien responded famously
that he would not "break up the country with one vote," and that "the scheme
they have, the virage, the mirage and so on will not work. They will not succeed
in fooling the people of Quebec because the people of Quebec will know when
they vote 39 days from now that they will not separate. They will stay in Canada
because it is their destiny, their future and their desire."9 The issue carried
through the campaign, with the sovereigntists arguing that Canadians should and
would accept the democratic decision of Quebecers. As Lucien Bouchard put it
at the very end, "I fully expect the rest of Canada, as all Quebecers, whatever
happens, to accept the verdict of democracy."'" But Chr~tien made no such
commitment. In a late-campaign television interview, asked whether he would
accept a 51 percent Yes vote, he declared "No, I haven't recognized anything.
You don't know the result and neither do I. People would have expressed their
point of view. After that, the mechanics are very nebulous.""
As a consequence, the federalists lost ground on the economic dimension.
They consistently depicted sovereignty as a risky venture into the unknown, but
did not spell out specific consequences. Hence the Yes forces were able to argue
that secession would be costless. Indeed, in their portrayal, every dire prediction
was a bluff, designed to deter Quebecers from voting for sovereignty for fear of
the economic repercussions. But after a Yes vote, they insisted, it would be
irrational for people in the rest of Canada to retaliate or refuse to co-operate
because this would inflict losses on themselves. So, for Bouchard, the post-Yes
partnership would "impose itself after an assessment of each other's interests."' 2
For Parizeau, it was "perfectly understandable that before the 30th all of these
guys in Ottawa will say no, no, no, no. Well, after the 30th, they might say yes
to a few things."' 3 In short, economic rationality was equated by the
sovereigntists with co-operation. 4 And the silence about how Canada would
8

House of Commons, Debates (19 September 1995) at 14610.

9 Ibid.

"Grab the chance, Bouchard urges Quebecers" Globe & Mail (30 October 1995) A5.
1 Mario Fontaine, "Chr~tien reste n~buleux a une victoire serr~e du OUI" La Presse (27
1o

October 1995) B5 [translation by the author]. See also Jean Dion, "A l'inission Mongrain"
Le Devoir (27 October 1995) A4; and Andr6 Picard, "Beware Canada's Mood, PM warns"
Globe & Mail (27 October 1995) Al.
12 Globe & Mail (20 October 1995).
'3 Philip Authier, "The Referendum: Quebec could split in 'weeks or months"' Gazette
(Montreal) (21 October 1995) A15.
4 For a formal refutation of this, see Robert A. Young, "The Political Economy of Secession:
The Case of Quebec" (1994) 5 Constitutional Political Economy 221.
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respond to a Yes, which only Chr(tien's government could credibly break,
allowed the Yes side to gain.
There are several possible reasons for the No side's silence about what would
be the consequences of a Yes vote. Early on, the federalists were confident and
complacent, and the virage towards partnership took them by surprise. Clearly
spelling out the economic consequences of a vote for sovereignty could have
weakened the unity of the No side. Declarations that there would be no
partnership and statements about precise consequences (loss of citizenship,
mobility, market access and so on) could have been depicted by the opponents
as cruel threats or mere initial bargaining positions. Admitting the possibility of
a sovereigntist victory might have made it seem more credible. 5 As well, the
federalists were genuinely frustrated by a referendum question that seemed
unfair and duplicitous in its reference to a "partnership." But they could not
counter this without conceding that Qu6bec might become sovereign. And this
Chr6tien and his closest advisors were unable to do.
Resistance to conceding the possibility of a sovereigntist victory was
demonstrated early in the campaign when Lucienne Robillard, who had been
brought into the Chr6tien Cabinet to co-ordinate the federal referendum effort,
stated: "We are in a democratic country, so we'll respect the vote."' 16 Pressed
immediately on this point, Daniel Johnson said "[t]he people of Quebec will
abide by the results - end of story."' 7 But both were forced to backtrack, with
Robillard stating that the government would respect "the democratic process"
rather than any particular outcome, while Johnson asked "How can you break up
a country on ajudicial recount?"' 8 Chr6tien, -

"The Boss" -

had no doubt re-

asserted his line, and in a damage-control press conference he reinforced it:
"There is a vote and, of course, we'll receive the result of the vote, but you're
asking me a hypothetical question. I'm standing here telling you we're going to
win.'

9

The notion that admitting the possibility of defeat can be "a self-fulfilling prophecy" was
later called one of the two "golden rules" of federalist discourse by St~phane Dion, Minister
of Intergovernmental Affairs. It consists of "never publicly admitting that the opponents
might win." See S. Dion, Straight Talk: on Canadian Unity (Montreal: McGill-Queen's
University Press, 1999) at xix.
16 Tu Thanh Ha, "Honour vote, Robillard urges" Globe & Mail (13 September 1995) Al.
17
Ibid.
Is Ibid. at A2; and London Free Press (13 September 1995); Globe & Mail (20 September
1995).
15

'9

Supra note 17 at A2.
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But polls taken around 20 October showed that the federalists were not going
to win. As panic swept the No camp, pressure mounted for movement on the
Constitution (and this was the only way to change, given the logic sketched
above). Reluctantly, the former Prime Minister shifted his position.2 ' In a speech
in Quebec City, Chr~tien declared that Quebec formed a "distinct society" and
he later issued a joint declaration to this effect with Johnson.2 He went further
at a rally in Verdun, and then in a televised speech to all Canadians he argued for
distinct-society status, a Quebec constitutional veto on matters affecting its
government's powers, and general decentralization. 2 This concession might
have swung the electorate back; or perhaps it was Jean Charest's agreement with
this position, or maybe the pro-Qu6bec declarations made by some
municipalities and provincial governments, or, improbably, the big Unity Rally
held in Montreal.
In any case, Jean Chr6tien bears considerable responsibility for the neardefeat of the No side. True, there were some good reasons for not specifying
what would be the Canadian reaction to a Yes. And attributing responsibility
always involves specifying a counterfactual - in this case, what would have
happened had the Yes-side discourse been different? No one can specify this
with certainty. But it seems clear that no politician other than the Prime Minister
could have credibly indicated what Canada's reaction would be to a Yes vote.
And it seems clear too that the whole federalist camp could have adopted a
mixed strategy, with various leaders taking different positions on whether the
vote was democratic and whether the result would be accepted; then, some
would have been able to outline the negative economic consequences of a Yes
decision. This strategy, in fact, would have mirrored that of the sovereigntists,
who variously stressed the partnership on the one hand and the heady prospect
of independence, at last, on the other.2 3 But Jean Chr~tien and his closest
advisors, who often spoke of Qu6bec as the "heart" or the "soul" of Canada,
could not do this. They could not conceive of a sovereign Quebec. As the Prime
Minister put it at the final No rally of the campaign, "[f]or all of us, Canada
without Quebec is unthinkablejust as Quebec without Canada is unthinkable. 2 4
20

Lawrence Martin, Iron Man: The Defiant Reign of Jean Chr~tien, v. 2 (Toronto: Viking
Canada, 2003) at 128 [Iron Man].

21
22

Richard Mackie, "Johnson doing damage control" Globe & Mail (23 October 1995) Al.
Richard Mackie, "Chr~tien, Bouchard to address nation" Globe & Mail (25 October 1995)

23

Al; Andr6 Picard, "PM pleads with undecided voters" Globe &Mail (26 October 1995) Al.
Robert A. Young, "'Maybe Yes, Maybe No': The Rest of Canada and a Quebec 'Oui' in

24

Douglas M. Brown & Jonathan W. Rose, eds., Canada:The State of the Federation 1995
(Kingston: Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, 1995) 47.
"Canadians rally for unity" Gazette (Montreal) (30 October 1995) Al.
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As a consequence of being unable to imagine Quebec as a sovereign state,
arguably, Chrrtien almost lost his Canada.
III.

POST-REFERENDUM MANOEUVRES

Severely shaken by the 30 October result, Jean Chr~tien nevertheless moved
forward. The first initiative was to fulfil the late-campaign promises. There was
not enough support in some provincial capitals to push through a constitutional
amendment recognizing Quebec as a distinct society, so Ottawa went it alone,
passing a resolution about distinct society status. 25 This resolution was much
more limited than a constitutional amendment, and was derided as a "measly
proposal" by Lucien Bouchard. 26 But while it did not speak to the judicial
branch, and lacked the traditional phrasing about the Quebec government's
power to preserve and promote its distinct society, the resolution still stands as
binding on the federal government.
In short order, the government next introduced a bill that would prohibit
Ottawa from proposing a constitutional amendment unless it had the consent of
regional majorities; in effect, the federal government was "lending" its own
constitutional veto to Quebec, as well as to Ontario, two western provinces with
50 percent of the regional population, and two Atlantic provinces with 50
percent of the population. This measure would apply to a limited range of
matters, and it left the federal government free to define "consent., 27 The Bill
met resistance in the west, and was amended to provide a veto to British
Columbia. It was assailed by both the Bloc and the Reform Party. But it passed,

25

Canada, House of Commons, Debates (29 November 1995) at 16971. The text reads:

26
27

"Whereas the People of Quebec have expressed the desire for recognition of Quebec's
distinct society;
(1) the House recognize that Quebec is a distinct society within Canada;
(2) the House recognize that Quebec's distinct society includes its French-speaking
majority, unique culture and civil law tradition;
(3) the House undertake to be guided by this reality;
(4) the House encourage all components of the legislative and executive branches
of government to take note of this recognition and be guided in their conduct
accordingly."
Ibid. at 16961; see also 16975, 16980.
Essentially, it covers amendments that fall under the general amending formula and that do
not derogate from provincial powers: this includes, notably, the establishment of new
provinces and the power, selection and distribution of members of the Senate (as well as
recognition of Quebec as a distinct society).
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it remains in effect, and if not legislated out of existence it will have significant
effects on the constitutional amendment process.2 8
These initiatives were part of what became known as Plan A measures, ones
designed to meet Quebecers' aspirations, to reaffirm the benevolence of the
federal government, and to strengthen popular identification with Canada. On the
other side, Plan B, Ottawa aimed to counter the arguments of the sovereigntists,
and to question their assumptions about the process of secession. On both
prongs, the key minister was St~phane Dion, appointed as Minister of
Intergovernmental Affairs in late January 1996.
One constant preoccupation of leaders is recruitment. Chrrtien's record in
this regard is not unmixed, but he has attracted, supported and retained some key
ministers, and Dion is the most striking case. An academic, a scholar of public
administration, he was known to his colleagues at the Universit6 de Montreal as
both brilliant and monumentally tenacious in debate. During the referendum
campaign, he had made striking and brave pro-federalist interventions, and so
he came to the attention of Chrrtien or, some suggest, of Mrs. Chrrtien.2 9
Immediately upon being sworn in, Dion released a most unusual written
statement explaining why Qu6bec's distinctiveness had to be enshrined in the
Canadian Constitution. He spent several months trying to persuade his Cabinet
colleagues and the various provincial premiers that such a move was advisable.
He also pressed for decentralization, with more success. In the 1996 Speech from
the Throne, the government committed itself to withdraw from programs in
forestry, mining and recreation, and to forge new partnerships with the provinces
in food inspection, environmental management, social housing, and tourism. It
would also restrict its own spending power, pledging not to establish new
shared-cost programs in areas of provincial jurisdiction without the consent of
a majority of the provinces.3 a On the most contentious current issue, manpower
training, the Chrrtien government pledged to transfer full control to the

2'

29
30

An act respectingconstitutionalamendments, S.C. 1996, c. 1. See Andrew Heard & Tim

Swartz, "The Regional Veto Formula and Its Effects on Canada's Constitutional Amendment
Process" (1997) 30 Can. J. Poli. Sci. 339.
Edward Greenspon & Anthony Wilson-Smith, Double Vision: The Inside Story of the
Liberals in Power (Toronto: Doubleday, 1997) at 354; Iron Man, supra note 20 at 143.
House of Commons, Debates (27 February 1996) at 4. The restrictions on the spending
power were later formalized in the Social Union Framework Agreement (SUFA), to which
all provinces except Quebec became signatories.
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provinces, along with over two billion dollars in funding, and an agreement was
soon signed with the Quebec government.
But Dion's most striking initiatives were on the Plan B side. First, right after
taking office, he suggested that Quebec might be subject to partition in the event
of secession. As he put it, "[y]ou cannot consider Canada divisible but the
territory of Quebec sacred"; or, again, "ifCanada is divisible, Quebec is divisible
too. If I give myself a right, I can't stop others from exercising the same right."'"
Prime Minister Chr~tien supported the simple logic of his provocative young
minister. But the sovereigntist reaction to this audacity was furious, and many
moderate nationalists (and Quebec Liberal Party leaders) were dismayed.32
Next, the 1996 Speech from the Throne asserted that the Canadian
government had roles and responsibilities in any future sovereignty referendum.
Again, the assumption that Quebec City alone could determine the modalities of
the secession process was challenged:
As long as the prospect of another Quebec referendum exists, the Government will
exercise its responsibility to ensure that the debate is conducted with all the facts on the
table, that the rules of the process are fair, that the consequences are clear, and that
33
Canadians, no matter where they live, will have their say in the future of their country.

The federal government now accepted that secession might occur - there was
a "convention" that people could not be held against their will - but the rules
had to be clear. So did the level of majority required to secede. Soon after his
appointment, Dion echoed some statements made by the former Prime Minister
at the end of the year to the effect that a narrow majority would not be sufficient
to "break" the country: the minister suggested that "for a very serious decision,
that is hard to revisit, one can consider a qualified majority." Again, the
challenge was to the basic assumptions that the sovereigntists - and others had shared about the right of secession and the process of achieving it.
Plan B was provocative, but, with Chrrtien's support, Dion continued to
press, against the doubts and hesitations of many Cabinet members, including
some from Quebec. The focus turned towards the legalities of secession, which
were being contested by several parties, including the maverick lawyer, Guy

3' Tu Thanh Ha, "Talk ofpartition heats up unity debate" Globe & Mail (30 January 1996) A2;
London Free Press (2 February 1996).
32 Lysiane Gagnon, "A badly coached rookie named Dion takes to the ice" Globe & Mail (3
February 1996).

33 House of Commons, Debates (27 February 1996) at 5.
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Bertrand, who argued in the Quebec Superior Court that a secession
accomplished unconstitutionally threatened important Charterrights. The federal
government intervened in the case when the Quebec government's lawyers took
the position that the courts had no jurisdiction over the matter, with the Attorney
General of Canada arguing that there exists no right in domestic or international
law for Quebec to secede unilaterally.3 4 This move outraged Bouchard (who had
left Ottawa to become premier of Quebec), and he declared that35such a position
would make Canada "a prison from which we cannot escape.Ottawa was undeterred. In September 1996, using its reference power, it
placed three questions about the legalities of Quebec secession directly before
the Supreme Court of Canada:
Under the Constitution of Canada, can the National Assembly, legislature or
Government of Quebec effect the secession of Quebec from Canada unilaterally?
Second, does international law give the National Assembly, the legislature or the
Government of Quebec the right to effect the secession of Quebec from Canada
unilaterally? In this regard, is there a right to self-determination under international law
that would give the National Assembly, the legislature or the Government of Quebec the
right to effect the secession of Quebec from Canada unilaterally?
Third, in the event of a conflict between domestic and international law on the right
of the National Assembly, legislature or Government of Quebec to effect the secession
of Quebec from Canada unilaterally, which would take precedence in Canada?36

This was a high-risk manoeuvre. Courts are unpredictable. Still, other cases
would have reached the Supreme Court sooner or later, and through the reference
the Chrrtien government could control the questions at issue. There was also the
possibility of inflaming Quebec public opinion, which the PQ government
attempted to rouse. Bouchard thundered that only the people of Qudbec could
determine their own future, and the government declared it would ignore any
ruling, for it retained the right to make a unilateral declaration of independence;
later, the deputy premier attacked the Court's legitimacy by arguing that like "the
Tower of Pisa" the Court "always leans the same way."3 7 These views found
some support in the province.38 And as the hearing approached, the Qudbec
minister of Intergovernmental Relations stayed steadfast: "No decree, no federal

3 Strugglefor Quebec, supra note 2 at 106-107.
3 Andr6 Picard, "Bouchard rejects election option" Globe & Mail (14 May 1996) Al.
36 House of Commons, Debates (26 September 1996) at 4709.
17 London Free Press(27 September 1996); La Presse(27 September 1996); and Toronto Star
(29 September 1996); Globe & Mail (12 May 1997).
3 Lise Bissonnette, "Un an plus tard, la clart6" Le Devoir (27 September 1996) AlO: the 1982

constitution held Qubec in a "carcan" (iron collar).
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law, no decision from any court whatsoever can call into question or discredit
this right of Quebecers to decide their future."39
IV.

THE SUPREME COURT DECISION AND THE CLARITYACT

The reference case was heard in February 1998. Although the federal Liberals
had been re-elected, the case caused dissension between them and the QLP, as
both Daniel Johnson and former leader Claude Ryan held sovereignty to be a
fundamentally political issue that should not have been placed before the Court.40
Jean Charest also expressed misgivings, and the sovereigntists' rhetoric
escalated, while polls showed that a majority of Quebecers felt they had the right
to choose secession at the ballot box.4 There was a real possibility of a snap
Quebec election on the issue, one eliminated when Daniel Johnson resigned as
QLP leader ten days after the hearings concluded.
On 20 August 1998, the Supreme Court of Canada pronounced its decision
in the Reference re Secession of Quebec.4 2 The unanimous judgment was a
masterful one. After asserting their jurisdiction, the justices explored at length
some fundamental principles of the Canadian constitution - federalism,
democracy, constitutionalism and the rule of law, and respect for minorities.
Examining how these would operate "in the secession context," they proceeded
in the core of the decision (at paras. 84-97) to eliminate two "absolutist
propositions": first, that after a Yes vote, Canada must agree to Quebec's
secession, whatever the terms; and second, that even after a clear Yes vote on a
clear question Canada would have no obligation to negotiate. Each of these
propositions would ignore important constitutional principles, and was therefore
declared untenable. Having established this central position, the Court restrained
itself from clarifying what amendment formula would be necessary to achieve
secession, what constitutes a "clear majority" and a "clear question," what
Aboriginal and minority rights were at issue, and what the substantive content
of Quebec-Canada negotiations would involve. These questions lay in the
political realm (though later pronouncements were not ruled out). Finally, the

" London Free Press (19 December 1997) (Jacques Brassard).
40 Rh~al S~guin, "Separation not issue for top court, Ryan says" Globe &Mail (3 February
1998) A5.
41
Edward Greenspon, "Liberals target Charest for views on Supreme Court reference" Globe
& Mail (18 February 1998) A4; Rh~al S~guin, "Ottawa like the Titanic: Bouchard" Globe
& Mail (21 February 1998) Al. Parizeau declared that "the judges can decide what they

want. It has no importance. We will never live under the threat of decisions taken by others."
42

[1998] 2 S.C.R. 217, 161 D.L.R. (4th) 385.
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Court rejected the argument that Quebecers have a right in international law to
self-determination extending to secession and also the view that effective control
of Quebec territory could legitimize a unilateral declaration of independence by

the provincial government.
The decision stimulated much academic comment.4 3 The political impact is

more important here. First, the Court's legitimacy in Quebec was preserved: the
even-handed ruling could not be deployed to arouse in the public a sense of
humiliation or constraint. 44 Attempts by some extreme sovereigntists to assail the
result as "taking away our right to decide our future" attracted little support.45
Indeed, the sovereigntist leadership was quick to embrace parts of the decision.
Parizeau argued that it would force Canada to negotiate, as the Yes side had
predicted, and Bouchard was pleased to note that the "obligation to negotiate has
a constitutional status. 4 6 In the rest of Canada, there was no assault on the
decision; instead, those most confrontational towards Quebec urged quick action

4

46

See (1998) 10 Constitutional Forum; and David Schneiderman, ed., The Quebec Decision.
Perspectives on the Supreme Court Ruling on Secession (Toronto: James Lorimer &
Company, 1999).
See the remarks of pollster Jean-Marc Lger, London Free Press (21 August 1998).
Josde Legault, "How to deny Quebec's right to self-determination" Globe & Mail, (21
August 1998) A19. This article appeared in a longer version in Le Devoir, yet that
newspaper's editorial suggested that the Parti qub~cois should "forget convoluted
referendum questions." See "Cross Canada commentaries" Globe &Mail (22 August 1998)
A3.
Rhdal S6guin, "Federalist cause poisoned by ruling, Bouchard says" Globe & Mail (22
August 1998) A3. See also St~phane Dion's tart letter to Bouchard about his selective use
of the decision: supra note 15, "Letter to Mr. Lucien Bouchard" (25 August 1998) at 247.
This letter epitomizes Dion's stance towards the sovereigntist leadership - unobsequious
to the point of disdain:
"Instead of concocting the question that will snatch a few thousand more votes, do
your job. Explain to us Quebecers why we would be happier if we were no longer
Canadians as well; why we need a smaller country that is ours alone, rather than a
larger country shared with others. If you convince us, the question and the majority
will follow. The referendum will then merely confirm a visible consensus. Firmly
determined to separate, Quebecers could wade through the problems of the
negotiations.
If this is a tall order, it is certainly not the fault of the federal government....
Quebecers have contributed tremendously to building Canada and it is in working
with other Canadians that they want to take on the enormous challenges presented
at the dawn of the new millennium. It is up to you to prove to them, in all clarity,
that they are wrong."
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to set out the form of the question and the level of support necessary for
secession.47
Chr~tien's government never went so far. But, after a time, it did move. On
10 December 1999 it tabled, in the House of Commons, a Bill that became
known as the Clarity Act. Carefully titled, it was "to give effect to the
requirement for clarity as set out in the opinion of the Supreme Court of Canada
in the Quebec Secession Reference" (see Appendix). This is a truly remarkable
piece of legislation. It gives legal effect to what had been asserted, at times, by
some ministers of the Crown - and contradicted by other politicians: Quebecers
have the right to secede. In no other advanced industrial country has there been
such a stunning recognition that a portion of the citizenry cannot be kept within
the polity against its will. This fundamental characteristic of the legislation is
often lost sight of, but the right to secede is at the very core of the Act. The Act
goes on to fill in some of the political space left by the Supreme Court. Typical
of Chrtien and his approach, the emphasis is on process rather than pre-defined
criteria. So the House of Commons would determine whether a referendum
question about secession is clear, and it would also decide whether the results
expressed a clear majority will to secede. In this process, the legislators would
take into account the views of the Senate and of provincial governments, and,
most important, the opinions of opposition parties in the provincial legislature
that authorized the vote.48 Finally the Clarity Act distinguishes between the
negotiations necessary to amend the constitution to excise Quebec, and those
about substantive issues like the debt and borders. This the Supreme Court did
not do, and it is salutary, because the participants in the two sets of negotiations
would be different. So the ClarityAct sets out the process for the legitimate and
democratic secession of Quebec or any other province. As one commentator
remarked, "[n]o matter whether another referendum is called six months, six
years, or sixty years from now, ordinary Canadians in all provinces and
territories will be protected by fair and appropriate ground rules ensuring respect
for democracy."49

7 See the remarks of Stephen Harper in Brian Laghi, "PM moves to cool off Quebec debate"
Globe & Mail (24 August 1998) A3.
48
In 1995, the reaction of the leader of the Quebec Liberal Party to a narrow Yes result would
have been very significant, if not decisive. See Robert A. Young, The Secession of Quebec
and the Futureof Canada(Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press and the
Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, 1995) at 171-207.
Patrick J. Monahan, Doing the Rules: An Assessment of the FederalClarity Act in Light of
the Quebec Secession Reference (Toronto: C.D. Howe Institute, 2000) at 37.
'9
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The Clarity Act was fought fiercely in the House by the Bloc, and was
assailed by Bouchard and the Parti qutb~cois. 5° But it provoked no groundswell
of public opposition in Quebec. In fact, there was some polling evidence in the
hands of the federal government showing that Quebecers had found the 1995
question opaque, that they favoured a clear question, and that there was
substantial support for requiring a majority larger than 50 percent plus one. 5'
This was reflected in Quebec politics. Bouchard could make no headway in
rekindling the sovereigntist flame, and on 11 January 2001, he resigned as
Premier and leader of the PQ. Remarkably honest, he admitted that "mes efforts
pour relancer le d6bat sur la question nationale sont restts vains." Despite federal
interventions, he said, including the Millennium Scholarships, the Canada
Research Chairs program, 52
and the Clarity Act, Quebecers had remained
"6tonnamment impassibles."
Under his successor, Bernard Landry, the party and the government were
beset with infighting, as splits developed between the "pur et dur" sovereignty
supporters and moderates, and also between the left and the right.53 Party
membership had fallen substantially, and the troops lacked enthusiasm, as was
evident throughout a lacklustre 2003 election campaign in which Landry
oscillated between the drive for sovereignty and calls for a new "confederal
union" with Canada.54 The government lost to the Liberals, now led by Charest,
and while the QLP contains many strong nationalists and has adopted a program
that includes stiff demands upon the central government, a federalist party was
back in power in Quebec City.

50

Two members of the NDP and nine Progressive Conservative MPs voted against the Bill on

third reading, along with forty-four Bloc members.
5' Matthew Mendelsohn, "Analyzing recent empirical trends in Quebec public opinion"
(presented to the conference on "Quebec and Canada in the New Century: New Dynamics,
New Opportunities," Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, Queen's University, Kingston,
31 October-i November 2003).
52 Lucien Bouchard, "Je regrette seulement de ne pas avoir fait mieux et davantage" Le Devoir
(12 January 2001) A9. ("My efforts to relaunch the debate on the national question remained
fruitless"; Quebecers had remained "astonishingly imperturbable.")
13 Frangois Cardinal, "Les purs et durs veulent le depart des ministres 'de droite'
Le Devoir
(24 October 2002) A l; Rh~al S~guin, "Quebec Justice Minister resigns" Globe & Mail (29
October 2002).
5 Rh~al S~guin, "Landry hits PQ with shift on sovereignty" Globe & Mail (17 March 2003)
Al.
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The Parti qurbrcois continues to be divided by personality and policy. 55 More
generally, the sovereigntists and supporters of the broader nationalist project
have been thrown back to deep questions about the weight of sovereignty in a
globalizing world, the nature of identity and collective adhesion, the
demographic evolution of Quebec society, and, in general, whether or not
collective thinking about Quebec is capable "de s'exiler du paradigme qui la
nourrit depuis des lustres :celui de '(in)accomplissement national."56 At the
level of the mass public, this has not translated into any great diminution of
support for the sovereignty option, which hovers around 40 percent (depending
on the question). What is quite clear, though, is that Quebecers have no interest
in another referendum, in plunging into another bitterly divisive struggle: a
typical poll in 2001 showed that 70 percent (including 53 percent of PQ
supporters) wanted a promise from the premier not to hold a referendum for at
least five years.5 7 This does not mean that the drive for sovereignty is finished.58
Linguistic insecurity, in particular, could underpin a renewed effort towards
secession. The PQ could switch strategies, abandoning the referendum route, or
even contemplating a unilateral declaration of independence despite the Supreme
Court's ruling. But as Chr6tien left office, the threat of a successful referendum
certainly was in abeyance.
V.

CONCLUSION

Apart from having almost lost the 1995 referendum and from supporting his
minister's bold measures to counterattack the sovereigntists, Prime Minister
Chrrtien did much in Quebec during ten years of office. The Liberal government
supported key firms like Bombardier and sectors like pharmaceuticals, it spent
substantial sums on infrastructure, it helped reinvigorate the Montreal economy
(notably by cooperating with the Quebec government in creating the economic
development organization, Montreal International), it sprinkled funds elsewhere
through the province (through the little known Economic Development Agency
of Canada for Quebec Regions), it provided welcome assistance during the Ice
Storm and the Saguenay floods, and so on. All this was business as usual, and

Rh~al Srguin, "Parizeau tells BQ caucus to push for sovereignty" Globe & Mail (28 August
2003) A4; Robert Dutrisac, "Landry souhaite diriger le PQ aux prochaines 6lections" Le
Devoir (8 October 2003).
56 Jocelyn Ltoumeau, "Reposer la Question du Quebec" (2003) 24 Policy Options at 44
("capable of pushing itself out of the paradigm that has long nourished it: that of national
self-(non) realization").
7 See Globe & Mail (27 October 2001).
s See the special issue, "Is it over? Est-ce fuil?" in (2000) 24 Policy Options.
"
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it helped maintain Chrrtien's support, as did the improving economy. It's true
that some anti-sovereignty efforts were extraordinary, like the embarrassing
blanketing of Qu6bec City with Canadian flags. As well, the post-referendum
desperation legitimized in the minds of Chrrtien's entourage some dubious
dealings with Liberal-oriented firms designed to propagate the federalist
message. 9 And Chrrtien himself has been linked with questionable loans to
constituents by federal agencies. But none of this is comparable to the Pacific
Scandal or other memorable scandals of the past. Like the rest of the normal
business, its effects will not last.
One part of Jean Chrrtien's real legacy in Quebec is that he almost lost the
referendum of 1995. Insofar as he was responsible for the strategy, he almost lost
because the federalists did not bring themselves to be clear about the
consequences of a Yes vote, and so the sovereigntists could promise minima,
economic disruption and a future Qu6bec-Canada partnership. He could not b
clear about the consequences of a Yes because the federalists could not admit
that Quebec could secede. Along with more decentralized powers, the Clarity
Act is the second part of the legacy. It is now established in law, backed by a
powerful Supreme Court decision, that Quebec can secede, and a clear process
is in place for it to do so. Because of this, and the sorties of St6phane Dion, the
minister Jean Chrrtien chose and backed, the sovereignty movement has
receded.
Chrrtien once reflected that "[p]olitical life is like skating on thin ice and you
never know where there will be a hole that will gobble you up and you will
disappear forever." 60 In 1995, the former Prime Minister faced the abyss after
coasting towards it. Then he stickhandled hard to fix the problem. On leaving
office, he is still skating in Qu6bec.

9 Globe & Mail (11 October 2001); Office of the Auditor General of Canada, Report to the
Minister of Public Works and Government Services on Three Contracts Awarded to
Groupaction(Ottawa: Office of the Auditor General of Canada, 2002), online: <www.oagbvg.gc.ca/domino/reports>. See Susan Delacourt, Juggernaut.-PaulMartin 's Campaignfor
Chritien'sCrown (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 2003) at 234: the advertising agencies
had been hired "to stamp the federal brand on the province of Quebec."
o Globe & Mail (14 December 2002).
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APPENDIX
S.C. 2000, c. 26
An Act to give effect to the requirement for clarity as
set out in the opinion of the Supreme Court of
Canada in the Quebec Secession Reference
[Assented to 29 June 2000]
WHEREAS the Supreme Court of Canada has confirmed
that there is no right, under international law or under the
Constitution of Canada, for the National Assembly,
legislature or government of Quebec to effect the
secession of Quebec from Canada unilaterally;
WHEREAS any proposal relating to the break-up of a
democratic state is a matter of the utmost gravity and is
of fundamental importance to all of its citizens;
WHEREAS the government of any province of Canada is
entitled to consult its population by referendum on any
issue and is entitled to formulate the wording of its
referendum question;
WHEREAS the Supreme Court of Canada has
determined that the result of a referendum on the
secession of a province from Canada must be free of
ambiguity both in terms of the question asked and in
terms of the support it achieves if that result is to be
taken as an expression of the democratic will that would
give rise to an obligation to enter into negotiations that
might lead to secession;
WHEREAS the Supreme Court of Canada has stated
that democracy means more than simple majority rule,
that a clear majority in favour of secession would be
required to create an obligation to negotiate secession,
and that a qualitative evaluation is required to determine
whether a clear majority in favour of secession exists in
the circumstances;
WHEREAS the Supreme Court of Canada has confirmed
that, in Canada, the secession of a province, to be
lawful, would require an amendment to the Constitution
of Canada, that such an amendment would perforce
require negotiations in relation to secession involving at
least the governments of all of the provinces and the
Government of Canada, and that those negotiations
would be governed by the principles of federalism,
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democracy, constitutionalism and the rule of law, and
the protection of minorities;
WHEREAS, in light of the finding by the Supreme Court
of Canada that it would be for elected representatives to
determine what constitutes a clear question and what
constitutes a clear majority in a referendum held in a
province on secession, the House of Commons, as the
only political institution elected to represent all
Canadians, has an important role in identifying what
constitutes a clear question and a clear majority
sufficient for the Government of Canada to enter into
negotiations in relation to the secession of a province
from Canada;
AND WHEREAS it is incumbent on the Government of
Canada not to enter into negotiations that might lead to
the secession of a province from Canada, and that could
consequently entail the termination of citizenship and
other rights that Canadian citizens resident in the
province enjoy as full participants in Canada, unless the
population of that province has clearly expressed its
democratic will that the province secede from Canada;
NOW, THEREFORE, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate and House of
Commons of Canada, enacts as follows:
1. (1) The House of Commons shall, within thirty
days after the government of a province tables in its
legislative assembly or otherwise officially releases the
question that it intends to submit to its voters in a
referendum relating to the proposed secession of the
province from Canada, consider the question and, by
resolution, set out its determination on whether the
question is clear.
(2) Where the thirty days referred to in subsection (1)
occur, in whole or in part, during a general election of
members to serve in the House of Commons, the thirty
days shall be extended by an additional forty days.
(3) In considering the clarity of a referendum
question, the House of Commons shall consider whether
the question would result in a clear expression of the will
of the population of a province on whether the province
should cease to be part of Canada and become an
independent state.
(4) For the purpose of subsection (3), a clear
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expression of the will of the population of a province that
the province cease to be part of Canada could not result
from
(a) a referendum question that merely focuses on a
mandate to negotiate without soliciting a direct
expression of the will of the population of that
province on whether the province should cease to be
part of Canada; or
(b) a referendum question that envisages other
possibilities in addition to the secession of the
province from Canada, such as economic or political
arrangements with Canada, that obscure a direct
expression of the will of the population of that
province on whether the province should cease to be
part of Canada.
(5) In considering the clarity of a referendum
question, the House of Commons shall take into account
the views of all political parties represented in the
legislative assembly of the province whose government is
proposing the referendum on secession, any formal
statements or resolutions by the government or
legislative assembly of any province or territory of
Canada, any formal statements or resolutions by the
Senate, any formal statements or resolutions by the
representatives of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada,
especially those in the province whose government is
proposing the referendum on secession, and any other
views it considers to be relevant.
(6) The Government of Canada shall not enter into
negotiations on the terms on which a province might
cease to be part of Canada if the House of Commons
determines, pursuant to this section, that a referendum
question is not clear and, for that reason, would not
result in a clear expression of the will of the population of
that province on whether the province should cease to be
part of Canada.
2. (1) Where the government of a province, following
a referendum relating to the secession of the province
from Canada, seeks to enter into negotiations on the
terms on which that province might cease to be part of
Canada, the House of Commons shall, except where it
has determined pursuant to section 1 that a referendum
question is not clear, consider and, by resolution, set
out its determination on whether, in the circumstances,
there has been a clear expression of a will by a clear
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majority of the population of that province that the
province cease to be part of Canada.
(2) In considering whether there has been a clear
expression of a will by a clear majority of the population
of a province that the province cease to be part of
Canada, the House of Commons shall take into account
(a) the size of the majority of valid votes cast in
favour of the secessionist option;
(b) the percentage of eligible voters voting in the
referendum; and
(c) any other matters or circumstances it considers
to be relevant.
(3) In considering whether there has been a clear
expression of a will by a clear majority of the population
of a province that the province cease to be part of
Canada, the House of Commons shall take into account
the views of all political parties represented in the
legislative assembly of the province whose government
proposed the referendum on secession, any formal
statements or resolutions by the government or
legislative assembly of any province or territory of
Canada, any formal statements or resolutions by the
Senate, any formal statements or resolutions by the
representatives of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada,
especially those in the province whose government
proposed the referendum on secession, and any other
views it considers to be relevant.
(4) The Government of Canada shall not enter into
negotiations on the terms on which a province might
cease to be part of Canada unless the House of
Commons determines, pursuant to this section, that
there has been a clear expression of a will by a clear
majority of the population of that province that the
province cease to be part of Canada.
3. (1) It is recognized that there is no right under the
Constitution of Canada to effect the secession of a
province from Canada unilaterally and that, therefore, an
amendment to the Constitution of Canada would be
required for any province to secede from Canada, which
in turn would require negotiations involving at least the
governments of all of the provinces and the Government
of Canada.
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(2) No Minister of the Crown shall propose a
constitutional amendment to effect the secession of a
province from Canada unless the Government of Canada
has addressed, in its negotiations, the terms of
secession that are relevant in the circumstances,
including the division of assets and liabilities, any
changes to the borders of the province, the rights,
interests and territorial claims of the Aboriginal peoples
of Canada, and the protection of minority rights.
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